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The performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised for per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped The GFA-5802 also includes switchable balanced (XLR) and
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
available in the best separate power and preamplifiers. First of all, plated, five way binding posts ideal for biwiring.
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
technical limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat supply features alarge toroid transformer with multiple secondary
and noise-generating elements shouldn't he operating in close windings for each channel. Specially chosen storage capacitors
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
in integrated amplifiers.
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 features remote
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what control, balanced (XLR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for CD as
Adcom now offers in two significant new components: well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
In the GFA-5802 we chose a classically simple circuit easy interface with almost any amplifier.
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
sections. A massive toroid transformer with dual secondary provide real value by raising the performance level our customers
windings, high current regulators, and enormous quick response can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for convenience, we add performance to build value.
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
Goodbye integrated.
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Hello Adcom.
Transistor) devices are widely praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.
dependability, dynamic capability, and tube-like smoothness. Each
II Elkins Road •List Brunswick. N.l 08816
channel uses eight carefully matched pairs to produce 300 watts
Tel: 732-390-1130 •Fax 732-390-5657 •Web: I1ttp www.alcinn.com
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was watching Mr. Holland's Opus on
the tube the other day and was surprised to find myself teary-eyed,
even though the film lost me by subjecting me to Michael Kamen's atrocious "symphony" in the finale. Why
had Ibecome all choked up? Because I
had aMr. Holland of my own.
My high school band director was a
man improbably named Sharon Hoose.
He was aslim, dapper chap who had
directed the Lane High School band for
25 years, and he had acredo that saved
my adolescent sanity: If you were a
musician, you were special.
When we weren't compelled to be in
some class or other, band students at
LHS practically lived in the bandroom.
We didn't have to gather in the cafeteria
before school —if we didn't have early
Marching Band practice, we could socialize or practice in the bandroom or one
of the practice rooms. We could finish
those last-minute assignments in the
music library. Instead of study hall, Mr.
Hoose would arrange for band members to be assigned to the bandroom,
where we could practice, study, or, frequently, listen to records on his stereo.
Most of the stereos I'd seen prior to
joining the band had been KLH systems
or some other type of inexpensive hi-fi
appropriate to the college students who
populated Charlottesville, but Mr. Hoose
had arig that seemed incredibly exotic
to me. For one thing, he had separates,
and, while Ican't be sure at this remove,
Isuspect he had tubes. There also was a
new ritual Mr. Hoose introduced me to:
warming up the system.
Iwish Icould tell you that Idiscovered soundstaging and imaging then, but
Ididn't. Ido remember being impressed
by the enormous stereo spread of the
system. (That was mostly because my
friend Michael Spence brought in his
copy of Stan Freberg's History of the United
States, Pt. 1, which had Native Americans tap-dancing from one speaker into
the other.) But Mr. Hoose did teach me
other audio lessons that have served me
in good stead to this day. He taught me
not to throw away the records' paper
inner sleeves (as all my friends did), and
how to put the sleeves in the jackets so
that the records wouldn't come rolling
Stereophile, July 1998

out when you least expected it. Iremember him playing different performances
of the same work and asking us why one
worked better than the other—which is
also one of the few memories Ihave of
ahigh school teacher asking me what I
thought, rather than having me regurgitate what I'd been told.
Most important, he taught me that
music was something that adults could
care deeply about —and even, if they

My high school band

director taught me that
music was something that
adults could care deeply
about—and even, if
they were very lucky,
make their life's work
were very lucky, make their life's work.
Correctly determining that Ihad no
chance of making aliving off my musical talent, he encouraged me to pursue
musicology, recording, or even criticism
(assuming Ididn't feel compelled to
earn an honest living).
He wasn't acharacter out of some
Hollywood fantasy, though. He could
be pretty crusty —especially if you didn't respect music or your own talent.
And he certainly wasn't always open to
music outside the canon. Icame into
band study hall one day excited over my
latest discovery, Bessie Smith. Itold Mr.
Hoose she was the greatest blues singer
who'd ever lived. He put the record
on his stereo and was less than bowled
over. "That's wretched," he said, "but
that trumpet player is pretty good —
whatever happened to him?"
"Not much," Imouthed off. "He just
kept on being Louis Armstrong."
You could blame my lifelong love of
high fidelity on Mr. Noose. In the 27
years since my high school graduation,
I've certainly thought of him more —
and more favorably — than any other
teacher Ihad. Hence my teary eyes at
Richard Dreyfuss. There was no way Mr.

It

Phillips

Hoose could have known he was starting me on my road to becoming an audio
critic — he was only sharing his passion.
Jonathan Scull likes to suggest that
everyone share their passions for music
and audio with their loved ones. No
more sitting alone in the sweet spot —
bring in the family and play them something you love! You'll all be richer.
Icouldn't agree more. When neighbors, friends, or relatives drop by, play
them something you cherish. In the
short term, you'll be enriching your
life —and theirs too. And in the long
term, who knows?
About aweek ago, my nephew called
to tell us he's been offered asummerjob
in the chorus of the New Jersey State
Opera. Next fall he returns to Westminster Choir College, where he'll start
his senior year in music education, join
the Westminster Choir on tour, and perform with the New York Philharmonic.
We're very proud of him.
"Tell Wes this is all his fault," he told
my wife. "I'd never heard of Westminster before he gave me that Chesky
recording of the choir one Christmas.
If I'd never heard that, Iprobably would
never have come here." In alittle over a
year, Sean's going to be amusic teacher
himself, exposing the next generation
to the wonders and glories of our musical heritage.
Our passions are what make us
human—we must nurture them, share
them. We never know where they'll
lead, but we can be certain that the journey will he worthwhile.
-Wes Phillips
Muse Kastanovich
With his review of the PSB Stratus
Bronze loudspeaker in this issue, we say
farewell to writer Muse ICastanovich.
Physics graduate, choral singer, bass
player, and DIY electronics enthusiast,
Muse's first published review for Stereophik was of three $2000/pair loudspeakers — the Swans Baton, Thiel
CS1.5, and Unity Audio Signature 3—
in our November 1995 issue (Vol.18
No.11). Since then he has written about
many inexpensive CD players and digital products and apotpourri of loudspeakers. We wish Muse well in his
future activities.
—John Atkinson CI
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If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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Paradigm Reference Wins
The Best of 1998 Awards!
IppVIDEQ 1111
BEST
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19 98

Video Magazine's

- Home Theater System of the Year

AudioVideo International
Grand Prix Product of the Year
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AtacieAde

"...combines solid bass with uncoloured midrange,
fine soundstaging, and adetailed, open top end...
definitely give the Studio/100 alisten."
Tom

Norton. Stereopbile Id

"...state-of-the-art performance."
fineph Ciernork Sensible Soon

"...an acoustically crisp, credibly realistic, and
untiringly musical performance."
.indren ,Keen, 11 Magazine

"Phenomenal...Highly Recommended!"
-Don Keefe. Audio Magard

"Skin Tingling...Truly Topnotch."
lean Hirsch, Stereo

"Outstanding...I Surrender..."
-Greg l'etan. Audio AilitINIT

"Extraordinary...Bravo Paradigm!"
-Andrew

k,

Ilorshall, Audio Idea ,Guide

ith years of design expertise and astate-of-the-art in-house R&D
facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the

world's finest speakers, regardless of cost! The result is Paradigm
Reference...electrifying and eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems
that bring you closer than ever to the live event!
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music, it is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially
now with the arrival of Dolby Digital and DTS.
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We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer
and experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home
theater sound for yourself!
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Letters
Audio yoga
Editor:
If only an audiophile could also establish noise and vibration control within
himself, then life would become perfect
indeed.
August Timmermans
Bangkok, Thailand
augustti@fily.bu.acth
Mass hysteria
Editor:
Reading Michael Fremees "Analog Corner" in May (p.53) reminded me of the
way the characters in Arthur Miller's The
Crucible behave: mass hysteria.
Ididn't believe aword of what Fremer wrote about Shirley's and Pat's reaction to the Rolling Stones albums. But
just as areality check, Iplayed acouple
of my Stones albums. Iwouldn't be
surprised to hear he shot those girls full
of sodium pentothal. Of course, Miller's
play points out that drugs aren't needed
for agroup delusion to happen.
Seriously, Fm abit disappointed to see
that your writers now have license to write
absolutely anything. That unhinged nonsense belonged, if anywhere, on Fremees
personal web site, if he has one. Paul Berk
pbnyc@compuserve.com
'find the essence ofPaul Berk's letter — that beca what Ihear as an experienced
'enced listener and
respected (though obvious not by him) music
and equipment reviewer doesn't agree with his
experience on whatever it is he listens on, it is not
fitfor publication— to be disturbing. Mr. Berk
can spray his letter with Arthur Miller quotes
about witchcrafr but it doesn'tgloss over an angry
and intolerant mind. Still, intolerant and angry
individuals are welcome in my listening room —
I've hosted many who have all concluded that
the records do sound better So, Paul, jfyou're in
the NYC area, Iinvite you over to listen to some
Stones music on nzy system, and I
promise not to
shoot you up with sodium pentothal. You can
then tell Stereophile readers what you heard.
(Pat is aguy, by the way)
-MF
Humor?
Editor:
Michael Fremer seems to think he's
funny. Is he?
Simon Ellis
Simon.Ellis@unilevercom
We think so.
Stereophile, July 1998
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But really!
Editor:
Ican no longer continue with Stereophile — nor, in fact, with any of the
high-end magazines. Ijust don't earn
anywhere near enough. True, Iwork
on the periphery of the "industry" —
doing audio engineering at aprivate
college in upstate New York. But
aside from building my own equipment, which Ican do, have done, and
will continue to do, Ican in no way
support the kind of prices featured
by most of the gear reviewed in your
magazine.
I'm in my mid-50s and have followed
audio since junior high school, first with
Audio magazine and the late, lamented
Ed Canby, and on through their acquisition by Hachette-Filipacci. Later I
took up with Stereophile, and even the
occasional issue of The Absolute Sound,
but Ifind the field fit for lawyers, doctors, and politicians — in other words,
people with lots of money and no sense
of shame about spending $20,000 on
hobby items.
Ihave run into this phenomenon as a
rail aficionado, with model railroad people spending $2000-$4000 on brass
locomotives. Sure, it's all nice and well
constructed, but really!
Somewhere back in the dark ages, I
bought and loved Dynaco tubed amps
and preamps affordable and pretty
good sound. Having shot my wad on
that gear, Iproceeded to acquire recorded music and sounds, both commercial
recordings and ones I made myself.
That was and is, for me, the whole reason for audio gear: to listen to music and
sound, rather than to compare ampliLetters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Fax: (505) 983-6327 E-mail:John Atkinson, jaticinson@stereophile.com
or Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are assumed to be for possible publication.
If you have problems with your
subscription, call (800) 444-8908 or
visit www.stereophile.com

fiers or, god help me, wires. 'The fact that
the record reviews are atiny trailer that
follows the equipment juggernaut in
your magazine makes the magazine of
little use to me.
Iunderstand that there is adiscernible
improvement in reality from the careful
setup and choice of equipment, but I
also have awhole other life, not to
mention real-world bills. Therefore, I
must say good-bye to your world. Thanks
for some entertainment over the years. I
shall not give up listening.
Best of luck to you with your perceived
moneyed audience.
Gene Endres
endres@ithaca.edu
A matter of priorities
Editor:
Ihave to concur with Mr. George Paik
in the May Stereophile (p.11): "Anyone
who can drop 50 grand on aMercedes
or Lexus can afford to buy high-end
equipment." Idoubt that anyone will
disagree with me when Isay that audiophilia (yes, Ithink it is adisease) can
affect one's priorities.
Iam not immune. In fact, Iwould say
that my case is rather acute. Iwouldn't
even consider spending $50,000 on acar,
particularly with the way those things
depreciate in value. However, Wes Phillips' review of the Conrad-Johnson ART
preamplifier in the same issue makes me
want to raid my 12-year-old's college
fund, refinance the house, or knock off
some relatives!
Rationalization can be devastating at
2am:
•C-J ART: My son will never know the
difference.
•ART and C-J Premier 8s: He can go to
astate school.
•ART, Premier 8s, and Krell FBP 600:
The little ingrate can work his way
through college.
You folks are doing agreat job, but
it's killing me!
Perry McCoy
perrymc@aol.com
Mr McCoy's priorities appear sound and his
rationale well reasoned. By ensuring his son's
independence and self-motivation, he will be
teaching him invaluable lessons and get acool
stereo to boot. But why, then, does he call audiophilia a"disease"?
—WP
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N°39
Compact Disc Processor

A concept not relevant to high end audio? We would argue
that products like the N"39 Compact Disc Processor prove otherwise. Combining the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed N°36 Digital Processor and the N°37 CD
Transport, the N°39 represents value unheard of in asingle box CD player. The benefits of shared
technology are many. From the elegant Madrigal-designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter
Reduction "circuitry employed by the N°37 to the dual differential 20-bit digital to analog conversion
derived from the N°36 digital processor, the N°39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class.
Add HDCD decoding capability, ahigh quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability, and it's readily apparent that true versatility and
value can coexist in one remarkable component. Visit your Mark Levinson dealer for apersonal
demonstration soon and listen to the sound of real value.

Evnson
MADRIGAL AUDIO

LABORATORIES

Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories. Inc.
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address
above or visit us on the Internet at http:/ /wwvv.madrigal.comi
Adonation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.
Ill AHarman InternatIonal Company

Letters
Thefull-time staIrcannot always be so selective however. We must also review components
that might or might not be so refined, are
offered by companies that have produced signe:
icant products in the past, or who are exploring
new technologies — not always successfully.
Stereophile has space and personnel to publish only between 100 and 120 equipment
reports each year, so we try to guarantee that
these be ofproducts that are exciting, interesting,
and noteworthy. But we cannot always know
before the rigorous audition process whether or
not aproduct will qualify on all counts. When
it doesn't, we will say so.
By the way, manufacturers are of the opinion that we rarely publish good reviews —
unless, of course we've reviewed one of their
competitors recently!
—WP

Cheerful
Editor:
Iwas touched by Jolui Atkinson's cheerful willingness to alert Stereophile's readers to my online magazine, La Folia ("Industry Update," June '98, p.41). Alas, to
stand Mark Twain's quip on its head,
news of the mag's existence was greatly
exaggerated. However, it's now up and
running, and, thanks to Madrigal Audio's
high web-page standards, adelight to
behold. (Whether it reads as adelight
is not for me to say.) So thar she be,
gentles all, at www.lafolia.com or www.
madrigalcom as alink. E-mail comments
welcome, contributors too.
Mike Silveton
hensteeth@aoLcom

Audible Illusions should be torched for
the crap that they make, yet your magazine gives them an A rating. You are just
as phony as they are.
Alex Kutsenko
elvis-future@worldnetattnet

Confused
Editor:
Needlessly splitting an infinitive (changing "not to produce" to "to not produce")
is bad enough, but you misinterpreted
what the phrase "by this writer" means
in my May letter (Vol21 No.5, p28),
and made it say "Adams' AES preprint
3206 ... "
"By this writer" is diffident-speak for
"my": Iwrote the preprint. (Glyn Adams
had died prior to that, Ithink.)
David Moran
dmoran@elcom.com

Pompous asses
Editor:
It becomes more and more difficult
to read Stereophile. This difficulty is not
caused by any desire to see the magazine become more "objective" or "subjective" in its reviews, nor does the
change in the magazine's "look" enter
into the picture.
What bothers me is the increasing
smugness and arrogance that permeates
so many pages in each issue. Ihappened
to focus on one particular example during my reading of Wes Phillips' review
of The Pet Sounds Sessions in March's
"Quarter Notes" (p.165). In the review,
Wes quotes John Atkinson as saying
"Brian Wilson didn't have the vocabuMr. Kutsenko's letter does not require are- lary to communicate what he was trying
sponse other than to note that our experience of to do in the studio — he was reduced to
components made by the companies he attacks singing parts at the musicians, and
has been the opposite. But Mr. Cribiore asks sometimes banging on the console."
Unbelievable! If only JA had been
an interesting question. The answer is both
present to "properly" communicate to
quite simple and not at all obvious.
The simple answer: No, Stereophile does the musicians, think how good Pet
not review more equipment than sees print. If Sounds would have been.
"reduced"! says JA. John Atkinson
nie were to review equipment "under the table"
couldn't shine Brian Wilson's shoes, but
and not report on it, we would lose credibility.
Only by guaranteeing that every item we are he sure can show the world how much
sent tvi Iresult in areview can we assure our smarter he is than Brian when it comes
readers that we do not scuttle any review due to to communicating to studio musicians.
Iuse this instance only because it is
manufacturer pressure. "fa product is submitted,
such ablatant example of what is so irareview will result. Period. No exceptions.
ritating about the magazine's content.
That does somewhat beg your question,
however. Since most ofour reviews are positive This "holier than thou" attitude is aregand it is not possible that every product out ular part of the equipment reviews also.
there is worthy ofrecommendation, some sort of Looking at my stack of back issues, I
selection process must be involved. With the find very little of this in the early days,
but now it's all too common.
exceptions of John Atkinson, Tirin Norton,
Pardon the off-color terminology, but
Michael Fretter, Martin Colloms, Jonathan
the term "pompous asses" seems to be
Scull, and me, all of the Stereophile reviewing staff have other jobs. They tend to select the best fit. A large dose of humility is
gear that has impressed them at shows, has certainly needed in Santa Fe, and needs
been highly recommended by audiophiles they to be administered quickly.
James C. McShane
trust, or has created abuzz among other lisMLJS45A@prodigycom
teners. This tends to preselectfor quality.

Sorry about our confusion, Mr. Moran.

—.IA

Disappointed
Editor:
Iam sorry to say that Iam deeply disappointed with Stereophile's reviewers and
the quality of information that they
provide to the readers. Their opinions are
usually limited to one or two positive
characteristics of apiece of equipment,
but have very little to do with the overall
quality of the audio reproduction. Negative aspects are either not mentioned
or glazed over as not being too serious.
I've yet to read areview that truthfully says that a particular model has
poor midrange or bass. This information
is usually phrased as "its strengths are in
the upper-octave region of the audio
spectrum" or "a careful speaker selection
is recommended." Give me abreak!
The reality is quite different, and not
as rosy as your magazine tries to portray.
Around 80% of Stereophile's Class A recommended components are complete
garbage.... Adding injury to insult, they
usually are the more expensive units.
Hi-fi manufacturers selling $10k equipment that sounds like a$200 receiver
should be out of business. Companies
like Conrad-Johnson, Rowland, and
Stereophile, July 1998

Puzzled
Editor:
Ihave been an avid Stereophile reader
for awhile now, and very much enjoy it.
Ionly wish there were two monthly
issues, since it always seems like Iam
done with one way before the next one
comes out!
Ihave aquestion, though, regarding
your policies regarding equipment that
you review: Do you review more equipment than you publish reviews of? The
reason Iask is that it seems like it is very
rare that apiece reviewed in Stereophile is
not recommended. The vast majority of
reviews seem glowing. The worst that is
ever said seems to be that the piece in
question is better suited for certain
applications than others.
Ihave trouble believing that all of
the audio components that Stereophile
reviews are worthy of such praise. Unless, of course, alarge number of products that are reviewed are not published
— thereby making the appearance of a
review in Stereophile arecommendation
(conditional in some respects, unconditional in others) in and of itself.
Federico Cribiore
federico.aibiore@gs.com
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KEF SOUNDRAVES
Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF
RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO

September 1997

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."
"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."
"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value—and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni -Q®
technology. Uni -Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic
center of the woofer cone to
create asingle point source for
the entire frequency range—the
ideal to which all speakers
aspire—producing aflawless
soundstage over amuch wider
listening area. Whether on a
bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in acentral sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition
them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for afull reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

11 Elkins Rd, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 Phone: 732-390-1130 Fax: 732-390-5657

Letters
Thank you for writing Mr. McShane Ibelieve that you have misunderstood the thrust
of what lwas trying to say, as quoted by Wes
Phillips. Please allow me to elaborate:
Before Istarted to work full-time for a
magazine Ispent some years of my life working as asession musician. The producers I
workedfor variedfrom one extreme to another
in their abilities to communicate what it was
they wanted from the musicians with whom
they were working—from the few who had
charts written out in microscopic detail to those
who left it completely to the players to come up
with "head arrangements." What fascinated
me about Brian Wilson's working method, as
revealed by the studio dialog included in the
Pet Sounds boxed set, was how, as amusically unschooled man, he did not have theformal vocabulary to describe what he wanted to
the players in the studio. His suggestions and
comments were therefore broad rather than
spedA vague rather than dear. Yet such was
his genius that, despite this, he apparently had
no problem communicating exactly what he
neededfrom his musicians.
And that he knew what he wanted, that he
had aformed idea of what each song on Pet
Sounds was to sound like is revealed by The
Pet Sounds Sessions. Listen to the way the
instrumental arrangements on their own leave
the appropriate space for the vocal tracks,
despite the latter being recorded months after
the instrumental tracks were recorded. Listen to
the vocal parts on their own, and marvel at
how neatly they subsequently dovetail into the
instrumental tracks. This is musinnaking of
the finest kind —and from the brain of an
inarticulate musically self-taught, parentally
abused teenagerfrom suburban Los Angeles. It
leaves me in awe
What puzzles me about Mr. McShane's
e-mail is that it seems to want to deny me my
observations; that because of Brian Wilson's
genius and his subsequent effect on popular
musiç it is "pompous" of me to wish to point
out that his talent was not withoutflaw. Iam
sure that, had Brian been formally educated in
musiy it would not have made one jot of difference to Pet Sounds. However, when he
later hit the brick wall ofhis own lack ofimagination, it might have given him some insight
that would have enabled him to avoid the slide
of his ¡fíe into drug-dependent, petulant despair. It might have allowed him to better cope
with thefact that his best work had been done
in the early part of his life.
Regarding Mr. McShane's overall point: Is
Stereophile a better-written, better-edited,
more thorough, more responsible more professional publication compared with how it used
to be? Undoubtedly. Has it lost acertain something? Maybe it has. Lack of competence is
often equated with charm, as though the presence of mistakes makes the work seem somehow more human. Mr. McShane suggests we
Stereophile, July 1998

need to acquire humility. Perhaps we do. But
forgive us our belief in ourselves: the current
team of writers, editors, and graphic artists is
thefinest group ofpeople Ihave been associated with in my career, and Iam proud to work
with them.
And in response
Editor:
Iappreciate JA's response, but Ido ask
readers to compare these two statements.
One is written the way Ithink JA would
have written it five years ago, the other
is current:
"Brian Wilson didn't have the vocabulary to communicate what he was
trying to do in the studio—he was reduced to singing parts at..."
"Brian Wilson didn't have the vocabulary to communicate what he was trying
to do in the studio —he sang parts at..."
Which of those could be described as
pompous? Which of those might be
considered condescending? What did
the passive voice of the verb "reduce"
add to the clarity or accuracy of the
sentence/paragraph/article?
Incidentally, I'm not abig Pet Sounds
fan. Ido like the Beach Boys' music,
but Ifind Iprefer some of their other,
simpler work. Maybe I'm the saine way
about Stereophile Is the magazine better
than years ago? In some ways, Ithink it
is. In others, Fm not so sure.
Humility is avery endearing trait.
Jim McShane

Richard Thompson's
Must IPlead" on
Rumor and Sigh, is an electric guitar.
Iuse that instrumental ending because it so
dearly demarcates the margin ofthe soundfield.
With agood loudspeaker, 'Thompson's guitar
creates the illusion of being outside of the usual
soundfield, offto the right — at least in my system. I'm glad Mr. Biancardi enjoys that recording as welt By the way, Fm listening to the
CD version.
—LG
Agood temporary solution
Lditor:

Four weeks ago, Iwas all set to buy a
professional CD-R recorder for alittle
under $2k, which gives you the capability to record on regular data-grade CDRs (instead of the costlier audio-only
variety), as well as some other nonconsumer perks. Ihad listened to MiniDisc
awhile back when it came out, and
was disappointed at the thinness of the
sound, and somewhat irked that Sony
would do so much so right (erasable
media, random access, nonlinear recording —like floppy disk and unlike
CD), yet do the most important thing
wrong: the sound. As far as Iwas concerned, MiniDisc could be ruled out
from the start.
Then Ibegan to think that pretty
soon the source material available to
consumers is going to exceed CD quality. Knowing that CD-R will soon fall
short of doing justice to the high-bit,
high-sampling-rate source material that
will hit the market, Istarted to question
whether MiniDisc was as much of a
A matter of references
sonic compromise as Ihad previously
thought, especially in light of tales
Larry Greenhill uses Richard Thompof the miracles of fourth-generation
son's astounding Rumor and Sigh as one
of his references, and rightly so. But ATRAC encoding, and how some CDs
have been mastered off of MiniDisc
I'm beginning to wonder if LG is listening to adifferent version from what I session recordings.
To make along story short, Ifigured
spin on my VP! turntable. At least
that the $400 that could buy me a
twice now, he's described the "acoustic
MiniDisc bundle would be worth the
guitar" at the right of the soundstage
expense, so Ibought one. Here are my
on the instrumental finish of "Why
comments:
Must IPlead" (January 1998 Totem
•MiniDisc does not sound nearly as bad
review and May 1998 PMC review).
Will someone please tell Larry that as its opponents would have you believe.
•MiniDisc does not sound nearly as
this is an electric guitar, although played
with such taste and restraint that it good as its proponents would have you
believe. (Some claim better-than-CD
might fool the casual listener into thinkquality; check out the e-town threads).
ing otherwise? Hate to be anit-picker,
•MiniDisc does something weird to the
but this is one of my all-time favorite
high frequencies.
rock LPs.
Anyway, LG does agreat job, and I •Come to think of it, LPs and CDs also
do something weird to the high freenjoy your magazine. Best wishes and
blessings in His name.
Tony Biancardi quencies.
•What the MiniDisc does to the HF
Tbiancar@juno.com
sounds similar to what LPs do to it
(also noted by Alex Carreira in May's
It's good to learn that readers like Mr.
Biancardi listen carefully to the same music I "Letters," p.17) — that is, it seems to
soften the HF harshness present on
do. Istand corrected — the guitar referred to, in
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Letters
CDs, even when recording digitally from
those CDs.
•We consumers must demand the editability of MiniDisc in whatever discbased digital recorder comes along that
surpasses it — that is, freedom from sequential disc recording so that tracks are
recorded like files on ahard drive, with
no concern for where the pieces of the
segmented file are physically written,
making for efficient use of the medium.
•The sound quality of MiniDisc depends on the complexity of the musical
passage — things that are very dense become congested on MiniDisc, but things
that are musically "sparse" — like folk
rock, for example — seem to really shine
on MiniDisc.
•148 minutes of mono for archival purposes is mighty sweet.
•After alittle while, what flaws ATRAC
does have become less apparent — they
are at least minor enough to allow you
to get involved in the music, which is
more than Ican say for any analog tape
I've heard.
•In making compilation MDs for my
car, I've rediscovered music that had
been sitting on the shelf collecting dust
for along time.
So, suffice it to say that I'm happy
with my MD setup. Ilong for the discbased digital recorder that will be able to
capture DSD or WG-4 DVD-Audio, or
whatever comes along to put ATRAC to
shame—but for now, MD is agood
temporary solution.
Agim Perolli
meistertrinker@juno.com

Susan B. Anthony silver dollars. She got
sick, threw up all over the rug — Ithrew
up my hands and gave up.
So, Darlin', my advice is to save your
money on so-called tweaks and invest it
in a subscription to Stereophile. The
rewards will be much greater.
'Nuff said.
Norma Desmond
Palo Pinto, IX

An English tweak
Editor:
Irecently reread Sam Tellig's March
column, which mentioned the $120
tweak, and, as Iwas bored the other
afternoon, Ithought I'd give it ashot. As
quarters and dimes are in short supply
in the UK, I've anglicized into the 40
pence or 50 pence tweak. Itried two
versions: one using two 5p pieces and
one 10p piece per speaker; the other
using two 10p and one 5p per speaker.
Here's what Iheard:
With version 1(the 40p tweak), the
soundstage widened and deepened, but
at the expense of the center, which lost
substance and incisiveness — this was
most noticeable where one instrument
is prominent in the center, eg, the slide
guitar on Ry Cooder's Paris, Texas.
With version 2 (the 50p tweak), the
soundstage widened and deepened a
touch more, but the center retained the
same degree of substance and incisiveness as when the coins were not used.
Pieces in which spatial information is
vital to making sense, such as Vaughan
Williams' Thomas Tallis Fantasia (Barbirolli/Sinfonia of London on EMI), beneIt seems as Y.Mr. Perolli bought an MD fited especially, but so did some fairly unrecorder for the right reasons, and that the natural, processed rock recordings.
current ATRAC algorithm is better than its
The effects of the 50p tweak are
predecessors, which made poor use of the data more noticeable on CD than vinyl;
space compared, say, with Philips' PASC or however, my CD player is better than
Dolby's AC-3. Earlier versions of ATRAC my turntable/cartridge. And continued
were better than they needed to be at low fre- listening to the 50p tweak is revealing
quencies, but "ran out of bits" above 10kHz
more detailed treble and bass. Interesting .... Is this also to do with diffraction
effects and their reduction? Or am I
A problem
simply listening more attentively?
Editor:
Another very cheap tweak that has
Ihave B&W speakers with proudsome interesting effects involves clear
mounted tweeters. Where the hell do I Scotch Tape, and came from a 1997
put my $1.20?
Name withheld issue of Hi-Fi World: stick strips of tape
axt@netcom.ca around the edges of the frames of the
loudspeaker drive-units, which ensures
ATexas tweak
that any slight gaps between the drivers
Editor:
and the baffle are covered. This, so the
Ye Gads! Itried this $120 BS, but to no
theory goes, reduces diffraction effects. I
avail. Idecided that Iwould go whole
noticed smoother, cleaner sound with
hog and invest big bucks. So Iplaced
improved detail and imaging.
Morgan silver dollars on the corners
The effectiveness of this tweak should
and the center fronts of my speakers.
be dependent on how flush, or otherStill nothing. But not being one to give
wise, the drivers are to the baffle. Howup easily, Iforged ahead. Itried my
ever, even on my Ruark Talisman Ils,
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which have ahigh standard of cabinetwork for the price, there was an improvement in sound.
Needless to say, after the above — not
to mention the cones, the marble pastry
boards added to the shelves, and much
playing with cables —my wife is totally
convinced that I'm mad. She claims not
to be able to hear any difference, and
reckons Iwas atrain spotter in apast life.
David Ballard
Bristol, UK
Now we're talking tweaks!
Editor:
I've been reading about the $120 tweak
in Stereophile, and it has prompted me to
share with you acheaper tweak that I
picked up ayear ago. Bear in mind that
this tweak doesn't work for everyone,
and in some cases may be bad for the listener. However, it works for me.
Take two quarters and adime. Stop
listening to music for afew minutes.
Walk to your local convenience store
and purchase two articles of chocolate.
Go home and eat the chocolate. Five to
ten minutes after consuming the chocolate, start listening to music again.
Though you won't notice improved focus, soundstaging, bloom, slam, or whatever, your overall enjoyment of the music
will be much greater.
D. Asherman
San Francisco, CA
dasherrna@us.orade.com
Play it loud!
Editor:
Okay, I'm not disagreeing that tube
amplifiers sound "different" from (better than) solid-state ones. Iwill even acknowledge that laboratory measurements do not accurately reflect those
tonal qualities that make zero-negativefeedback single-ended-triode tubes
sound "better" than (different from)
push-pull tubes or solid-state. Ican hear
adifference.
But let's get realistic here, Sam Tellig:
3.5W "maximum power" from an amp
using 2A3 tubes? 3.5W??
Idon't know what kind of listening
environment you live in, but everywhere
Ihave ever lived has enough of an ambient noise floor to make 3.5W "maximum power" inadequate. Maybe Sam
doesn't have to compete with airplanes,
automobiles, HVAC systems, washers,
dryers, dishwashers, dogs, cats, children,
etc.... but I'd wager that most of his
readers have to face these impediments
to aperfect listening environment on an
everyday basis.
Regardless of the music being played,
it seems to me that Ineed 5W just to get
Stereophite, July 1998

I've got rhythm.
Le've got music.

"Rotel's products, at all
prices, are so impressive

that it is safe to think of
Rotel as agold standard
against which we can

Thanks Gershwin.

confidently measure the
industry's

George and Ira Gershwin were aprolific team who wrote

performance as
awhole."

some of America's best loved music. Lady be Good,
Rhapsody in Blue, and I've Got Rhythm among countless

Audio
Adventure
Magazine

others. inspired, provocative music that became repertoire
standards due to their beautiful melodies and
unforgettable lyrics.
At Rotel, we also know about establishing standards. For
nearly forty years our engineers have worked
to develop hi-fi components to bring
your favorite artists to life. We do it
by manufacturing our own
custom transformers and
shopping the world for
premium components from world-class
manufacturers. We assemble them in our own
609002 certified factory, and finally, we listen.
If it moves our feet, we know it will move yours.

Roters RTC940 Stereo FM Tuner/Preamp with Remote
and RB981 130watt/Channel Power Amplifier

Rhythm and music. Who could ask for anything more?
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

54 Concord Street
N. Reading. MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
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Critics have

the PSB Alpha

"thyakings of an audiophile legend."
Now the Alpha has become a
reinpaiiklegiamily of speakers.>
alitend the original Alpha idea» fit
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(a) still smaller spaces.
(b) still smaller budgets, and
(c) the big demands of Home Theater.
111M,

The ALPHAA/v, ALPHA M INI, and ALPHA M ITE are compact, high-performance monitors that fit satisfyingly
into awide variety of music and Home Theater systems, from the simplest to much more elaborate.
Their amazing performance—including tonal balance, frequency and dynamic range, and imaging that
are remarkably close to the best available at any price—stems from the unique combination of
engineering, research, and musicianship that Paul Barton's long experience brings to the design
of all PSB speakers.
The ALPHA M IDI CENTER- CHANNEL and the ALPHA SUB SONIC 1 POWERED
SUBWOOFER are the final elements for enjoying extraordinary Home Theater sound
with extraordinary ease at incredibly low cost.
We think this handsome, high-achieving, but eminently accessible family of speakers
will soon be as much of alegend as its famed progenitor. You need to hear them to
appreciate how far beyond expectations they perform.
800-263-4641
http://www.psbspeakers.com

Letters
listening levels that Ibarely consider
"moderate." Heaven help me when I
want to listen to Mahler, Bruckner, Miles,
Stan Kenton, Yes, or any other music
that contains not just the microdynamics
of chamber music, but macrodynamics as
well. With 3.5W "maximum power," I'd
be so nervous of speaker-wrecking distortion that I'd probably never listen on
anything but headphones again. My car
would become my primary listening
environment, because the stereo there
has more than 3.5W "maximum power,"
and Idon't really care if Iblow the speakers out —they're (relatively) inexpensive
to replace.
Iam asubscription regular at the
Cincinnati Symphony. My seats are in
the lower level, 13th row center. There
is nothing quite like the impact one
feels when the entire group is playing
together, regardless of the dynamic
level. 'This impact is greatly heightened
when the dynamic is forte or fortissimo. I
am truly convinced that while alowwattage SET amp can accurately convey
detail, it cannot convey the impact one
feels from an orchestra. High-powered
solid-state amps can (and do) convey
this impact.
In away, Ireally envy Sam Tellig. I
wish Ihad the facility and dollars to put
together asystem with anearly OW SET
amplifier and apair of sensitive speakers
in asmall room. But rm sure that even if
Ihad such asystem, I'd also find away to
have another one with a "muscular"
solid-state amp in my rather large listening room, which would allow me to play
large-ensemble music the way it is meant
to be heard (loud).
Thomas A. Taylor II
Cold Spring, KY
taylonta@pg.com
Tube of the century
Editor:
In the April "Sam's Space" (p.43), in
talking about the 300B tube, Sam Tellig
translates the description in the French
magazine La Nouvelle Revue du Son as
"God's tube." The French saying "Le
tube du siècle" actually translates into
"the tube of the century."
Sony for being so critical, but Sam
should either take aFrench course or give
up French all together.
Lorrain Mador
Lirrain.Madormadlorr@nt.com
As should be apparent from arereading of the
text, Sam's "God's tube" comment was his own,
and was not intended to appear to be atranslation of the French quote flvm La Nouvelle
Revue du Son. Mais mille pardon pour la
coqfusion.
Stereophik, July 1998

It's in the accent
Editor:
Mister Jonathan Scull, on your JMIab
Utopia review in April (p205):
•Mélomanes (you omitted the acute
accent on the "e") are not audiophiles in
France, or anywhere else dans la francophonie, for that manner. Mélomanes are
referred to as music lovers, basically.
Audiophiles are referred to as sound
lovers, or, if you prefer, hi-fi lovers. Both
words exist in French. Thus, to make
things easier to differentiate, les mélomanes collectionnent les disques tandis que les
audiophiles collectionnent les appareils audio!
•
fecoute? Non:J'écoute The éon your keyboard (I assume that you run Windows)
can be done with the Alt-0130 keystroke combination.
•Un peu petit peu. Non: Un petit peu (a little bit).
La morale? La prochaine fois que vous
écrin2 un article àpropos d'un produit français, s'il-vous-plait, vénfiez l'orthographe et la
typo des quelques expressions françaises que
vous inchierez àcelui-ci. Il est bien —et même
recommandé— de vouloir montrer que l'on
n'est pas trop idiot, mais lorsque l'on rate son
coup, et bien c'est donunage, mais on avraiment l'air idiot, et malheureusement aussi prétentieux! On obtient Peet inverse.
May Isu le.est agood book to read?
The Elements of Typographic Style by Robert Bringhurst (Hartley & Marks). You
will learn alot about the acute, the grave,
the caron, the circumflex, the ogonek,
the cedilla (en français)...
Patrick Blart
blart@cactuscom.com
My Dear M. Blart: To paraphrase my editor,
"Build aschtick and they will beat you with
it!" The roomful of "audiophiles" at theJMIab
exhibit at the Paris show (whom Igave credit
for being "mélomanes") acted amusingly and
disarmingly much like their Stateside brethren.
We are all, in spite of our cultural deferences,
much alike at heart.
As to my cavalier use ofFrench, please consider that I'm seasoning to taste It is perhaps
true that I've relied too heavily on diverse
EditPersons for help with my spotty, argotlaced French. Nevertheless, Idon't embarrass
easily (as you might guess), and when Isally
forth in France—or with the French— I
generally make myself well enough understood.
I'm less concerned with appearing polished
than in sharing my deep, abiding, unbridled
enthusiasm for audio and its practitioners with
our readers wherever they may be around the
globe. Amicalement.
—J-10
It's in the loop
Editor:
Iread with interest Martin Colloms' article in the January '98 Stereophile, 1where-

in Martin points to an insidious mechanism within feedback systems: the
multiplicative effect on harmonic order
created by reiterative trips of the audio
signal around the feedback loop. It can
be shown mathematically that each trip
around the loop generates sum-and-difference products of progressively higher
order.2 These products are the object of
suspicion in Martin's article.
Martin states that audible distortion
tends to increase above the breakpoint
of the dominant pole compensation.
Speculation follows as to how these
multiplicative products interact with
the dominant pole "filter" to produce
"glare." Curiously, Martin does not
mention the case wherein the dominant
pole is placed "above" the audio band. It
is quite possible to place the dominant
pole above the audio band and still
maintain stability. Two approaches are
available: 1) reduce phase shift and/or 2)
reduce feedback. Option 2, however,
pretty much guarantees that the multiplicative artifacts will become audible.
This is what Martin discovered when he
added small amounts of feedback to the
Cary 805C.
Option 1is more promising. Bode
has shown that amplifier gain-bandwidth product is the only first-order
constraint on the amount of feedback
that can be applied? Here we face the
truly staggering implication that feedback per se is not the issue. 'The issue is
whether enough "effective" feedback has
been applied. What Bode is saying, in so
many words, is that by preventing phase
shift we can increase the feedback indefinitely and still maintain stability.
The upshot here is that, so long as feedback is maintained in inverse phase to
the input, nonlinearity decreases. Since
nonlinearity decreases, the multiplicative artifacts also decrease.2&4 This is a
terribly important point.
If feedback per se is not the problem,
what, then, is? The problem lies in providing an underlying environment in
which feedback can be made to operate
"effectively."5 The human body is one
such environment in which feedback
systems operate with self-evident effec1Martin Colloms, "A Future Without Feedback?" Stereophile, January 1998.
2PJ. Bazandall, "Audio Power Amplifier Design," Win'
less World, December 1978/February 1979.
3 H.W. Bode, "Relations Between Attenuation and
Phase in Feedback Amplifier lksign," Bell System Technical Journal, July 1940.
4"Cathode Ray" (M.G. Scroggie), "Negative Feedback
and Non-Linearity," Wireless World, October 1978.
5N. Wiener, Cybernetics, or Control and Communication M
Animals and the Sladtirujohn Wiley & Som, Inc, NY, 1948.
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Letters
tiveness. Take, for example, the touch of
a master pianist: the moment finger
touches ivory there is feedback as to
pressure, position, key response, etc. Indeed, there is further feedback from the
ear, culminating in aesthetic judgments
and the resulting rnicrocorrections needed to sustain the artistic conception from
one keystroke to the next.
Would anyone argue that feedback is
somehow corrupting the purity of the
pianist's artistic conception? Ithink not.
Ithink, rather, that the failure of feedback in audio systems is afailure by
designers to materialize the ideal underlying conditions for its effective use.
Scott Frankland
atedioeng@ix.netcom.com
Double the voltage ...
It seems to me dut Mr. Klare's letter and
JA's response (VoI21 No.5, p21) are both
incorrect. If my amp is putting out 8V
into an 8ohm speaker, then to double
the loudness Ineed to increase the output to 16V, a6dB increase in voltage. The
power output, however, goes from 8W
to 32W, a6dB increase in power. The
figures of 3dB (mentioned in the letter)
and 10dB (mentioned in JA's response)
are both wrong.
Bernard A. Evlwlin
Carlsbad, CA
Double the loudness?
Editor:
I've just come across JA's response to
areader's letter in the May Stereophile
(p.21), concerning the decibel step
needed to double or halve the perceived
loudness. (Sorry, that's a tautology, as
"loudness" is subjective anyway.)
Iwrote about this subject in my "Sidelines" column in Hi-Fi News & Record
Review (December 1997 and January
1998). Such feedback as I've had, plus
tests on visiting friends, all confirm my
doubts about the 10dB convention.
Indeed, not asingle person has opted
for such a high figure when using
music, with most coming in the 5-7dB
region — thus nicely confirming my
own 6dB. But Imust beware the "experimenter effect."
Also, Rex Baldock has pointed out
that if one approximates the use of single tones at very low frequencies (such
as the fundamental component of deep
organ pedals), one can easily contrive not
just to halve or double the loudness, but
to make the music appear or disappear
completely with achange as small as ldB.
Incidentally, in response to George
Reisch's "Undercurrents" in May (p.63),
it was not John Stuart Mill but his
Stereophile, July 1998

father, James Mill, who joined Bentham
as aUtilitarian.
John Crabbe
Walsden, Lancashire, England
The 10dB increase or decrease in ampler power required to double or halve tlw perceived loudness (just can't shake the tautologi,—sony) was
something Iread in the '60s, probably in HFN,
14 ,11(71 I
first got bitten by the audio bug. Tb my
shame, in the 30 years since then Ihave never
put it to the test. Thank you, John, for the expansion of my reply, and for actually carrying
out some experiments. Regarding the magic
bass notes, the equal-loudness contours ofhuman
healiew sensitivity are wry close together at low
frequencies, which would explain Rev Baldock's
observations. Incidentally, this closeness of contours explains why slight derences in the tunkeg ofaloudspeaker's ev(xfi'r can have arelatively large eleit on its perceived quality. But as for
Utilitarianism, Iam still trying to grapple with
the implication that Stereophile has no intrinsic value other than that perceived by its readers!
Over to George Reisde, therefore
—JA
Did Imisspeak? Isaid that Utilitarianism was
founded by Bentham and John Stuart Mill,
which is true in the sense that they are the mostread theorists of the program. Like most "isms"
in philosophy, there are many possible and
actual formulations or versions of Utilitarianism. Mill the younger is usually regarded as
having produced his own, after having been
educated by James Mill and Bentham, u
,
ho
defended their own versions. For my purposes
in "Undercurrents," it's one big, happy, utilitarian family.
—GR
Availability creates the market?
Editor:

Upon reading George Reisch's "Undercurrents" in the May Stereophile (Vol.21
No.5, p.63), Ithink that he missed an
obvious analogy: high-end audio. Isn't
the very existence of the high-end
industry proof of markets created by
availability?
Imake aliving selling hi-fi equipment, and Ican't count the times I've
experienced customers raising their
budgets because of their hearing what
was possible in our listening rooms. A
select few of us can perhaps be driven
by a desire to acquire some utopian
reproduction chain, but the public at
large needs to hear it first—to be made
aware of its existence.
If we were to picture this in arecord
store, would there be more classical music
sold if the record-store clerks recommended it? How many record-store clerks
these days know the difference between
Arvo Párt and Mozart?
Ole Henrik Ree
Nonvay
amsand@online.no

The sweet pleasures
of popular music
Edam:
Ihave to say Iagree with George Reisch
when he points out (May, p.63) that it is
really hard to pin down the differences
between Bach and Bon Jovi, or between
the experience of listening to Celine
Dion singing "My Heart Will Go On"
and the experience of the band on the
Titanic playing "Nearer My God to
Thee" (or whatever it was they played as
the great ship sank). In the end, in the
final neurochemical analysis, isn't it all
just acertain frisson of nerve endings
and sound pressure that we then call
delight? And if we feel differently about
these empirical delights, what is that? It
is merely contextual, not intrinsic —for
what is the difference between acouple
saying good-bye as the band plays their
final song on the Titanic, and Mr. and
Mrs. Consumer saying their final "I love
you's" as Celine Dion happens to be
playing on the radio as their Taurus slips
on the road and crashes through the
guardrail?
Iknow the sweet pleasures of popular music, both recent and past. Just
the other day, Ihad atotally fine afternoon after avisit to my local Good
Will store. (As Mr. Reisch will confirm, the Good Will has long been
recognized by philosophers as asupreme boon to humankind. Immanuel
Kant went so far as to say, in his
Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals,
"Nothing in the world —indeed nothing even beyond the world — can possibly be conceived which could be
called good without qualification except aGood Will.") The first reason
was that Ifound an NAD 4020 tuner
for four bucks — and my Audiolab has
no tuner, so, as they say, thrift score!
But second, Ipicked up totally fresh
copies of greatest-hits records from
Steely Dan and Kool and the Gang.
About the Steely Dan, all Ican say is,
if one were fortunate enough to own a
Fez, why would one ever do it without
the Fez on?
The point is, Iain't gonna try to argue
about deep pleasures and delights in all
forms of music. Iain't going to go down
aKantian route and try to argue that
low art is hedonistic while high art is
sublime. But even if all delights are
equal (and boy, is that abig "if," as Mill
appended to Bentham in speaking of
the differences between the happiness
of apig and the happiness of ahuman),
still there are empirical differences in
how these delights are produced and
reproduced.
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Letters
Iguess it was amistake in my earlier
letter to speak about "intrinsic" value.
The point rather is in the very real differences between music produced as art
and music produced as commerce. And
while there probably has never been a
"pure art," still one would have to be
obtuse to argue that things don't happen to aform of aesthetic production
when market forces and the drive for
profit become dominant in it. For example, what would be one of the main
things that should happen to classical
music if it is to become "popular,"
where popular means simply profitable
and an item for commerce? George
Reisch was right: Yanni and John Tesh.
But I'm not referring here to the "quality" of their music! I'm referring to
something else: I'm talking electronically amplified and processed, and
played in large sports arenas. The amplification and processing of classical
music is the number one thing that
should happen to classical music if it is
to become commercially fecund. Make
it louder, bigger, and larger than life,
and people will buy it; and that's the
very heart of marketing.
To all classical music lovers: Be careful what you ask for! Dolby Surround
might be coming to your local symphony all too soon!
But, of course, would electronically
amplified and processed Beethoven still
be Beethoven, still be the art it is? Iam
going to stand the purist ground here:
no, no, NO. The space and place of
classical music are part of its art (as
Stereophile's own recording projects realize, by the way), and if this space and
place fall short of the amphetaminic
production and distribution vectors of
20th-century post-industrial culture,
then so be it. And it's not eledronidzadon as such that's the issue, but rather
the scale: if you were to process and
amplify Roger Reynolds' work to the
scale required by the standards of today's
popular musical forms, you would lose
the art there too.
Indeed, Iwould suggest that the
same problem of means of reproduction and distribution exists when we
look at non-Western musics as well. Socalled World Music usually strikes me
as simply a form of neocolonialism,
where we are extracting an aesthetic
raw material but then processing it as
we see fit for our usual manner of consumption. Is it possible to listen to, for
example, sub-Saharan tribal chant on a
Western hi-fi system and transparently
experience its art? Ithink so, but the
point is that agreat vigilance must be
Stereophile, July 1998

exercised over the distortions of our
culture's modes of reproduction and
consumption. Music of other cultures,
uncritically processed and reproduced
by our usual means, is no longer other
cultures' music; it has become ours. Of
course, following Bentham, we are all
free to delight in it; but we are not free
to call it what it isn't. Ican prefer pushpin to poetry, but Iam not free to call
pushpin poetry.
Ican say I
just luuuv the Celtic soulfulness of C,eline Dion's "My Heart
Will Go On," except for the fact that
I've misspoken: there is no Celtic soul
there, but only asimulacrum, afake, a
front, of Celtic musical art. But can't
Celine Dion's Celtic costume be of the
same "value" as real Celtic musical art?
No — not because of some nebulous
difference in "intrinsic quality," but
rather because of the subtle musical differences of production and reproduction that the commercial simulacrum
loses and changes.
Arts change when you change how
they are handled and experienced, and
that, it seems to me, is the crux of the
difference between high and low art, or
between "true" art and art that becomes
dissolved by the forces of commerce.
Paul Canis
(A pioneer of the Mellotron)
pjc148@email.psu.edu

Who is to say that one kind of music
is "better" than another? Just as I, as a
classical person, should not look down
on others for liking other kinds of
music, others who are not classical
music lovers should not look down on
me as asnob or an elitist.
Mr. Zelinka's claim that "most
people have difficulty accepting classical
music because, unlike popular music,
it is without words," is not quite correct.
What about opera, which is actually
more popular than ever in America,
or art songs, oratorios, etc., which are
vocal?
You cannot "make" anyone like classical music. One hears it and either likes
it or not. But it is unfortunate that so
many people's minds have been closed
to the possibility of enjoying it because
of myths about it. There has to be some
way of debunking these pernicious
thoughts.
Robert Boger
Levittown, NY

He's lived long enough!
Editor:
Guess I've lived long enough. I've
just about seen it all now that I've read
Keith Moerer's Dr. John overview —in
Stereophile, of all places ("Building A
Library," April 1998). It's agood piece
on the recorded (sometimes poorly)
legacy of that gifted, eccentric, erratic,
but always authentically American
piano professor, who continues the
Pernicious thoughts
tradition of Longhair, James Booker,
about classical music
Tuts Washington, Archibald, and other
Editor:
Mark Zelinka makes sonic very good almost forgotten players.
Mr. Moerer missed two noteworthy
and perceptive comments on current
attitudes toward classical music in his albums of the late '70s: City Lights (1978)
April letter (Vo121 No.4, pp.11-13), and and Tango Palace (1979), both on HodIwould like to offer some of my own zon/A&M and fairly well recorded. City
Lights is definitely the better of the two,
observations.
The problem with classical music and was Mac's first work produced by
today is not that there is something in- Tommy LiPuma (along with Hugh
trinsically "wrong" with it that makes McCracken). It also contains the origipeople reject or avoid it, but that too nal recording of "Wild Honey" (cowritten with Bobby Charles), which is
many people believe that this is so.
They blindly accept the myth that reprised on Trippin' Live. Tango Palace is
classical music is boring, stuffy, and spotty, with some of the songwriting
"elitist," even though this is totally too contrived, but it's worth looking for
erroneous. Repeat a falsehood often if you are an avid Dr. John fan. Both
enough and people will believe it. The albums can be found on occasion in the
old saying that "familiarity breeds con- pre-owned vinyl outlets that many of us
tempt" is not true of classical music, so obsessively frequent.
Thanks again for spotlighting the
but the opposite: unfamiliarity breeds
music and musicianship of Mac Rebcontempt.
How can people say that they would ennack/Dr. John —he's been down in
not like it if they have never even given the trenches and deep grooves of roots
it achance? The issue of "relevance" is a music for over 40 years now, and deDan Phillips
red herring. Jazz is relevant to jazz serves his props.
Host New Orleans: Under the Influence
lovers, ditto rock, folk music, etc.; classWEVL FM 89.9, Memphis, TN
ical is relevant to those who know and
dbp.mjr@ix.netcom.com
love it.
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ith...over 220 watts and 60 peak amps in each of its 5channels, our THXcertified HCA-2205A is afoundation-shaking, hold-onto-your-chair,
ultra-high-current power amplifier. To get there, we start with a2.0
kVA power transformer and 150,000 uF of filter capacitance. Which
means that when something explodes in amovie you'll get nicely
plastered against your back wall.
But awesome power is only part of the Parasound story. The
HCA-2205A guarantees the flawless reproduction of musical detail
and subtle special effects.

In other so-called high end amplifiers,

music must work its way through capacitors and inductors that block
harmful direct current and maintain stability. Unfortunately, these
parts also smear the sound and limit your bass oomph. Not so with
Parasound amplifiers. Audio design legend, John Curl, has created
circuits that are inherently stable and are DC-protected with active
servos operating outside of the signal path. This means you get movie
dialog that's fully articulate and bass that reaches all the way down into the nether regions.
Every detail has been thought through and refined to reproduce the original event. Look at our use of hand-matched complementary JFET inputs and MOSFET drivers. You see, Field Effect Transistors offer the warm, sweet sound of vacuum tubes and the crisp,
tight bass of transistors. Our heat sinks are so massive, we've eliminated the need for anoisy fan. So visit your Parasound dealer and get
the power of your dreams. Without having to pour all that concrete. Parasound has always had areputation for superior quality and
our 10-year limited warranty backs it up.

Parasound Products Inc. •www.parasound.corn • 950 Battery Street • San Francisco, CA 94111 •415-397-7100 • In Canada. call 604-988-2966

Industry
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Women now buy 51% of recorded
music, according to Billboard's merchants and marketing editor Don Jeffrey. The growing proliferation of
music displays in mass-market retail
outlets like Wal-Mart and in bookstores like Borders has contributed to
the trend, he claims. Women are much
more likely to browse and buy on impulse than are men, who tend to be
goal-oriented shoppers. The figure
seems appropriate: Women are 51% of
the US population.
Also, "watermarking" of Internetdelivered music has been officially
adopted by Nordic Entertainment, a
Napa, California—based Internet music
provider. Nordic operates the Downloadable Music Site (Nordic DMS),
which claims to be one of the most
extensive online music archives. The
company has implemented ARIS Technologies' MusiCode Audio Watermarking System, which imposes an
"indelible" signature on recordings for
tracking purposes. Intended to thwart
piracy of copyrighted material, watermarking is said to be so persistent it
will survive several generations of
copying, whether analog or digital, and
can be detected even on AM radio or
on acassette tape playing on aboombox. Paradoxically, the technique is
also claimed to be "transparent" to
end-users.

UNITED STATES
Jonathan Scull

It was agray and
soggy day, pouring with rain. Kathleen
and Ipounced on ataxi and headed up to
B&B Italia in the Architectural and
Design Building on 58th St., just next
door to retailer Innovative Audio. Everpresent Nicoll Public Relations had invited us to the press and industry launch of
B&W's Nautilus 800 Series speakers in
the elegant surroundings of this high-end
furniture emporium, with auditioning to
take place afterward at Innovative.
Most readers know B&W as alarge
British speaker manufacturer. If you've
haunted dealer showrooms or done the
high-end circuit for awhile, you'll have
tripped over apair of Matrix 801s with
their signature Cyclops head. Ieven
confess to owning apair of 802s earlier
in the decade. Hardly ame-too kind of
company, B&W is known for their innovative design work. Witness Kcvlar
driver technology, the ellipsoid tweeter
housing on the Silver Signature, and the
wild Emphasis speakers that grace the
cover of one of my favorite Art of Noise
albums, Below the Waste. (Perhaps you've
seen them; they look like twin tubas on
acid.) And, lest we forget, consider
B&W's $401c/pair Nautilus speakers,
shaped like huge, beautifully finished
escargot and requiring four stereo
amplifiers to drive them. So Iwas interested, to say the least, at what B&W
hath wrought.
DATELINE NEW YORK:

Update
First there was avideo and introduction by well-known executive VP Chris
Browder, supported from the wings by
president Peter Wellikoff and other
B&W luminaries. Then, with duc drama,
Chris pulled back the shroud covering
the new 801.
Idon't recall having seen acollection
of jaded journalists and industry types
sit up and take notice in quite the
same way before. Whoa, Nelly! While
the shock of the new still lay heavily
upon me, a Surprise Mystery Guest
signed in: Alan Parsons, the man himself. Mr. Parsons gave us to understand
that he relishes the use of Nautilus 801s
at Abbey Road Studios, where he is the
current head honcho. (Ten Grammys,
say no mord)
Afterward, as promised, we took the
elevator down to Elliot Fishkin's Innovative Audio. K-10 and Ifirst heard
the big 801s on an all-Spectral/MIT
system. Wow. The low bass was extraordinary: controlled and tight, with
tremendous impact and extension. I
found the midrange alluring: smooth,
grainless, and transparent. The highs
were linear and extended, and imaging
was first-rate, highly focused and palpable. Iwas impressed by the utter coherence of the sound. An excellent first
impression — no doubt about it, the big
801s are very musical.
The 802s sounded lovely as well,
driven by huge Rowland monoblocks
fronted by the Coherence preamp and

Calendar
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer seminars should fax (do not call)
Debbie Starr the when, where, and who at
(505) 983-6327 at least eight weeks before
the month of the event — ie, f you're
putting on something in September 1998,
you should get the information to Debbie
no later than July 1. Mark the fax cover
sheet "For the attention of Debbie Starr—
Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of hi-fi
shows and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits should also fax Debbie the
details as soon as possible. We will fax back
Stereophile, July 1998

aconfirmation of your event—if you do
not receive one within 24 hours, please fax
us again.
ARIZONA

• Tuesday, June 30, 7pm: The Arizona
Audiophile Society is hosting Jack Bybee and Carl Brinkman of Bybee Technology, who will discuss how to improve
audio and video system performance
with Bybee AC line-conditioning products. The public is welcome. For more
information, call (602) 417-0223.

CALIFORNIA

• Friday, June 12 through Sunday, June
14: HI-FI '98 takes place at the Westin
Los Angeles Airport Hotel in Los
Angeles. Full information and online
registration are available on the Show's
web site: www.hifishow.com
• Saturday, June 13, 5pm: The Greater
South Bay Audio Society (GSBAS) will
meet at HI-FI '98 in the Pass Labs
suite, #672. Everyone is invited to
attend the meeting, which will feature
Joe Sammut of Pass Labs and their new
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Thumbs Up for THE

with the Isolated Shielded Matrix'

Stereophile reviewer

Robert Deutsch
recently replaced the
highly-acclaimed Decade
interconnects in his system...
" Late in the audition
period, two sets of Isolated
Shielded Matrix 'The Two'
interconnects replaced the
Decades, bringing major
benefits in intertransient
silence and freedom
from EMI/R11induced hash.
—Stereophile, March 1998
"The 2" Interconnect: Rectangular Solid Core' conductot s
and ISM" technology at aremarkably affordable price.

T

here's areason top reviewers like Robert Deutsch and Jonath an S
cu ll

are turning to cables with the Isolated Shielded Matrix". Rectangular

Solid Core cables with the ISM" system are the only to use afloating

shield that absorbs and grounds RF/EMI outside the signal path. So
you can actually hear the resonating tone of acello's wood, the
subtle overtones in awoodwind's solo...all the natural ambient
textures that bring amusical performance to life.
"The 2" interconnects offer an affordable entry into ISM technology.
Talk to your authorized dealer today about upgrading to TARA Labs
interconnects with ISM technology.

'
49Fete'
TARA Labs exclusive Floating Ground Station
removes RF/EMI outside the signal path,
leaving the music's higher order harmonics intact.

Trade Up To "The 2"
If your system is currently equipped with TARA Labs Decade
interconnects, contact the authorized dealer nearest you
about TARA Labs' "Trade Up To The 2" program.

TARALABS

ISM —The Next Generation of Cable Technology'
For more information about ISM Technology, contact TARA Labs or your local authorized dealer.
TARA Labs •541-488-6465 •www.taralabs.com
Decade. The 2, Isedated Shielded Matrix, and ISM are trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.
8 Rectangular Solid Core and ILSC are registered trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.

Industry
aWadia 27/270 combo. Ihave to say,
they sounded much better than my
old pair had, even on their best day.
Through adoor Ispied SGHT's Larry
Johnson listening to apair of Nautilus
803s driven by an all-Naim system,
and was about to join him when my
stomach growled loudly. (It might
have been the 801s in the next room.)
Igave K-10 the slip and headed for the
hors d'oeuvres.
At home Ithumbed through the
sumptuous press kit. The Nautilus 800
Series adapts key Nautilus technologies
into seven "radically new" B&W models. 'Mere are four full-range floorstanders, atwo-way bookshelf model,
and apair of dedicated center-channel
speakers. The Cyclops head of old has
been replaced on the 801/802 series with
the Nautilus midrange and tweeter enclosure. "The midrange 'head' combines
an ultra-rigid spherical mounting chamber with the Nautilus tapered tube —
acombination derived from extensive
computer modeling —to deliver unprecedented midrange performance;
the spherical midrange head further
presents acompletely diffraction-free exterior." They look bitchin' too.
Other high-technology tidbits include: Raychem Isopath gel between
the head and bass modules of the bigger
speakers, with heads made of Marlan, a
proprietary mineral-filled polyester
resin with thickness varying from 10 to
60rnm; bass and bass/midrange enclosures with curved sides and back made
from high-pressure laminates, thus, in
conjunction with B&W's well-known
Matrix construction, killing internal resonances; "Second-generation Flowport
cabinet venting" on most models; a
newly developed 1" aluminum-dome
tweeter, all-new 6" and 6h/2"Surroundless F.S.T. (Fixed Suspension Trans-

ducer) midrange drivers of woven
ICevlar; and four new low-frequency
drivers of paper/Kevlar construction.
The crossovers are computer-optimized
and laid out for biwiring on two separate circuit boards. Iwas surprised to see
that the 801 is spec'd at anotable 91dB
sensitivity, nominal impedance 8ohms,
but drops to a3 ohm minimum. The
802 is rated at 90dB/8 ohms and also
falls to 3ohms.
All Nautilus 800 models arc available
in black ash, natural cherry, or red cherry, and range in price from $1000/pair
to ahefty $11,000/pair for the 801s. As
B&W says, it's the rebirth of alegend.

Update

Full on the Mouth will be part of the
Warped Tour this summer.

UNITED STATES
Robert Baird
When Ibegan writing about music, I
always knew in the back of my mind
that, if Istayed with it, the day would
come when I'd have to write an obituary for arguably the most influential figure left in American music:
Frank Sinatra.
So here Iam, May 15, 1998, and yes —
after many close calls, Francis Albert
Sinatra, aged 82, has died of aheart
attack in California. There are so many
things to remember Sinatra for, it's hard
to know where to begin. Will there ever
UNITED STATES
be avoice in American popular music
Barry Willis
as influential? Idoubt it. Will there ever
The world's first DVD-Audio single
be such awalking conundrum —a man
will soon be out from the rock group
Full on the Mouth. "People Mover" is a of tastes and habits so base who nevertheless, once he walked on stage and
track from the group's forthcoming
began to sing, became agreat artist? No
album, Collide. "We felt a5.1 surroundway. Will anyone — film star, athlete,
sound mix would be agreat medium to
showcase the capabilities and tecluiolo- or politician—ever live as large as
the Chairman of the Board did? Not
gy of DVD and the electronic elements
achance.
of Full on the Mouth," said Charlie
Much as Ilove his music, it was
Lico, chief executive officer of the
Sinatra's intriguing personality that
band's label, Pioneer Music Group,
first attracted me. Isaw Sinatra twice —
which is asubsidiary of Pioneer Eleconce in Vegas in the early '80s and once
tronics Corporation.
during his last tour — and one of my
Full on the Mouth, the first act to be
most indelible memories is of how at
signed by Pioneer Music Group, has
home he was on stage, all by himself.
been together eight years. The band's
He had no stage fright. Though he was
debut album Collide is "an organic and
slight in stature, his immense confielectronic amalgam, combining adefidence as aperformer made him appear
nite rock edge with electronic flourishmuch larger, and ultimately drew you
es to create a heaping platter of undeniably catchy songs," according to a in. When you saw Sinatra in concert,
goofy crap like his famous "Dooby
company press release dated May 5.
dooby doo" ending to "Strangers in the
Ben Grosse mixed both the album
Night" made perfect sense. His infaversion and 5.1 surround-sound version
mous dark side, too, appeared in live
of the song. "People Mover" features
performances via awhole array of po"huge rock hooks mixed with atecluiolineally incorrect expressions, afew of
styled groove."

Calendar
X-1000 power amplifie; and to join
GSBAS if they wish. For more information, call (562) 430-3496.
GEORGIA

•Sunday, J 19,2-530pm: The Adanta
Audio Society and Electronics Home
Consultants will host ahome-theater
and historic-cinema seminar. Andy
Regan of Meridian will demonstrate
his company's latest home-theater and
audio products, including 96/24 audio
DVD. Cinema scholars Dr. Gary Lemco
Stereophile, July 1998

and Sam Patton will screen and discuss
historic clips. The seminar will be held
at the Atlanta Decorative Arts Center
(West), 349 Peachtree Hills Avenue
NE, Atlanta. For information, contact
Chuck Bruce: teL (404) 876-5659, web:
www.mindspring.com/- chucksauclio

demonstration of Air Tight, Accuphase,
and Odeon gear. For more information,
call (808) 941-6550.
ILLINOIS

Audio Consultants is hosting the following audiophile seminars at its Evanston
and Hinsdale stores. For more information and to make areservation, please
HAWAII
call the appropriate number.
e Fnday, June 19, 7pm: Audio Direction
(at its new location on 1814 Algaroba eTuesday, July 14, 7-9pm: Jeff Boccaccio
of Tributaries will discuss the way
Street, Honolulu) is hosting Art Manzano of AXISS Distribution, for a video systems interface with DSS, laser25

"Musically Superior"

When one reviewer proclaims ARCAM
musically superior compments at down to earth prices,
it's just one opinion.
When asecond reviewer says
smart, fine-sounding, and fiaure-proof,
ARCAM is where the sensible inoney should go this yew;
it could just be acoincidence.
But, when athird says.
ARCAM 's vibrant and tonally refined midrange
approached the finesse offine tube electronics,
and rivaled vastly more expensive solid-state gear;
maybe.., just maybe. ..
it's the beginning of aground swell.
And, when all the reviewers seem to agree and start using words like
fantastic, amazing, and my new reference,
you could begin to think
it's amovement...

And that's what it is,
the ARCAM Modular, Upgradeable,
More-Petfonnance-For-Your-Money Movement.
And all you gotta do to join, is to sing it
the next time it comes around on the guitar, with feelin'...

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCAM amplifiers and CD players
call 1-888•ARCAM-LTD or visit www.asigroup.com
Shown above: The ARCAM Alpha 10 integrated amplifier with optional Dolby-Digital" /OM" home theater module. The matching Alpha
10P power amp accepts a "third-channel" module, making the Alpha 10 Integrated & 10P Power Amp ideal for both high performance
audio and advanced home theater applications. Arcam is distributed in North America by: Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park
Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256, (317)849-7103 and Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905)880-7170
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which Iwill recount in amoment. And
then there was the Sinatra who later
tried his hand at all sorts of soft-rock
tunes, proclaiming without a trace of
irony that rock'n'roll was "sung, played,
and written for the most part by cretinous goons." Before anything else, the
man could talk.
Musically, there's much to argue over
when it comes to Sinatra. Only afew
singers in recent history —Billie Holiday
and Patsy Cline come to mind first—
were the equals of Sinatra when it came
to phrasing. He also had an astonishing
ability to subtly vary the lyrics and
vocal inflections of songs from performance to performance, the most
famous example being his constant
tinkering with "The Lady is aTramp."
Most of all, no matter what you knew
about his tumultuous personal life, the
man sang with apassion that may never
be equaled.
In the aftennath of his death, I
launched into a weekend's worth of
nostalgic listening. In the early years,
when he recorded for Columbia, his
voice was awonder ("worn velveteen,"
said one writer), but the material and
the arrangements, at least for me, have
not aged particularly well. The 1997
2-CD collection, Portrait of Sinatra:
Columbia Classics (C2K 65244), is areasonably complete summation of this
period. For those who want to dig
deeper —and spend more — there's the
12-CD, 285-song The Columbia Years
(1943-1952): The Complete Recordings
(Columbia/Legacy CXK 48673).
For the majority of fans, the Capitol
records undoubtedly represent the classic Sinatra, so much so that it's nearly
impossible to pick just one. The problem is that you have to do exactly that
— the material on these discs, which
were "concept" albums, doesn't work as
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well when cut up and anthologized.
Therefore Capitol's 2-CD The Capitol
Years: The Best cf Frank Sinatra (Capitol
99225) has an odd, disjointed feel. If I
had to choose from among them, I'd go
for Songsfor Young Lovers (Capitol 48470)
or A Swingin' Affair (Capitol 94518).
But as much as Ilove the Capitol
records, the Reprise material is where
Igo most often. While his voice had
hardened, he was by then so skilled
that his mastery of phrasing and inflection were never better. And the
punchy horn arrangements by Nelson
Riddle, Don Costa, Billy May, and
others matched his style perfectly. The
single-disc The RI),Good Years (Reprise
26501-2) is the finest Sinatra "best-of"
in existence, collecting later recordings
of a number of signature pieces like
"Luck Be aLady," "The Way You Look
Tonight," "Strangers in the Night," "My
Way," and the "Theme from New York,
New York." Anyone whose tax bracket is
larger than the functioning percentage
of their brain will want to open their
wallet for what is reputed to be the
most expensive boxed set in the history
of the record business, the Complete
Reprise Studio Recordings—a leather-andmetal mini-steamer trunk better
known as "The Sinatra Suitcase." For
hard-core collectors, the two-volume
live set, ESinatra, D. Martin, and S. Davis
Jr. at Villa Venic Chicago Live 1962 (Jazz
Hour JH-1033; JH-1034) is Rat Pack
high jinx at its best.
My vote for the best single Sinatra
disc, however, goes to alive set issued in
1994: Sinatra and Sextet: Live in Paris
(Reprise 45487-2). Recorded on June 5,
1962, it catches ol' blue eyes in his
absolute prime, tastefully backed by
longtime pianist Bill Miller and five
other like-minded musicians. Every
tune on this disc is aprecious stone care-

fully faceted by an obviously "on"
Frank. Along with absolutely stunning
versions of "At Long Last Love," "Day
In, Day Out," "I've Got You Under My
Skin," and many others, there's also a
taste of Sinatra's dark side: "01' Man
River," for example, is a song about
"Sammy's people," and before "One for
My Baby" he announces that "cherchez
la femme" means "Why don't you share
the broad with me?"
But then, that was Sinatra: the artiste
and the thug; the borderline racist, the
sexist, and the voice that, thanks to his
incredible recordings, will never be
silenced.

host Scott Novak of Synergistic Research for ademonstration of how to
use Synergisties system-dependent cable
technology to match cables for your system. A Synergistic product drawing will
be held. For more information, call Mike
or Albert at (630) 663-1298.

use Synergistic's system-dependent
cable technology to match cables for
your system. For more information, call
(810) 732-2220.

UNITED KINGDOM
John Atkinson
Professor Malcolm Omar Hawksford,
occasional Stereophile contributor and
director of the Centre for Audio
Research and Engineering at the UK's
Essex University, tells us that there is a
limited number of EPSRC studentships available to UK and EEC citizens
for the University's M.Sc program in
Audio Systems Engineering. These are
available on a competitive basis, so
early application is recommended for
entrance in October 1998. Full details
can be found on the program's web site:
http://esewww.essex.ac.uk/research/
audio.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
American readers probably need no
introduction to CEDIA (the Custom
Electronic Design and Installation Association), so important has the custom-installation sector become to the
US consumer electronics scene. Indeed, Idare say many will preface
the acronym with some less than
complimentary adjectives, accusing

Calendar
discs, and DVD, and give abrief historical perspective on video technology at
the Evanston store. Call (847) 864-9565
for reservations.
•Wednesday, July 15, 7-9pm: Jeff Boccaccio of Tributaries will discuss the
way video systems interface with DSS,
laser discs, and DVD, and give abrief
historical perspective on video technology at the Chicago store. Call (312) 6425950 for reservations.
• Saturday, July 25, llam-6pm: Holm
Audio (450 Ogden Avenue, Lisle) will
Stereophile, July 1998

MICHIGAN

•Thursday, July 23: Stereo Center/Front
Row (2065 S. Linden Road, Flint) will
host Scott Novak of Synergistic Research for ademonstration of how to

NEW JERSEY

• Thursday, June 18: Freehold StereoVideo (3585 Rt. 9 North, Freehold) is
hosting Richard Segal of Synergistic
Research for ademonstration of how to
use Synergisties system-dependent cable
technology to match cables for your system. Call (732) 866-9500 for details.
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New Oasis
All-Weather
Speakers

ound

that can stand up
to acold shower

Create your own musical
oasis outdoors or in. Oasis
All-Weather Speakers
from Mirage. Featuring a
contoured cabinet design
in a black or white finish,
these high-performance,
all-weather speakers
install discreetly under
eaves or in tight corners.
Unique indoor-outdoor
equalization switch for
the increased bass impact
necessary for an open-air
setting
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Injection-molded 5-1/4"
(13.3 cm) woofer, also weatherresistant, for impeccable accura
in mid and deep bass frequencies
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Aluminum and brass hardware
combined with a rugged, weatherresistant enclosure makes for
trouble-free outdoor use in conditions
ranging from -50F to 200F.
Rugged, stainless steel mounting
bracket for horizontal or vertical wall
installations, or optional swivel mount

r

Oasis. Performance that's guaranteed
rain or shine, year in and year out.
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Industry
the installation sector of diverting attention and resources away from serious
sound reproduction in favor of convenience and gimmickry — but more on
that later.
Here in Britain, installation activities
have been much slower to catch on for
avariety of reasons. However, CEDIA's
UK chapter has just held its third annual symposium/conference/exhibition,
Expo '98, at the mostly delightful Selhurst Park Hotel on London's southeast
fringe. A comparison with the same
event last year suggests that this USinspired trend might at last be starting to
take off in the UK.
An abject failure to predict such
trends accurately is one of the reasons
I'm still chained to aword processor
rather than sitting under apalm tree
with amargarita. Idid my first (and
only) custom-install job way back in
the late '80s, and reckoned we'd all be
taking our multizoned lifestyles for
granted long before the millennium
started to loom in the collective consciousness. (I didn't reckon CD would
take off either, not appreciating that
its convenience would triumph over its
naff sound quality!)
Multizone audio/video/lighting/security/etc. might now be taken for granted Stateside, but what are the chances of
it spreading to Britain in aserious way?
This year's CEDIA UK bash was twice
the size of last year's, which itself had
been twice the size of the inaugural '96
event. The organizers had expected
400-500 delegates but ended up with
550, while some 45-50 brands were
represented in the exhibition section, up
from 25 in 1997.
We're still talking relatively small potatoes here. The UK chapter membership
has only recently reached three figures,
well behind the 1300 listed in the US. But

the growth rate is very healthy indeed,
and the sector is now making real money
for the retailer/installers involved.
What surprised me most was finding
that some of the most hair-shirt, dyedin-the-wool purist hi-fi dealerships had
started taking the emerging installation
sector very seriously indeed. These are
guys who still take pride in setting up a
turntable properly and can lay hands on
an alignment protractor at five minutes'
notice. What are they doing messing
around with security cameras and patio
speakers?
Ichatted to Simon Williams at leading London specialist dealer Grahams,
and was surprised to find that two of
five "front-line" staff at that highly
respected establishment are now working full-time on installation work. And
my one-time coauthor David Watson
at Russ Andrews High Fidelity in
Edinburgh claims he hasn't sold athing
over the counter all year. He prefers to
leave that to the other two as he puts on
his jeans and goes out to hack away at
plaster. Does he still bother with real
hi-fi? "Of course," came the retort.
"That's why Icame into the business in
the first place."
Dave sees the install business as anatural extension of traditional activities.
The passing years, and especially the
changeover from vinyl to CD, have
tended to "de-skill" the hi-fi retail business. In Scotland, Linn sells some of its
products through the denationalized
Scottish Power chain, alongside everything from light bulbs to fridge/freezers. Meanwhile, as is the way with
mature markets, the volume sales move
steadily away from the specialists and
toward the box-shifters.
There's still alot more to serious hifi retail than merely selling boxes.
Demonstration and installation skills

Update

remain vital ingredients, and that installation experience leads quite naturally
to multiroom and other-than-audio signals and applications. Hi-fi remains a
core ingredient, but amajor strength of
the CEDIA organization is the proactive way it gives the small but skilled
specialist dealer the confidence and support to add new and unfamiliar areas
like lighting, security, and video to traditional expertise, and also to come to
grips with the new business strategies
required to deal with adifferent kind of
client. Although Expo '98 did include
an exhibition, by far the greater emphasis was on the training sessions and seminars, for which an extra day will be
added next year.
A quick trip around the exhibits
showed that the hardware continues to
evolve. It still comes mostly from specialist suppliers, so agenuine mass market doesn't look to be on the agenda
for awhile yet. Highlights included
the latest developments in plasma displays and interesting new systems from
B&W (Casa) and QED (MimiQ).
What I'm really looking forward
to trying are B&W's new active-drive
in-wall speakers. "In-walls" are usually
ignored by the serious hi-fi sector
(with some justification, in my experience). When Ilast tested agroup of
them, way back in 1992, the feeble
mechanical integrity of the mounting
systems tended to be the dominant
limiting factor.
However, once those problems have
been gotten around, flush-mounted
speakers actually have some real acoustic advantages over their box-bound
brethren. A pair of wall-mounted 15"
Tannoy Dual Concentrics (the older
Alnico/pepperpot type, from the Westminster Royal), operating under genuine infinite-baffle (open-backed) con-

Calendar
•Friday through Sunday,June 19-21: The
Consumer El
ectronics Manufacturers
Association (CEMA) is hosting Fuse
'98 in conjunction with Atlantic City's
Beadiest festival. Fuse will combine "the
hottest in car sound and electronics" with
cutting-edge music, sports, and mobile
electronics training and testing. For more
information, call 703) 907-7600.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on
the monthly meetings of The MusicalStereoptule, July 1998

audiophile Society, The Audiophile
Society, and The Gotham Audio
Society, call David Nemzer at (718)
237-1094.
• Saturday, June 20, llam-6pm: Toys
From The Attic (203 Mamaroneck
Avenue, White Plains) is hosting Lloyd
Walker of Walker Audio for a
demonstration and discussion of the
Proscenium Gold Signature turntable
and toneann system, Omega Mikro
Cables, and the Valid Points isolation
system. Dan Fanney from American

Hybrid Technology will discuss the
"Non-Signature phono stage," and
George Stanwidc from van den Hid
will talk about cartridges, particularly
The Frog. For more information, call
(914) 421-0069.
•Saturday, July 11, 12-5pm: The Analog
Shop (57 East Main Street, Victor) will
host Tor Sivertsen of Conrad-Johnson
for aseminar on the new Premier 16LS
tube preamplifier and Premier solidstate products. For more information,
call (716) 742-2860.
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QUITE AN EYE OPENER.
The eye Ls the window to our soul
The IRIS!" is the gateway to our music.
Introducing the stunning new TRANSPORT
from Sonic Frontiers, the IRIS'.

3

CD

TURNTABLE

Setting a new standard in CD Transport design in sound, engineering
and visual presentation, the TRANSPORT 3 brings the world
of hardware and software together into one cohesive union. The
IRIS'" is the perfect complement to our reference quality
PROCESSOR 3 Digital Processor which together benefit
from the jitter-leading rs•eni
oes digital interface,
assuring you the clearest sound, and most life like
presentation of your music.
The TRANSPORT 3 distinguishes itself
with the following design details and
features:
• The IRIS' access hatch
possesses a strikingly original
industrial and mechanical design
which is both elegant and sleek in
it's inception. The recessing blades
provide a low profile access in loading
your CDs, allowing the flexibility to place
your TRANSPORT 3on either ashelf or on top
of your component stand.
• At the center of this design is the finest Philips
CDM-12 Industrial top loading mechanism which is
constructed of cast aluminum and isolated via atuned
sprung suspension. The CDM-12i sets the standard for
reference calibre performance around the world.
• Incorporating the new UltraAnalog I'S •enhanced
digital interface, the Transport 3 transmits both master clock
and musical data information on separate lines, eliminating
()nically degrading jitter to levels below the threshold which can be
measured with today's most advanced commercial test equipment.
• Implemented with an enhanced power supply to ensure complete
electrical isolation between the various motors, optics, digital clock and AC
line voltage which is necessary to achieve state-of-the-art music reproduction.
• The Transport 3 IRIS'" also includes SFI's famous, ergonomic, machined
aluminum remote control.
For those who simply require the best in digital playback, look no further than the
TRANSPORT 3 -an inspired piece of digital audio equipment which serves the music
through advanced and innovative engineering.

•

IRIS "isa Trademark of Sonic Frontiers Inc.

El

SONIC FRONTIERS

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIE I
Available at these and other line dealers
Mane Theatre 8. Sound Ccncepts
Roswell. GA
(7701 642.5557

Krystal Clear Audio
Dallas. TX
1214) 520-7156

Underground Sound
Memphis. TN
(9011272-1275

Sound Lab
Naperville. IL
(630) 717-1100
Palatine. IL
(847 1 776-8880

Audio Video Centre
New York. NY
(212) 571-4143
New York, NY
12121 226 1815

Auda Excellence
Richmond Hill. ON
(9051881-7109
Toronto. ON
Second location

ÏIi

ANNIV 1ARY
SONIC 1988-1998
FRONTIERS

Fi

Contact Sonic Frontiers for more information on Sonic or Anthem products and for the dealer nearest you.
I

2790 Brighton Road. Oakville, Ontario. Cailada L6H 514

,
e
C 3, (905) 829-3838

e

(905) 829_3033

g SFIPsonicfrontiers.com

"
g

http://www.sonicfrontiers.com i
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dirions, has been one of my main points
of reference ever since. Idon't necessarily expect to go from the big Tannoy to
the new B&W ASW700 full-time, but
the latter's spec sounds very promising,
with acast-alloy baffle and twin 100W
power amps mounted inches away from
the voice-coils.
Iwent to Expo '98 faintly suspicious
that CEDIA's approach seemed somehow "anti—hi-fi." Sure, alot of it doesn't
have much to do with real hi-fi, but it
doesn't by any means exclude the High
End either. And since the guys who
make and sell "the real thing" look like
the same guys who are now extending
the options to arange of extra lifestyle
choices, Icame away in amuch more
positive frame of mind.
The main reason why custom installation has been so slow to take off in
Britain is that we've just been through
a decade-long housing-market slump.
Now that the real estate agents and
moving companies are back in business
again, there's every good reason to
expect that the CEDIA UK bandwagon
will really start to roll.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
On May 5, the beleaguered Carver Corporation announced that it had received
afinancial transfusion of almost $400,000
and that it would make a move into
direct marketing in an attempt to bolster
flagging sales. The Woodinville, Washington-based company announced in a
press release that it "had closed asale of
3,000,000 shares of restricted Common
Stock of the Company to one of its preferred shareholders, Renwick Special
Situations Fund, L.P., for $375,000, or
$0.125 per share."

The infusion of capital provides the
company short-term funding while "it
continues to refine and commence
implementation of anew business plan
and seek further financing that the
company believes will allow it to return to profitability." Part of the plan
includes a move into direct sales, allowing customers to purchase Carver's
complete line of audio and hometheater products directly from corporate
headquarters.
"Carver is the first major high-end
audio manufacturer to offer acomplete
line of audio and home-theater electronics to the consumer through directsales channels," the press release stated,
adding that the company will continue
to support its network of dealers.
No mention was made as to pricing of products to be sold directly
from the company's distribution center. If products are priced at retail, the
move will provide access to Carver
products for customers without local
dealers. If the prices are discounted
significantly below retail, Carver will
essentially be competing with its own
dealers for what might well be adiminishing pool of customers. Carver
may be the first major specialty electronics manufacturer to venture into
direct sales, but it should be noted
that many small companies have gone
this route, almost always losing their
dealers in the process.
Carver reported 1997 sales of $11

Update

million and anet loss of $3.2 million, or
$0.84 per share, compared to 1996 revenues of $14.5 million and anet loss of
$32 million, or $0.86 per share.' The
company stated that "revenues were
impacted by asevere shortfall in working capital which restricted its marketing and sales efforts and its ability to
supply product. Revenues for the quarter ending December 31, 1997 were $4
million, with anet loss of $957,000, or
$024 per share compared to sales of
$2.5 million and anet loss of $1,232,000,
or $0.48 per share for the corresponding
period in 1996. Fourth-quarter 1997
revenues were impacted by stocking
orders for the company's two new
Cinema Speaker systems."
That's accountant-ese for "business
is bad." Carver is seeking to improve
its cash flow by obtaining extended
terms from its suppliers and quicker
payment from its dealers. More funding will be needed for acomplete turnaround, the press release stated, and it
mentioned that other sources of capital are being pursued.
While sounding acheery note for its
future, Carver also included adisclaimer
that its "forward-looking statements are
subject to anumber of risks and uncertainties that might cause actual results or
achievements to differ materially from
those expressed or implied by such
statements." Should the hoped-for turnaround fail, such disclaimers help ward
off litigation from disgruntled investors.

1Carver Corp. announced on April 7that Nasdaq has
advised the company that it does not meet Nasdaq's new
SS million minimum public float and il dollar minimum bid price requirements. Nasdaq grunted the company an extension until May 28, 1998 to satisfy these
requirements. The inability of the company to comply
with these listing requirements could result in the delisting of the company's stock from Nasdaq.

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Specialty audio emerged from aprolonged slump in 1997, according to a
recent survey taken by the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association,

with the remaining recitals to be scheduled in 1999. The Vancouver cycle will
continue at the Chan Center for the
Performing Arts on September 20,
October 18, November 22, and December 8. For more information, visit
his web site, www.sloth.com/silver
man .Silverman's Stereophile recordings
of piano works by Liszt, Brahms,
Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and
Bach can be obtained by calling (800)
358-6274 or by visiting the Stereophile
web site: www.stereophile.com .He
also will perform three of the Beethoven sonatas at HI-FI '98 in Los Angeles
in June.

• The Star, Malaysia's leading daily
English newspaper, will hold the
third AV Fest hi-fi, home-theater,
music, and musical instruments exhibition at the Crown-Princess InterContinental hotel in Kuala Lumpur
this August 7, 8 and 9. AV Fest 98
promises to be just as big as last year's
event, which drew about 50 exhibitors and over 9000 visitors over
the three days. As in the past two
shows, coverage of the event (and
publicity tie-ins) will be through The
Stat's weekly hi-fi and home-theater
pullout, AudioFile.

Calendar
WASHINGTON

• Sunday, August 2, 3pm: Curtis
Havens of Advanced Audio Systems
(6450 Tacoma Mall Boulevard,
Tacoma) will welcome Richard Vandersteen of Vandersteen Audio for a
Q&A seminar, followed by alistening
session featuring the new Model Fives.
Space is limited, please call (253) 4723133 for reservations.
CANADA

•Robert Silverman will perform all 32
of Beethoven's piano sonatas in both
Toronto and Vancouver. In Toronto, he
will perform on July 8, 9, 15, and 16,
Stereophile, July 1998
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The speaker only
Jim Thiel could create
Introducing the new THIEL CS7.2
hm Thiel's 12 "Speaker of the Year"
and 15 "Design and Engineering"
awards are just afew of the reasons
to own his new model CS7.2.
Audio Magazine's Anthony
Cordesman describes Jim Thiel as
"clearly the kind of speaker
designer who just never stops
improving his products. Each new
generation of Thiel speakers has
sounded more detailed, more
coherent, and more transparent ...
Each added refinement has been
another step toward making the
musical experience more real."
Hear Jim Thiel's newest'
masterpiece, the CS7.2, at your
nearest THIEL dealer. It's the next
great loudspeaker from the man
whose sonic passion has made him
alegend in audio.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or ‘vrite for our :16-page brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
HIEL • 1026 Nandino But

ard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

Visit the THIEL Web Site at http://www.thielauciio.com
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high hopes for High-Definition TV
which estimates last year's high-end facand DVD as revitalizers of the industry.
tory sales at between $1 billion and $1.4
The company plans to open 12 new
billion. CEMA's figure is aprojection
Audio/Video Exposition stores this year,
based on sales by 32 representative
and recently signed on as aretail supcompanies whose combined total sales
porter of Divx.
amounted to $256 million — an increase
of 7% over 1996. Exports, which typUNITED KINGDOM
ically account for 40% of high-end proPaul Messenger
duction, rose by 10%, to $73 million.
Speakers come and speakers go, but
The survey was the largest ever
undertaken by CEMA, and this first only ahandful in the history of hi-fi
have become legends and hung around
industry-wide projection is probably
forever. Tannoy's series of dual-conthe most accurate figure available.
centric drive-units, designed by R.H.
More than 220 specialty-audio compaRackham and first introduced in the
nies took part in the 1998 Consumer
1940s, are still widely regarded as the
Electronics Show.
More figures from the Consumer first truly great hi-fi speakers. Their
high sensitivity, good power handling,
Electronics Manufacturers Association
and simplicity of installation saw them
indicate that the High End's good forused in awide range of applications and
tune is part of abigger trend. A sales
enclosures, from public address through
spurt in February helped boost year-tostudio monitoring to the systems of seridate sales of all audio products to $1.01
ous hi-fi enthusiasts.
billion. Sales volume for home audio
The Tamioys' apotheosis in the latter
systems (le, rack systems) rose by 3.4°/o,
role was arguably the GRF Corner Horn
to $115 million. Year-to-date for home
enclosure (and the subsequent, even
components totals $217 million, accordlarger GRF Autograph variant), another
ing to CEMA.
Rackham design. The Corner Horn
The top 100 retailers in the US
first appeared in 1953 and remained in
racked up $65.8 billion in sales last year.
production for more than 20 years, with
Riding the wave of prosperity are the
nation's two largest consumer electron- just minor changes in the horn's throat
dimensions to suit the different stages in
ics retailers: 284-store Best Buy, which
the evolution of the 12" and 15" dualposted $7.6 billion in sales, and 556store Circuit City, with $6.8 billion. Best concentric drivers.
Now Tannoy enthusiast and anachroBuy stores did better than twice the
phile Mike Harvey of Bristol, England,
sales volume on aper-store basis than
did Circuit City, whose result is with Tannoy's blessing, is reviving the
famous enclosure under the company
nonetheless an impressive 16.1% inname of Octave Audio Woodworking.
crease over 1996. Best Buy's stock has
Furthermore, he claims that his versions
risen 700% in the past year.
actually improve on the originals by
Both chains are expanding into new
using better-quality timber — epoxy
markets. Best Buy plans to open 25 new
filleted birch plywood — that is more
stores this year, and Circuit City will
rigid and less prone to panel resonanopen 50. CC is also heavily invested in
ces than the materials used the first
the rollout of Divx, the controversial
time around.
purchase+pay-per-view DVD scheme.
OAW's Corner GRFs are supplied
Best Buy is planning five new stores
as "unloaded pairs" in various hardin the Boston area, plus: 45,000-sq.-ft.
wood finishes and French polish, oiled,
flagship stores in Portsmouth and Manchester, NH; two in Nashville, TN; a or lacquer surface treatments. Prices
(excluding delivery and installation)
slightly smaller store in Charleston, SC;
range from £5000 to £6000, and cusand a40k-sq.-ft. outlet in Wausau, WI.
tomers are expected to find and fit
The West Coast's 76-store chain The
their own vintage Tannoy dual-conGood Guys hasn't fared as well as its
centric drivers, sending OAW the
larger siblings. The San Francisco-based
crossovers for installation (a capacitor
retailer posted a2% increase in sales in
upgrade also makes sense). The enclo1997 — a total of $499.4 million. On
April 22, Good Guys announced anet sures are suited to Monitor Silver, Red,
Gold, HPD, 3808, and 3828 variations
loss of $2 million for its second fiscal
on the dual-concentric theme. Other
quarter, ending March 31.
CEO Robert A. Gunst blamed his vital statistics: the Corner Horn measures 45.5" H by 40" W by 26.5" D
company's lackluster performance on
"a soft market overall" and the lack of and weighs 190 lbs.
Harvey doesn't claim that his Corner
"new technologies entering the Audio/
GRF revival is necessarily amatch for
Video marketplace." Gunst expressed
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more recent horn designs. Rather, his
intention is to create something that
recaptures the spirit of the times in both
sound and appearance, to which end he
prefers to drive them with the amplification of the era—he favors Leak
TL10s. He also has plans to build apair
of the gigantic GRF Autograph designs;
this could well become afuture customer option. Given the large numbers
of vintage dual-concentric drivers that
must still be scattered around the globe,
lurking in attic storage or mounted in
ancient home-built or factory reflex
enclosures, the prospects of his building
up abusiness look pretty good.
Octave Audio Woodworking: Tel: (44)
117-9246005. Fax: (44) 117-9872762.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
Everyone claims "CD-quality" sound
over the Internet these days, but the
reality always seems far short of that
promise. As aresult, work continues to
develop an encoding scheme worthy
of the CD-quality title. Recently we
reported on developments at AT&T
regarding the a2b format, and both
Liquid Audio and RealNetworks compete on aweekly basis to grab headlines for their audio technology announcements.
Thus, we read with interest news
coming out of MIT about their new
approach to sound processing, called
"Structured Audio," that is to be incorporated in the new MPEG-4 international Standard. But before readers get
too excited, there's acatch: the format's
"Structured Audio Orchestra Language"
can "describe" and sequence synthesizerlike sounds, but doesn't handle real
voices or recorded sound directly. This
is similar in many ways to the Beatnik
approach, recently incorporated into the
Java Standard.
MPEG, the Moving Picture Experts
Group, is part of the International
Standardization Organization, and is
chartered with the development of
industry standards for the compression,
processing, coding, and transmission of
audio and video. These standards are
used worldwide as ablueprint for the
design, development, and manufacturing of audio software and hardware
components (for example, MPEG-2,
used for DVD and digital TV).
The MPEG-4 standard will be released
in October 1998 and formally become an
international standard in December 1998,
and is intended as astandard for multimedia applications. Last month, the Final
Committee Draft was completed, which
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indicates that all parts of the specification, including the Media Lab's contributions, will proceed into the final standard. The current draft will change little
before completion.
"The contributions the Media Lab
has made to MPEG-4 are acrucial part
of the audio tool set, and represent a
fundamental advance in audio standardization," said Leonardo Chiariglione,
MPEG convener and chairman.
According to MIT, Structured Audio
is aset of specifications for the description and transmission of sound. While
existing audio standards represent sound
as astream of bits, in Structured Audio,
content is stored and delivered as acomputer program in a flexible language,
then translated into sound on the user's
computer. Because transmitting data as a
program is considerably more efficient
than transmitting streams of bits —compare the bandwidth required to transmit
a PCM-encoded recording of Beethoven's Symphony 9 with that for the
MIDI instructions to play back the same
symphony — this method enables an
increase in the quality and efficiency
with which sound is delivered.
Eric Scheirer from MIT also points
out that "it's true that Structured Audio
by itself doesn't have built-in primitives for voice encoding. However, the
Structured Audio method is powerful
enough to encapsulate and transmit a
voice codee. You don't get abandwidth
savings with this method, but you're
guaranteed performance at least as good
as any existing and known method. This
is not true of model-based synthesizers
like Beatnik or Yamaha XG.
"The Structured Audio work isn't
meant to stand on its own. We have
carefully developed the tools to be a
well-integrated part of the overall
MPEG-4 standard. And of course
MPEG-4 has the state-of-the-art voice
and recorded-sound methods in addition to Structured Audio."
The Structured Audio method, developed by researchers in the Media Lab's
Machine Listening Group, comprises
more than 20% of the MPEG-4 Audio
standard. This submission, which includes software, technical documentation,
and testing methods, was evaluated and
verified by MPEG and found to meet
the requirements of the standards body.
The Media Lab's Structured Audio
method is designed to integrate seamlessly with the other components of
MPEG-4. These include methods for
the transmission of speech, recorded
music, computer graphics, and compressed digital video. All of these tools
Stereophile, July 1998

may be combined in asingle MPEG-4
presentation.
A statement from MIT says, "The
Media Lab has executed its current
standardization work in an open arena,
free of patent and copyright restrictions, in order to encourage advances
in multimedia for all computer users
and technology companies. All of the
computer tools developed by the
Media Lab in the Structured Audio
project have been freely donated to the
Internet, and the Media Lab maintains
no control or veto power over the
direction of the standard."

MIT reports that their
Structured Audio
"CD-quality" (their words)
stereo audio data will be
easily transmitted and
received via anormal
computer modem.
"Structured Audio points the way to a
more powerful common platform for
sound processing," said Professor Barry
Vercoe, head of the Media Lab's Machine Listening Group and leader of the
Structured Audio research project. "By
incorporating these findings into an
accepted international standard, we can
ensure that musicians, producers, and
PC users around the world can benefit
from this research."
MIT reports that the "CD-quality"
(their words) stereo audio data will be
easily transmitted and received via a
normal computer modem. "The performance levels achieved through the
MPEG-4 Structured Audio method
enable significant new composition and
commerce models. Composers of popular music styles such as house music,
rave music, teduto, and electronica will
be able to efficiently sell high-quality
compositions directly to listeners via
the Internet.
"Interactive movies and virtual-reality experiences containing music, sound
effects, and dialog will likewise be able
to envelop the listener in a3-D world of
sound. MPEG-4 also allows the creation of 'virtual karaoke' songs, where
the music actually slows down and
speeds up to follow the singer.
"Structured Audio will also have an
impact on the music-composition process itself. Composers are free to create

Update

new 'virtual synthesizers' at will, so their
creativity is no longer limited by the
capabilities of the fixed hardware synthesizers they own. A composer's PC
system incorporating MPEG-4 Structured Audio technology can replace an
entire studio of synthesizers, effects
processors, and mixing consoles. The
standard unifies agrowing marketplace
in 'software synthesizers,' which overcome some of these limitations, but
until now have been hampered by
restricted features, data incompatibility,
and asmall user base."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In apresentation just prior to the formal
procedures of the annual general meeting of the BFA (the British Federation
of Audio, relatively recent successor to
the longstanding FBA), journalist Malcolm Steward announced that he and
graphic designer/spouse Philippa were
putting together anew UK trade magazine/web-site publication called the
British Audio Journal.
The first issue will be published in
August, but the plan is to provide news
and information for general worldwide
access via the BAJ web site at www.
britishaudiojournal.com, with more sensitive trade-oriented material restricted
to the bimonthly print format. The web
site will be the medium for breaking
news stories. "So you won't have to wait
amonth or two to find out that Ferrari
has taken over Arcam," Steward quipped
to a guffaw of laughter, particularly
from Arcam's John Dawson.
BAJ's content will extend well beyond hi-fi products, news, and gossip,
and will constitute aforum for the business issues affecting the trade as well as
its leisure activities (a wine column is
promised). The magazine will be mailed
direct to the UK retail and manufacturing sectors. Overseas subscriptions have
not yet been organized, but serious
trade inquiries should be e-mailed to
ian@britishaudiojournal.com
The BFA's Committee seemed to support this new venture, albeit in arather
muted way. The atmosphere was decidedly charged, those at the top table
glancing anxiously toward Angie Curtis,
publisher of the 10-year-old trade journal Inside Hi-Fi, hoping to avoid any
confrontation or scene. (We're talking
about a British institution, after all!)
CEDIA UK has also voiced its support
for the new venture.
During the meeting proper, attention
was drawn to new government directives on the thorny question of accurate
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(country of) Origin Marking. There's
no UK or EU requirement to state the
origin of goods, but if acountry of origin is stated or implied, that claim has to
be accurate to avoid violating the Trade
Descriptions Act.
Although Origin Marking still packs
marketing clout in some territories, in
your correspondent's opinion it no
longer carries much real meaning in our
increasingly global economy. Even when
final assembly, packing, and dispatch
take place in one country, it's more than
likely that many of the parts used in the
component will have come from avariety of other places. To my knowledge,
British-branded CD players invariably
use disc
rts sourced overseas.
The la
tr
srs
e , years have seen more
and more UK loudspeaker brands
sourcing their most price-sensitive finished products from overseas OEM
suppliers, helping maintain competitiveness as the pound sterling continues
to strengthen. If abrand sells its products globally, it's logical enough to
source manufacturing globally. Acoustic
Energy's more upmarket models are
still made in Cirencester, but its budgetprice 100 series comes from Malaysia —
which makes all the more sense, as the
Far East is AE's major market.
Conversely (or perversely?), several
leading British brands are now owned
by Far Eastern interests. KEF and
Celestion have unquestionably managed to retain their individuality despite operating under common ownership for the past few years. Celestion's
marketing services were moved to
KEFs base in Maidstone, Kent some
time back. More recently, KEFs UK
manufacturing has been moved to
Celestion in Ipswich, Suffolk — bad
news for the 90 or so Kentish production workers who were laid off, good
news for the unemployed of Ipswich.
What goes around comes around.
JPW — which has the keenest prices of
all on the UK market —is just investing
£3 million in anew cabinetworks at its
home base down in Devon, preferring
the production flexibility, control, and
consistency this provides. (Mission
recently suffered the embarrassment of
having to recall some of its new 700
series models, following QC problems
with a European supplier that included missing internal braces!) While
building its boxes back home, JPW
brings its drive-units in from overseas
(India, Ibelieve).
In the modern world, whatever it
might say on the label, our electronics
and transducers are almost always
Stereophile, July 1998

"Products of More than One Country."
It's what capitalism and free trade are
all about.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
The Experience Music Project (EMP),
a130,000-square-foot interactive music
museum opening in Seattle in 1999,
announced on April 30 that it has acquired 19 recently discovered audio tapes
of rare Jimi Hendrix recordings from
1969 and 1970.
The tapes, from Hendrix's Band of
Gypsys period, were acquired at international auction; terms of the acquisition were not disclosed. As amuseum
"dedicated to the creative process in

The Experience Music
Project announced
that it has acquired
19 recently discovered
audio tapes of rare
Jimi Hendrix recordings
from 1969 and 1970.
American popular music," Experience
Music Project will preserve and protect the recordings and give museum
visitors the opportunity to learn about
and experience them for generations
to come.
"These rare recordings are true works
of art. They are long-lost reminders of
an electric-guitar master at his absolute
peak, and EMP plans to preserve and
protect them to honor the rich musical legacy of Jimi Hendrix," said Peter
Blecha, senior curator for Experience
Music Project. "We are pleased to have
these in our possession — both as a
museum dedicated to creativity in
music, and as acultural institution chartered to chronicle the powerful history
of American popular music. Foremost,
though, we are excited by the opportunity for future EMP visitors to have
the chance to finally hear these fabled
performances."
The recordings are of four concerts
Hendrix and his band performed at
the Fillmore East in New York City on
December 31, 1969 and January I,
1970. The 19 tapes feature approximately 50 live recordings of such
Hendrix staples as "Purple Haze,"
"Hey Joe," and "Foxy Lady," as well as

Update

rarities like "Paper Airplanes," "Auld
Lang Sync," and "Burning Desire."
The tapes also provide insight into the
Band of Gypsys, agroup who played
together for only a few months and
who created a remarkably different,
more rootsy, style of music than
Hendrix had produced during the initial psychedelic pop period of his
career.
"These recordings are the missing
link. They are the aural evidence that
music fans and scholars have needed
in order to allow further study of the
development and evolution of Hendrix's skill and artistic style," Blecha
enthused. "Having heard the tapes now,
Ican assure you that additional proof
of his genius comes through loud
and clear."
Established by Microsoft founder
(and Hendrix fan) Paul G. Allen and
designed by world-renowned architect
Frank O. Gehry, the nonprofit
Experience Music Project museum will
open in Seattle at the base of the popular Space Needle next year. According
to EMP, it will combine "the interpretive aspects of atraditional museum, the
educational role of aschool, the state-ofthe-art research facilities of aspecialized
library, and the audience-drawing
qualities of live performances and popular attractions."
INTERNATIONAL
Barry Willis
True Facts:
•Nineteen people died at rock concerts last year, according to areport by
Crowd Management Strategies, a
Chicago-based consulting firm. The
number has climbed steadily since
1992, when one death was reported.
Thirteen of the dead, or 68%, were
teenagers, an increase over the 60% in
1996. "Moshing" was blamed for part
of the problem, as was "festival seating" — the practice of selling tickets
without seats. Festival seating contributes to crowd-rush injuries and
deaths, claims CMS, admitting that
hard statistics were difficult to obtain.
Promoters and venue officials, it
noted, are reluctant to cooperate.
•Three Polish car thieves were foiled in
mid-April when they were tracked
down electronically. The Austrian truck
they'd stolen was equipped with a
Global Positioning System transceiver
that relayed the truck's position back to
company headquarters.
•In case you were wondering, the preferred wood for clarinets is an African
blackwood called grenadilla.
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Finally...

got my Acurus ACT 3
I've been waiting months for it. My dad used to
joke that I'd be in college by the time we got the
ACT 3. But it's here and it's sweet. The ACT 3 is so
easy to set up, my dad let me do it. Ihad it totally
set up and running in about 10 minutes.
My mom is thrilled with how easy it is to use. She

coupled outputs for all the channels, so it sounds as
good in 5.1 surround as it does in stereo. My dad
explained all this to me. He's really into audio, but
sometimes he admits that mom has better ears than
he does and she thinks the Acurus sounds great.
Now my friends would rather watch a movie at

just drops adisc in and the ACT 3knows if it's DTS®,
Dolby Digital® or a stereo CD, automatically loads

my house than at the movie theater. They all agree

that format and the speaker balance Iset up for it.

theater. Was it worth the wait? Are you paying any
attention? I've got the most advanced audio/video

The Acurus ACT 3is the only thing in the world that
can do this...cool!
My dad is thrilled with how it sounds. He checked
it out in stereo, as astereo preamp with abuilt in D/A
converter, and said it is one of the best sounding high
end audio components he's ever heard. The ACT 3
has 20 bit DIA converters and discrete Class A direct

my Acurus system sounds way better than a movie

gear on the planet... what have you got?
MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Avenue •Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
914.693.8008 •Fax 914.693.7199
www.mondialdesigns.com
Dolby it aregimered trademark id: Dolby lihoratorit,
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Sam

T

alk with John Atkinson and he'll
tell you that you need aBIG amp,
with lots of power, to play, say,
Malilees Fifth.
In Santa Fe.
Iput on my fake English accent:
"Well, John, Ijust heard Malilees
Fifth with Riccardo Chailly and the
Concertgebouw Orchestra live at Avery
Fisher Hall."
[dramatic paw]
"I'm not sure Ineed to reproduce
Mahler with wide dynamic range in my
living room."
"But what if you live in New
Mexico?"
Ideliver awithering look.
JA may tell you that you "need" the
200-300W for those moments in Mahler when all hell —or is it heaven? —
breaks loose, but I'm not so sure. You
really can't replicate concert-hall sound
in your listening room, especially when
it comes to symphonic music's wide
dynamic range.
And powerful amps, be they tube or
solid-state, come at aprice. If you want
high power and sound quality, you'll
have to pay plenty. $20,000. $30,000 for
a set of monoblocks. It's enough to
make you start thinking small even if
you do have the money.
Ican certainly think of better ways to
spend money.
Travel. Go hear the Vienna Philharmonic live on Sunday morning at the
Musikverein. (You can sometimes get a
deal from Austrian Airlines, particularly
in the depths of winter when the concert season is at its height.)
Instead of supporting amplifier manufacturers so they can purchase their
second Ferraris, support live music. Buy
tickets for your local symphony, chamber music society, or —if you're lucky
—opera company. Hear some live jazz
or blues.
Get out and be with people — it beats
looking at expensive amps and gardenhose cables sprawled across your livingroom rug. In other words, get yourself a
life. Hi-fi, when taken to extremes, is a
very unhealthy habit.
And settle in with some reasonably
scaled tube or solid-state gear.
End of lecture.
Stereophile, July 1998
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ping is like ... well, eating spinach.
This is why people are surprised
when they hear alittle 5V/pc singleended triode amp. Where's the clipping? It's there, particularly if you crank
up the volume. But at low levels you
might not notice. All you might notice
is alimitation in the dynamic range.
Think small!
This is going to be the rage again in
Listening to a
hi-fi, Ipredict. You can already see
(hear) it happening, not only with sinsolid-state amp at
gle-ended triode but also with the variety of relatively low-powered (40or close to clipping
60Wpc) integrated amps available.
Iapplaud this. For one thing, it's
is like ... eating spinach.
making high-end hi-fi accessible to
many more people. High-end does not
triode (SET), but it shouldn't necessarinecessarily have to mean high-priced.
ly be yours. You have alternatives, as my
friend John Rutan would say —the Hi- Or high-powered.
Besides, one Ferrari is enough.
Fi Gentleman of Verona, at Audio
Connection in Verona, New Jersey.
Musical Fidelity X-Al
For instance, relatively low-powered
So far as Iknow, Wayne Schuurman,
solid-state amplifiers.
There's wonderful-sounding stuff president of Audio Advisor, Inc., does
not drive aFerrari. And he's not going
available at affordable prices if you don't
to be able to afford one in the future,
need all that power. Do you? Let's ask ...
either, direct-importing and selling the
ah, John Atkinson.
Musical Fidelity X-Al integrated amp
"V/hat's that you're listening to in
for $499.95 — which is less than its UK
your offwejohn?" (I was in Santa Fe for
retail selling price of £449. That
the Stereophde writers' conference.)
/%. Ouch!
2
"It's an Advent 300 receiver, Sam. I includes VAT at 17 1
Buy the X-A 1 now and you can
believe you owned one."
"save" $100.
"Still do. Up in the attic. Needs
Wayne is "introducing" the X-A1 for
repair."
$499.95. You "save" $100 off his "regu"So does this one. It gets FM only in
lar" price of $599.95. (Is anyone paying
mono." He looked affectionately at the
"regular" price?) Ifeel duty-bound to
receiver.
point out that you will save five times
Fifteen solid-state watts is perhaps too
that amount — ie, $500 — by not purlittle.
'The first week Iowned my Advent chasing the X-A1 at all.
But then you'd be missing a great
300 receiver Iblew it up while playing
$500 integrated amp. It looks much betPierre Monteux's recording of Stravinter, feels much better — I'm talking
sky's Time Rite ofSpring, on London. (Adabout the feel of the controls, now —
vent replaced the unit and Iwas more
and sounds much better than you might
careful about pushing the amp from
expect a$500 amp to sound.
then on. So far as Iknow, the receiver —
"If the dollar takes apounding, Audio
in my attic — is still alive.)
Advisor takes abath," explained Wayne
Solid-state's not like tubes. You tend
with some pain. He's right. You might
to need more power than you do with
want to order your X-Al 110W. It could be
tubes. That's because solid-state amps
like the new Volkswagen Beetle —a long
tend to clip less gradually and not quite
as forgivingly as tubes. They don't recov- waiting list!
The X-Al is probably Musical Fidelity's
er from clipping so quickly, either, when
an amp clips, you really notice. Listening best budget integrated amplifier yet. Like
the Creek 4330 — which Idon't think
to asolid-state amp at or close to clip-

What's reasonable?
What's reasonable?
Depends on your room, your speakers, your listening preferences — lots of
things. But my own rule of thumb is to
scrape by with as little power as possible. That's because power not only
costs, it corrupts.
My first choice may be single-ended
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A none-too-subtle

prophecy about
the future of

flu

loudspeakers.

U.S.
$995 -$2,195 per pair

Never before have speakers this affordable played true

to the standards established by their more costly
brethren, producing asound that is, well, arevelation.
Introducing the Revelation Series music and
home theatre loudspeakers from I
laies Design Group.
Four models, including adedicated center channel,
faithfully travel that narrow road of performance, quality
and value—all Hales trademarks—all in equal measure.
While you will have to visit your authorized Hales dealer,
you won't have to step through the pearly gates to hear
sound this good. And with their down-to-earth price,
the Revelation Series is hound to make even the most
intractable unbeliever change their tune.

Hales
HALES DESIGN GROUP
16812 Gaillard Street
Voice: (714) 841-6884

Huntington Beath California 92647

Fax: (714) 841-2427 lutp://www.halesdesigregrourcom
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Others followed, including the XCANS
headphone amp and X-Pre
Contacts
line-stage preamp.
Musical Fidelity, 15-16 Olympic
But even Antony couldn't cram an
Trading Estate, Wembley, Middleintegrated amp into one of those cute
sex HA9 OTF, England, UK. Tel:
aluminum cans — he calls them "pig(44) 181-900-2866. Fax: (44) 181lets." So he devised a sort of double
900-2983. US distributor: Audio
cylinder. The two knobs —volume and
Advisor, Inc., 4949 Danvers Drive
source selector — are like little snouts.
SE, Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel:
(As you may know, Ilove pigs.)
(800) 942-0220, (616) 975-6111.
The X-A1 is MF's first component
Web: www.audioadvisotcom
to use this new chassis. It has the same
LID Audio, 7Lancaster Gardens
4" height as the other X-gear, but is 81
/"
2
West, Clacton-on-Sea, Fw'x C015
wide (about twice as wide) by 11" deep.
6QG, England, UK. Tel: (44)
Still rather compact and tidy. A match1255-422533. Fax: (44) 1255ing CD player in the new chassis is
221069. US distributor: The Sound
coming soon and should be abeauty!
Organisation, P.O. Box 2870,
The entire metal chassis functions as
Carefree, AZ 85377. Tel: (602)
aheatsink. And the rails at the bottom
488-0028. Fax: (602) 488-0029. Enow have rubber strips recessed into
mail: steve@soundorg.com.
them so the unit won't scratch your
— Sam 'Wig
tabletop, as other X-gear is apt to do.
The volume and source-selector knobs
(the snouts) are machined aluminum
the X-A1 surpasses, by the way —the
and very elegant. Antony clearly does
sound quality is so good for so little
not want to give the Italians —or anyone
money that you might seriously question
else —occasion to laugh. Except for the
the need to spend more.
power supply, the unit looks much
They usually play Mahlees Fifth twice
aseason in New York. Why not get on a more expensive than it is. For $500, the
fit and finish are superb!
plane, fly to New York, and attend
Carnegie or Avery Fisher Hall? It would
Power supply
be cheaper than buying an expensive
Me power supply —ah, yes, the power
200-300W amp!
supply, so beloved by the Brits —is external. Nigel can place it on the floor away
The look
from the unit itself and Fiona or Gillian
Antony Michaelson, Musical Fidelity's
managing director, recently told Hi-Fi will hardly know it's there. Thus, too,
News & Record Review (April 1998) that electromagnetic fields from the powersupply transformer won't muck up the
he'd had an epiphany. Back in 1984,
sound inside the cute little double piglet.
shortly after he founded Musical FidelIwonder, though: Why such adinkyity (MF — those initials are unfortulooking power supply?
nate), some Italian journalists were very
To save money, of course. The thing
disparaging of the appearance of the
is meant to be placed on the floor, out of
stuff he was making.
This was at the start of my Srereophile sight, maybe behind the cabinet. You
won't have to look at it every day.
career. Ihad some of the same MF gear
It's unfortunate, though, that the
the Italians laughed at. It sounded great,
and Isaid at the time that it offered power supply isn't a little beefier,
superb sound for the money. The stuff although that would increase the price
by not alittle. Antony should offer an
should have sold like crazy on sound
optional balls-out upgraded power supquality, but didn't on looks.
ply, perhaps built into the original piglet
Antony learned his lesson. Chastised,
or the new double-piglet. If he did that,
he flew back to Britain and decided he
Ithink the 50Wpc might sound more
would make equipment the world
like 100Wpc. (Uh-oh, now I'm starting
wouldn't laugh at. After all, if you're so
busy laughing — as some critics are at to sound like JA!)
single-ended triode amps — you won't
Line-stage only
bother to listen. Still aproblem with
The X-A1 is line-stage only, with six
some British-made gear today.
auxiliary inputs and a tape-monitor
A couple of years ago, Antony came
loop. If you need aphono stage, you can
up with the X-series of components,
add the matching Musical Fidelity X-LP
housed in attractive cylinders. The X(separate circuits for moving-magnet
10D analog output stage was the first.'
and moving-coil) for another $249.95.
If you fancy aheadphone amp, Antony
1X-10D. -Extended" —get it? British humor.
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and Wayne can sell you the matching
X-CANS, again for $249.95.
The X-A 1 itself is a minimalist
design, with just avolume control, a
selector switch, and atape-monitor button —no balance control. The On/Off
switch is on the power supply, and thus
hard to reach. It's meant to be left on all
the time, and the sound improves
markedly when you do. So much for
energy conservation?
Iespecially like the silky feel of the
volume-control knob and the way the
selector switch glides firmly into each
setting.
Sound
Remember what other Musical Fidelity
gear sounds like?
You don't? Of course you don't.
You've only read about it here in
Stereophile. That is, unless you've actually
bought some of the gear. Buy first.
Listen later. Iactually like that idea.
Sometimes Ithink reviewers do the
same thing: Write first, listen later.
Okay, other Musical Fidelity integrated amplifiers have tended to sound
very musical in the sense of being fullbodied and harmonically rich — much
like tubes. But they've also tended to
sound awee bit bland. Not exactly devastating when you're talking about a
budget integrated amp used with typical budget speakers — ablessing more
often than not!
The X-A1 is adifferent kettle of fish.
Antony has managed to preserve
most of the sweetness of his A2 and
A220, with added transparency, more
detail, and some measure of kickbutt
bass. Part of the X-Al's sweetness is
undoubtedly due to the fact that it's still
generously biased into class-A, just not
as richly biased as the A2 and A220. As
I said, the entire chassis acts as a
heatsink, so the X-A1 hardly runs
warm. You can leave it on all the time.
What speakers to use?
Antony recommends the 95dB-sensitive Kelly Transducer K-2 and K-3
models, which he himself manufactures
in the UK. Unfortunately, these aren't
available Stateside.
So Itried the X-Al with: the floorstanding Orpheus Double Sixes from
Germany, rated at 92dB sensitivity
($3600/pair, imported by AXISS Distribution); the Cabasse Farella 400s,
rated at 94dB sensitivity ($1995/pair,
2Energy consumption is not specified, but it's probably
no more than 15-20W at idle. This is abig advantage
of the Musical Fidelity A2 and A220 integrateds, which
are more heavily biased into class-A, mn hot, and conUMW considerable amounts of electricity at idle.
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SOME THINK THIS LEVEL OF EXCELLENCE IS EXTRAVAGANT

Mlles
SACRIFICE

NOTHING

Quite frankly, we'll be the first to admit that a McIntosh audio system is not for everyone. Some
people are so accustomed to compromise they'll actually choose mediocrity. But then there are
those who appreciate the difference in violins, the way agold-nib fountain pen glides on paper,
or the distinct sound of a twelve cylinder engine. For those willing to sacrifice nothing, no level
of excellence is too lofty. For nearly 50 years, we have made McIntosh Audio equipment for them.
Call
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Sam's
imported by Northstar Leading The
Way); and the Atelier de Synergie
Acoustique Baby Monitors, rated at
89dB sensitivity (still not available in
North America, hélas!).
1)espite the lower sensitivity rating,
the ASA speakers produced magnificent
sound — ravishing in harmonic presentation and precise imaging. Of course, if
Icranked the volume, I ran out of
power and lost the X-Al's magic as clipping set in.

reined-in. Bass could be tighter and
tauter still. More extended, too. A ballsout power supply would probably take
care of all these things and improve resolution to boot.
Ithink you can get better sound from
an integrated — from the 50Wpc Creek
5250, for instance ($795 without phono
stage; add $200 for full-function
remote). Before Iturned the Creek over
to my stepdaughter and her husband, I
tried it briefly and thought it very

Antony's answer
But wait—Antony has an answer. (He
usually does.)
The X-A1 is equipped with apair of
preamp-out jacks (but no power ampin jacks). So you can easily biamp, using,
say, apair of Musical Fidelity XA-50
50W monoblock amps to drive your
woofers (assuming your speakers are
biwirable). Audio Advisor offers these
amps at $749.90/pair. Now we're looking at atotal of $1249.85 for the X-A1
and apair of XA-50s. Still abargain for
so much stuff!
Sorry, this biamping arrangement
won't do you any good if you have
speakers like the ASAs or Cabasse
Farcllas, which aren't biwirable or
biampable. But the arrangement could
give you all the power you need to
drive, say, apair of Martin-Logan Aerius
ispeakers. 'While Ino longer have the
Aerius i's chez moi, I'm reasonably certain you'd need more than just an A-1 to
drive them. Martin-Logan speakers
have a special synergy with Musical
Fidelity gear.
You have another option Antony didn't mention: Go from the preamp-out
jacks directly to apowered subwoofer,
like the excellent Bob Carver-designed
Sunfire True Subwoofer. (I have one
and love it!) Don't use acrossover. Let
your main speakers run full-range and
use the subwoofer, as Bob Carver suggests, to fill in.

Feature-loving creatures

A classic?
The X-Al may become aclassic like the
original Musical Fidelity A-1 (no longer
available, so don't go lusting after one).
The sound is sweet —not as harmonically full and rich as the A2 or A220, but
more detailed, more resolving. Overall,
the sound is quite astonishing... for $500.
Now if Antony would offer an upgraded
power supply—which would undoubtedly push the price closer to $1000 —the
X-Al could turn into akiller.
This is the main area in which Ican
fault the X-A 1. The amp does sound a
little small for 50Wpc: Dynamically
Stereophile, July 1998

can look elsewhere:
Musical Fidelity's X-Al
is aminimalist job,
like me.
punchy, powerful, resolving — filled
with light and life.
Ialso tried the LFD Mistral — asuperb integrated amp that has just
become available in the US.3 Like the
Creek 5250, the LFD Mistral sounded
more full of life and light. Iheard more
low-level detail — more decay of the
notes —and tighter bass than Ido with
the X-Al. But we're talking about more
than double the price. Again, maybe an
optional upgraded power supply could
supply what's missing with the X-Al.
Feature-loving creatures can look
elsewhere: the X-A1 is aminimalist job,
like me. No headphone output. No balance control (like me). A single tapemonitor loop. One set of speaker outputs. No remote capability — you'll
have to get your ass up out of the chair
to adjust the volume.
Your reward for making do with such
aspartan piece of gear is great sound on
the cheap. The X-Al, even with its standard (and only) power supply, is ajoy to
listen to, adelight to own. For $500, it
offers extraordinary quality and value.
A chat with Antony
Iwas about to wrap up this month's column early and take off for vacation in
Italy — and some of what Marina calls
"serious eating" — when Antony rang
up from England. Itook the opportunity to learn more about the X-A 1and
why it sounds the way it does.
Antony pointed to the external
power supply, which he says is even

3The English LED range of amplification is now being
distributed in the US by Tlw Sound Org,anisation, P.O.
Box 2870, Carefree, AZ 85377 Tel: (602) 488-0028.
Fax: (6(C.) 488-0029. E-mail: steve@soundorg.com.
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more important for aclass-AB preamp
than for aclass-A preamp.
"In class-AB, the current drawn from
the power supply and flowing through
the circuit changes with the signal. So
the magnetic flux in the transformer
and its variations have an effect on the
signal within the circuit, because the
transformer lets off magnetic fields that
affect the capacitance, the components,
and everything. When you get the
transformer out of the box, it's not
going to affect anything.
"Now aclass-A amplifier, or mostly
class-A amplifier, will emit aconstant
magnetic field, which has aconstant
effect on the noise and distortion
residuals. With a class-AB amplifier
the magnetic fields from the transformer will be altering continually,
depending on power required, and
affect noise, distortion, and maybe
even bandwidth.
"The X-Al doesn't suffer from this. It
has remarkably constant distortion and
noise residuals over a wide range of
power and load requirements. We're
not claiming that the distortion and
noise are identical at all frequencies and
all powers, but that the change is of no
sonic significance."
And the reason the distortion and
noise vary so little?
"A cleverly designed and carefully
laid-out circuit," triumphed Antony. "If
the circuit and its printed-circuit-board
layout were perfect, the distortion
would be constant at all frequencies.
The X-Al is not far from this ideal.
"For example, you take a [name of
ampleer deleted at Antony's request]. It measures very well at lkHz. At 10kHz, it's a
dog. As you increase the power, it gets
more doglike. That doesn't happen with
the X-Al."
And the output transistors? Are they
MOSFETs or bipolars?
"Bipolar," answered Antony. "You
can get much higher current and much
greater symmetry of current and power
delivery with bipolars. That is, if you are
able to develop acircuit that won't selfdestruct under hefty driving conditions.
MOSFETs can have very simple driver
circuitry, which is good, but you need
multiple pairs of MOSFETs to drive a
decent amount of current. A pair of
MOSFETs can put out about 5amps
RMS per pair. If you want 15 amps, you
have to parallel up several pairs, and that
drives up the price.
"Bipolars are much more cost-effective. You can get 15 amps out of asingle
pair of bipolars."
Good job, Antony!
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TAMING

A LIGHTNING
audio

perfection

STORM

realized

Over fifteen years ago, we tamed alightning storm and harnessed the exquisite clarity of electrostatic technology used in all
MartinLogan loudspeakers. Since then, our ongoing research
and commitment to developing advanced speaker technology,
has produced aseries of break-throughs resolving the impossible
issues of dispersion, dynamic range, and power handling.
The result is aproduct line utilizing electrostatic transducer
capable of projecting powerful phase-coherent sound, and
minimizing the room interactions that plague traditional loudspeaker systems. Full range frequency response is flat, the
noise floor is ultra low, sealing time is ultra fast; thus producing
holographic staging and profound transparency—no mechanical memory, no artifacts, just pure sound.
The heart of the MartinLogan product line is our proprietary
CLS"‘—curvilinear line-source—electrostatic technology. This
unique assembly consists of an extremely low-mass diaphragm
which floats between two perforated metal plates called stators.
The application of an electrostatic charge enables the diaphragm
to move at alevel of accuracy and at distortion levels traditionally
associated with only the finest audio electronics. The CLS" projects a30 degree phase coherent wave-front producing awide
listening area with minimal room interaction. This ground breaking transducer is unequaled in its ability to reveal previously hidden harmonic detail, the experience of which suspends disbelief.
MartinLogan's electrostatic innovation enables our unique
hybrid technology to crossover at asingle point, conservatively
2-3 octaves lower than traditional dynamic driver loudspeaker
systems—considerably lower than the most fragile audio information. The resulting upper range and low bass spectral components are seamlessly recombined. Each sonic event appears
powerfully and brilliantly against adeep and continuous stage
extending infinitely in 3dimensions.
The reQUEST and AERIUSi systems exemplify the exhaustive
engineering in electrostatic transducer, dynamic driver, and
crossover technology, required to manifest this new standard in
reference sound reproduction. Remarkable efficiency, impedance stability, and superior power handling make CLS" technology appropriate for use with abroad range of amplifiers.
Outstanding attention to design and detail along with strict
attention to fit and finish have resulted in uncompromised form
and function—with surprising affordability.
-

When you become disenchanted with the ordinary, Iinvite you
to audition MartinLogan CLS" hybrid electrostatic loudspeaker

Gayle Martin Sanders
president

technology. Experience music as it was performed—experience
audio as it was recorded—experience the electrostatic technology.
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technology

M A R TIN L o GAN
tel 785.749.0133

www.martinlogan.com

tax 785.749.5320

mlogan@idir.net
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It turned out this wasn't a"pop up" thing — most new music is out only
ne of the fascinating things
about watching your personal toaster —it's one of the more sophisti- on CD. But after aweek's worth of
listening Igot tense and twitchy. My
odometer piling on the miles is cated models that dramatically lifts the
toast slowly and gently to the surface. wife said, "Why don't you just go
that, whatever your self-image, you're
leaving an ever-lengthening trail that That old Sunbeam makes much better downstairs and forget about what you
have to listen to, and play something
becomes more difficult to deny with toast than the almost-new toaster oven
now in the attic awaiting my garage sale. you want to listen to?" So Idid. Iput
every glance in the rearview mirror.
You know what this is on an original green-label "WarnerIcan't escape it: Ilove old things.
leading to, of course: en- 7Arts" pressing of Van Morrison's
Idrive an old car not because I
joying watching asty- Astral Weeks and sank into the sound.
can't replace it with anew
My musculature and central
one, but because the expenervous
system finally relaxed.
rience of driving it is irreItook adeep breath, exhaled a
placeable. New cars don't
week's worth of crap, and let
look, feel, sound, or
Van carry me away. Iprobably
even smell like my old
would have enjoyed the CD;
Saab: the roar of the
in fact, the new 20-bit Polydor
throaty engine, the sound
Van Morrison remasters (not
of the air being sucked
including Astral Weeks, which I
into the carburetor, the visguess is controlled elsewhere)
ceral connection between
sound superb. But could the
the road and my hands on the
CD of Astral Weeks carry me
non-power steering wheel —
into the mystic? Idon't think
new cars can't provide these
so. The record does every time,
sensations. New cars hide their
however, and as Ilistened to
mechanical nature. Old cars celone of Van's greatest recordebrate it.
ings, and watched it spinning
Okay, that's romanticizing it:
on the Simon Yorke 'table, I
Old cars are primitive and they
thought to myself: "This is
belch pollution and they're
what having agreat sound
smelly, noisy, and uncomfortable,
system is all about!" Is it
and if you get into ahead-on,
because I'm habituated
there's no airbag and you go splat!
to the old pre-EisenLast year at agarage sale I
hower-era crumbs? I
bought an old, really neat-lookdon't know, and Idon't cam!
ing chrome art deco Sunbeam
lus course through a spintoaster. Iwas going to get one of those
retro-looking British-made models they ning black-vinyl biscuit. There's nothing They still make records?
sell at Williams-Sonoma for acouple of like it. It's just aesthetically and sonically Here's ashocking statistic (it shocked
n;qht. Iknow it, you know it, the guys me!): According to the April 11 issue of
hundred dollars when the real deal
and
gals who make movies and televi- Billboard, 51 of the top 200 albums are
came along for two.
While taking it apart for athorough sion commercials know it: that's why available on vinyl! That's afull quarter,
cleaning, Ifound the date of manufacture they always use records, not CDs, when and some others that are on vinyl, like
stamped inside: "January 16th 1951." I they need to show a sound source. Dylan's Time Out of Mind, are not incould have been wiping away pre- Needle in the groove beats laser in the cluded. Just thought you'd like to know.
Eisenhower crumbs! After nuking the pits every time!
Okay, that's romanticizing it: Records Stylus cleaning fluids
innards with EZ-Off oven cleaner and
I'm staring at four bottles of stylus
hosing it down, I blow-dried and arc primitive and they belch audio polcleaning
fluid: Record Research Lab's
lution
and
they're
noisy
and
unpleasant
reassembled the gleaming, now-pristine
appliance and made some toast. I'm not to use and if you mishandle one it goes LP #9 (a takeoff on the old Lieber/
Stoller Coasters song, "Love Potion #9"),
sure the heavy-duty coils this toaster splat and it's ruined.
Ispent the past week listening to distributed by Musical Surroundings;
sports are even legal anymore — they're
LAST Stylus Cleaner; Clearaudio Diaprobably afire hazard — but in what nothing but CDs. Ihad to, it's part of my
seemed like less than aminute, some of music-reviewer job description. And mond Cleaner (The Elixir of Sound);
the most perfectly browned toast I'd today's better discs are really good. On a and Immedia's Needle Nectar. Which
one(s) do Irecommend? If Iwanted
ever seen slowly inched its way up from modern digital front-end, you can listen
to do some serious, well-lubricated selfto
and
enjoy
them,
and
that's
a
good
inside the toaster.
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The Audiophile Lifestyle.

Living with loudspeakers isn't easy for an
audiophile. Sonic wonder comes at the price
of visual clutter, even for stereo! If you're
planning to add home theater, most choices
for high-end sound are just plain ugly. But
now, there's agraceful system audiophiles
can be proud of. If you love big sound more
than big ugly boxes, Anthony Gallo's new Nucleus
Dittos are for you. Derived from the spherical compression technology in our patented Nucleus designs,

our Dittos offer the seamless soundstage
that can only come from both genuine
point source radiation and the total absence
of crossovers above 120 Hz. Depth of field
and resolution of inner detail are unbounded. Dynamics are so astonishing that you
can enjoy truly satisfying emotional music,
even at listening levels your neighbors can live with.
Even late at night, in an apartment or condo, even
with home theater.

Satellite spheres you can hold in your hand, and in your heart. They sit on ashelf, mount on astand, or on a
wall. Subwoofers with slam, that actually can fit behind asofa or chair. And the best news is that you can afford
them now, starting at $699 per system. At this price, is the sound really high-end? Believe it.

Anthony Gallo Acoustics.
Stereo and Home Theater for the Audiophile Lifestyle.
Please visit us at the Stereophile show, rooms 845 and 846.
Anthony Gallo Acoustics Inc. 78 Rapelye Street, Brooklyn, NY. 11231 USA
Phone: (718) 237-1000 Fax: (718) 596-4402 Web: www.roundsound.com E-Mail: nucleus@roundsound.com
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clean, there's no way for the arm to move
stroking, I'd talk about how each imparts
and relieve the pressure. By leaving the
adifferent and quite particular tonality
arm free to move vertically, you ensure
to the music. I'd guide you toward apar"no fault" stylus cleaning. And always
ticular brand in an effort to impose my
brush back to front, never front to back or
leadership upon you with a certainty
side to side. Ilike using the stiff carbondesigned to enhance my position and
fiber-type stylus brushes that come with
cauterize your audiophile neuroses.
LAST products, though others prefer the
Count me out of that kind of wanking. I'll do mine in private, thank you. If softer bristle brushes attached to the botthat's what you need, there are other
writers you can read. What Idid was to
When you clean the stylus,
try figuring out a methodology by
which Icould determine if there were
never engage the arm lock...
any sonic and/or cleaning differences
By leaving the ami free to
among the brands.
Iplayed afew records, including Paul
move vertically, you ensure
Simon's Graceland, which I'm rediscovering after watching "The Making of
"no fault" stylus cleaning.
Graceland" — asuperb and highly recommended Rhino VHS video that conde caps of most stylus cleaning fluids.
tains interviews with Simon, engineer
[And Istill use the abrasive plastic strip recomRoy Halee, and the South African musician/collaborators. Partway through a mended by Linn dealers. — Ed.]
Also, while I've used battery-powside, Ilifted the stylus and cleaned with
ered ultrasonic stylus cleaners on and off
one brand; then Iplayed some more
over the past decade (no pun intended)
and cleaned with another brand; then
without problems, I'm hearing from a
another. Icouldn't hear any differences.
few cartridge manufacturers/importers
How about this? Take afilthy, grimy
that it might not be agood idea to use
garage-sale record, play it until the stythis type of device because it imparts
lus on a$4000 cartridge is thoroughly
ultrasonic vibrations to the cantilever
gummed up, then clean with one brand
suspension system. The jury is still out
and check with amagnifying glass. Play
on this, so proceed with caution — and
some more, gum up some more, and
at your own risk.
repeat three more times. Tell you what:
As for "StyLast," alubricant that is
You do that and tell me what you find,
supposed to decrease friction and heat
and I'll report your results!
and thus prolong stylus life, Iuse it
What Ican tell you is that Needle
every time, but judiciously, taking care
Nectar, formulated by Gary Garfield,' is
not to slop it all over the cantilever,
the only water-based fluid of the bunch,
where it can "creep" up into the motor
judging by its odor—or lack thereof.
and gum up the works. Isuggest dabDoes that make adifference? Do you
have to worry about alcohol dissolving bing adrop of StyLast onto astiff-bristled stylus cleaning brush and using it to
the cement that binds the stylus to the
cantilever? If my experience is typical, I apply the fluid.
Speaking of Grawland, readers often ask
don't think so. Do you have to worry
me about the sound quality of the various
about the alcohol being deposited in the
overseas reissue labels whose products arc
grooves where it can dry out the vinyl?
available here (often not exactly legally
I don't think so — I doubt there's
due to copyright restrictions, which the
enough to do any damage.
labels don't bother enforcing because of
In any case, be sure to use one of these
the small numbers involved). While that's
fluids (all of which appeared to be
equally effective) with every side of a a subject more appropriate for The
Tracking Angle magazine (shameless plug),
record you play. The stylus gets hot tracImust say that the recent German WEA
ing the grooves, and any dirt adhering to
180gm pressing of Graœland is not really
it will bake on if you don't remove it.
worth the money.
The baked-on schmutz will literally
Original American pressings, maschange the shape of the stylus, causing
tered by Greg Calbi at Sterling Sound
both record wear and distortion.
from the original master tape under the
When you clean the stylus, never ensupervision of engineer Roy Halee, arc
gage the arm lock. Otherwise, if you slip
cheap and plentiful and sound "snappiand exert too much upward force as you
er" and closer to the original source tape.
The outstanding Japanese pressing from
1Garfield's Musical Fidelity company (not the British
the same DMM (Direct Metal Master),
one) made a very nice power-supply upgrade for
cut and coupled with superior plating
Oracle turntables hack in the '80s.
Stereophile. July 1998
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and pressing, is the best-sounding of all,
in my opinion, though the ordinary
American pressing is also superb.
There's no way German WEA got
the original tape of Graceland or any of
the other titles it has reissued. But if you
are avirulent DMM hater, you might
prefer the mellower German WEA cut.
Iprefer the plain-vanilla, dollar-at-agarage-sale Fleetwood Mac Rumors to
either the German WEA pressing or the
Nautilus digitally remastered LP, which
for some reason still commands big
bucks. If you want to hear the damage
early digital did to analog, compare that
toe-stopping version with an original
American pressing. A few of the titles,
like Ry Cooder's stunning but oh-soshort Paris, Texas, while better-sounding
on original American vinyl, are difficult
to find, and so are worth getting while
you wait to get lucky at agarage sale.
Two labels out of England, Simply
Vinyl and Absolute Analogue, are literally flooding the market with outstanding American titles. Both series are very
well pressed, but here's the scoop: The
Absolute Analogue records sound analog —probably mastered from the second-generation tapes originally supplied to the British subsidiaries of the
American labels. Some of the titles, like
Kind of Blue, are far better served on
domestic reissues cut from original
tapes, but others, like Carol King's
Tapestry and Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited, arc quite good and currently not
available as reissues here.
The Absolute Analogue Blood on the
Tracks is disappointing compared to the
readily available original. The one Simply
Vinyl title I auditioned, The Byrds'
Younger Than Yesterday, was simply awful
compared to an original American "360
Sound" pressing: It sounded sourced
from amediocre CD transfer, and my email to the company asking about source
material went unanswered. I'm speculating
about source, but not about the sound:
glassy, flat, and distant.
My take on these reissues, especially
the pop and rock titles, is: If you can find
an original pressing in good condition, it
will usually sound better. Many of these
are common and easy to find for afew
dollars each, so save your money and
visit a good used-record store before
dropping the big bucks on the reissues.
Back to Washington, DC
Ipromised in the June column to conclude coverage of my visit to the Library
of Congress' Recorded Archives, so here
goes — and these aren't leftovers.
Among the items on display was one of
47
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Emile Berliner's finest inventions: the
flat-disc record player. Unlike Edison's
cylinder, Berliner's invention could easily be mass-produced.
The German-born Berliner came to
the United States in 1870 when he was
19. He invented the carbon microphone,
which improved upon the device Bell
used in his original telephone demonstration at the United States Centennial
Exposition. He sold the patent to the
then-fledgling Bell Telephone Company for $50,000 when he was 25.
Fortunately, instead of retiring,
Berliner came up with the flat disc, later
founding Deutsche Grammophon and
the English Gramophone Co., Ltd. in
order to market his invention in Europe.
You know what else he came up with?
The original painting and trademark that
we all know and love, of adog listening
to "his master's voice," which the Victor
Talking Machine (eventually Radio Corporation of America) licensed domestically. The rest, including Dynagroove
and Dynaflex, is history.
According to abiography Ifound online
(http://204.210.221.2/Inventure_
Place/F10F/frarnes/9 distad), back in
1919, Berliner also invented ahelicopter
that actually flew. He also "... commis-

sioned what was likely the first radial
aircraft engine. He formed a public
health organization that helped safeguard the US milk supply. In 1911 he
established the Esther Berliner (his
mother) fellowship to give qualified
women the opportunity to continue scientific research." Iwould have expected
no less from a fellow who invented
records. While Berliner was definitely
Jewish, it is mere speculation on my part
that the inspiration for the flat record
with ahole in it came from abagel.
One more Berliner innovation: Iwas
amazed when Iinspected his phonograph to see ascrew-on clamp atop the
disc, much like you see on aVP! or
Oracle turntable. You have to wonder
how that great idea got lost for the next
70 or so years.
One question I've often been asked is,
where did the 33I/3,45, and 78 rpm
speeds come from? Good question! Did
you ever think about it? Ihave to admit
Inever did, so when Igot to Washington Iasked Sam Brylawski, Head of the
Library's Recorded Sound Section. His
answer? 33/3 started with 16" discs, the
combination of which was the fastest
speed that would fit the audio contents
of an entire reel of motion picture film

for Warner Brothers' Vitaphonic talking
pictures system without distortion. I
never got an answer about 78, but 45
was easy: 78 minus 33 equals 45.
Finally, here's aquote from Gerald
Gibson of the Audio and MovingImage Preservation Specialist Preservation Research and Testing Office: "One
of the things the AES preservation
standards group and sound archivists in
general feel is that the present digital
sampling rate and bit rate is not adequate for preservation purposes. [This
is] because we're preserving not only
what the average person can hear and
understand and appreciate, but also trying to preserve the information, because
if we don't preserve it, it's going to be
lost forever."
The Audio Olympics
Iwas thinking about how either CES or
the annual consumer HI-FI Show
might be enlivened with some international inter-magazine competition.
Following the lead given by Michael
Gindi in the June 1997 issue of Fi magazine, Icame up with the following
ideas, in which teams of audio writers
representing the top four or five magazines worldwide (by influence, circula-

"8TC -The most accurate performer"
Hi-Fi News & Record Review -Ben Duncan -February 1997 issue

The IC series loudspeaker cables use
individual conductors that are Hyper-pure
copper, arranged in our VariStrandTm
conductor geometry. The insulating
dielectric is ahigh pressure, low
temperature extruded, Teflonn".
4TC consists of eight individual TCSS
conductors, four blue and four black.
Aggregate wire gauge size is two #I3
conductors. The focus, transparency,
and transient speed of 4TC is stunning.
4TC continues to receive enthusiastic
reviews and recommendations from
consumers and critics worldwide.

KIM3ER KABLE
Revealing the Nature of Music
2752 South 1900 West -Ogden Utah 84401
801-621-5530 -fax 801-627-6980 -WWII% kimbercom

SIC consists of sixteen individual
TCSS conductors, eight blue and eight
black, arranged in alarge format braid.
Aggregate wire gauge size is two #9
conductors. RTC continues to receive rave
reviews and recommendations, ranking
as one of the best high end audio
values of all time.
4TC and 8TC are without question, the best
sounding "sensible" cables on the market.
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DVD comes loaded with great features. So do we.

• Higher image resolution

• CD quality sound

• Instant access to favorite scenes
• Multi-angle play

• Plays music CDs

• Special Edition Director's Cuts

Introducing The DVD Club
2DVDs

for

$495

ea.

Plus 1more at great savings!

BERM

PHENOMENON
RANSOM

2036002

HIGHLANDER (10N ANNIVERSARY

2077600

DIRECTOR'S CUT)
MY BEST FRIEND'S WEDDING

1970905
2146207

BOOGIE NIGHTS

2186500

GEORGE OF THE JUNGLE

2148401

HARDTO KILL

0953505

UAR UAR

2107209

MONEY TALKS

2165504
0002808

2159705

CONSPIRACY THEORY
ERASER

1993609

JFK (DIRECTOR'S CUT)

2146405

THE NUTTY PROFESSOR (1996) 2005700
AUSTIN POWERS: INTERNATIONAL
MAN OF MYSTERY
2144509

2018406

EXECUTIVE DECISION

1955905

NETWORK (1976)

SUNG BLADE

2093003

WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING

1443506

THE DEVICS OWN

2115301

BACKDRAFT

0559005

THE PROFESSIONAL

1364801

TOMBSTONE

1254200

THE LOST BOYS

0631507

BONNIE AND CLYDE

ANACONDA

2137503

(REMASTERED)

1951003

CUFFHANGER

1149301

THE EXORCIST

0600304

WATERWORLD

1472000

SEVEN

1504208

THE FAN (1996)

2036406

UNFORGIVEN (1992)

1064003

CASINO

1922707

LETHAL WEAPON

0630806

LETHAL WEAPON 2

0642702

UNDER SIEGE 2: DARK
TERRITORY

1483007

LETHAL WEAPON 3

1051507

GOODFELLAS

0969808

TURBULENCE

2069605

MOST WANTED

2179208

UNDER SIEGE

1077908

SPAWN (SPECIAL EDMON)

2160604

ONE FLEW °VERNE

NE RIVER WILD

1336304

CUCKOO'S NEST

0653402

THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY FLYNT

2082501

THE MASK (1994)

1318807

ROBIN HOOD: PRINCE
OF NIEVES

0976803

AMADEUS

0652909GLORY
LAST MAN STANDING
1371301
1918002
DEMOLITION MAN

LEGENDS OF THE FALL
JUMANJI
FIRE DOWN BELOW (1997)
THE LONG KISS GOODNIGHT
"Tliv in R.

NE CROW

2159200
2052009
1374206

SCREAM

2093102

THE WIZARD OF OZ (THX)

1956606

BLADERUNNER
(DIRECTOR'S CUT)

1097906

1961507
fastest service, use your credit card and I

int21,2

Our DVD selection is growing
every day. Were constantly
adding new titles to the DVD
Club. so every time you order
there's more for you to choose
from. And if you don't see what
you want, just give us acall.
Build acollection of your
favorite movies affordably — on
DVD! Just write in the numbers of
the 2 DVDs you want for S4.95
each, plus shipping and handling.
In exchange, you simply agree to
buy 4more DVDs in the next 2
years. at regular Club prices
(which currently start as low as
S24.95. plus shipping and
handling) -and you may cancel
membership at any time after
doing so. What's more, you can
get still 1more movie for the low
price of $19.95 and have less to
buy later (see complete details in
coupon).
Free Magazine sent every 4
weeks (up to 13 times ayear)
reviewing our Director's Selection
-plus scores of alternate choices.
And you may also receive Special
Selection mailings up to 4times a
year (a total of up to 17 buying
opportunities per year).

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll
send details of the Club's
operation with your introductory
package. If not satisfied, return
everything within 10 days at our
expense for afull refund and no
further obligation.

DVD

CLUB

PO Box 1173, Terre Haute, IN 47811.1173

UYes, I'm impressed. Please enroll me under tire terms outlined or
this advertisement As amember. Ineed to buy only 4more selections. at regular
Club prices. in the next 2years
Send me these 2Ma for 64.95 each
pk,sSl 69 ea& kx stepng and handing dotal 51328)

I

I
#
#
BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW — AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
JAlso, send me my first selection for $19.95, plus $1.69 shipping and handling.
which I'm adding to my $13 28 payment (total: $34.92). I
then need to buy only 3
more (Instead of 4) in the next: 2years.

0855700
2050201
1199306

Please check how paying:
JMy check is enciosed
JCharge my introductory DVDs and future Club purchaseS to
JMasterCard JDiners Club JAMEX JVISA JDiscover
Acct No

1332204

Signature

MARS ATTACKS!

2089407

Name

ABSOLUTE POWER

2090207

Address

DONNIE BFtASCO

2111607

City

BATMAN & ROBIN (1997)

2132504

JERRY MAGUIRE

2071207

yps

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If
you continue your membership
after fulfilling your obligation,
you'll be eligible for our generous
bonus plan. It enables you to
enjoy more great savings on the
movies you want -for as long as
you decide to remain amember ,

Columbia House DVD Club Dept. 1SZ

0604306

THE RIGHT STUFF
TIMECOP

Buy only what you want! It you
want the Director's Selection, do
nothing -it will be sent autornabcally
If you prefer an alternate selection.
or none at all, just mail the
response card always provided
by the date specified. And you'll
always have 10 days to decide; if
not, you may return the selection
at our expense.

1400 N. Fruitndge Avenue. Terre Haute. IN 47811-1173

The best way to build an impressive DVD collection
2160000

62
1=

Dept. 1SZ

MFJ/NIFN
NIFK/PAFP

Exp. Date

Apt
State
Phone No. (

Do any of the following apply to you? (41)
JI
own aPersonal Computer ill JI own aPC with aCD-ROM (21
JIplan to buy aPC with aCD-ROM 13)
Note Columbia House CND Club reserves the nghl to request addobonal inkermatton, retect
any apOrcabon or cancel any mernbershp over landed to restdents of the contIguous
Unded Stales Applicable sakes tax added to all orders.
0 1998 The Columba Hcx.ise Company
G-JUL98-STPH

Introducing the new CL-20 DVD/CD

player. So well-equipped, the remote

needs 29 buttons. But you may not use

them all. You see, the CL-20 is the

world's first and only DVD/CD player

the

remote

new

CL-20

player

for

DVD/CD

comes

buttons. but
only

use

two

our

with

29

you'll
of them.

with HDCD. Offering complete,

uncompromising audiophile-caliber

sound quality, plus high fidelity DVD

video performance! Solidly engineered

and built in the USA, the CL-20 offers

the kind of features audio-video

futurists demand. Including 24-bit/

96kHz DVD audio and future upgrade

capabilities. The new CL-20 from

California Audio Labs. So advanced, the

remote performs 29 different functions.

Even two of the most important ones.

Quality

You

Can

Hear

707-668-1736 Email: infoeralaudio.com Websile: hlip://www.ralaudio.rom
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tion, percentage of bullshit content,
whatever) compete with one another
for fabulous prizes.
•"Room Without aView": Each team is
given an identical hotel room containing
the sanie complete audio system in sealed
cartons —amplifiers, preamp, turntable,
cartridge, speakers, etc. The team has x
hours to open the boxes and set up the
system in the room however it sees fit,
but by ear only (except for the cartridge
installation, of course). A panel consisting
of manufacturers whose gear is used in
the system rate the sound quality (imaging, soundstaging, frequency balance, etc.)
of each (unidentified) room. The room
receiving the highest score wins.
•"Equalizer Toss": Each team is given a
bad-sounding room (not too difficult to
do at either CES or HI-FI) containing a
system and a sophisticated graphic/
parametric equalizer like the Cello
Audio Palette. Using just music and
their ears, the group attempts to obtain
"flat" response from the system. The
flattest-measuring system wins.
• "Name That Tweak": Blindfolded
reviewers are led into two rooms containing identical systems: one is connected using lamp cord and the cheapest
RadioShack RCA interconnects and AC

cords money can buy. No cones, feet,
pucks, cubes, discs, etc. are used, and all
equipment (except for the turntable) is
placed on the hotel-room desk and
dressers. In the other room, the same
gear is connected using the most-expensive speaker cables, interconnects, AC
cords, Mpingo, bongo bongo, oingo
boingo, come-back/go-away/whateverdiscs, pucks, feet, cones, boards, racks,
rocks, etc. Teams of reviewers have to
identify which room is which.
To make the results "scientific," one
of the variables would be to have ateam
visit the same room twice, the goal
being to get them to claim that they
heard no difference because they visited
the same room twice. (Note: Please do
not write in explaining why this is not a
valid scientific test — or why it violates
the Hindenburg principle or whatever
it's called. Iam writing this for entertainment purposes only.)
•"Amazing CD Tweak!": Reviewers are
forced to submit to blindfold tests of
tweaks and/or accessories they have
raved about in print (digital cables, CD
treatments or discs, power-line conditioners, etc.), which they claim make
"earth-shattering" sonic differences.

Corner

The same music is played with and
without the tweak or accessory, and the
reviewer must identify which is which.
Anyone who actually identifies anything correctly above and beyond
chance must wear an "i Am A LUCKY
COIN" T-shirt for the duration of the
show and have dinner with Peter Aczel
of The Audio Critic.
• "VTA Adjustment Humiliation":
Blindfolded reviewers listen to arecord
and have to determine whether or not the
VTA is being adjusted as the music plays.
Sometimes it is, sometimes it isn't. Can he
or she ("she" included for political correctness purposes only) reliably tell when?
•"In-phase"rOut-of-phase": The enormous sonic difference between "inphase" and "out-of-phase" signals are
put to the test, with reviewing teams
having to tell which is which, and when.
• "Live Mike Feed vs 16-bit/44kHz
Sampled Digital": At the flick of aswitch,
blindfolded reviewers listen to either a
live mike feed of astand-up bass, piano,
and drum trio, or a16-bit, 44.11(Hz realtime-sampled version. Those who cannot hear which is which win afive-year
reviewing contract with COILSIIMer Reports!
If you can think of more events, let me
know via letters@stercophile.com

SHURE

VVV

V1 5VxMR
RETURN OF THE LEGEND V

CARTRIDGES

CALL FOR DETAILS!

YOUR ANALOG SOURCE
SINCE 1972

1-800-221-0906
NY STATE: 516/599-1112
FAX: 516/599-2027
E-MAIL: LYLEMAX@AOL.COM
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD
AMEX & DISCOVER CARDS

a» Ft

SUmINO

AUDIO TECHNICA

GRADO

BLUE POINT

SUNIKO

AT-ml150

SIGNATURE SERIES

SPECIAL

BLUE POINT

CLEARAUD C

FOR A FREE CATALOG SEND A
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE TO:
LYLE CARTRIDGES
DEPT S/BOX 158
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11582
WE
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We've Got The Whole World In Our Sights
While others claim the world is getting smaller, we can prove it's actually becoming larger ... at
least for Vidikron. You will literally find our extraordinary Home Theater projectors in all four
corners of the globe. From Bali to Bermuda, Austria to Australia, or Thailand to Tunisia, Vidikron
is the centerpiece of the most exquisite personal theaters throughout the world. The owners'
accolades may be in different languages, but the message is universally the same.

Call 1-800-VIDIKRON For Your Personal Audition
.1111113 BUM al
1111111111•1111111111.1111
For Your Nearest Vidikron Showroom Call: 1-888-VIDIKRON
1Eyertrust Plaza, Jersey City, NJ 07302 •vwvw.vidikron.corn

Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

Scull

Diamond Racing kit for scratch-prone
°fin Atkinson recently forwarded Your space must meet certain basic criwooden floors.
teria for decent sound. Remember,
me an e-mail from reader Daniel
Plunking an enormous television
Sandmeier. Eight full months after you're listening to your speakers and
their interactions with the listening between the speakers is Frowned Upon.
moving into anew home, Mr. SandWell, if you must ... but set the speakers
space. First, you simply have to get the
meier had finally experimented with
up in an arc with their baffles forward of
speakers out from the rear wall and
speaker placement. He was flabbergastthe offending CRT, and toe them in
some
small
distance
away
from
the
side
ed by the result.
toward the listening position (as they
walls. And if you give it half achance,
"I think I
just got 2000 bucks' worth
should be set up for home theater anyof difference. Moved the [Paradigm 7se
way). The closer you place your speakMk.111] speakers two more feet from
Together we'll fine-tune
ers to the rear wall and corners, the
the back wall, toed 'em in alittle, and
greater the bass reinforcement. MiniRadiohead exploded from my humble
your equipment and coax
monitor-type speakers may benefit
setup."
from the boost, but full-range floorfrom it the finely coded
So what compelled Daniel to e-mail
standers can become congested and
Editor Atkinson? "Everybody knows
musical messages therein.
boomy due to the pernicious effects of
about speaker placement. What Iwant is
standing waves. (I'll go into more detail,
more info. Iwant to know basics, Iwant
do the math, and cover certain basic
the floor would love to resonate along
to know advanced formulae. Iwant to
formulae for speaker placement in
know how to set them up just right. (At with your speakers; let's try to avoid
upcoming "Fine Tunes" installments.)
that, shall we? It's advisable to get the
this point, I'm guessing from the tidbits
Back-corner placement also kills the
speakers up on spikes or cones of some
dropped in your reviews.) Could we get
enlivening sense of spaciousness, imagkind to better couple them to the floor.
alittle setup basics column? Please?"
ing, and depth.
Use carpet-piercing points for thick
Well, Daniel, your prayers have
Now take my pal Dan Billet "No
shag, or rounded-point cones like
been answered —J-10 hears you. (Now
tubes, never!" he'd declared. Aslow brainGolden Sound DH Cones or Black
would be agood time to run screaming
washing ensued. Queried
from the room.) In the
"Tubes, Sir?" whilst shopSide View
coming months I'll explore
ping for a preamp at a
the vagaries and vicissitudes
26
Long Island audio dealer,
of system setup and maintehe reputedly shrugged his
nance, and how to get the
it
shoulders and bleated,
—
618
13 6'
best sound from your syse
"But of course!" He went
4-,
tem without spending any
home with a Conrado
money. I'll train my beady
Johnson PV9 to drive his
eyes on the complete care
McIntosh solid-state amand feeding of your highplifier. He says he likes the
end system: How to set up
l—.618^1
l•--.618 -- I
way the Mac looks, but he
x
Ceiling
speakers, how to run cabling
xCeding
Height
loves how the PV9 sounds.
Het
to best effect, how to orgaHe even changed a tube
nize your components, and
Top View
without incident.
other pressing issues. To26'
But, like Daniel Sandgether we'll fine-tune your
meie r, he was really
equipment and coax from it
clocked when we pulled his
the finely coded musical
speakers away from the
messages therein.
(/)
back wall and toed them
'0
Take the room, for exam<D
in. A major shock to his
It
ple. There are really two
o
—6.18'
system, as it were. We also
—
6 18' —
types of listening areas:
—13.6' —
moved his listening chair
dedicated rooms for the
back and forth until the
well-heeled and the unbesoundstage locked in and
frothed, and those that are,
*331.1
of necessity, dual-purpose in
8e the bass smoothed out.
Try this yourself; it's like
nature. (I'm told that some
31
setting VTA on aturntable
audiophiles actually have a
l—.618-----1
618
— you'll know when you
x Ceiling
x Ceiling
life, and that it takes place
Height
Height
get there. While you're at
in what's called the "family
it, play with toe-in. Use the
Diagram
of
optional
speaker
setup
from
the
Cardas
web
site.
room." I'll look that up.)
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Synergistic Research...
"8 Stereophile Recommended
Component Cable Listings!"
stereo». vol
21 No 4

"This stuff sells for less than half the price of TARA Labs' best. Its performance not only continues
to impress me as it ages in the system, but presents astrong challenge to all of the other,
much costlier cables I've used in recent months." -Guy Lemcoe, Stereopbtle Vol. 18
No. 5on Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling Interconnect -$175 per 1meter pair
"It may be the best interconnect I've ever heard. It's like listening to music with no
interconnect whatsoever." -Jonathan Scull, Stereopbile February 1997 Vol.20
No.2 on our Designers Reference Interconnect $2000 per meter pair
"This is awonderful

"Love that Synergistic Research cable!" -Sam Tellig, Stereopbile Vol. 20
No. 11 on Synergistic Research Phase One MkIIS Speaker Wire

interconnect. It sounds
at all times as close to perfectly neutral as I've ever heard
in our system. Yet it was always
effortlessly musical, alive with tonal
color and harmonics." -Jonathan Scull,
Stereopbile Vol. 21 No. 1on our
Designers' Reference Interconnect

"Designers' Reference reigned supreme over all other AES/EBU's
I've tried." -Jonathan Scull, Stereopbile Vol. 21 No. 1
on Synergistic Research Designers' Reference Digital
,

"To summarize, Ican't possibly recommend the
Synergistic Research A/C Master Couplers more highly."
-Brian Damkroger, The Absolute Sound Volume 20,
Issue 104 on our standard AC Master Coupler

"...like the Resolution Reference speaker cables,
the Designers' Reference interconnects are the
best I've heard to date."
-Brian Damkroger, The Absolute
Sound Volume 21 Issue 111 on Designers' Reference Interconnect
and Resolution Reference
Speaker Wire

Call now- "Explorer's Guide 2nd Edition,"
for your free copy-

1.800.578.6489

or visit "The Virtual World" @

www.SynergisticResearch.com

Synergistic Research'
501 Superior Ave. Newport Beach CA 92663

phone 714.642.2800 fax 714.642.2900

Undercurrents
George

I

nadark, smoky office, adesk lamp
beams acone of light onto papers,
books, pipes, and notepads. A theoretical physicist hunches over his desk,
half-illuminated, visualizing the world
inside his equations.
Masses 11101Y silently through space-time,
through lines o/ force and gravitational fields.
Energies expend and absorb. Symmetries couple and uncouple in an abstract, mathematical
dance But something isn't nght —some hands
aren't joining, some quantities need balance. This world is stilted. "What jf..... ?"
He starts, grabs an eraser, and
rubs away the symbol "+" in his
fourth line of equations. A minus
sign, "—", heals the wound.
Insensibly at first, motions reappear.
Others take their cue But the dance has
changed. One player moves backwards,
fircing others to recombine into beautifil
and unexpected patterns. This time,
everything fits and balances. This world
makes sense Aha!
Theoretical scientists play God.
When they reverse amathematical
sign, its bearer obediently turns on
its heels. The price of this omnipotence, however, is truth. The
worlds they create arc fictions.
They exist on paper and in the
mind's eye of their creators. Some
of these theoretical constructions
tell the truth about nature — but which?
When experimental tests are impossible, scientists rely on their gut feelings
or, as philosophers say, their "intuitions."
Einstein believed that an awkward,
uneconomical theory could never be
correct. "God is subtle," he said, "but He
is not malicious." This intuition served
Einstein well, but another led him
down a blind alley. Einstein rejected
much of quantum mechanics, for he
insisted that God does not play dice. But
that, most scientists believe, is the game
nature plays. When they rely on such
basic and fundamental beliefs about
nature, scientists become metaphysicians. By "metaphysics," Idon't mean
the astral bodies and alien beings that
haunt your local "metaphysical" bookstore, but rather the sober and difficult
question, What is nature fundamentally
and ultimately like? Does it have aesthetic properties, as Einstein believed?
Stereophile, July 1998
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aren't warranted. Plato, whom all of you
probably know, wrote areview that read,
"These speakers throw asoundstage as
wide as the walls of my cave," and....
scummes: Of course Plato wrote that,
Lehnertes. Many speakers throw a
soundstage as wide as the Arc de
Triomphe, especially when three drachmas are placed on top. What's the problem here?
LEHNERTES: For starters, the ACC de
Triomphe doesn't exist yet, and
neither does evidence that Plato's
speakers will always have that
characteristic....
Wise Lehnertes was on to
something deep. Like scientists,
equipment reviewers must deal
with the perils of induction — the
process, as Webster's puts it, of
reasoning from apart to awhole,
or from the individual to the universal. Many use metaphysics to
get around the dangers involved,
but in the end, it rarely works.
Imagine that you are an ornithologist studying anewly discovered
bird. They're called "snaws," and
they're big, with white feathers.
As you encounter snaws, you formulate a hypothesis by asking,
Arc all snaws white? Examine the
snaws in Australia, in Africa, and
those described by other naturalists. Yes!
Santa Fe when our discussion veered
They're all white. Now you can make
into some classic metaphysical terrain.
an inductive leap and propose anew law
During one seminar, as copy editor
of nature: All snaws are white. If you're
Richard Lehnert offered tips and guidelines for writing equipment reviews, I right, you might just get an early
morning phone call from the Nobel
felt as if Ihad wandered into the agora
Foundation in Stockholm.
one sunny afternoon in ancient Greece.
But there's a problem. As the late
LEHNERTES: ... and remember: use the
philosopher Sir Karl Popper would
past tense when you describe acominsist, you lack firm evidence that your
ponent's performance. Don't write
law is true. You can examine snaws
"These speakers throw an impresthroughout the world, even on other
sive soundstage." Write that they
planets and galaxies (if they exist there),
"threw an impressive soundstage."
but logic forbids the inductive leap from
TI,LI ICUS: Why, Lehnertes? Why should
"these particular snaws are white" to "all
we write in the past tense?
snaws are white" unless you can prove,
I.REMERTOTLE: Yes, Lehnertes, tell us.
in addition, that the snaws you have
Wouldn't the present tense have more
punch and energy? We do want our examined arc, in fact, all the straws that
exist. That, however, is impossible.
papyri to be lively and entertaining. Oh,
There may be some hiding in distant
and Telligus, there's soup on your toga.
recesses of the universe that are red- and
LEHNERTES: The present tense says too
green-striped, and what about the maws
much about acomponent — it requires
that will be born after you're dead?
some metaphysical assumptions that just

Why should it be that abeautiful theory is likely to be atrue theory? Is nature
itself essentially rational and knowable?
04 as Camus' Meursault hinted at the
end of The Stranger, are beauty, reason, and
truth merely subjective noises within the
"benign indifference of the universe"?
Yes, metaphysical ponderings like
these seem remote from the passions of
audio. So imagine my surprise at the
recent Stereophile writers' conference in
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You're stuck. Of course, you could just
announce to your colleagues that "some
snaws are white," but that doesn't sound
very impressive. Go with "All snaws are
white" and keep your fingers crossed.
Metaphysics to the rescue? Maybe.
One way to avoid Popper's roadblock is
to base your new law on ametaphysical
intuition —something like, "God is subtle, but He insists that snaws be white."
In that case, your observations of these
birds don't have to support any logical
leaps. They simply count as evidence
that your law, now resting on your
metaphysical convictions, is true. It
makes abig difference whether or not
you reach for metaphysics. Suppose
that, while you're at the podium in
Sweden thanking the Nobel Foundation for recognizing your pathbreaking
research, there's acommotion in the
audience. Someone is shouting:
"Stop, stop! This man does not
deserve the Nobel Prize. I've discovered
ablue snaw!" Those who resist the lure
of metaphysics would simply have to
back down.
"Oh. Isee. Well, thank you all very
much for the dinner. Those meatballs
are delicious. Imean... were delicious."
But those members of the metaphysical
majority would resist:
"Ladies and Gentlemen, that can't be!
There are no blue snaws, only white
ones. After all, it's alaw (thanks to my
insights) that all snaws are white. Ablue
snaw? That's impossible. Nature doesn't
break laws. Whatever this guy saw, it
wasn't asnaw. Or he was hallucinating,
or wearing blue glasses, or sot/id/sing."
Like the theoretical physicist who reverses asign and expects the clockwork
of the world to reverse, or who insists
that abeautiful theory must be true,
many forget that nature does not necessarily conform to our intuitions. It's
best to avoid metaphysics altogether
and admit defeat in the face of the
induction problem. Popper insisted that
successful scientific laws are not necessarily true — instead, we should think
of them as not yet falsified. In fact,
Popper used some of Darwin's universal acid when developing his theory of
science (called "falsificationism").
Accepted, reliable scientific laws are
like living species. They've managed to
survive so far without, as it were, going
extinct. But that doesn't mean they
won't. Lehnert's advice not to use the
present tense in equipment reviews
solves the induction problem in the
saine way. If the speakers I'm reviewing sounded great for several days in
a row, what can Iaccurately report?
Stereophite, July 1998

Simply that, in the context of my
review, "they sounded great." But if I
write, "these speakers sound great," I'm
making a huge inductive leap and
claiming to know how they will perform for other people, in other places
and times, with different components,
with other recordings and kinds of
music. The statement is equivalent to
anatural law that holds that it is impossible, under any circumstances, for the
speakers to sound bad.
Why would areviewer make such
sweeping claims? Seduction by metaphysics: Imight reason that they sound
great, day after day, precisely because
they have a deep, unchanging metaphysical property — the property of
sounding great. But this is just asking for
trouble. There may be ablue snaw, and
there may be an audio system that will
make these speakers sound not so great.
Just say "no" to metaphysics.
Does this Popperian advice give in to
the dark forces of subjectivity and antiscience that lurk within high-end
audio? Although one won't impress
many scientists by insisting that scientific laws cannot be proven true, using the
past tense to write (and even to speak)
about how components performed will
put us more in step with the workings
of science. Recently, evidence was
reported that Hubble's Law, which
holds that distant astronomical bodies
move away from each other at speeds
proportional to their distances, might be
false. (New York Times, "Ideas and
Trends," Sunday, March 8) Since this
law is one foundation of the widely
accepted "big-bang" model of the universe, many scientists probably received
the news with skepticism. Some, leaning on metaphysical crutches, may insist
that the law reaches into the very fabric
of reality and will never turn out to be
wrong. But they should take atip from
wise Lehnertes: When evaluating laws
of nature, and when describing how
components perform, it's best just to
play it by ear.
"Recommended Components" is
another corner of audiophilia that could
use some metaphysical housecleaning.
As asummation of reviewers' opinions,
it has no more claim to truth than any of
its parts. Still, many take those categories and rankings to be ametaphysical
grid that is tightly fastened to the realities of audio. Did your system sound
better yesterday than it does today? Rest
assured, it's not because our editors in
Santa Fe hit the "delete" key, changed a
B to aC, and altered the metaphysical
properties of your components.
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Dave Brubeck

he wheels seemed to beat in
steady 5/4 time whenever the -,
train came up to speed. I'd get the I
opening rhythm of "Take Five" in my É
head, and couldn't shake it, no matter i
what I'd conjure up to try to mask it.
Infectious. And appropriate, considering
Iwas on my way to visit Dave Bru beck,
an artist well-known Pr his experimentation in rhythm. Pick anumber from
one to 20, put it in front of a/4 or /8,
and you'll probably describe atime signature Brubeck has worked in.
"I was raised on a45,000-acre
cattle ranch. I'd ride horseback all
day, and the gait of the horse
would be aconstant rhythm, like
the rhythm of the bass or the
drums, that Iwould just put other
rhythms against. My father would
send me to pump water, and the
pump motor was absolutely arrhythmic; you never knew where
it would go. Iwould put aconstant
rhythm against this arrhythmic
rhythm. Sometimes I'd be there Taking Five at the Wilton Hilton: The original cover painting for
Time Out hangs in aplace of honor in Dave's Connecticut home.
two or three hours just listening,
all alone under the water tank."
Looking around in the serenity of the had alot of firsts. Did you know I'm the
"Wilton Hilton," Dave's elegant home in first one to use atape recorder comWilton, Connecticut, one sees the touchstones mercially? It was an old Ampex that
of arare musical life that bridges the gaps Bing Crosby was using for his broadbetween the admiration offellow musicians, casts. Sol and Max Weiss, my partners
the acclaim of critics, and the adulation of the at Fantasy Records, wanted to try this
public There's Brubede's face on the cover of equipment on my first trio session. For
Time. There are mementos from the greats of two and ahalf hours, we tried to get the
jazz. There's aself-portrait of Darius Mil- tape machine up to speed. Finally, they
haud, Dave's teacher in classical composition. came out of the recording booth and
And there, in aplace of honor, is the original said, 'Dave, we have to go back to
cover painting for Time Out, the first-ever acetate and cut it the old way. You have
ahalf an hour to do four sides.' So we
jazz record to sell amillion copies.
"Neil Fajita painted that. Remember did 'Tea For Two,' Laura,"Back Home
him? They didn't want to put out lime Again in Indiana,' and ... 'Blue Moon.'
Out. It was breaking too many unwrit- Those four. They're still selling, and
ten laws. One of them was to have a they sound great."
"It's funny, with all the advances in
painting on the cover. All originals on
the same LP wasn't done, and different, recording, the simple approach still
crazy time signatures wasn't done, holds up."
"I did one recording with my sons,
either. 'People won't be able to dance
to it,' they said. Goddard Lieberson, the where we went back to cutting on wax,
president of Columbia Records, loved direct-to-disc. Iremember my conducthe whole idea, and he had to fight tor's head popping up right under the
piano lid, and he was motioning 'cut it
hard for it."
"It turned out to be worth fighting for." of£' you know? Because if you go over, it
"Oh, yeah! It's still going strong. We just ends. [laughs] So we went over the
Stereophile, July 1998
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limit. But that was great-sounding."
"And now you record for Telarc,
which is really an audiophile label.
How is that different from working
with other labels?"
"Well, in another studio you've
got all kinds of outs in case you
made amistake, you know? But I
hate where everyone's in abooth.
I've seen Jack, my bass player, with
tears in his eyes 'cause he can't hear,
and what they're feeding him
doesn't sound right. But when you
record for Telarc, it's oftentimes
just two-track. It's live, so you'd
better be right, you know? They
do get agood piano sound."
"How does it compare to the
sound of your recordings of the
past?"
"Well, you go back and listen to
the old trio, from 1949. These new
CDs of those sessions arc coming
out, and Ican't believe how good
they are. That might have been one
mike. People shouldn't forget how
we used to record, and yet it sounded great."
"In your history of recording, you've
done alot of stuff live."
"Live. It was usually so much better
for me live. Have you ever heard
recordings we did live in Berlin with
Gerry Mulligan and Paul Desmond?
Boy, those things are smoking! It was
the end of athree-day festival, so we
went on at midnight. They told us we
had to quit. The stagehands were really
getting salty. We went to the dressing
room, and the stage manager came in
and said, 'They won't go home, you
gotta go back.' We went back in our
street clothes, and they were all over the
stage at that point. People had come
down and were sitting on the floor, on
the stage, all around, right up close. You
can hear that audience, just ... That's the
way Ilike to record."
"The immediacy can really make a
great record. Dave, how much listening
to music do you do at home?"
"I'in usually working, and Itry to listen to music when Ican. But Idon't
have enough time to do everything. My
favorite recording, Ithink, of all time, is
61
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on tour —he goes straight to the record
hear whether it came off, the playing.
the Brandenburg Concertos. Telarc just
store. He'll take acab because he's heard
That's
all
I'm
interested
in."
sent them to me, and I've been listening
of some store that has acertain kind of
"And what about the quality of the
to them while Icat breakfast. That's the
music, and he'll go out there..."
piano
sound?"
way I've got to listen, when I'm eating."
"Sounds like my affliction ... "
"Yeah,
it's
good.
And
I
know
it's
"You never just sit and actively listen?"
"See, he's one of those people that I'd
good. And maybe it's better for other
"Once in awhile, sure. But it's usuallike
to be like. And have the time to do
people."
ly to do with work. Like later on today,
it. He discovers them all over the world.
"tan you listen like someone who's
I'll listen to my oratorio called Beloved
In Japan, Europe ... it's funny, but
Son, because I'm going to be performing simply listening to the music, rather
Randy likes the LPs."
than to what the musicians are doing,
that in San Francisco and Berkeley. See,
"A lot of people love LPs."
the
technical
stuff
and
the
mistakes?"
it's always getting ready for the next
"You too? Isn't that strange!
concert. Then I'm always
Well, Iwas just playing one
writing new pieces. I'm writhere the other day, and it did
ing for eight poems of
sound good. In the '30s, when
Langston Hughes.... So
Icouldn't afford to buy anythere's not alot of time to
thite, Ispent all my money on
enjoy other people's music."
old records, 78s, boxed sets.
We listened to the two opening
When Ilook back on what I
tracks from the Dave Brubeck
would save up to buy, it
Quartet's latest release So What's
would be Stravinsky, Bartók,
New, arecording qf new, original
Milhaud, Ravel, Charles Ives,
compositions. "It's Déjà Vu All
Copland ... and Ellington.
Over Again" has that classic
You remember lumpin'
Bnibeck feel, while "Fourth of
Punkins,' 'Jack the Bear,' Blue
fitly" is, suitably, astudy infourths,
Serge'? Those were the things
with athoroughly modern sound
where you'd save your money
and solid alto work from Bobby
just to get those records, and
Milken°. The sound of the disc is
they would mean so much to
typically Telarc, je, topnotch.
you."
Dave's system is typically "musi"What did you play them
dan," meaning "modest," to put it
on?"
delicatelyy, In case any ofyini audio"Oh, boy. What I'd go
philes want to shop for one just
through to get arecord player!
like it, you'll need JVC's R[laughs] Cactus needles, where
X400 receiver, KD-V400 cassette
you have to sharpen them
deck and AL-Y66F turntable
yourself. That was in 1942, I
with aTascam DA-20 DAT
guess. Even earlier in the '30s,
and bigJensenJHS 1533 loudmy mother and father had a
speakers. Dave seemed to like the Top: Upstairs, Brubeck listens to standard mass-market hi-fi. Bottom: Downstairs, a
classic system featuring this McIntosh Cil preamp goes virtually unused.
windup phonograph. And you
way it soundedjustfine
didn't realize how bad that
"Telarc just gets awondersound
was.
It was great to me."
"When
it's
new
like
this,
I'm
listening
ful piano sound, you know? Should it be
"Do you remember when stereo
for mistakes. It hasn't got to where Ican
louder, do you think? Is it okay?"
came in?"
relax yet. It's the first time I've listened
"Tell you the truth, Dave, Idon't hear
"Oh, sure. We were in on that, too.
to the real release."
the left speaker so well, with the chair in
There was aplace in New Jersey where
"And
what
if
you're
listening
to
front of it ... "
Iwent to hear my first stereo. It was the
somebody else's music?"
[Bnibeck laughs loudly]
sound of locomotives! [laughter] It was
"Oh,
I
love
to
hear
mistakes
then.
"...It's not what Iwould call an
some laboratory. Wild."
Makes me feel better." [langlis]
audiophile setup. How about you? Can
"That's embarrassing — the classic
"What else shall we listen to, Dave?"
you hear the left?"
view of audiophiles listening to trains
"Let's
see.
Here's
the
Bach
Branden"Not so good, Rick, no. But Isit in that
instead of music. So how about your old
burg Concertos, on original instrubig chair, so Idon't hear the right oner
records? They're all gone now?"
ments. A lot of times the original instru"Well, so much for stereo. [laughter]
"Naaaah! I've got some old records
ments sound scratchy or out of tune, but
It's afunny thing with musicians. It
downstairs. Do you want to see them?"
this is agreat, great recording: Boston
seems they'll go to great lengths to get
We descended to Brubeck's work room, a
Baroque with Martin Pearlman."
and appreciate a really great piano
large space crammed with works in progress,
"There are so many different recordsound, for instance, but in the playback
scores, one of his many pianos... and LPs.
ings of every classical piece. Especially
system, it's like, `Ehh, it doesn't really
Hundreds of them, including his original
matter. So what if the chair's in front of now. Do you pay attention to different
Fantasy 10-inches on red vinyl! O000li, baby.
versions,
or
to
different
orchestras?"
the speakers?' Do you see abit of acon"See, someday, I'm going to quit trav"I
don't
have
time
to
do
that.
Friends
tradiction there?"
eling
and listen."
of mine do. In fact, my drummer,
"LA-HAr
Mounted into the wall is another complete
Randy
Jones,
is
a
fanatic
about
different
"A paradox, maybe? No?"
"You see, it doesn't make any differ- versions of classical pieces. All over stereo system fiaturing aMcIntosh C/1 preamp and Wharfedale 90 loudspeakers. Dave
Europe and Russia — wherever we arc
ence if the chair's in front of it. Ican still
Stereophile, July 1998
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doesn't really listen here any more Back upstairs
on his main system, ive listened to some Bach.
"Brandenburg. Isn't it great?"
"It is. Dave, it's kind of odd. You have
this beautiful equipment you don't listen to, and here you have Japanese
mass-market stuff with speakers sitting
behind achair ... "
"The stuff downstairs is good, huh?"
"It's quite good. Classic."
"This isn't too bad, though, is it?"
"No, it's fine. It's actually very nice,
somehow. Ifind it really strange that
almost all musicians have very modest
or lousy systems, and yet amusician
always manages to have something that
sounds musical, no matter what it is.
And I'm not certain how
they do it."
[laughs] "It's not because
it's expensive. It isn't."
Dave appeared to be enjoying
the music immensely. Inoticed his a
answers to my questions seemed
to begetting shorter and shorter.
"Do you ever find yourself listening to kinds of
music that you don't play?"
"No, not much."
"No rock and roll, for
instance?"
"If Ihad alot of Frank
Zappa, I'd listen to that. My
_
ee'f,
kids liked Frank Zappa."
"Do you have other
musician friends who have fancy sys"I listen more for
tems?"
"Most of them don't. Except Randy."
the music than
[laughs]
"Have you listened over at his place?"
the quality of the music.
"Once, yeah."
Like when Ifirst heard
"Was it impressive?"
"Yeah. [pause] You hear that violin
the radio broadcasts
sound? Eeeeemr. Ilove that, when it's in
tune. You know?"
of Bartók playing
"You were telling me when Ifirst got
here that you usually listen while you're
these piano pieces.
doing something else; you don't sit
That knocked me out!"
down and concentrate."
"Yeah. That's right."
"Dave, you lied to me!"
phile would be concerned, but where
[laughs]
"I mean, look at you. You're com- are you going to hear something like
pletely focused on the music. Drum- that? So you've got to compensate...
Oh, and recently Iheard some early
ming your fingers ... "
"Yeah. Isuppose you're right. Ilove Gershwin stuff, with him playing music
that you put on player pianos."
this music. Ireally enjoy it."
"Oh, right, the piano rolls. Fantastic!"
"Do you listen or hear differently
"That is so great! And to hear that it's
than other people, do you think?"
[pause] "I think so, because...I listen Gershwin practically."
"That's quite agift he left us. You
more for the music than the quality of
the music. Like when Ifirst heard the know, some people won't even listen to
radio broadcasts of Barb* playing these records unless they have a perfect
piano pieces. That knocked me out! And sound. So they're missing all this music
it's probably terrible as far as an audio- that's maybe badly recorded, but is
Stereophik, July 1998
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Above: Blessed with an impromptu recital. You're never
far from apiano at Brubeck's house. Left Dave in serious
listening mode. With Ravi Shankar, circa 1958.

incredible music."
"Do you encourage your readers to
not be so serious? Iremember Darius
Milhaud's phonograph was sitting on an
orange crate, and it was almost amystery to him. It was just aplain old
phonograph with needles. Idon't think
he was absolutely positive of what made
it go ... but for him, that was music.
And he was one of the greatest musicians in the world."
"Do you think listening changes your
playing or your composition? Does it
affect how you ... "
"You mean hearing my own stuff?"
"Sure. Your own stuff, other people's
stuff. Just listening ... "
"Well... you see, you're influenced
by everything you hear. If it's bad, you
say 'I'll never do that.' That's an influence. People don't realize that everything you hear is an influence."
"Right. Iwas just thinking about the
experience I told you about — the
rhythm of the train ... "
"Duke Ellington always liked to
write on the train. When we were on
tour together, he'd be writing alot and
he liked to ride over the wheels, where
you could hear the sound of the wheels
on the track. Rhythm is like alanguage
that speaks to us all the time."
"Obviously, that experimentation
with rhythm — that's abig part of your
life's work, right?"
"Oh, yeah. And I'll never finish what
I've started. No way. If Ihad every second to work, I'd never finish. That's
why Idon't sit around and listen too
much. It's all aquestion of time."
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MITE
MITE-T
MITE-T-C

•

4665, Bonavista avenue
Montreal (Quebec) H3W 2C6
CANADA
AZ\
D Tel: (514) 259-1062
ACOUSTIC
Fax: (514) 259-4968

Ili

eat

Spirit of Place

With the MB-750s,
not only were the
individual
instruments just
about perfect —
isarmingly natural,
hree-dimensional,
just the right
balance between
etail and harmonic
richness — they
floated in a
•eamless ambient
environment that
was nearly
holographic..."

The Reference
Series from VIL:
MB-750 and
Wotan MB-1250
"Subtle and refined? Absolutely!
Grainy? NOT!
Power to spare? By the boatload!
Tonal color and shading?
First class!
Midrange magic?

rian Damkroger,

Nothing but the best!

tereophile. Dec 1997

Sweetness and extension
in the highs? Never better!

pure tub:

MAKING MBES USER FRIENDLY

Ir ACÚUM TUBE LOGIC
7
4 Murrleta Street #10, Chino, CA 91710 USA

all: mail@vtl.com • http://www.vtl.com//
627-5944 • Fax: (909) .
O27-698

Please contact us for your nearest authorized dealer.
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...Caveats? None!
Nitpicks? Not aone!"
— Jonathan Scull,
VTL Wotan MB-1250 Monoblock,
Stereophile, June 1998
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Visits

A Dave Brubeck Selected Discography
Fantasy
Dave Bmbeck Octet (1946-1950), OJC101. Brubeck with Paul Desmond, Cal
Tjadeg Dave Van Kriedt, Dick Collins,
Bob Collins, Bill Smith, Jack Weeks.
Jazz at Oberlin (1953), OJC-046,
OJCCD 046-2. With P. Desmond,
Lloyd Davis, Ron Crotty.
Jazz at the C,olltge of the Pacific (1953),
OJC-047, OJCCD-047-2. With P.
Desmond, K Crotty, Joe Dodge.
The Dave Brubeck Quartet, Featuring Paul
Desmond, in Omcert (1953), FCD-60013. With P. Desmond, K Crotty, L
Davis, J. Dodge.
Stardust with Paul Desmond (1952, 1954),
FCD 24728-2. With Wyatt "Bill"
Rutheg Norman Bates, Fred Dutton,
Herb Barman, L Davis, J. Dodge.
Dave Brubeck with Paul Desmond
(1952-1954), FCD 24727-2. K
Crotty, W. Ruther, L. Davis, H.
Barman, J. Dodge.
Reunion (1957), OJC-150, OJCCD150-2. With P. Desmond, D. Van
Kriedt, N. Bates, J. Morello.
Dave Brubeck Plays and Plays and Plays
(1957), OJCCD-71. Solo piano.
Brubeck ala Mode (1960), OJCCD-2002. With B. Smith, G. Wright, J.
Motrllo.
Near Myth (1961), OJCCD-236-2. With
B. Smith, G. Wright, J. Morello.
Columbia Jazz Masterpiece Series
Jazz Goes to Coke (1954), CK 45149.
With P. Desmond, J. Morello, E.
Wright.
Dave Digs Disney (1957), CK 48820.
With P. Desmond, J. Benjamin, J.
Morello.
Jazz Impressions of Eurasia (1958), CK
48531. With P. Desmond, J.
Benjamin, J. Morello.
Gone With the Wind (1959), CK 40627.
With P. Desmond, J. Morello, E.
Wright.
Time Out (1960), CK 40585. With P.
lksmond, J. Morello, E. Wright.
Time Further Out (1961), CK 64668. With
P. Desmond, J. Morello, E Wright.
The Real Ambassadors (1962), CK 57663.
With J. Morello, E. Wright, Louis
Armstrong and His All Stars, Trummy Young, Carmen McRae, Lambert, Hendricks, & Ross.
Arrythity Goa (1963), PCT-9402 (cassette).
With P. Desmondj. Morello, EWright.
Dave Brubeck Quartet—The Great Concerts (1963), CK 44215. Amsterdam,
Carnegie Hall, Copenhagen. With
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P. Desmond, J. Morello, E Wright.
Jazz Impressions of New York (1964), CK
46189. With P. Desmond, J. Morello, E. Wright
Music from West Side Stay (1960-1965),
CK 40455. With P. Desmond, J.
Morello, E. Wright.
The Essence of Dave Brubeck, CK 47931.
With P. Desmond, J. Morello, E.
Wright.
Dave Brubeck — Interchanges '54, CK
47032. With P. Desmond, B. Bates,
J. Dodge.
Columbia/Legacy
Dave Brubeck Trio & Gerry Mulligan Live
at the Berlin Philharmonie (1970), C2K
64820, 2 CDs. With G. Mulligan,
Alan Dawson, Jack Six.
La Resta de la Posada (1979), CK 64669.
Dennis Russell Davies, conductor,
With Phyllis Bryn-Julson, Gene
Tucker, Jake Gardineg John Stephens,
Dale Warland Singers, St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra, Edith Norberg's Carillon Choristers.
Time Signatures: A Career Retrospective,
C4K 52945 (1946-1991, 4 CDs).
With various artists.
Dave Brubeck Jazz Collection, C2K
64160 (1954-1970, 2 CDs). With
various artists.
This isJazz #3, CK 64615. Collection of
standards, originals from early recordings. With P. Desmond, J.
Morello, E. Wright
Time Out (1997), CK 65122. 20-bit
"mustering of original recording.
Classic Records
Time Out (1960), CS-8192 (LP).
Atlantic
Last Set at Newport (1972), 1607-2. With
G. Mulligan, J. Six, A. Dawson.
We're All Together Again for the First Time
(1973), 1641-2. With P. Desmond,
G. Mulligan, A. Dawson, J. Six.
All the Things We Are (1976), 1684-2.
With J. Six, A. Dawson, Anthony
Braxton, Lee Konitz, Roy Haynes.
A&M
Dave Brubeck Quartet: 25th Anniversary
(1976), 75021-0806. With P. Desmond, J. Morello, E. Wright.
Concordpaz
Back Home (1979), CCD-4103. With J.
Bergonzi, C. Brubeck, Butch Miles.
For Iola (1985), CCD-4259. With B.

Smith, C. Brubeck, R. Jones.
Reflections (1986), CCD-4299. With B.
Smith, C. Brubeck, R. Jones.
Blue Rondo (1987), CCD-4317. With B.
Smith, C. Brubecic, R. Jones.
Moscow Night (1988), CCD-4353. With
B. Smith, C. Brubeck, R. Jones.
MusicMasten
New Wine (1990), 5051-2-C. Russell
Gloyd conducting the Montreal
International Jazz Festival Orchestra
with the Dave Brubeck Quartet:
Brubeck with B. Smith, C. Brubeck,
R. Jones.
Trio Brubeck (1993), 65102-2. With C.
Brubeck, Dan Brubeck.
Musical Heritage Society
Light in the Wilderness (1968), 513442A.
Brubeck, piano; William Justus, baritone; Miami University A Cappella
Singers; Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati
Symphony.
Telarc
So What's New? (1998), CD-83434.
With B. Militello, J. Six, R. Jones.
Young Lions & Old Tigers (1995), CD83349. Dave's 75th birthday celebration. With Roy Hargrove, J. Six, Ron
Hendricks, R. Jones, Michael
Brecker, Christian McBride, J.
Lovano, George Shearing, Joshua
Redman, G. Mulligan, James Moody,
C. Brubecic, Ronnie Battcavoli.
Just You,Just Me (1994), CD-83363. Solo
piano.
Night She (1995), CD-83351. With B.
Militello, J. Six, K Jones, B. Smith,
C. Brubeck.
To Hope! A Celebration (1996), CD80430. Mass with Cathedral Choral
Society, the Duke Ellington School
Show Choir, National Symphony
Orchestra, and the Dave Brubeck
Quartet.
A Dave Bnibeck Christmas (1996), CD83410. Brubeck, solo piano.
In Their Own Sweet Way (1994), CD83355. With Chris, Dan, Darius,
and Matthew Brubeck.
Coming from Columbia this year:
Jazz Impressions ofJapan (1964).
Bravo! Brubeck! (1967). Clint Eastwood's
favorite Brubeck.
Brubeck Plays Brubeck (1956). Solo
piano.
Jazz Impressions of the USA (1957).
Brubeck and Rushing (1960).
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DIGITAL

to specifically meet

the needs of each separate piece in your system.

Our latest cord is The

Digital AC, the first high-end power cord in the world made just for
digital gear.

It contains technology beyond any cord available, and
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can transform your digital system into something wonderful.
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with any of our complete line of cables, like our
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free.
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renowned Superconductor, you can try it risk
See why JPS Labs is quickly
becoming the last word in
audio cables.
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6Hampton Court, Lancaster, NY 14086, USA
Phone/Fax (716) 685-5227 or visit http://www.jpslabs.com
makers of UPRCOnDUCZOR
TM line of audio cables!
MI
-111.Dermerusuarmiesselom

PURE SINGLE-ENDED CLASS A
-

ALEPH 5
2CHANNELS
2GAIN STAGES
60 WATT /CH OUTPUT
300 WATT IDLE

PASS LABS

24449 FORESTHILL ROAD, FORESTHILL, CALIFORNIA 95631

TEL (916) 367-3690 FAX (916) 367-2193
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IT'S
A BOUT

FOR CONDUCTOR
SERGIU CELIBIDACHE,
ANY

MUSIC

WORTH DOING

WAS WORTH DOING ...

TIME

SLOWLY

David Patrick Stearns

R

Ishuddered slightly less on turning to the Debussy disc:
umanian conductor Sergiu Celibidache knew the
The
music's pictorial effects don't lend themselves to slow
power of saying "no." After abrief, stormy tenure
motion, and the Iberia, with its flaccidly executed Spanish
with the Berlin Philharmonic following World War
rhythms, confirmed my worst fears. However, Cehbidache's
II, during which he proposed that the entire orchestra be
La Mer memorably conveys asense of unstoppable oceanic
fired, the handsome, square-jawed Celibidache declared a
elements in away that few recordings do. Surprisingly, one of
Garbo-esque boycott of the recording studio. Over the dethe stronger discs of the series is the similarly pictorial Pictures
cades, he became such acontrast to the world of jet-age,
at an Exhibition; amid the slowness, the conductor frequently
overexposed classical recording stars that, in the years prior to
surprises with wonderfully charachis death in 1996, he acquired apowerful mystique that
terful moments that astonishingly
will either be deepened or exploded by EMI's recent
crystallize Mussorgsky's intentions.
release of 11 live CDs, all recorded with the Munich
In repertoire closer to the
Philharmonic between 1988 and 1995. Authorized by
Germanic core of classical music,
the conductor's family to counterbalance all of the unCelibidache's moments of eccenauthorized Celibidache radio broadcasts issued by semitricity and brilliance are cheek-bypirate labels, these recordings are as puzzling and conjowl,
often in the same movement.
troversial as the live concert videos released during his
These are some of the most bewilfinal years —so much so that Iwonder if the conductor
dering recordings ever made.
was right in keeping his recording profile so low.
Hopes often run high in the openThe firebrand of the 1940s became something of a
ing
moments: Even at his most
Buddha-like figure in the 1990s, espousing metaphysiperverse, Celibidache was aterrific
cal theories in which sound was only the vehicle of that
scene-setter, and his treatment of
incredibly subtle entity known as music, which couldslow introductions have an arrestn't possibly be captured by anything so mundane as a
ing sense of drama and introspecmicrophone. Thus, EMI has decorated these discs with
ng
out
in
a
crowd:
The
mysterStandi
tion. The opening drum roll of
ious maestro in less reclusive times.
ancient Chinese Zen symbols, and in this and other
Haydn's Symphony 103 is played
ways has attempted to create asense of occasion. Ille
so emphatically as to suggest the onset of war.
sound quality is as clear and detailed as live recordings get.
He could also excel at finales. In the last movement of
The CDs not only include applause, but do so on separate
Schumann's Symphony 4, Celibidache pulls inner details
tracks, not just to communicate audience rapture but also
out of the orchestral fabric that have relevance to the whole
to head off critics who may look at the timings and accuse
and create ahighly memorable effect. Similarly, the trio secCelibidache of tempos even slower than those he took.
tions of Haydn's minuets often seize your attention, even if
The tempos are slow indeed. In fact, they seem even
the dance rhythms of the outer sections of the movement
slower than the intermittently mesmerizing concert perforarc
impossibly heavy. Titus, the all-Haydn disc (with
mances Iheard during Celibidache's US tour with the
Symphonies 103 and 104) is recommended for those who
_Munich Philharmonic some eight years ago. You can initialenjoy the stimulating and provocative. However, one of the
:ly forgive Celibidache's Bartók-on-Quaaludes reading of the
least notable discs of this group of releases is the pairing of
gConcerto for Orchestra; it wasn't in the conductor's core
Haydn's Symphony 88 and Mozart's Symphony 40, the lat1repertoire, and, in this performance, seems like an experiter giving Celibidache so little interpretive fodder that he
§ment in dissolving tempo relationships for the sake of aunigives only aheavy-going mn-through.
îfonnly majestic gait broken only by rhetorical flourishes.
Stereophile, July 1998
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The future of digital audio is 96k

admit it,
we're
cheating.

Introducing the Muse Model Eight
The future of digital audio is here...

9
esl<

We designed
the Excalibie II to
outperform our
competitors best
offerings. Then,
we shamelessly
priced this cable at a
mere

<716/?.
‘

CD, DVD, Advanced Audio Disc player

We apologize if this
offends your sense of
fairness and good
sportsmanship.

The quest for music leads to Muse.
Muse IieCU OM< S

POE Box 2198
Garden Grove, CA 92842 2' Telephone +7l4-554M2 +714-554-5643

ph 303-364-8202
lx 303-364-8102
e-mail sorcerer49@aol.com

Email muse_usa@ix.netcom.com

Easy-to-build Tube 1-E-Fi Stereo

Kits
Made In USA

Though Heath-kits, Knight-kits and
Eico-kits are gone...
Still the Incredible
Sound of the
50's is back!

Call for your free Catalog now!
Many Models: Amplifiers * Preamplifiers * Phono Preamps
Documentation: Complete easy step-by-step Assembly Manual

ASUSA-Kit
6717 NE 18
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Street, Seattle, WA 98155 USA

E-Mail: franklabeix.netcom.com
Phone 425-481-8866

Fax 425-485-3836
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Not far behind that are Beethoven's Symphonies 4and 5.
There are some fascinating moments in which awoodwind
obbligato, or an imitative counterpoint that had previously
escaped your attention, comes rushing to the fore. But the
crusty temperaments of these symphonies hardly lend
themselves to Celibidache's meditative calm. In fact, the
tempos are so slow that Icouldn't help being reminded of
acertain Washington, DC radio shock-jock who commemorated the death of conductor Eugene Ormandy by claiming to have his last recording, then playing an unidentified
Beethoven 5at half speed.
Schubert's Symphony 9 can seem long in conventional
performances, but your clothes could go out of style while
waiting for Celibidache to get through the final cadence of
the first movement. His tour of Schumann's Symphonies 3
and 4is comparatively cogent, again with woodwind details
you're amazed to have previously missed. However,
Celibidache often runs aground with Wagner. In the disc of
orchestral music, he sounds tired out in the celebratory
Prelude to Act Iof Meistersinger. Predictably, there are grand
statements in the other Wagner selections, but they're so
long. Compared to post-World War II Wilhelm Furtwangler (never known as aspeed demon), Celibidache's
Siegfried Idyll is seven minutes longer (at 23:45), his
Tannhâtiser overture three minutes longer (at 16:57).
But the two discs of Tchaikovsky symphonies (5 and 6)
have agrandeur that keeps the music from degenerating
into symphonic soap opera, and even the final movement
of 6, which can seem self-indulgent at slow tempos, has
majesty. Though these are some of the more successful performances —in fact, some of his slow tempos in 5 have
much greater purpose here than in his 1948 recording of the
same piece with the London Philharmonic (London 425
958-2) — thematic ideas are so heavily underscored that the

listener feels talked down to, as though the conductor thinks
the audience isn't perceptive enough to know what's going
on in the music. I'm not sure if these are eccentric interpretations for connoisseurs or Tchaikovskyfor Dummies.
The most immediate problem common to these performances is alack of architecture. Celibidache seems to
love all moments of the music indiscriminately — transitional passages are given the same intense, microscopic
examination as first-movement expositions. The problem
behind the problem, though, may have been that Celibidache the mystic got the best of Celibidache the conductor. Western music from 1600 on is essentially aseries
of musical events — themes primary and secondary, key
changes, etc.— not all of them created equal. Music tied
more specifically to spiritual enlightenment — whether
Renaissance masses, African drumming rituals, or Bruckner
symphonies —tend to be eventless, unfolding in along
stream, which was the primary inspiration of Philip Glass's
and Steve Reich's respective brands of minimalism.
Applying this to most symphonic music turns it into a
Brucknerian soup, and goes against the grain of the music's
essence. That's why Celibidache's videos of Bruckner's
Symphonies 6, 7, and 8(Sony SLV 48 348, SLV 48 316, and
S2LV 48 317, respectively) remain, to me, the most convincing recent examples of his art.
But those Bruckner videos aren't why I'd tentatively venture to say that Celibidache, at least at one point, was agreat
conductor. Having sampled live recordings from all periods
of his career, I've heard much willfulness — though a
Brahms disc from 1959 (Symphonies 3and 4, Cetra CDAR
2011) is as masterful and multifaceted as any I've ever heard.
As Jean Giradoux once said, "Only the mediocre are always
at their best." Unfortunately, Celibidache wasn't at his best
frequently.
fél

C ELIBIDACHE ON CD
All of the CDs listed here are DDD recordings of Sergiu
Celibidache conducting the Munich Philharmonic They
were recorded between 1988 and 1995, and released just
after Celibidache's death in 1996 by EMI Classics in 1997
Producers and engineers are not named.

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
RAVEL: Boléro
556526 2. 7: 74:48
Performance ***
Sonics ****1/2
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9

556527 2. 7: 59:26

BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra
556528 2. 7: 77:48
Performance **
Sonics ****1/2
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4& 5

556521 2. 7: 77:57
Performance **1/2
Sonics ****1/2
DEBUSSY: La Mer, Images pour orchestre
556520 2. 7: 65:04
Performance ***
Sonics ****1/2
HAYDN: Symphonies 103 & 104

556518 2. 7: 70:32

Performance ***
Sonics ****1/2
HAYDN: Symphony 88
MOZART: Symphony 40

556519 2. TT: 60:13

Performance **1/2

Sonics ****1/2
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Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****1/2
SCHUMANN: Symphonies 3("Rhenish") & 4

556525 2. TT: 74:17

Performance ***
Sonics ****1/2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5

556522 2.17: 58:26
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6
556523 2. TT: 61:36
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
WAGNER: Orchestral Music

Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg, Prelude to Act I; Siegfried
Idyll; Giitterdâmmerung, Funeral March; Tannhäuser
Overture
556524 2. 7: 66:06

Performance *1/2
Sonics ****1/2
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THE INDISPENSABLE

has just become more
For twenty years Sound By Singer has been bringing you the
best audio/video that money can buy. We unobfuscate
the zoo of technological black magic, separate the wheat of
real innovation from the chaff of voodoo engineering and
select from it those components which represent significant
advancements sonically and visually. Our expertise
nselecting, integrating, selling and installing high
d audio systems guarantees to our customers the
ace of mind you can only have when you know
are getting the very best sound/picture possible.
at's high end audio and video.., done right.

g

SOUND by SINGER"

D

HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
(between Union Square West & 5th Ave.)

COMPONENT
indispensable.

Andrew N. Singer.
President
Sound By Singer. Ltd.

Authorized Dealerships: ACOUSTIC ENERGY, Adcom, ADA, AMX, API Power Wedge,
;„.
Aragon by Mondial, AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO PHYSIC, Audio Quest, Audio Truth,
AYRE ACOUSTICS, BASIS, BENZ MICRO, BILLY BAGS, B&K, Cal Audio Labs, Cardas, Audio.
Chang Lightspeed, CEC, CELESTION, CLEAR AUDIO, CONRAD-JOHNSON, CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, Creek,
Crestron, DAY SEGUERRA, Denon, DYNAUDIO, EGGLESTON, E.A.R., Elite by Pioneer, Epos, FANFARE, FAROUDJA, FORSELL, Grado,
GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES DESIGN GROUP, JM LABS UTOPIAS, KLYNE AUDIO ARTS, KRELL AUDIONIDEO, KRELL INDUSTRIES,
KRELL REFERENCE, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS) MAGNUM DYNALAB, MARTIN-LOGAN, Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS, Parasound,
Proton, Rega, REL, RUNCO IDTV, Salamander, SME, Solid Steel, Sonance, SONIC FRONTIERS, Sound Anchors, Stewart Filmscreen, Sumiko,
Target, Theta Digital, TOWNSHEND AUDIO, TRANSFIGURATION CARTRIDGES, TRANSPARENT CABLE, Vandersteen, Velodyne, VERITY
"PARSIFAL", VPI, WELL-TEMPERED, Wire World, Yamamura Systems, ZOETHECUS.
Bold Listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.

MRDWARE &
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ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc@aol.com

4CCESSORIES

VISIT OUR

SALEM

WEBSITE:
elusivedisc.com

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472

* * A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest Hardware & Accessories For Summer 98

BENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
TI4E GLIDER
RUBY II (NEW!)
SCALL W/ Trade ¡CALL
REFERENCE
¡CALL W/ Trade SCALL
Factory
MC H20; MO.9; 10.4 ¡CALL W/ Trade SCALL
MC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ TrodeSCALL
Authorized
MC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/TradeSCALL Trade-in Sale!
MC-20E11
$150
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
¡CALL
$750 Or
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer scAu _Wi th Tra de

ANALOG SALE!!!

-I

our Ultimate
•

HW-19.1ft Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99

'
48
-

0P\ /.0&

HW-19.IR Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Mass Arm': SCALL
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': ¡CALL
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': ¡CALL
cartridge
installation upon
c..
0
2a
°
tpeu
'
l Add The LIFT 8. get it installed for FREE!
made
Availably
'OTHER CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS AVAILABLE ,
request
P
cnI•
ALL
'
E
'''''''''
rare
to Walll one ""'
of Me''''
ewe ' Sà1£11 The Glider Never Sounded 5o Good ForSo Little!
hancry-powered cartridge
This is akiller canridgc. ...mom lifelike.
TURNTABLES:
k̀n 'e n'''''' '.'"" A'''''''''
Eer
more holographic, more involving.... mom musical.
/air « .‘ellerà SA. Re,.
KW-10 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
...the Glider is wa yrecornmeisdcd." ti'7.:41
.: Z. ib
i
:il44,
7"...". friel
Lonnie. Brownell. Slereoploile. Aug. Wi. Vo/./9 OS
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
....

Ka

Temper Cartridge stut .irtni
tail
:Spirit-Cork, ge
n, ,, ,...i.,,. or .1 'coherent bubble id ultimate transmit-tre). Or prerervalum of the Immune
guru-Kai ricin. and the arionirhing punt, sib tone arc M. set the Temper upan Win
.. a000111 room like loc nnoot to me ,-M frannul Sterrcelik July lin Vol 14 t
STONE: ..sit.t.
•4199.99/0n-Lines $99.99
Itic Shakti oilers aworthwhile and cost
oltective boost in sound quality....Focus.
transparency, clarity, and speed were better.
:is was the sense of space & pace."Jonatiton
N', ol l
.Stereaphile. 2/96, Vol. /9 #2
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SUMIKO CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE SALE !!!

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge
Pearl Cartridge
•
NITTY

u.s.a.

Source!!

r[ransfiguration:

SHAKTI

*

Block Pearl Cartridge
KALI iTURNTABLES:
¡CALL Pro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
$79.99 Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

549.99

Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mork IV ($1199)
KW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor 8 ormboord, block acrylic
platter and spring suspension
HIN-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing 8 spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.

(ni
e_edr»

SCALA
«ALL

*CALL

ARIES -Near TNT performance in on HW-19 sizel Requires only a 22' x16' space,
TNT 3platter 8 bearing.
$CALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
«MOD
TNT SERIES 2.5, 3 & 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology.
YON EARMS:

VAIL

scau.

SCALL
SCALL

THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is
extraordinary in its ability to entrad information from an LPs grooves. Soundstage is wide 8 deep
with air 8 separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images 8 top to bottom coher"I've treed better tables. arm, cartridges, mumps, cables, and Isolation whew,.
...time hare tree gir en ine Ille kinds of imprinementr in noire reduction. clueency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version for TNT 5-star rated in TAS issue 1061$CALL
eB re
and elimination of iniddiedreblr ringing that them- record.cleaning nuchiner
h ....Ir 1011 lirlen 10 records. ..111 need arecord-cleaning machine. Period." - GRAHAM 2.0 BASIC (NEW) -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeable. .$CALL
eCORD CARE PRODU
Carey Grienlerrg, tilrrrophilt. liay
191.17 95
We offer all models of Graham Tandems and Accessories!! Cal/ for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the inarketl
MODEL 1.0 - Manual apphg anon "Mimi.
brieshinv A ',Mint' . Jul«. 'in »tome
We offer all models of SME Tonearms, Turntables & Accessories!! Call for details.
.20021. I5
,
AUDIOQUEST PT-6; PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable) 8. PT-E (Pro Cable) rietedgrain
Cobinet.ITEM #-ANIT1.0....SCA
LL
Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
'MALL
MODEL 1.6 - Aut o scrubbing. &
15101
"
.
'
.
An mod.NEW VPI MED.-MASS -VPI's newest toneorm. Budget priced! Great performance!
IICALL
f,14111, l1
fide-0111 waste fluid tray.
iimey.w,"-----Vusyl Woodgrain Cabi net-ITEM 1-ANIT1 .5.... SCALL
.22,,..
CLEANING MACHINES: stemotah Vu
MODEL 1.511 -. Auto fluid appliiation. scrubbing, & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
"...hare
the 111V- lo 5to be an outstanding
Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
'
SCALL performer. The record Anilines are microseopiliquid and scrubs record ai same nine;
MODEL MINI-PRO 1 - Wet scrubs & vacuums both sides simultaneously.
(lean & are so pristine they look new!" -directional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
SCALL
Audio Maga:ine
111,,I
tr, (11,1
'41 the market!"
WITT GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$18.99
HW-16.5 (vinyl for 15Es, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 182 .... 20.99 Acrylic -all models)
$36.99
HW-17F -$899.99
Semi-Automatic
Record Cleaning Brush:
$13.99 RECORD & CD (fLE
-ANING_ELUIDS Fully automatic!'
SCALLM
Vac Sweep la (4 Vac-Sweeps)
$13.99 Purifier 1
16 on,
$15.99
Cooling fan increases
Capstan Kit: (4 Capstans)
$13.99 (for all LP's) 1/2 go1.436.99/1 gol. $59.99 Ltd. Time Offer111
life of motor!!
THE LIFTTei
Ultra Clarifier:$114.1110 ACCESSORIES:
Protect your stylus! Lifts
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. Gino UPGIPADEll .... $399.99
Ois inneann automatically!
HW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
¡CALL STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
$17.99
Gold
wened nuler Ali 41 palp.00e.
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE- $14,99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL $5.99
599.99 sterece i 1410 um.ed more rem. A 0.0.1 Inn Kr.
WE CA' 'Y T1-fE C•MLETE LINE 0F 'I S' 'E '''IS U' '''ES AN' ACCESS 'lESIl
100,0010 - si00. 00-ise L lent"
(Brune
0111.1011«
°rifler:
IC.A.B.SpeedStrobe
Digital
Phonograph
Speed
Readout:
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03'
0
Hottest
$84.99
Z4.99
accessory fo, .
unkle•
$84.99
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RCA Interconnects: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal 8. Midnight. All lengths available
Emerald X4 Tonearrn Cable: (1) $129.99 Pro Toneorm Cable: (awn
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleciners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner No residue
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
RE Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors:
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -Improves CD sound!'
Sorbothane Utile Feet: (Pock of 4) .... $32.99 Sabothone Big Feet: (Pack of 4)

¡CALL
SCALL
SCALL
$29.99
$14.99
$49.99
$26.99
$49.99

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
NOW ONLY $129.99
The ultimate brwrn and demagnetization Disc , igrAeggrit
GrUIV-Glide II iZejnit»
$21.99
Improves sound, removes static, improves tracking, records and sty* last longer

GEO_DISCTM By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lob
$24.99
Precision carsidge iiiiroment system, achieve aitical aignrnent w/in .003 inch in moments.
RECORD SLEEVES - INKLK -40c ea $30/100 OUTER -20e ea $15/100
Japanese Resealables - 40e ea $30/100
MoR Rice Papar -$8/10 pack $70/100

Audi •Pr

Large ISO Bearing
16 5lbs Per Globe Rohm;
(3 pock)
$74.99
DaellIODelerhe
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
E49.99
"...and these little guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all my gear." -Corey Greenberg.
Siereophile, Apr. 92 Vol. 15,114
«WO ,

•U CD STOPLIGHT' e
The improvement was astonishing"
Dick (Usher, Stereaphile. Mar. '90. Vol. 13. #3
$14.95/ 3OR MORE $12.95
011111/X0.

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB:
1022 ROLLING BARREL Ro.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

•

1

S Ill

NEW CD BLACKLIGHT 2 Mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges
11111)1'srl
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
••52o2Licior
music sounding more
2
natural, 3-D 8. dynamic
with significantly less
glare
& edge. $39.99
itud.o0r.ien
With Trade- $29.99
"lire mai works in abig way. Islid not have to strain
to hear the improvement. Impnwed definition, delad, dynamics, amom analog-like soundaage Tus
tell you the truth.l...hegged Victor for amat on the
spot." Sum Tellig. Stereophile, Apr.96 Vol. /9 #4

1150+page 1s3" U.S.A. /55" INTL.
[CATALOG I FRIEWITH ORDER!!
VISA

www.elusivedisc.com

FOR INFO (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Grout:,
„. 'y
1.4 Items: $5 (odtl. items .50c ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1.3 Items S7 (adtl. Items S1ea.) /
2nd Day Air 1-3 Itrsrns 58 fodt1 Dents 51 25 ea )
INTERNATIONAL_SHIPPIN_G: CALL OR EMI
CANADA: lst`ltem $7.00 (adtl. items $1 '9

Equipment
Kalman

Report
Rubinson

NAD 118 and
Z-Systems rdp-1 digital preamplifiers

T

one controls? Iripped the m out of
my Dyna PAS-3! And that was the
last time Ihad tone controls. As a
card-carrying audiophile, Iwanted just
what the engineer had inscribed on the
recording, with as little change as possible (read: high fidelity).
But such purism has left me unarmed
against boomy or screechy recordings of
wonderful music. The only choices have
been to endure or abjure such recordings because analog frequency shapers
(tone controls, equalizers, filters, etc.)
add phase-shifts, noise, and distortion. At
the same time, mid-fi and home-theater
systems (and recording studios) incorporate sophisticated and complex frequency-shaping, modifying tonal, decay,
and reverberation characteristics with
digital signal processors (DSP) to superimpose achosen aural ambience on the
sound source. Few of us on the other
side of the track, who have taken the
more ascetic route, would deny that
these effects can be impressive.

NAD 118 digital preamplifier: Linelevel preamplifier/control unit with
remote control. Inputs: 4 analog
(100k ohms + 450pF input impedance, 80mV sensitivity, 86dB S/N
ratio), 4digital (S/PDIF RCA). Analog
and digital tape loops, 1digital output
(S/PDIF RCA). 18-bit A/D converter
(106dB S/N), 20-bit D/A converter
(108dB S/N). Frequency response:
10Hz-20kHz, ±0.3dB. Voltage gain:
16.5dB max. THD+SMPTE+IHF IM
distortion: 0.03%. All processing in
digital domain using 24-bit DSP.
Analog outputs: Main (220 ohms,
>3V), Tape (100 ohms, >1V), Headphones (120 ohms).
Dimensions: 17 1
/
8"W by 3
3
/
8"H by
11" D. Weight: 8 lbs net.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
SX611800013.
Price: $1599. Approximate number
of dealers: 300.
Manufacturer: NAD, 89 Doug Brown
Way, Holliston, MA 01746. Tel: (508)
429-3600. Fax: (508) 429-8373. Web:
www.psbspeakers.com
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NAD 118 digital preamplifier

Now the time has come for DSP to
give the audiophile some powerful tools
to tailor frequency response and to correct faults in the recording. Both the ZSystems rdp-1 and the NAD 118 arc
designed to use digital signal processing
to effect changes in the shape of the frequency response without introducing
any side effects into the audible signal.
Both products rely on powerful generalpurpose DSP chips, have memory modes

Z-Systems rdp-1 "Transparent Tone
Control" digital preamplifier: Digital inputs: 2AES/EBU, 3S/PDIF (RCA),
1optical (TosLink with ST-type glass
optional). Digital outputs: 1AES/EBU,
1 S/PDIF (RCA), 1 optical (TosLink
with ST-type glass optional). 24-bit
input/output. 32-bit DSP with internal 40-bit floating-point arithmetic,
used for all gain and equalization.
Dynamic range: >144dB. THD+N:
better than —135dB. Number of
memories/presets: 99. Gain control:
from —95dB to +12dB.
Dimensions: 17" W by 4.5" H by 10" D.
Weight: 14 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed: 251
Price: $5000. Approximate number
of dealers: 32.
Manufacturer: Z-Systems Audio Laboratories, 4641-F NW 6th Street,
Gainesville, FL 32609. Tel: (352) 3710990. Fax: (352) 371-0093. E-mail: zsys@z-sys.com .
Web: wwwz-sys.com

for the storage and recovery of settings,
and can be operated from their front
panels or from their remote controls.
Aside from those common points,
they differ in terms of capabilities,
intended applications, and user interface
because the designers of these two
devices chose different models to emulate. The NAD emulates aline-level
preamp/controller with tone and separation/blend controls. The Z-systems
rdp-1 emulates acontroller/parametric
equalizer. Each, however, is much more
capable than its ancestors.
Meet the NAD 118

Although it handles analog as well as
digital signals, NAD calls the 118 a
"digital preamp." Since the signal processing operates in the digital domain
(using a24-bit Motorola 56004 DSP
chip), analog inputs are converted to
digital by aPhilips SAA7360 18-bit,
48kHz-sampling ADC; analog outputs arc driven by the Philips 20-bit
TDA1547 DAC used with aTDA1307
digital filter. The ADC's 48kHz default
sampling frequency can be changed to
44.1kHz if necessary. TDA1315 S/PDIF
I/O chips handle digital inputs and
outputs. (A separate TDA1305 DAC is
dedicated to the tape-monitor loop.)
All of these are among Philips' best
offerings in their respective applications, and are found in other high-end
components.
You needn't concern yourself with
any of this, as the basic operation of the
118 will be intuitive to anyone who has
used other audio gear. Take it out of the
box and you can hook it up to your sys75

tern just as you would any other preamp. Plug your analog sources into the
analog inputs and your digital sources
into the digital inputs. Connect your
power amp to the outputs and you're
ready to go. (What do you do with your
DAC? Keep it handy.)
With notable exceptions, every control on the front panel and remote does
what you'd expect, and tiny LEDs
clearly indicate the status of each control. But there's much more lurking
behind NAD's conservative front panel.
Input sensitivities should be adjusted
individually for each analog source. Of
course, it's nice not to get blasted when
changing from alower-signal-level input to ahigher one, but, since the 118
digitizes the analog inputs, it's essential
that the input gain be set to match the
dynamic range of the ADC. Using a
dynamic and fairly loud source, input
sensitivity is set by holding down the
input selector button and turning the
volume control until the overload LED
flashes only briefly and infrequently.
Once adjusted, the 118 remembers the
setting for that input. You can also set
the analog output level to "High" or
"Normal" to match the input sensitivity
of your power amp(s).
In addition to its operation as acomplete line-level preamp/control center,
the NAD 118 has the following unusual
features:
1) Digital signal inputs in addition to
analog signal inputs. With digital
sources, there's no need to use DACs.
Analog and digital sources are handled
identically.
2) Digital tape input/output in
addition to analog tape loop. Analog
tape output is available, unprocessed,
from the analog inputs; or, via the
DSP, from both analog and digital
sources. Digital tape input and output
are also available, but monitoring is
possible only if the recorder has a
DAC; the 118's monitor (Tape Check)
circuits are entirely analog.
3) Digital signal output in addition to
analog output. The 118 has acoaxial
(RCA-type) S/PDIF output that permits you to substitute your own DAC
for the on-chassis DAC.
4) A wide array of digital signal
processes. This, the heart of the 118,
includes anumber of interesting and
potentially useful DSP modes. In the
standard, Tone Control mode, the controls are fixed in frequency but have
variable boost and cut. At these frequencies, the bass (40Hz) and treble (10kHz)
controls modify mainly the frequency
extremes and have minimal effect on
76

the rest of the spectrum. Hence, one can
use these controls more liberally than
ones at, say, 100Hz and 4kHz. The
midrange frequency (2.8kHz) is set
exactly where the average ear is most
sensitive, and tiny adjustments are easily
audible. Ifound asmall boost with this
control most useful in increasing the
intelligibility of spoken voices, particularly with the BBC dramas rebroadcast
by NET

no affect on mono recordings.) It is
useful in minimizing the "hole in the
middle" of very early stereo recordings,
but only at the expense of some intended effects. Thus the 118 took all
the fun out with "ping-pong" demo
discs; but with some older classical
recordings (eg, some of the early Westminster stereo LPs), agreater sense of
presence and weight was gained. Rotating the control the other way to
increase Width was effective in replacing the clumpy, center-weighted
The 118's Compression
image on Mravinsky's recording of
Shostakovich's Symphony 8 (Philips
mode, which affects the
422 442-2) with asemblance of space
dynamic properties of
and air, but this function was usually
less satisfactory because the separation
the sound, is useful for
was achieved at the expense of instrumental delineation.
very-low-level listening,
The Width & Spread mode is similar
to the Width mode, but adds avariable
or for making recordings
Spread function intended for mono
to be auditioned in noisy
sources. Starting with adecent mono
recording and the consequent phantom
environments such
image of all the instruments crisply
fixed midway between the speakers,
as an automobile.
careful tweaking of the Spread and
Width controls created amore spacious
A related mode substitutes afixed
stage, and, with alittle help from reInfrasonic filter for the bass control
corded phase anomalies and asymmewhile retaining midrange and treble
tries in the listening room, asuggestion
adjustments. This is aquite effective
of instrument distribution. Idid not find
function for eliminating LF noise,
this mode especially useful, though, and
as it implements asteep cut beginning great care was required to not destroy
at about 24Hz. While Icould dial
coherence. Don't push it, or everything
in an effective equivalent with the
will become vague and the center will
rdp-1, the 118's Infrasonic filter was
not hold.
much simpler to use. The tradeoff, of
Finally, the 118 has Compression
course, is that the 118's filter supplants
mode, which affects the dynamic propthe Bass control, and thus you are un- erties of the sound. Increasing the
able to shape the musical range at the
degree of compression (turning the consame time.
trol up) raises the level of quieter sounds
The FM mode lets you vary the
without affecting the louder ones. This
channel separation from full stereo to
reduces the dynamic range and is useful
full mono. Since the noise and hiss on
for very-low-level listening, or for makFM broadcasts is usually out of phase
ing recordings to be auditioned in noisy
between the two channels, channel
environments such as an automobile.
blending minimizes it. As it reduces
While this is amajor musical corrupseparation, the 118 applies asynthetic
tion, it definitely has its uses. The 118 is
stereo algorithm. Ifound this mode
also capable of expanding the dynamic
to be useful for poor FM signals.
range by reducing the level of softer
Switching my tuner to mono or an
sounds, but this is limited by the noise
intermediate blend mode was as effeclevels in the source. I've found it convetive in reducing noise, but, with the
nient and effective for radio (and
variable control of the 118, Icould
DMX) broadcasts that have been subretain as much true separation as the jected to dynamic limiting.
noise would permit in all but the worst
Despite my less-than-effusive praise
situations. The synthetic stereo effects
for each of these individual modes,
were subtle, restoring abit of spacioustogether they constitute an imposing
ness that was, at times, appreciated.
battery of weapons with which to
The Width control purports to be
battle for better listening. Moreover,
able to reduce excessive separation and
the 118 is capable of storing and reto expand the width of some minimalcalling aparticular DSP/Balance conly separated stereo recordings. (It has
figuration for each input, and apreStereophile, July 1998

NAD\Z-Systems
ferred Setting/Balance for each of
the DSP modes. And, with the flick of
DSP In/Out, aflat response is always
at hand.
How to evaluate the sound?
The 118's versatility can be employed in
several ways. First, as acomplete analog
in/out preamp, it works as aline-level
preamp controller in astandard audio
system. Second, as adigital-in/analogout preamp, it functions as asystem
controller and DAC for an all-digital
system. In addition, an external DAC
can replace the 118's built-in DAC.
Note that the DSP engine is always in
the listening circuit because the gain and
balance controls are always operable.
This also means that the DSP In/Out
button is merely changing the processing algorithm to one that affects only
gain/balance. Thus, switching DSP In/
Out is not abypass of the processor.
As acomplete analog preamp/controller, the 118 was lively and dynamic.
The preamp exhibited no real nasties,
and sounded for all the world like a
decent analog preamp. The soundstage
was neither as wide nor as deep as with
my 'Clyne 6.3.3p or Sonic Frontiers
Line-2, and the 118 seemed just abit
tinkly in the treble. Bass was excellent,
but with a little less "slam" than
expected. Actually, such performance,
though not outstanding, is quite amazing when you remember that the signals are subjected to ADC, DSP, and
DAC processing.
Replacing the 118's DAC with an
external one was asignificant step in the
right direction; Itried the Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box and DDE 3.0,
Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-2,
and the Uther 3.0. Overall balance of
the 118+DAC-2 was excellent, with
"slam" restored. Depth was improved,
and only the lack of width and aslight
veiling in the upper midrange distinguished the combination from an allanalog pathway. With the Uther there
were minor improvements in clarity,
but Isuspect that here Iwas coming
up against the limiting performance of
the ADC. As apurely analog preamp,
the 118 was aquite satisfactory performer, but one that I'd have ahard time
recommending: unless the user prizes
the DSP capabilities, it cannot justify its
price. Adding asuperior external DAC
is warranted by the improved performance, but also adds to the bottom line.
The 118 was astellar performer with
digital sources. In my bypass tests, the
118 was set for unity gain (by voltmeter), and the S/PDIF output from
Stereophite, July 1998

my Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro was connected directly to the Uther DAC, or
via aloop through the 118. Matched
Apogee Wyde-Eye cables were used to
minimize cable effects. With the external DAC, it was difficult to detect
whether the 118 was in-circuit except
on immediate switching. The only difference was avery slight but consistent
compression of the depth and width of
orchestral images. Small groups and solo
voices were unaffected. Indeed, extended musical listening sessions were a
delight, and the minor faults disappeared into the general enjoyment of
both the music and the great convenience and flexibility of the 118. Without
an external DAC, the soundstage compression and tinge of HF brightness returned; still, they were noticeable only
on switchover, and were not troublesome with extended listening.
Thus, with either analog or digital
sources, the 118 benefited from being
mated to acongenial external DAC
with decent line-driving ability. (The
118 will not pass decodable HDCD signals even with acompatible DAC.) The
only real bugaboo is that the digital output signal is subject to interruption with
input switching and, depending on the
muting ability of the DAC, you may
hear switching transients. With the
DAC-2, for example, these were plainly
audible but not disconcerting. The fault
is not entirely NAD's, as other DACs
were unruffled by the switching.
Although most of the test listening
was done in my main system, long-term
(and, boy, do Imean long-term!) listening was done with the NAD in my
weekend system. Here the 118 was
fed by aPioneer CD transport, DMX
receiver, and analog audio from cable
TV, and it drove an Assemblage DAC-2,
BOW Wazoo amp, and apair of Paradigm Esprit bipolar speakers.
Sheer delight. The speakers needed
no help for themselves, but the sources
often demanded the talents of the 118.
DMX signals vary considerably, and the
Width/Spread functions were effective
on some of the mono-sourced selections on the blues and oldies channels.
TV audio is often horrible, but the 118
could tame almost anything. For the
first time, Icould enjoy those wonderful
opera performances on A&E that are so
often hooty and hollow, and Icould put
some presence and kick into the House of
Blues broadcasts. As for CDs, there are
quite afew whose frequency extremes
need abit of tweaking; the 118 did that
without destroying the musical integrity
of the midrange. It was wonderful to be

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, Rega RB300 tonearm,
Koetsu Black/Gold phono cartridge.
Digital sources: Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro, DTI•Pro32, and DDE
v3, with Audio Magic I
2Scables
and Cardas GoldenCross interconnects; Camelot Dragon Pro2, Uther DAC with Camelot I
2S
cables; and Straight Wire Maestro
II interconnects; Pioneer CD transport, DMX receiver, The Parts
Connection Assemblage DAC-2.
Preamplifiers: 'Clyne 6L3.3P,
Sonic Frontiers Line-2.
Power amplifiers: McCormack
DNA-1, Sonic Frontiers Power-2
(via Cardas Cross or Straight Wire
Virtuoso interconnects); BOW
Wazoo.
Loudspeakers: Apogee Duetta
II, Gershman GA-P 520-x (via
Straight Wire Maestro speaker
cables); Paradigm Esprit bipolars.
—Kalman Rubinson

able to get more out of those signals,
and it certainly was addictive.
Was it worth it? You bet. The combination of the 118 and the DAC-2 (or
better DAO gave me anearly transparent and immensely flexible control center. While you might get more transparency for the same (or fewer) dollars
with straight-line analog preamps, such
transparency may not be enough when
the source itself is far from perfect. The
118 let me improve the quality of the
less-than-perfect sources with which we
all live, and which, by Holes Law, contain the best music.
Z-Systems rdp-1: A professional tool
The Z-Systems rdp-1 is amuch more
serious tone-bender whose heritage is
the recording studio. Glenn Zelniker,
president of Z-Systems, has taken the
principles of astudio parametric digital
EQ and adapted them to work in home
systems as a"Transparent Tone Control." In fact, the rdp-1 (reference digital
preamp one) is derived from recording/mastering studio devices that ZSystems has been making for anumber
of years. Zelniker has developed and
incorporated sophisticated DSP algorithms that minimize noise and phase
shift even at low frequencies and with
large boost/cut settings.
77
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Z-Systems rdp-1 "Transparent Tone Control" digital preamplifier

The consumer rdp-1 is acompletely
digital device without ADC or DAC
(Z-Systems offers areasonably priced
24-bit ADC as an accessory), and it is
both more potent and more complex to
operate than the very user-friendly
NAD 118. Basically, and in addition to
input selection and gain/balance, the
rdp-1 consists of four independent parametric stages and low- and high-frequency shelf controls. The adjustments
are not as intuitive as with bass and treble controls; the potential for abuse
looms if they are not used with care. On
the other hand, the rdp-l's precise
adjustments can effectively remaster
your recordings.
The rdp-1 uses the industry-standard
Crystal Semiconductor CS8412/CS8402
chips and quality Scientific Conversions
signal transformers for input/output
with up to 24-bit/44.1kHz/48kHz
precision. (An 882/96kHz upgrade is
available.) The DSP engine is a32-bit
TI TMS320C31, which does its computations in 40-bit floating-point arithmetic. All front-panel controls are
duplicated on the rdp-1's remote handset so that adjustments and mode selections can be made from the preferred
listening position. Idid have some
problems adjusting the controls. Both
the front-panel knobs and the corresponding buttons on the remote were
often too efficient, each touch moving
the control two or three steps instead of
just one. Ihad to develop alight, careful
touch to get only the change Iwanted.
Placing the rdp-1 into the Input
mode permits selection of input source,
output resolution/dither, and whether
the DSP operates on both channels
(Stereo) or on each channel independently (Dual-Mono). Since the output
of the DSP is 32 bits wide, the rdp-1
will wordlength-reduce the output to a
defined bit-width of 16, 20, or 24 bits.
Selection of output resolution and
dither will determine whether the full
capabilities of the DAC will be realized.
Dither, acalculated (not random) noise
signal based on astatistical algorithm, is
added during the wordlength-reduction
78
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from 24 to 20 or 16 bits to avoid the
effects of truncation, the visual equivalent of which is the pixelation seen on
low-resolution digital images. The rdp1offers 24-bit, 20-bit (truncated, no
dither), 20-bit (dithered), 16-bit (truncated, no dither) and 16-bit (dithered)
outputs. Feed your DAC more bits than
it can chew and the result is truncation

you intend to perform. Adjustments to
low-frequency balance in loudspeakers
are often best made in Dual-Mono
mode, as such responses are greatly
influenced by the unique position of
each speaker in the room. On the other
hand, adjustments to frequency response to correct anomalies or imperfections in sources are usually best
made in Stereo mode, as true stereo
recordings carry something of each
voice and instrument in both channels.
Changing one channel in away different from the other destroys harmonic
and spatial representation. With mono
and pan-potted recordings, Dual-Mono
mode may be of use.

Transparent (?) Tone Control
The Volume mode is an absolute
delight: it covers arange from —95db to
+12dB, and, in the critical ±12dB span,
in exquisitely fine increments of 02dB.
The consumer rdp-1
Increment size increases with decreasing gain, which makes large changes
is acompletely digital
easy where fine control is rarely needed.
Aided by my trusty multimeter and a
device without
test CD, Icould match levels from different sources, eliminating a pesky
ADC or DAC.
source of listener bias.
It is both more potent
More important, this volume control seems entirely unburdened by
and more complex
the subjective effects of bit truncation, at least in the usable range
to operate than the very
around unity gain. This is probably
due
to the high bit-width of the DSP.
user-friendly NAD 118.
Raising or lowering the gain by fixed
increments (with equivalent analogand harsh sound. Feed it fewer than it domain gain compensation) was an
can handle and the result is alower level
entirely transparent operation to my
of performance than you paid for.
ears. Even large amounts of attenuaAnd don't rely on the advertising tion (-20dB to —40dB) were difficult
fluff. A 20-bit DAC chip is too often
to fault, but the varying noise conmated with a16-bit S/PDIF receiver tributions of the source and analog
(like the Yamaha YM3623) or a16-bit—
components made the audible evaluainput oversampling filter (like the
tion less than critical. I'm happy to say
NPC SM5813), and the package is
that, even though the DSP chip is
still touted as a20-bit DAC! Beware:
always in the circuit (even in Bypass),
Such devices will lop off anything inserting the rdp-1 into the system
over the smallest bit limit inside, and
did not compromise the sound in any
actually sound worse than they would
discernible way.
with acorrectly formed 16-bit signal.
Actually, Ithink the system, connectThe DACs Iuse are capable of proed via S/PDIF, sounded better with the
cessing 20-bit signals, and they soundrdp-1. At first this bothered me, but it
ed best to me with the 20-bit (dithsoon began to make sense. Ihad insertered) output. The only exception was
ed the rdp-1 into the system between
that the 20-bit (truncated, no dither)
the DDS•Pro transport and the Uther
form was needed to pass HDCD sigDAC in place of an intervening anti-jitnals for decoding. Indeed, the rdp-1
ter box (DTI•Pro32 or DragonPro).
passes decodable HDCD in any of Bypassing the rdp-1 in that arrangement
its nondithered modes, as indicated
resulted in asoundstage less stable and
by the LEDs on the DACs and by
deep, and aslight loss of instrument
my ears.
delineation. Zounds! That's the kind of
Selection of Stereo or Dual-Mono
observation often associated with antidepends on the kind of processing that jitter boxes.
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Adding in the DTI-Pro32, the presence (or absence) of the rdp-1 was not
detectable. My feeling is that, in alowjitter environment (with the DTI
Pro32), the rdp-1 was completely transparent; and that, in asystem with some
jitter liability (without the DTI•Pro32),
the rdp-1 had an ameliorating effect.
That's like having your cake and eating
it! (I still preferred the all-I 2Sarrangement offered by the Alchemy or
Camelot components if EQ was not
needed, by the way.)
Transparent Tone (?) Control
Okay, the rdp-1 was transparent. So
what? It was supposed to change the
sound. This it did with great finesse.
The LE and HF shelf controls may have
fixed 6dB/octave slopes, but the nominal frequency is variable, as is the magnitude of the boost/cut. (Remember
that the slope also determines how far
from the hinge frequency the full effect
of the boost/cut will occur. A 6dB cut
from afrequency of 500Hz will reach
-6dB at about 50Hz. A 12dB cut won't
achieve that level until about 10Hz!)
Consequently, these controls can mimic
standard bass and treble controls, but
with added flexibility and precision.
It is the four parametric stages that
distinguish the rdp-1 from atone control. One can select center frequency (
1
/
6
octave ISO frequencies from 28Hz to
18kHz), magnitude (from -95dB to
+12dB), and bandwidth (Q:).4 to 8).
As Q is increased, the width of the frequency band affected is narrowed and
the steepness of the cut/boost increased.
Thus, one can attack specific spectral
problems with specifically tailored correction and have minimal contamination of the rest of the audible bandwidth. With the four parametric stages
and the two shelf controls, the rdp-1 has
greater flexibility than octave or halfoctave graphic equalizers of fixed, or
preset, Q. (Graphic equalizers with 1/3
octave resolution approach this precision.) Moreover, the independence of
each stage of the rdp-1 makes it easier to
focus on one acoustic problem at atime.
The learning curve is steep but short:
Use the rdp-1 for afew recordings and
you'll develop skill quickly.
The rdp-1 offers awide range of settings for input source, output mode, and
frequency response, and setting these for
aparticular application takes some time
and effort. Fortunately, once you've
donc this, you can store your preferences
as aPreset in any memory location from
1to 99 for easy recall when needed.
Preset 99 is the user-default location and
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ETF, or Flow ILearned to Love My Equalizer
Because I'm suspicious of just twiddling knobs to make the sound "nice,"
Ididn't rely solely on my ears when I
used the rdp-1 for speaker and room
contouring, but used the ETF speaker/room-analysis software to help
me manipulate the rdp-1 properly.
This program can measure the firstarrival, on-axis speaker response, as
well as the room response with its
early and late reflections and its resonances. Without the visual and objective feedback that ETF provides,
each adjustment would have required extended listening sessions
with diverse program material for
assessment. Using ETF, Iknew exactly the effect on the initial response
and how room response reshaped it.
With atool as precise and powerful
as the rdp-1, ETF (or another analysis tool) is almost essential to the
preservation of sanity.
ETF runs under Wutdows 95/NT
and requires aPC with soundcard and
amicrophone. (A calibrated microphone is preferred; one can be purchased from ETF.) The user plays a
series of calibrated test signals (preemphasized pulses) through the system under test, records the response
with the microphone at the listening
(or other) position, and analyzes
them with ETF. The resulting displays show the frequency response of

the speaker (early response), and the
later responses as filtered through
the room acoustics. The displays can
be stored, compared, and/or printed.
ETF provides RT-60 reverberation evaluation, bandwidth-limited
and time-gated displays, and statistical correlation between your room/
system reverberation and an ideal
diffuse reverberant decay. kcan also
measure THD in subwoofers and
loudspeakers, guide in the placement of speakers for stereo and
home-theater applications, and assist
in the design and construction of
Helmholtz resonators and QRD diffusers for room correction. There are
extensive Help files, and the price
includes free upgrades for ayear.
This last is important; the designer,
Doug Plumb, has upgraded the software substantially in the past year,
and each new version (now at v4.0)
includes welcome functional and interface enhancements In fact, Plumb's
rapid upgrades have outpaced my
ability to conduct aformal review, so
don't hold your breath.
ETF v4.0 is available for $199.95
US from ETF, Oshawa, Ontario,
Canada L1J 5M4. Order desk: (800)
301-1423. E-mail: etf@osha.igs.net.
Web: www.speedline.ca/ETF
—Kalman Rubinson

equalize any recording submitted by a
member of the audience. One of those
submitted was a(typically) murky old
Doors Cll. While listening to the
recording, the engineer accessed one of
the parametric stages, gave it aboost,
and slid it up and down, searching for
the voice fundamentals (he knew where
they were), then adjusted the gain/Q to
make Jim Morrison just abit more present and live. He followed up by using
other parametric stages to re-balance
individual instruments. Then, alittle
tweaking of the HF and LE shelf
controls to establish fairly neutral overall response, et voilà!— the recording
sounded new and modern! Not everyone liked the results ("That's not the
way the Doors sound!"), but in less than
three minutes the recording had been
transformed into what the controller/
listener wanted it to sound like.
Remastering your recordings
You can do this too. For example,
Iwitnessed amost impressive demo a
Holly Cole's CDs are common demo
few months back in which an experidiscs because of how well her voice
enced mastering engineer offered to re-

should be programmed to contain the
settings you wish to be applied on
power-up. Preset 0is an unmodifiable
"flat" stereo setting with 24-bit output.
Your choice of any two Presets can be
defined as A and B for making rapid
comparisons between them. This is particularly useful for comparing an EQ setting against amodification of it as you
incrementally approach your optimum
EQ setting. In addition, the Bypass
mode (filters flat, 24-bit output, no
dither) is always accessible for reference.
However, the 24-bit output associated
with Bypass can create truncation problems with many DACs, so it's best to
create your own flat or reference setting
with the appropriate output mode.
The tools arc there; how can they be
used?
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has been captured, and also for some
tered at the wrong speed — the pitch is
really potent LF sounds. In fact, Ifind
high. Technically, this is aterrible rethe LF on these CDs abit overbearing.
cording, but the performance warrants
With afixed bass control (or, indeed,
attention.
with just the LF shelf control of the
rdp-1) it was impossible to reduce the
bottom boom without losing the slam.
Since the rdp-1
No problem with the parametric,
operates only in the
though. Iput in a6dB cut, swept it
down to find the offending range,
frequency domain,
adjusted the cut to suit my taste, and,
finally, trimmed the Q to limit the
it cannot affect how
effect to the range needed. Now that I
have just what Iwant for my system in
the room acoustics filter
my room on this recording, Ican save
that setting as one of the rdp-l's 99
the reflected/refracted
Presets. Every time Ihaul out that CD,
sounds that
Icall up that memory site and I'm
back on track.
reach the ear after
One of the most problematic issues
for me is the relative prominence of solo
the direct sound.
voices. With the rdp-1, Ican use one or
two parametric stages to grab and adjust
the voice to what Iregard as an approFirst, Iused aparametric stage cut
priate balance. Diana Krall's Love Scenes (-3.8dB, 3.15kHz, Q4).4) and boosted
CD (Impulse! IMPD-233) is just abit the bass with the LF shelf control
more breathy and soft than her earlier
(+3.4dB, 141Hz). This took the vicious
discs. Ipushed up the low bass around edge off the violins and added abit of
31Hz with alow Q (0.4) to get some
weight to the bass. An additional LF
whack on the bottom end, and, starting
boost (+2.6dB, 50Hz, Q=1.0) helped
at 2.8kHz, added an HF shelf cut of me delineate the bass drum, and an HF
-0.6dB to minimize the breathiness and
shelf boost (+1.6dB, 1kHz) restored
let the voice fundamentals come up.
the overall balance. What adifference!
Am Iright? Ican't say, but Imade it
Not only was Iable to hear into the
sound right to me.
orchestration, but the instruments
Patently inappropriate sounds are
were no longer crowded together, and
also attackable. You know the (literally)
there was asense of space and place.
subterranean noise on Classic's otherWhat a marvelous transformation,
wise wonderful reissue of the Witches' even if the pitch is off!
Brew LP (LSC-2225)? Iattacked it by
feeding the signal through the NAD
Tweaking your system (or not)
ADC, and then the rdp-1 via the tapeBefore Ireceived the rdp-1, Iwas
monitor loop of my Klyne preamp.
thinking that it would be agreat device
Since the lowest frequency setting on
for equalizing my system and room in
the rdp-1 is 28Hz, Iused a45Hz LF
the frequency domain. I'm no longer
shelf cut that took full effect at subway quite so sure. I've used the rdp-1 to
levels, and a31Hz boost with aparamodify the system response with afew
metric stage to compensate for what speakers I've had in-house for review.
little the shelf cut took out of the musFor example, the Gershman GA-P 520-x
ical range. With a bit of interactive
benefited from a0.8dB HF shelving at
tweaking of gain and Q, Iwas able to
1.41kHz, which knocked down the
wipe out the underground noise withmid-high response and improved the
out any discernible effect on the bass in
soundstage spread considerably. The
the music.
settings of the rdp-1 confirmed and
My greatest success was with the
quantified my perceptions; for this, it is
Mravinsky Shostakovich Eighth on
avaluable tool.
Philips. This is apowerful and emoHowever, Iwould not want to rely
tionally draining in-concert perforon the rdp-1 (or similar devices) to
mance of Shostakovich's depiction of equalize speakers for continued use,
the "bitter suffering of the times," but it because frequency response should
suffers from poor balance and bad digibe determined by design and not
tal transfer. The sound lacks weight and
by Band-Aid EQ. For example, while
detail, has anasal midrange, shrieks in
the rdp-1 can modify the amplitude
the treble, and is cramped into asmall
response of the speaker, it cannot corcenter space. Not only that, it was masrect phase interactions between driv80

ers, nor can it change the radiation pattern of the speaker. Moreover, since
the rdp-1 operates only in the frequency domain, it cannot affect how the
room acoustics filter the reflected/
refracted sounds that reach the ear
after the direct sound. Thus, changing
the amplitude response of areasonably
flat speaker to compensate for room
anomalies may result in poor on-axis
response. Even with awell-behaved
speaker, careful measurements are the
only way to determine the EQ settings
needed to correct in-room response
(see sidebar, "ETF, or How ILearned
to Love My Equalizer").
With the rdp-1 in my system and its
remote held lightly in my hand, I
attempted to solve problems in system/room response. The best place in
my room for my Duettas' imaging and
overall balance is just where they're
likely to excite a30Hz resonance with
some signals. Until Ican get off my duff
and damp that mode, the rdp-1 did a
dandy job of reducing the boom.
Another example: Ihave awood
console on the left wall of my listening
room and an upholstered couch on
the right. With small speakers widely
spaced, Iimproved performance by
compensating for the slight brightness
imbalance due to the unbalanced acoustic. Both of these problems would be
better solved in other ways (absorbent/
diffusive treatment and/or furniture
rearrangement), but the rdp-1 made
it quick and easy (if you know what
you're doing).
The rdp-1 can serve as acontrol system for an all-digital system, reduce the
need for more than one DAC in such a
system, and, to adegree, supplant an
anti-jitter device. Ihave found it transparent, flexible, and useful, and Ifeel
that its performance justifies the asking
price. Do you need one? Perhaps not,
but Icertainly do.
Conclusions
The NAD 118 and the Z-Systems rdp-1,
in their quite different ways, successfully
bring DSP into high-end audio.
Although both perform best in all-digital environments, each has different target users. The NAD, preferably with an
external DAC, presents the same interface as traditional preamps and will
appeal to those who want flexible control but prefer not to think about such
quantities as frequency and Q. The rdp1requires an external DAC and demands
that the user be analytical and precise
with it. Each is arewarding device, but
my heart lies with the rdp-1.
Stereophile, July 1998
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Naim CD 3.5 CD player
with FlatCap power-supply upgrade
//

T

hem which is of other naturs
thinks different," said Martin
Chuzzlewit's Mrs. Gamp. If
that is true, then Naim's Julian Vereker
must be of a very different nature
indeed. Vereker — and, by extension,
Naim—has never done things the
conventional way. Take, for example,
power regulation and stiffening power
supplies. Long before the rest of the
world was taking them seriously, Naim
offered upgrades to their components
not by changing the audio circuitry, but
by adding stiffer and stiffer outboard
power regulation.
Their new "entry-level" CD player,
the CD 3.5, follows in this tradition. It
is astand-alone CD player that offers
an upgrade path. This, in itself, is not
unusual — many companies offer a
player that can be allied with aDAC
when improved sound is desired. The
CD 3.5, however, has no digital out—
its upgrade path consists of an add-on
outboard power supply, which powers
the analog filters and output stages of
the player. Different.
Internal difference is
where the meanings are
The CD 3.5 doesn't look fancy. ft's less
than 3" tall and is 12" deep and 17"
wide. Its case is metal, with ablack
crinkle finish, and its faceplate is sparsely populated. On the left is ahinged
drawer, which the user must pull open
by hand to load and empty the player.
This drawer houses the transport mechanism, aPhilips VAM 1205 —a variant
of the CDM12 —and includes aHallEffect disc drive. A small magnetic
"button" clamp is used to stabilize the
CD in play. The only other adornments
on the faceplate are four large buttons
(Previous, Next, Stop, Play) and asmall
but readable display — which can be
switched off. In contrast, the remote is
small and rather cluttered.
The rear panel may look strange to
anyone who's never examined aNaim
component. In addition to adedicated
AC cable and apower switch, it has
three DIN-style connectors. One of
these connects the analog filters and
output to the player's main board; if an
Stereophile, July 1998
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outboard power supply is not used, a
"link plug" —a small plastic paddle with
shorting plugs — must be connected.
Another connector accepts the output
from an outboard power supply, while
the last is the audio output. If the CD
3.5 is not used as part of aNaim system.
DIN-to-RCA cables are available.
The CD 3.5 is based on the Philips
CD7 part set. The servo controller chip
is aPhilips SAA7376, which controls all
transport functions, transformation of the
"eye pattern" FM signal into digital data,
error correction, and digital filtering.
Following this is aPhilips TDA 1305
chip, which provides additional digital
filtering and 18-bit D/A conversion.
A separate master clock controls all
the primary digital functions, and the
clock circuit's configuration is engineered to minimize jitter. A seven-pole
analog filter follows the DAC to remove spurious noise.
The CD 3.5 has 14 low-noise regulated power supplies on the main board,
and one more on the servo control
board, which is mounted on the hinged
tray. And, as Imentioned earlier, the
player can be connected to any of

Description: Single-chassis CD
player with optional outboard
power-supply for analog filters
and output amplifier. Frequency
response: 10Hz-20kHz, +0.1dB/
-0.5dB. Maximum output level:
2.1V RMS at lkHz. Output impedance: 10 ohms maximum. Phase
response: linear phase, absolute
phase correct.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by
2.5" (56mm) H by 12" (300mm) D.

Serial number of unit tested:
133566 (CD 3.5), 136898 (FlatCap).

Price: $2150; FlatCap power supply, $750 extra. Approximate number of dealers: 30.
Manufacturer: Naim Audio Limited, Southampton Road, Salisbury SPI 2LN, UK. Tel: (44) 1722332266. Fax: (44) 1722-412034.
US distributor: Naim North America Inc., 2702 West Touhy Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60645. Tel: (773) 3386262. Fax: (773) 338-6202. Web:
wwvv.naim-audio.com . E-mail:
Supercap@naimusa.com .
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Nairn
Naim's external power supplies (ranging
from the $750 FlatCap to the $4400
SuperCap), which power the analog circuitry separately. Naim claims this arrangement maintains signal integrity by
keeping the DAC in the ideal position
(ie, close to the data it must convert),
while offering an upgrade path that
doesn't compromise their design goals.
All main control functions arc handled by amicroprocessor running Nairnwritten software. Every aspect of the
SAA7376 remains under software control, says Naim, which allows for improved performance. According to Julian
Vereker, "There arc 57 parameters that
you can adjust with software — everything from the focusing to the speed of
data coming off the disc to the time it
takes to find tracks. Most players are
quite crude in the way they find tracks.

CD

3 .5

Ours, for example, reads the ToC [Table
of Contents] in, and it can go directly to
agiven track without having to search
repeatedly on its way, as do most players—
ours gets there within afew microns.
When you put adisc into the player, its
parameters arc checked and the player
optimizes itself for that disc. This gives
us atremendous amount of control."
Another thing that sets the Naim
apart from other players is its seven-pole
analog filter. Vereker explained: "We
found that digital filters in the early days
weren't particularly accurate — nor arc
the cheaper modern ones. So we
devised an active filter which bolts on
the end of the digital filter and compensates for shortcomings in the digital
filter — so the overall performance of
the two together is a proper timealigned filter."

A difference of taste in jokes
is agreat strain on the affections
hic Cl) 3.5 couldn't be simpler to use:
Plug'n'play is the name of the game. The
hinged drawer has asolid feel to it—for
some reason, Ifound it oddly satisfying to
open it up, put adisc in place, place the
magnetic clamp on top, and shut the
door. Is this just asign of audio-geekiness
—perhaps nostalgia for the inconvenient
ceremony of playing LPs? I'd probably be
the last to know, but I've monkeyed
around with abunch of flimsy disc drawers
in my time, and the Naim's hinged transport tray has ano-nonsense feel to it that
invokes greater trust. Of course, you
might find it ahuge pain in the keister.
My wife, normally stoic in the face of
an unending procession of new gear,
found the 3.5 arefreshing change from
players that demand more of the user.

773 ohms below 20Hz, presumably due
to a finite-sized coupling capacitor.
With a preamp having a low input
impedance (less than 2k ohms or so),
this will result in asomewhat lean balance, but the only models Ican think of
like this are the Rowlands. This will not
be typical, therefore.
The Naim handled damaged discs
superbly. Track 34 on the Pierre Verany
test CD has agap in the data 2mm long;
the Naim negotiated this without
dropouts, and even managed to play
some of track 35, which has an enormous amount of missing data — some
2.4mm worth!
The CD 3.5's response at OdBFS
(measured with the CBS Test CD) is
shown in fig.1 (top traces). The excellent channel matching can be seen, as
can some small passband ripples and a
slight (-0.6dB) rolloff at the top of the
audio band. The bottom pair of traces
show the Naim's response with preemphasized data. There is amaximum

error of -0.7dB in the low treble, which
will make that tiny proportion of emphasized discs sound too laid-back. The
channel separation (not shown) was
better than 100dB below 21(Hz, which
is superb, with aslight decrease above
that frequency, to 85dB or so at 20kHz.
Fig2 shows aspectrum of the player's
output while it decoded data representing adithered 11tHz tone at -90dB.
There is avery slight negative level error
apparent, as well as asniff of second
harmonic, but the trace is otherwise
superbly free from noise and spuriae.
Extending the spectrum bandwidth to
2001d-lz and driving the CD player with
"digital black" data gave the trace shown
in fig3.1he ultrasonic noise level is low,
and while there is ablip in the left channel at 2kHz, this might well be due to
the Audio Precision test gear rather than
to aDAC idle tone in the Naim.
Regarding linearity, the Naim's level
error (fig.4) remained insignificant to
below -110dBFS. Its reproduction of an
undithered 1kHz waveform at -90.31

Measurements

A

ll the measurements on the Nairn
CD 3.5 were performed using the
FlatCap power supply for the player's
analog stages. The maximum output
level at 1
kHz was 2.184V (left channel),
which was 0.76dI3 higher than the CD
standard 2V and anegligible 0.04dB
higher than the right channel. The
player's output was noninverting and
sourced from avery low 2.5 ohms in
the midrange. This figure dropped even
further at high frequencies, to 1.5 ohms
at 20kHz, but increased to amoderate
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Naim CD 3.5, frequency response at OdBFS
(top) and de-emphasis response (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Naim CD 3.5, spectrum of dithered
tone at —90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae
(16-bit data, right channel dashed).
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100

Fig.3 Naim CD 3.5, spectrum of digital silence,
with noise and spuriae (16-bit data,
octave analysis, right channel dashed).

TX•

Fig.4 Naim CD 3.5, left-channel departure from
linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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"Yeah, right—like you've ever left a
remote where Icould find it. They
always wind up under apile of newspapers on the couch or on ashelf I
can't reach. That's why Ilike this player.
It's simple."
Another county heard from.

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable,
Naim Armageddon power supply,
Nairn ARO tonearm, van den Hul
Frog phono cartridge; LP12/Lingo/
Cirkus/Ittok/Arkiv.
CD playback: Meridian 50824.
Preamplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
Premier Fifteen, Linn Linto, Naim
Prefix.
Power amplifiers: Audio Research
D200, Krell FPB 600.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver Signature, Dynaudio Contour 3.3, Eggle"Four buttons," she explained: "Forward, back, stop, play —why confuse me
with stuff I'm never going to use?"
"What if you want to program adisc?"
She looked at me incredulously. "As

stonWorks Andra, ProAc Response
One SC; REL Studio H subwoofer.
Cables: Kimber KCAG, WireWorld Gold Eclipse HI interconnects; ICimber Black Pearl, WireWorld Gold Eclipse speaker cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112, Magro Stereo
Display Stand.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG
Abffusors; gulositous greymalkin.

We are all Adam's children,
but silk makes the difference
Iknow Martin Colloms' theories of
pace, rhythm, and timing are controversial in some quarters, but Ican't help but
believe that he's on to something. Some
electronic components just "swing"
- Wes Phillips
more than others. Perhaps we haven't
come up with adefinitive measurement
that reveals this property yet, but Isusif. Ican always walk over and skip a pect that's because we're dealing with
song if Idon't like it."
something that's mighty close to the
"The remote has all those tiny little
nare
tu of music itself—after all, music
buttons on it, but you could use it, you
is one of the few arts that deals directly
know."
with nine.

Measurements
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Nairn CD 3.5, waveform of undithered 1kHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS (16-bit data).

dBFS (fig.5) was correspondingly accurate, with clearly visible transitions between the three digital levels describing
the waveform.
The CD 3.5's analog stage appears to
be bombproof: fig.6 shows the spectrum of the player's output reproducing
afull-level 61Hz tone from the CBS
Test CD. The only harmonics visible are
the second, third, fifth, and thirteenth,
and these are all approaching the
-100dBFS level! Similarly, the Naim's

output spectrum while reproducing an
equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones,
the combined signal just reaching 0
dBFS (fig.7) was superbly free from significant intermodulation products.
Iused the Miller Audio Research
analyzer' to look at the Naim's jitter
performance. This drives the CD player
under test with data representing a
high-level 11kHz tone and a229Hz
tone toggling the LSBs on and off,
while it performs ahigh-resolution FFT
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JITTER FREQUENCY in
Fig.8 Naim CD 3.5, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at -10dBFS with LSB
toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, Il kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out
spectrum is that of the Meridian 508.24.
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Imention this because the Naim CD
3.5 gets pace and rhythm so right —
which, given the company's insistence that
digital reproduction is primarily about
time, shouldn't be asurprise. (See sidebar,
"It's About Timer) In any event, as I
played disc after disc, Ifound myself focusing on rhythmic aspects of performance. I
don't mean to make the 3.5 out to be a
one-trick pony. It's not. It's genuinely
good all around: good timbre, detail, lowlevel resolution, coherent top-to-bottom
frequency response —all that audio
checklist stuff. But where it excelled was
in capturing the snap and electric crackle of live music. It made most other
players seem like embalmers. ("Oh, it
seems so lifelike — only, of course,
compared to the real thing, it don't.)
Listening to None but the Lonely Heart
by Charlie Haden and Chris Anderson
(naimcd022), Iwas struck by how much
momentum these two musicians impart

to this music. You hear the term "stride"
bruited about, but most of the time it
merely seems to mean afast walk. Here
it meant saunter, sashay, strut, shamble,
and swagger. Haden's bass had power,
too, not just propulsion, while
Anderson's crystalline chording rang
like chimes.
Acoustic Mania, aguitar duo featuring Antonio Forcione and Neil Stacey,
has aCD called Talking Hands (naimcd020) that lives or dies based on the
portrayal of the rhythmic interplay
between the two instrumentalists.
Through the CD 3.5, it lived quite nicely, thank you. The opening cut is an
arrangement of Joe Zawinul's "Birdland," which serves as arollicking introduction to the playing of these two
superb musicians. First and foremost,
the song's arompin', stompin' groove,
kicked along by both guitarists' ability to
comp and solo with great forward

momentum. In the middle, they get
playful, handing the lead back and forth
repeatedly. Here, the CD 3.5's ability to
sort out the differences between Forcione's nylon-stringed Ramirez and
Stacey's steel-stringed Yamaha came to
the fore — and not only were the gross
differences between instruments neatly
delineated, but so were changes in attack and, even, decay. It felt as if Iwere
witnessing the sort of casual jam session
that breaks out whenever any two passionate guitarists unpack their axes.
Shostakovich's String Quartet 3played
by the Allegri String Quartet (naimcd016), another superbly natural recording by Ken Christianson, was also adelight as played through the Naim. This
is afive-movement piece of incredible
power — by turns perky and jaunty, then
somber and, in places, shockingly forceful —and the CD 3.5 did it proud. The
player allowed me to hear far into the

analysis —32,768 points, with 64 FFTs
averaged — to examine the noise floor
in the analog domain.
Like the sample of the CD 3.5 reviewed by Paul Miller for the Decem-

ber '97 issue of the English magazine
Hi-Fi News & Record Review (p.42, our
sample featured a high clock error:
+629ppm. This means that a20kHz
tone will actually be reproduced as a
20,012.6Hz tone; while probably inaudible, this represents inadequate quality control on the master crystal used by
Naim. The actual jitter level was very
low, at 207.8 picoseconds (ps). Fig.8
shows the spectrum of the Naim's noise

floor for 3.5kHz either side of the
11kHz tone. (The grayed-out spectrum
is that of the Meridian 50824, taken
under identical conditions. The Meridian has one of the lowest jitter figures
we have measured: 1442ps.)
Don't let the scaling of this graph
mislead you — the Naim has an extremely low noise floor, even if it is
around 6dB higher overall than that of
the Meridian. Some data-related jitter
sidebands can be seen (red markers 1
and 7), but these are relatively low in
level. Perhaps of more subjective importance are the sidebands marked with
purple markers 3and 6: these are jitter
components with afundamental frequency of 650Hz. Paul Miller has conjectured that it is the presence of these
jitter components that contributes to
the player's "slightly aggressive or forthright balance," in his words.
Interestingly, the Santa Fe sample of
the Naim CD 3.5 had slightly higher
noise but lower jitter than the sample
reviewed by PM. This is shown in fig.9,
which shows the jitter spectrum for the
Stereophile sample (black) compared with
that of the HFN/RR sample (gray). The
650Hz sidebands and their harmonics
can be seen to be higher in level in the
Miller player, even though the noise floor
is almost 3dB lower than Wes's sample.
Summing up: Other than the de-emphasis and clock-frequency errors, these
measurements reveal awell-engineered
CD player.
—John Atkinson

1Stamphile used to examine digital worddock jitter at
the DAC, using aMeitner LIM analyzer. While this
produced consistent results, it is the effect ofjitter in the
analog domain that really matters. We have therefore
switched to using the Miller analyzer. Miller Audio
Research can be contacted at 1005763021@compu
SerVC.COM

Fig.9 Naim CD 3.5, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at —10dBFS with
LS13 toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out
spectrum is that of the HFN/RR sample of the Naim CD 3.5. (Our thanks to Paul Miller for
making these data available to Stereophile.)
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It's About Time!
Iasked Naim's Julian Vereker to
describe his digital philosophy. The
following was completely off the cuff
but on a subject he has obviously
thought deeply about.— WP
"In the analog domain, information
is stored in terms of amplitude —
either voltage or level of magnetization, or the mechanical movement
of astylus in vinyl. In the digital domain, it's stored in terms of time —
that is, when something becomes a
one or azero. Therefore the time element is absolutely crucial when you
come to convert the digital stream
back into analog. Any noise in the
digital datastream can — and does —
cause non-signal-related distortion.
Even at very low levels, this is extremely disturbing.
"We were amazed at how quiet the
soundstage, but was not hyperdetailed
in the way that digiphobes assume we
mean when we say that — the balance
between instruments and hall was perfect. And the timbre of each instrument
was exquisitely rendered, both individually and in ensemble. But once again, I
was intensely aware of the paw of the performance — especially in the sustained
tension of the Adagio. This is far more
difficult, in my opinion, than establishing
arocking rhythm. Keeping aslow movement moving while keeping the tension
high is atalent given only to great players. Which the Cl) 3.5 most definitely is.
All young men greatly exaggerate
the difference between one
CD player and another
A, I've opined several times in the last
few months, the cream of the CD crop
is converging —the similarities between
the finest players currently available are
greater than the differences. Nonetheless, in one-on-one comparisons,
there are still differences, no matter
how subtle.
Icompared the Naim CD 3.5 to
Meridian's 508.24 ($3495) and was
startled at how similar the two sounded
for the most part. On "CC Blues" on
the Haden/Anderson disc, both players
captured the drive of Haden's solo bass
opening and the down'n'dirty quality
of Anderson's piano blues, but the
Meridian had more bass slam and a
richer, slightly more mooshed-together
timbre. The Naim seemed leaner in the
bass and captured the separation beStereophile, July 1998

power supply has to be in order to get
around those sorts of problems. And,
of course, the board layout becomes
extremely important. In terms of
noise within the system, digital noise
is abig factor —digital outputs on the
modern chipsets can be turned on or
off, and having it off reduces jitter
noise by alarge amount. People say,
"Oh, it's only alittle wire out," but
the effects of putting that tiny wire
onto the digital out and turning it on
destroys the jitter performance by at
least an order of magnitude.
"When we started thinking about
making CD players, before we made
our first one back in 1989, no one had
mentioned jitter yet, and it was only
afterwards that people started calling
it that and trying to measure it. We
knew you couldn't measure it directly
tween notes and tones to agreater
degree. Ifound both appealing.
With Acoustic Mania, the differences
were so subtle as to almost not even register, but here Ifelt the clarity of the

because the minute you put aprobe
on, it starts broadcasting the noise
around the circuit and other parts
pick it up. This makes it abit like the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle —
the minute you start looking at it, it's
not the same as it was before you
began looking at it.
"Eventually, when Paul Miller
came along with his test set, he was
flabbergasted to find that our players
measured about four times better
than anything he'd measured before.
"How did you measure this?" he
asked, and we told him we hadn't
actually measured it, we just looked at
it sideways. By the way, Ithink that
Miller's program is absolutely amazing — he wrote all that code himself.
It's really quite good."
—Julian Vereker

Naim won out ever so slightly over the
warmth of the Meridian. That was me
— you may call it differently.
Listening to the Shostakovich, Ipreferred the Meridian's warmer, richer

"WOW, Ican't
believe you have
that CD!"
1-800-EVERY-CD is awholesale music club. Members receive a950
page catalog offering virtually every CD in print. All CD's are offered at
wholesale, which is guaranteed to be the lowest price you can find. We
do not send unsolicited CD's, and there is no minimum required to order.
Call today or earch our catalog now online at http://www.everycd.com.
Whatever CD you last bought, chances are we'll have it, too, for less.
We'll also have the items you've been wanting to buy but couldn't find.
Good music selection is hard to find. We're not.

IB00 EVERY cce
emu.
www.everycecom
‘1441111iseamiammammilmomingo011ge°

music for the serious collector
Outside the U S .please call (203) 972-1752 or fax (203) 972-1129
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timbre, but Ialso felt the Naim had
more coherence in its presentation of
long phrases — an area where the Meridian is no slouch itself. Call it adraw.
No matter how much Inatter about
differences between these two players,
the scale of the differences was minute.
To some listeners, there would not ever
be enough variation between them to
care about; to others, even such small
deviations might seem day and night. As
always, try before you buy — but you
can't go wrong with either.

in which the analog stage is working
can be more important than the DAC
you're using."
So Ilistened for myself, using aNaim
FlatCap ($750).
Wow! The differences weren't subtle — but neither were they simple to
put afinger on. The sound was richer
and warmer without losing any of the
snap or detail Ifound so beguiling in
the single-box player. How much richer? Well, the CD 3.5 sounded far more
similar to the Meridian with the power
upgrade. But even more, the music was
If one be perfectly reasonable,
communicated more effortlessly.
the other can't be perfectly right
Iknow, Iknow —that seems so unBut what about the Cl) 3.5 with an
communicative itself. What could Iposexternal power supply powering the
sibly mean by it? Iknow what Iheard,
analog filters and output? I asked
but it's difficult to describe: There was
Vereker why it should make adiffergreater warmth and an increase in tonal
ence at all.
richness, certainly, but these changes
"Filters have fairly extreme current were subtle. The bottom line is, as
requirements. The minute you take the
much as Ienjoyed listening to music
load off the internal supplies and you
through the straight 3.5, Iseemed to
power that separately, you make a get further into the music with the
worthwhile improvement. People asFlatCap powering the player's analog
sume that the next DAC technology
section. You won't find it on any chart
will make ahuge improvement, but or graph, but the change was by no
that's not necessarily true — in some
means insignificant. In my opinion, the
ways it's the least important part of a FlatCapped CD 3.5 sounded far better
CD player. Things like the environment
than the stock unit.
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LP
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Can you get even further improvements by upgrading to aHiCap ($1500)
or aSuperCap ($4400)? Ican't wait to
find out, but those power supplies are
alot more expensive than the FlatCap,
so they'd better represent a helluva
improvement to match the value represented by the FlatCap upgrade — at
$2900, aFlatCapped 3.5 offers top-rank
performance at an attractive price, but
the equation might be quite different at
$3650 or $6550.
Or perhaps not. I'll be trying both options soon, and will report back to you.
Wye la différence
The Naim CD 3.5 is agreat player —
one with no real weaknesses and some
very attractive strengths. One of the
latter is that it costs only $2150 —not
cheap, of course, but none too shabby
for sound approaching the state of the
art. And for $750, a purchaser can
upgrade its performance in ways that,
while hard to explain, make agreat
player even greater. That may be as
much future-proofing as an 18-bit
player can offer in our current digital
environment.
So when are CD players not the
same? When they're deerent.
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Ultimate Technology
Ultech UCD-100 CD player

I

twas the Beach Boys' boxed set of
The Pet Sounds Sessions that finally did
it. I'd been considering replacing my
Marantz CD63SE player for some time,
but with what? The rapid pace of
change in digital technology gave me
pause, and the stratospheric cost of the
top gear had to be weighed against my
huge and continuing commitment to
vinyl. With DVD looming, and the
stunning potential demonstrated by the
Ultimate Technology's Ultech UCD-100 CD player
first 96kHz/24-bit discs, the possibility
of multiple formats muddied the waters
commonly accessed through the reUltimate's base and manufacturing
even more.
operations are in Wheeling, Illinois, but mote, plus Open/Close. Similarly, the
Isettled on await-and-see strategy
remote (which is slim, light, and bears
they draw on engineers and designers
for amoderately priced player —somean uncomfortable resemblance to alarge
scattered around the world — some on
thing that would be asolid improveNylabone) includes all of the standard
staff, some contracted for specific proment over the best $500 players, but
features,
but not those (such as Index
jects.
The
Ares
speakers,
for
example,
that didn't represent aMark Levinson
selection) that are often included on
level of investment. I was leaning were designed in Germany. The UCDmore feature-laden models.
toward the Rega Planet, but then one of 100, on the other hand, was agroup
On the rear panel, the UCD-100
effort combining US and Pacific Rim
Pacific Microsonics' catalogs showed up
offers only the basics: removable power
in my mailbox and got me thinking designers.
cord, unbalanced analog outputs, and a
At $895, the UCD-100 was the ideal
about HDCD.
place
to
start
my
search
for
a
reasonably
Years ago, Ihad one of the first
HDCD-equipped Audio Alchemy proc- priced, HDCD-capable replacement
for the Marantz. In addition to the
Description: Single-chassis CD
essors. Iwas impressed by the improvePMD-100 decoder/filter, it uses two
player with remote control. D/A
ment, but could find only two HDCD20-bit Burr-Brown PCM1702P DACs,
conversion: dual 20-bit Burr-Brown
encoded discs. I've had other HDCD
hand-matched and used in abalanced
PCM1702 DACs. Digital filter: Pacplayers since then, and though the techcircuit topography. On the analog
ific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD
nology has always impressed me, the
side, Ultech claims a"massive, overdecoder/filter. Output complesoftware was never there to drive apurdesigned" power supply, top-quality
ment: 1 pair fixed-level singlechase decision. Ah, but then came the
ended (RCA) analog, 1 coaxial
press release announcing the Pet Sounds components like WIMA caps throughout, and circuit boards that are designed
(RCA) digital. Frequency response:
box, and my fuse was lit. Iset off for
using CAD systems and optimized "to
20Hz-20kHz, ±1dB. S/N ratio:
the 1998 International Consumer Elecmaximize signal transfer and minimize
110dB minimum, 0Hz-20kHz. THD
tronics Show in search of mid-priced,
crosstalk." Information on the transport
+noise: <-92dB. Maximum anaHDCD-compatible players.
is scarce, but it's sourced from Sony.
log output voltage (OdB, HDCD):
In Las Vegas, afew well-placed in2V RMS. Analog output impedquiries led me to Ultech, one of the two The chassis, reported to be designed
with mechanical damping in mind, is
ance: 50 ohms. Power consumpbrands manufactured by Ultimate
somewhat deeper and heavier than
tion: 50W maximum.
Technology (Ares speakers is the other).
average, and nicely built. A hefty 3/."Dimensions: 17" W by 5" H by
Ultimate, founded approximately three
thick faceplate adds to the impression
14" D. Net weight: 19 lbs.
years ago by a group of audiophile
Serial number of unit reviewed:
of quality.
investors, displayed their first prototypes
In contrast, convenience and features
86150005.
at the 1996 Winter CES. Their first proand I/O capabilities are adequate but
Price: 8895. Approximate number
duction piece, the HDCD-10 DAC
not lavish. Up front, there's a small
of dealers: 25. Warranty: three
converter, hit the market in January '97,
black-on-blue display that Ifound diffiyears, parts and labor.
and at the 1998 ICES they released the
cult to read, apower switch, the disc
Manufacturer: Ultimate Techfinal version of the UCD-100 CD playnology, Inc., 401 Chaddick Drive,
er. Both units are based on the Pacific drawer, indicator lights for Data Lock
and HDCD, and arow of eight small
Wheeling, IL 60090. Tel: (847)
Microsonics PMD-100 decoder/digital
buttons. The buttons control the usual
537-9008. Fax: (847) 537-6657.
filter, and, per Ultimate's design brief,
functions —Play/Pause, Stop, and track
Web: www.ultech.com.
appear to offer exceptional value, espeadvance and retreat — that are more
cially given their HDCD capability.
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coaxial digital output. Balanced outputs, according to Ultimate's Russell
Lowe, would have made the $895 price
target impossible to hit. Iappreciate
that the digital output is a market
necessity and does keep future options
open. However, given the emphasis on
and excellence of the unit's DAC,
decoder, and digital filtering, it's hard
for me to imagine anyone using it as a
transport. Iwould have forgone the
digital output in favor of balanced analog outs, or at least have considered
offering balanced outputs as an option.
According to Lowe, Ultech's "next
piece" will include all of the features
that didn't fit into the UCD-100's budget, including — perhaps — balanced
outputs.

System and setup
Istarted by burning
in the Ultech UCD-100 for approximately 200 hours using amix of music
and tracks from the Sheffield/XL° Test
and Burn-in CD (Sheffield 10041-2-T).
After that, the player was installed in a
system built around Genesis 200 loudspeakers, feeding aSonic Frontiers Line
3 preamplifier and VTL MB750 (triode mode) monoblock amplifiers. The
analog front-end consisted of a VPI
TNT Mk.IV and JMW Memorial (12")
tonearm, Micro-Benz LO4 cartridge,
and Sonic Frontiers Phono 1phono
stage. Cabling was Straight Wire Virtuoso throughout, with balanced runs
from the Line 3to the VTLs and Genesis crossover/bass amps.

Other pertinent setup details included mechanical isolation products
from Bright Star (not used with the
Ultech, which was run ait naturel on a
StandDesign Stand 5), aNirvana isolation transformer for digital components,
and power cords from Synergistic
Research (again, not with the UCD100). CDs were treated with Nordost
ECO3 (label side) and Music Fidelity
Disc-solution (data side) prior to playing.
The system was set up in my larger listening room, which uses home-brew
panel resonators and room-treatment
products from Echo Busters. In addition, cables from Synergistic Research
and Nordost were thrown into the mix,
and CD players from CAL Audio (CL15, DX-2), Parasound (CDP-1000), and

Fig2 shows the spectrum of the
Ultech's output while it played data
representing adithered 1kHz tone at
-90dBFS. The left channel (solid trace)
features alow level of noise and spuriae,
but the right channel has almost 20dB
more low-frequency noise present in its
output Itried all manner of grounding
schemes, but this disparity between the
channel noise floors resisted my best
efforts to eliminate it. It is most likely
real, and can also be seen in the wideband spectrum of the player when
reproducing "digital black" (fig.3). For

some reason a60Hz hum component
makes its presence known in this graph,
even though the grounding arrangement was the same as for fig2. You can
see slight noise peaks at 2fs (fs is the
sampling frequency, therefore 21s is
882kHz) and 4fs (176.4kHz) in fig3,
but these are of academic interest only.
The Ultech's linearity (fig.4) showed
aslight positive error in the left channel
only around the -80dBFS mark, but the
measurement for both channels was affected by noise below -90dBFS, which
manifests itself as an apparent increasing
positive error with decreasing level.
This might be thermal (analog) noise, or

As is my custom,

Measurements

The Ultech's analog output was abso-

lute polarity-correct. Its maximum
output at lIcHz, however, was an audible
0.84dB below the CD-standard 2V, at
1.815V RMS. Its output impedance was
amoderately low 300 ohms in the midrange and treble, but this rose to avery
high 2342 ohms at 17Hz. Make sure you
use the UCD-100 with apreamplifier
having at least a10k ohms input loading
if the balance is not to sound rather lean.
The Ultech's error correction was
good, as assessed by the Pierre Verany
Test CD: it tracked through track 31 (a
lintn gap in the data) without dropouts.
However, it failed to track some CDs
from my damaged-disc collection.
The UCD-100's frequency response
at full level (fig.1, top traces) showed a
slight top-octave rolloff and atrace of
passband ripple, but was otherwise flat,
as was the response with de-emphasis
(bottom traces). Note the excellent channel matching in this graph. The channel
separation (not shown) was better than
100dB in the R-L direction, but only
85-90dB in the L-R direction.
UCD
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Ultech UCD-100, spectrum of dithered lkHz
tone at -90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae
(16-bit data, right channel dashed).
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from linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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Ultech UCD-100, frequency response at
OdBFS (top) and de-emphasis response
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3
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Ultech UCD-100, spectrum of digital silence,
with noise and spuriae (16-bit data, 'h-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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Ultech UCD-100, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS (16-bit data).
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Listening to the music
Dropping the UCD-100 into my system reminded me of when Iupgraded
from amodified AR turntable to aLinn
Sondek/Ittok setup: Nothing immediately jumped up and screamed at me,
but the sonic picture was more refined
and detailed, and the overall presentation was noticeably more involving.
There was a better sense of distinct
instruments within orchestral sections,
and images seemed more three-dimensional and tangibly placed within the
surrounding space. Instrumental textures were more complex, and notes
had distinct beginnings and ends as well

as abasic tone. There was simply more
information getting into the system, and
it was being handled with greater resolution and precision.
Compared to the current crop of really good $500 CD players like the Maranta CD63SE and Parasound CDP-1000,
the Ultech resulted in exactly the sort of
increase in resolution that Iexperienced
with the Linn. There were other improvements and characteristics that I'll
discuss in aminute, but what stood out
was the Ultech's superior recovery and
reproduction of low-level and inner
detail. Itook page after page of notes
during my listening sessions, furiously
trying to record and describe all of the
details and subtleties that seemed new,
or just more "right," with the Ultech.

For example, there were the fingerssliding-on-strings squeaks when Steve
Forbert changes chords on "Angel Flying Too Close to the Ground," from his
live disc Be Here Now (Rolling Tide), and
the way his guitar string would go from
adull thump to asharp ring and back as
it was pressed against the fret and
released. If you've ever played guitar,
you know exactly how these sound, and
the Ultech absolutely nailed them. The
pick skipping down the strings, Forben's head moving around the microphone —these sorts of details were portrayed with arefinement and nuance
that brought the recording to life.
The Maranta, for example, sounded
vivid, but crude and artificial in comparison. For another great example, Ilis-

dither noise in the PMD-100 filter chip.
It doesn't appear to affect the player's
reproduction of an undithered lkHz
sinewave (fig.5), which has afairly accurate, three-level waveshape.
The player's analog output featured
asuccession of harmonics, all of equal
if very low level up to the 12th (fig.6).
But the high-frequency intermoduladon spectrum (fig.7) was clean, with the
difference product at 1
kHz better than
90dB down from peak level.
Using the Miller Audio Research
analyzer' to look at the Ultech's jitter

performance, it offered avery low level
ofjitter —just 1493 picoseconds peakpeak. Fig.8 shows a high-resolution
spectrum of the UCD-100's noise floor
compared with that of the Meridian
50824, which is one of the best we've
measured on this test. The overall noise
floor is about 5dB higher than the
Meridian's, but only afew individual jitter components can be seen. The spectral line marked with agreen "2" is a
spurious noise rather than jitter, the
lines marked with apurple "I" are due
to jitter with afundamental frequency

of 380Hz, and the red "2" components
are data-induced jitter. The Miller analyzer has indicated that the high-level
component flagged with a"22" is subcode-induced jitter, but Ican't find a
similar sideband the other side of the
central peak, which casts doubt on the
identification. It may just be aspurious
noise of some kind.
Finally, the Ultech's clock accuracy
featured apositive error of 226ppm.
While this is subjectively inconsequential, it would have been nice for the
error not to exist. All in all, this is pretty good measured performance for a
competitively priced CD player.

Marantz (CD63SE) were on hand for
comparison.
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Fig.6 Ultech UCD-100, spectrum, DC-1 kHz, 61Hz
at OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Ultech UCD-100, HF intermodulation
spectrum, IX-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Ultech UCD-100, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at -10dBF5 with
L513 toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, IlkHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out
spectrum is that of the Meridian 508.24.
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HDCD: The Inside Story
/recently had achance to talk with
Keith Johnson and Andy Johnson of
Pacific Microsonics about what was
new in the world of HDCD, and how
the technology works.

chip that the limiting has occurred and
the full peak level is restored, so it's
perfectly linear on an overall basis.
Similarly, at the low end, if the signals
are getting into the dither range,
they're kept alive — their level is inBrian Damkroger: Keith, it's been a creased atiny bit on an RMS basis.
while since we've talked about HDCD, Again, the decoder chip is instructed
and I'd like to revisit the technology itsee I to track and reverse the process. The
don't think I've ever really understood it.
net effect is to allow 18-19 bits of
Bottom
how does HDCD work?
actual resolution.
Keith Johnson: HDCD was deDarnkroger: Conceptually sort of like
signed to attack three problems inherthe dbx compander systems...
ent in the "red book" CD standard.
Keith Johnson: Conceptually, yes,
The first is that there are not enough
but fundamentally very different. The
bits, which gets worse if you dither.
companders used the signal itself to
The second problem is with the
trigger the process, so were always
brick-wall filters used in A/D and
behind. HDCD doesn't rely on the
the interpolation filters in playback.
signal. The information is all contained
Although you can build afilter with in the hidden process-designation
asharp rolloff, there's aproblem with
code. It's just aflag, like the number 1.
energy storage due to the sudden cutWhen the decoder sees this, it knows
off. The energy can beat with the harto execute process 1. It only takes a
monic information and change the
microsecond —less, actually —of code
timbre of instruments. Finally, there's
to trigger the process. Plus, all the
the implementation itself. Sixteen-bit process selection, all the action, is taken
accuracy isn't good enough — you
prior to the event.
need 20 or 22 bits to be truly transA second feature of HDCD is the
parent —but the timing needs to be
filtering. During recording, a[24-bit,
within 20 picoseconds as well.
882kHz] data file is stored and examHDCD addresses all of these probined, and the optimum filter is selectlems during encoding and then uses a ed for each situation.
"process determination" code hidden
Dandcroger: So there are several filters
in the dither information to instruct coded into the DSP algorithms in my CD
the decoder to implement aconjugate player, and the code selects aparticular one?
process during decoding. One aspect How many are available to choosefrom?
of the process is the use, during KeithJohnson: There's actually only
recording, of peak limiting. If peak
one algorithm, which is very accurate
events are infrequent, they are slightly
and developed to be aperfect conjulimited, which saves bits and allows
gate for the filters used in encoding.
the overall level to be increased and
Damkroger: And how many...
dynamic range to be preserved. On
Keith Johnson: ... on the encoding
playback, the code tells the decoder side? Only afew. There's a"transient"
tened to the complexity of Miles's trumpet tone on the spectacular JVC reissue
of Bags' Groove (
JVC XRCD-0046-2),
a 1954 Rudy Van Gelder recording
originally released on Prestige Jazz.
Percy Heath's bass actually sounded like
someone plucking the strings, with each
initial snap followed by awarm, bouncy
resonance and decay. And Milt Jackson's
vibes... with the Ultech there was a
great sense of body, of the mallet stroke
and ring; more of the inner detail that
makes it sound like areal instrument.
With all this talk of detail and precision, you might be imagining an analytical, sterile sound. Nothing was further
from the truth. All of the inner detail
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sounded delicate and sweet, without so
much as ahint of overetching. The balance of detail and coherence was completely natural, and segued smoothly
into image dimensionality, soundstage
reproduction, and ambience retrieval.
Orchestral sections were obviously and
beguilingly groups of individual instruments, each defined by its characteristics
and position in the soundstage.
The Ultech had a slightly wider
soundstage than the $500 players, and
image boundaries were slightly sharper
in the lateral plane. A bi 14:er difference,
however, was how the UCD-100 reproduced soundstage depth, and the
dimensionality and body of the images

filter, which is set up to best handle
the energy-storage problem with hard
transients. It keeps the ringing to a
level below where it interferes with the
sound. It has some slight frequencyresponse anomalies, though, so you
wouldn't want to use it for, say, a
violin section. A second filter is optimized for timbrai accuracy, for
perfectly flat response. Another, for
example, is set up to undo what might
have been done in upstream filtering,
to partially untangle the garbage from
an earlier decimation filter.
We could use more filters and set
up the decoder chips with additional
algorithms — the system is set up to
do just that, and the chip is fully capable. We originally expected to do it.
However, with a relatively small
number of filters, all optimized to be
perfect conjugates with the playback
filter .... we've gotten really good
results. The filter, it's worth noting, is
aserious filter. It's avery complicated
and very good filter.
Damkroger: The system must be very
computationally intensive.
Keith Johnson: Yes, we've been at it
for 10 years. Well, almost 10 years. I
first got into it during the early
Spectral days, and when Iwas making
my first digital recordings. Iwas using
the Souncistream system, and it was
terrible. This got us into looking at filters and trying to come up with aconjugate for the Sony algorithms that
were ubiquitous at that time. This led
us into cascading filters. [Spectral's]
first CD player, the SDR-1000, had
three switches. The first was atimedomain conjugate for the asymmetrical Sony process. The second was a
in that dimension. The soundstage
began slightly behind the speakers and
then opened into ahuge, three-dimensional envelope. The listening-room
boundaries were nowhere in evidence.
'This was another area where Itook
notes furiously, but the Ultech really
blew me away on Classic's gold reissue
of Shostakovich's Symphony 1(RCA/
Classic LSCCD-2322). At the piece's
opening, Iwas stunned by how beautifully the French horns and trumpets
were portrayed at the back of the stage.
Each section and instrument was exquisitely detailed, precisely located, and
entirely seamless with the surrounding
ambient environment. The layers of
Stereophile, July 1998
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transient filter —a fast-rise-time, lowringing filter. The third was for timbrai accuracy, with flat response and a
very delicate rolloff. These were really
difficult to do with analog technology.
Ithink that player was in production
for nearly five years.
Damkroger: I've heard that some studios use the [Poe Microsonics Model
One] HDCD decoder, even though they
don't use the HDCD code
Keith Johnson: Yes, that's true. For
one thing, the encoder is very accurate, to within one part in amillion.
This is abig factor in its transparency,
the freedom from digital artifacts. A
second reason is that the process, if
not decoded, is alot like the signal
processing that's been done for along
time in the analog realm. For example, in the old days peak limiting
would have been used to avoid tape
saturation, and the lowest signals
would have been boosted to keep
them above the tape hiss. With an
HDCD-encoded signal, if you don't
turn the code on, the [peak limiting
and low-level signal boost] mimics
what's long been done in analog. If
you do encode the signal, you get the
full 100dB of dynamic range, about
18-19 bits' worth.
Damkroger: Hence the downward compatibility. If you don't turn the code on, or
have anon-HDCD player, the only effect is
that you don't undo the slight peak limiting
and low-level boost.
Keith Johnson: Right. We're used to
these sonic effects, so why reinvent
the wheel? If the code isn't turned
on — or you're not using an HDCD
decoder chip — there's alittle peak
limiting and aslight boost of the

lowest-level signals. On the recording side, the filters are superb in their
own right, and if you do have an
HDCD player, the interpolation
filter is aperfect conjugate, even if
the code isn't turned on. The signal
just isn't expanded to the full 1819—bit level. Most everything that's
recorded uses this type of processing
anyway, and to a greater extent.
What you're selling is music, which
has to come through even if it's background music, or if you're listening
in acar. In very few cases will you be
listening to 100dB of dynamic range,
but on the super systems, you can
with HDCD.
Damkroger: Thanks, Keith. Let me ask
Andy Johnson some questions about
HDCD releases. How many titles are there
now? [Your) web site says "hundreds." Can
you be more specific?
Andy Johnson: Sure. Several hundred. [laughs] Actually, Ithink there are
about 800 titles released, and about
1000 have been mastered. We expect,
in 1998, to have about 1000-1500
mastered and about 75% of these
released. It's hard to pinpoint because
the numbers are growing. By the end
of the year, Iexpect the release rate to
be about 35-50 per month.
We have apretty good handle on
this because of the engineers. There
are so many record companies now,
it's impossible to follow them. What
happens is that an engineer will call us
and tell us about aproject he's done
with HDCD. Then we'll contact the
record company and send them a
lo
kit. But all the companies have
erent schedules and processes for
their artwork.

plucked strings, the bass drum, the double reeds distinct and dimensional under the massed strings —all were superbly portrayed and placed.
The Ultech maintained its composure regardless of program material,
keeping the images dimensional and
distinct through the most complex passages, and with only ahint of soundstage compression during thundering
crescendos. In comparison, the entrylevel players seemed to have amore forward perspective; although the ambience cues were there, the instruments
all seemed bunched up into ashallow
plane at and slightly behind the speakers. The UCD-100's performance was

evenly balanced across the frequency
spectrum, with no particular region
drawing attention to itself:
Since the Genesis 200s arrived, I've
been acutely aware of components'
low-bass performance, and the Ultech's
was excellent. To quote from Jonathan
Valin's description of the Shostakovich
recording, "This is another [Kingsway
Hall] recording on which you can hear
the Underground — or something —
rumbling." With the UCD-100, it didn't "rumble," it shook the room! What's
more, Icould hear the individual pulses,
and the changes in their intensity and
character as they came and went. Iwas
tempted to time the intervals to figure
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Damkroger: So sometimes adisc is
HDCD-encoded but doesn't get labeled
as such?
Andy Johnson: Yes. Probably
75-80% of them get labeled, but
some don't. If they don't, it's almost
always because we didn't make the
deadline for artwork.
Damkroger: Can you give me an
example of adisc that didn't get labeled?
One that, when Istide it in my player, the
little FIDCD light will come on?
Andy Johnson: Sure. The John Lee
Hooker disc, Don't Look Back, didn't
get labeled. I think it won two
Grammys. [laughs] And then there's
that John Marks recording...
Damkroger: Music for aGlass Bead
Game? That's agreat-sounding disc Inever
noticed the HDCD figh4 but Iwasn't looking.
Andy Johnson: Well, look again. It
even got written up in Stereophile.
They said that it wasn't labeled but,
sure enough, the HDCD light came
on. Hey! [laughing] You don't read the
CD reviews?
Damkroger: [embarrassed, thinkingfast]
Not i
fIalready have the CD... What's the
least expensive player to use the chip?
Andy Johnson: Player? There's a
Sansui that's not being imported yet.
In Japan, it sells for the equivalent of
about $500. Here, Ithink it's the
Dynaco CDV-Pro for about $750.
Then there's your Ultech. At the
other end are players from Krell,
Mark Levinson, and that new Linn.
Damkroger: What about decoders?
Andy Johnson: It's either the Musical Fidelity X-DAC or Sonic Frontiers' Assemblage DAC. They're both
around $500, Ithink, depending on
where you buy them.
out the train schedule!
It wasn't just aquestion of low-bass
power — if anything, the Ultech had
slightly less absolute weight from the
very bottom up through the upper bass
than do some other players. Nor was it
the reproduction of dynamic transients;
while the UCD-100's dynamics were
precise, they didn't quite match the
impact and slam I've heard elsewhere.
The secret, Ithink, was that the UCD100 maintained its superb detail and
precision even at the very bottom of the
frequency spectrum.
Iforgot the subway and listened to
how well the skin tone of the bass drum
was reproduced and how clearly the
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notes started, bloomed, and decayed.
tively minor effect, however, and, like
Following the Ultech up as the frequenthe Ultech's other characteristics, was
cy rose, the transition was smooth, with
consistent top-to-bottom. The overall
no discontinuities in tonal balance or effect was simply aslight sweetening of
dynamic transients. Imentioned that the sound. You pay your money and
the bottom end was asmidgen light in
you take your choice; looking at the
weight, but double-basses and cello had
Ultech's strengths, it's asonic package
just the right balance of fundamental
that Icould happily live with.
and harmonics to give them their warm,
As Ilook back over my listening
woody bloom.
notes, I'm confronted with page after
The midrange sounded superb. I page of exclamation points, asterisks in
could almost feel the different characthe margins, and doubly underlined
ters of the air resonating around the
passages —all noting things the Ultech
flute, clarinet, oboe, and cello as each
did superbly, or moments when Iwas
echoed apassage and their harmonics
captivated anew by hearing something
propagated outward. Vocals were wonin recordings that I've heard immmerderfully complex and dimensional. I've
listened to the Gin Blossoms' CongratAs Ilook back over
ulations I'm Sony (A&M 31454 D469 2)
on ahuge range of players, but the
my listening notes,
Ultech was the first one to give me a
real sense of achest and throat behind
I'm confronted with page
the vocals. If you've got any taste for
southern rock, check out "Follow You
after page noting things
Down" and "Memphis Time" to see
the Ultech did superbly.
what Imean.
The Ultech's top end was anearly
perfect complement to its low bass:
able times. Even as Itype this, I'm lisarticulate, tonally correct, wonderfully
tening to "Frim Fram Sauce," from
detailed, and dynamically accurate, but
Diana Krall's first disc, Stepping Out
perhaps just abit down in absolute level.
(Justin Time JUST 50-2), and find
On some discs, triangles and cymbals
myself tempted to grab my pen: "The
didn't have quite the ring, shimmer, and
sound is great, and it's afascinating first
decay that they do with some other
look at raw talent ..." Even under deadplayers. The Ultech never sounded dull
line, and even with afamiliar disc playor closed-in; there just seemed to be a ing as background music, I'm still drawn
slight reduction in the sense of air.
into the music and struck by new
I've already mentioned that the
details, by how involving the perforUCD-100's handling of low-frequency
mance seems.
dynamic transients was precise, but perhaps couldn't match the absolute slain
Add some HDCD
of some other players. This was the case
And all this without the little red HDCD
across the frequency spectrum, and gave
indicator lighting up once! When Idid
the Ultech aslightly delicate and sweet
drop in an HDCD-encoded disc, things
sound. Microdynamics, the subtle shad- just got better. Tonal colors were enings within avoice or instrumental pasriched, and details were both more
sage, were beautifully reproduced. The
clearly delineated and more coherent
hard leading edges of notes, however,
with the fabric of the instrument's or
seemed to be crystal clear but softened
soundstage's character. Any sense of
oh so slightly. On the plus side, there
grain, any dulling, the opaque texture
was absolutely no sense of ringing or
that seems endemic in alot of CDs —
overhang to blur details or anote's suball were substantially reduced. The string
tleties. Notes started, bloomed, and
tone on Arturo Delmoni and Nathaniel
decayed cleanly, and instruments mainRosen's Music for aGlass Bead Game
tain their characters even amid the most
(John Marks Records JMR 15), for exdemanding crescendos. The Ultech
ample, was completely grain-free, with
never sounded shrill, edgy, or metallic.
arichness and density that Iusually
On the minus side, the leading edges
associate only with vinyl.
of notes weren't quite as sharp as I've
Another HDCD disc I've been lisheard with some other players. Rim
tening to lately is The Bridge School
shots didn't surprise me or snap my
Concerts, Vol.1 (Reprise 46824-2), partichead around, and when aflute entered,
ularly the Pretenders and Elvis Costello
there wasn't quite enough of the sharp
tracks. It's far from agreat recording,
sense of air being cut and passed
but on "Alison," Costello's guitar chops
through the instrument. This is arelacaught my attention as being stunningly
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right. With "Sense of Purpose," the
inner detail and character in the background vocals were what stood out, as
did the dimensionality of Chrissie
Hynde's vocals. In both cases there was
atransparency that seemed extraordinary, aslight reduction in the opacity
and dulling that immediately distinguishes live from reproduced music.
With other HDCD releases —Delbert McClinton, Al Anderson, Paint
It Blue — the sound and recording quality varied, but the HDCD encoding
consistently accentuated the Ultech's
strengths and magnified the differences
between it and players like the Marantz.
Finally Iput on The Pet Sounds Sessions
(EMI/Capitol C2 837662 2). How can
you listen to music that you know by
heart and be hearing it for the first time?
My favorite is the stereo mix, but even
with the mono, it's all new. Volumes
have been written about the original
masterpiece and the reissue package, so
I'll limit my comments to saying only
that I've got umpteen vinyl copies and
versions of this album, but none
matched the HDCD-encoded CD
when played on the Ultech.
Conclusion
I was mightily impressed with the
Ultech UCD-100. It's an absolute delight and, at $895, an incredible bargain.
If you're looking to upgrade from an
entry-level high-end player and you
don't have aKrell or Mark Levinson
bank account — or maybe even if you
do—you owe it to yourself to check
out the Ultech.
And what of my quest — the search
for areasonably priced CD player to
hole up with and wait out the format
wars? Arcam has recently introduced an
HDCD player for under $1000, and the
Dynaco CDV-Pro is certainly intriguing,
combining HDCD and atube analog
stage for $799. For abit more money,
the CAL CL-15 looms in the wings,
flaunting its gold-plated pedigree as the
successor to the Icon Mk.II Powerboss.
Then there's the Rega Planet to consider,
but it's not HDCD-compatible.
Recent discs from such companies
as Classic, JVC, AudioQuest, and DCC
are incredible, but more HDCD software hits the shelves every day (see
the "HDCD: The Inside Story" sidebar). The competition is certainly
fierce, but for now, the Ultech is
unquestionably aleading contender.
It's a nicely built, superb-sounding
unit that significantly raises the standard of performance you can expect
from areasonably priced CD player.
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Ayre Acoustics K-3 preamplifier

T

he challenge for Ayre's Charlie
Hansen was formidable. Having
already designed a world-class
preamplifier — the highly acclaimed
$7100 K-1 (see Wes Phillips' review in
Vol20 No.3) —Hansen set out to offer
audiophiles "80 to 90%" of the K-1's
sound and build quality at aprice more
of them can afford. Not that the new K3is apiece of "budget" gear. It's not. But
at $4500, the fully loaded K-3, complete
with phono section and remote control,
is within reach of many.
The "base price" version, minus the
MC/MM phono section ($1000) and
remote ($250), is an even more reasonable $3250... but in this day and age,
who would order one without aphono
section and remote? No one Iknow. I
reviewed the complete package.
Like the K-1, the K-3 is an all-FET
(field-effect transistor), zero-feedback,
discrete balanced design. In fact, the two
preamps share virtually identical circuit
topologies — and that includes the fully
balanced phono stage, which WP
declared to be the best he'd ever heard
at the time (March 1997).
So where did the designer make his
compromises? Hansen is a"build and
listen" kind of guy; he eliminated all signal-path wiring in the "price-no-object"
K-1 because he could hear the sonic
improvements, subtle though they
were. But the increased sonic purity and
lower noise floor came at acost: in
order to execute the design, Hansen had
to position the main circuit board
almost flush against the back panel, so
the high-quality Cardas RCA and
balanced Switchcraft XLR input and
output jacks could be soldered directly
to it. In addition, the four discreteresistor, stepped-attenuator volume
controls (two per channel for balanced
operation) also had to be mounted
directly to the board —a complex engineering feat requiring aseries of nylon
ladder belts and drive pulleys that
looked to be straight out of the Gyro
Gearloose design handbook.
Hansen has opted for a more
conventional layout in the K-3, though
the input and output jacks are still soldered directly to acircuit board. The
Stereophile, July 1998
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biggest differences are the two short
runs of Cardas wire to and from the
volume control. The wired configuration saved a great deal of money.
Hansen also uses asomewhat lowerquality "G10" circuit board, more in line
with industry standards, instead of the
special high-speed board used in the
K-1. ghat saved some more. Other costcutting measures include using polypropylene and foil (instead of polystyrene and foil) capacitors.
Hansen was not about to completely
do away with what he considers to be
one of the keys to the K-1's ultra-pure,
high-resolution sound: the four expensive, custom-made (by Shallco), "military-specification," solid-silver contact/solid-silver wiper, 46-position
stepped-attenuator volume controls
(two are needed per channel in abalanced design — one each for the plus
and minus parts of the signal), which arc

Description: Full-function, solid-state
control preamplifier. Maximum voltage gain: 16dB to balanced outputs,
10dB to unbalanced outputs (line);
40dB, 50dB, 60dB (phono stage).
Line input impedance: 10k ohms
(each phase). Phono input impedance:
adjustable
50k
ohms
(default); 100, 250, 500, 1000 ohms
supplied; other values available.
Output impedance: 300 ohms (each
phase). Power consumption: 30W.
Dimensions: 18" W by 33
/
4"H by 11" D

accurate to 0.01dB and, according to

Hansen, are also "silly" expensive.
Instead, he was able to bring the cost
down by designing a less expensive
"mil-spec" version of the volume control that still uses solid silver contacts
and silver wipers. The difference is
fewer steps-31 (mostly in 1.5dB increments) instead of 46 —which allows for
two sets of contacts on asingle wafer.
Two wafers instead of four, and both
mounted concentrically on a single
shaft, cut agreat deal of the cost without
cutting the sonic benefits. Finally,
Hansen reduced the number of inputs
from six to four.
Otherwise, the K-3 is avery close
cousin to the K-1, and is housed in the
same high-quality chassis and fronted
with the same 1
/"-thick, handsome, pol2
ished-aluminum fascia (black is also
available). As with the K-1, the power
supply is outboard, connected via anon-

(main unit); 10" W by 3" H by 8" D
(power supply). Weight: 25 lbs (11.5 kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
3A 0126.
Price: $3250; remote volume control, add $250; phono stage, add
$1000. Approximate number of
dealers: 25.
Manufacturer: Ayre Acoustics, Inc.,
2300-B Central Ave., Boulder, CO
80301. Tel: (303) 442-7300. Fax: (303)
442-7301. E-mail: info@ayre.com .
Web: www.ayre.com
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detachable umbilical cord.
Controls arc minimal. In addition to
volume, there are rotary source and tape
selector knobs —custom-made, solid silver Electro-Switch devices that, though
not "mil-spec," arc "top quality," according to Hansen — and a Mute/Play
switch. That's all. The rear panel features
two balanced pairs of XLR and two
unbalanced pairs of RCA jack inputs, and
both balanced XLR and single-ended
RCA outputs. Like the K-1, the K-3 features atricolored LEI) that glows red on
rum-on, switches to green when the unit
is "ready" but muted, and goes blue
when passing signal. Whatever happened to "green for go"? Read Hansen's
explanation in WP's K-1 review.
Enough inputs?
If you're analog-impaired, the K-3 gives

you four high-level inputs — two balanced, two not—plus a tape loop.
That should be sufficient for most
audiophiles. Even with the optional
phono section, which connects to one
of the balanced inputs, the three
remaining inputs should suffice for
most of you. Ayre offers high-quality
XLII/RCA adapters ($75/pair), which
you might need to connect unbalanced
components to one of the balanced
jacks, and Ayre Reference Series balanced-configuration phono interconnects ($475 per 1.5m set). Iwas supplied with a DIN/XLR set for the
Graham tonearm and RCA/XLR
adapters for the Immedia arm, which is
hard-wired with RCA plugs. Most
cable companies will custom-terminate phono cables for balanced
perfonnance.

Circuit design
Since the K-3 shares the K-1's circuit
design, I'll be brief, and recommend
you read Wes Phillips' review. The line
section is aDC-coupled, zero-feedback
design with asimple three-stage topology: adifferential input (which also
converts unbalanced inputs to balanced)
followed by acascode stage, and finally a
buffer that lowers the impedance so the
unit can effectively drive almost any
amp to which it is connected, no matter
how far away.
The low-noise phono section uses
essentially the same topology as the line
stage. It has enough gain for any
cartridge currently available, and includes atotally passive, zero-feedback
RIAA circuit, which allows the high and
low parts of the equalizer to be split into
two independent sections instead of

Measurements
full set of measurem t f th
AAyre
K-3 were made in its balanced
en s or

e

configuration, with selected measurements repeated for the unbalanced
mode. Unless otherwise noted, the
measurements presented are for balanced operation.
The Ayre's impedance at its line output measured 558 ohms at 1
kHz in the
left channel, 561 ohms in the right (279
ohms unbalanced, left channel), with
insignificant variations with changes in
the level control. The line-level input
impedance measured 21k ohms (10k
ohms unbalanced), again virtually independent of the level control. Phono
input impedance as reviewed measured
55.8k ohms. The output impedance at
the tape output was 1k ohm with a25
ohm source impedance and just over
1.5k ohms with a 600 ohm source
impedance, indicating unbuffered tape
outputs.
The DC offset measured avery high
213mV in the left channel, a more
•V•

0

0

e, ••

acceptable 23mV in the right. Pin 2is
positive in the balanced configuration,
but the preamp is inverting from its line
inputs to its main outputs in unbalanced
mode. The phono stage is similarly
inverting from its balanced input to its
unbalanced tape output, when the phono
source is connected with pin 2positive.
Line-stage voltage gain (CD input to
line output) measured 163dB balanced,
10.3dB unbalanced. Phono gain measured 52.5dB. (All measurements were
made with the phono stage at its standard, nominal 50dB, gain setting.)
Volume-control tracking was excellent.
S/N measured 92.4dB (unweighted)
over a bandwidth of 22Hz-22kHz,
81.7dB unweighted from 10Hz to
500kHz, and 94.7dB A-weighted (all
ref. 1V) for the line stage. The same
readings for the phono stages were,
respectively, 75dB, 67dB, and 88.5dB.
Except as noted, the line-stage
measurements presented below were
taken with asignal input of 500mV, with

0 .1 100,00.,..1..10011

20.0

the level control set at a point that
produced again of unity plus 6dB. The
input used for the phono-stage measurements was 1mV. The Ayre K-3's
frequency response is shown in fig.l.
The slight low-frequency rise in the
phono response is unlikely to be audible. The similarly excellent crosstalk
results are shown in fig2.
The THD+noise vs frequency for the
Ayre is shown in fig3. Again, the results
stator.,

lb

Fig.3 Ayre K-3, THD+noise into 100k ohms vs
frequency at 197mV input (line, bottom)
and 2.5mV input (phono, top).
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Ayre K-3, frequency response at 500mV
into 100k ohms, phono stage (top), line
stage (bottom) (0.5dB/vertical div.).

Ile 0
5,30

100

Fig.2 Ayre K-3, crosstalk (from top to bottom):
L-R, phono; R-L, phono; L-R, balanced
line; R-L, balanced line (10dB/vertical div.)

âilAhM1)0,›

Fig.4 Ayre K-3, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 5V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Ayre
being tied together in the usual feedback loop. There are two gain blocks:
high-frequency EQ is accomplished in
one, low-frequency EQ in the other. The
result is, according to Hansen, "ruler-flat,
dead-flat response from 100Hz to 20k."
We'll see what technical editor Thomasi
Norton's measurements show. The
remote control circuit does not use a
microprocessor, so there's no high-frequency garbage bouncing around inside
the chassis. This innovation clearly
required lots of work by Hansen, but
since he'd already done it for the K-1,
passing it on to the K-3 was no sweat —
unless you ask his accountant.
Each stage of each channel has its
own regulation for each half of the balanced signal, though the pre-regulator
found in the K-1's outboard power supply has been left out of the K-3, to... ?

Right. Save money. The power supply
features abeefy toroidal transformer
and two smaller toroidal transformers
used as filter chokes. Also on board are

require little comment. (Measured to
minimize the noise component of the
THD+noise, the reading for the line
stage was 0.0045% at 1kHz with the
level control at maximum and an input
of 197mV. For the phono stage, the minimum noise reading was 0.016% at
1kHz and 2.5mV input.) The spectrum
of the Ayre's output reproducing a
50Hz input at 5V into 100k ohms is
shown in fig.5. The second-harmonic
distortion here is at -78.6dB (about
0.012%), the third-harmonic at -74.9dB
(about 0.02%). Increasing the output to
10V (graph not shown) increases these
values to -72.4dB (about 0.025%, second harmonic) and -59.7dB (about
0.1%, third harmonic).
How the THD+noise percentage
varies with output voltage at 1kHz is
shown in fig.5. The preamp clips at a
level well above that required to fully
drive apower amplifier. This is for a
continuous 1kHz tone into ahigh 100k
ohms load. Substituting a1kHz tone-

burst signal, and using the Miller Audio
Research Amplifier Profiler to explore
the preamp's output envelope alittle
more closely, gave the curves shown in
fig.6. The black trace is the output
THD (plotted in dB) into 100k ohms as
in fig.5.11e red trace shows what happens when the load is reduced to 10k
ohms, typical of many solid-state power
amplifiers. There is slightly more distortion present at high output voltages, but
to the left of the vertical green line at
2V, which is the highest voltage the K-3
will be asked to deliver, the difference is
negligible. Only into apunishing 1000

ITVIII011.1.111 4•• 11,11 MO.reer
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K-3

rite-ring common-mode power-line filter; this was subsequently changed to a
new, sexy, nonmetal device that Hansen
is looking into patenting.

What sound?
Cartridge loading and gain setting (factory-set to 50dB, but you can opt for 40dB
circuit does not use a
or 60dB via supplied resistors) require
microprocessor,
removal of the chassis top-plate, so
before firing up the K-3 Igot agood look
so there's no
at its innards. The layout is clean and
functional, with no integrated circuits.
high-frequency garbage
Ayre supplies clearly marked plastic bags
containing tiny loading and gain resistors
bouncing around
that fit into circuit-board-mounted
screw fixtures. You'll need to work careinside the chassis.
fully and with apair of miniature needlenose pliers, atweezer, or, as Wes Phillips
the same high-speed Schottky rectifier
suggests, ahemostat. (But why would
diodes used in the K-1. The unit as originally delivered featured an internal-fer- anyone have one of those lying about?

The remote control

ohms (blue trace) did the K-3 start to
sweat alittle, but even then, this was
only significant above 2V.
Finally, the Ayre's phono overload
margin was also very good: 1% THD+
noise was reached at an input of 16mV
(30.1dB) at 1
kHz, 152mV (29.7dB) at
20kHz, and 1.6mV (30.1dB) at 20Hz —
all very respectable figures.
Altogether, the Ayre K-3 turned in a
first-rate set of measurements all down
the line.
-Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.5 Ayre K-3, distortion (%) vs output voltage
into 100k ohms: phono (top) and line
(bottom).
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Fig.6 Ayre K-3, distortion (%) vs output voltage into 100k ohms (black), 10k ohms (red) and
1000 ohms (blue), 1kHz toneburst (10 cycles on, 40 cycles off).
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And is burnt hemp resin as bad for electronics as Bill Bennett claims?)
Ibegan listening to the K-3 about six
months ago, and, as Iwrite this, I
haven't stopped (save for afew detours
for comparison's sake). Let me put it to
you this way: After afew weeks' breakin, the line stage was as close to the old
"straight wire with gain" as I've heard in
my listening system.
Ilistened to the EAD DSP-9000
Mk.3 HDCD processor directly out
through its built-in analog/digital volume control. This is aswitched resistive array that uses 0.1% Vishay resistors for large volume steps (6dB increments), and digital attenuation for
smaller ones (02dB). Thus there is
never more than one high-quality
resistor in the signal path at any given
time, and no more than 1bit of degradation. The EAD fed either the
Conrad-Johnson Premier 12s or the
VTL MB-450s. Through the Ayre, the
biggest difference Icould hear was gain.
The K-3 was dead, dead quiet. If it
imparted any tonal or textural difference that Icould easily detect, it was a
slight dryness and/or lack of bloom in
the midband. But that was only until
Charlie Hansen came —annoyingly late
in the review process — to replace the
internal ferrite ring with his new nonmetallic device, and to remove altogeth-

er the ferrite ring on the umbilical cord
between the power supply and the main
chassis.
And then? Less dryness, more midrange "bloom" and overall liquidity —
an easily audible improvement that did

The Ayre K-3 was
dead, dead quiet. If it
imparted any tonal or
textural difference that
Icould easily detect,
it was aslight dryness
and/or lack of bloom
in the midband.
not change the K-3's fundamental tonal
neutrality and transparency. Ican't think
of a"purer" CD transfer than Classic
Records' Belafonte at Carnegie Hall
(RCA/Classic LSOCD-6006), which
really lets you "see" into the recording
somewhat better than the LP. (Don't get
me wrong—the LP still beats the CD
in terms of liquidity, air, three-dimensionality, and image solidity, but the CD

AC Power Cords
Iwant to neither overstate nor understate the effect power cords have on
the sound of electronic components.
Many manufacturers who've visited
me have laughed at some of the boa
constrictor-like power cords Ihave
on hand —until they've heard them
attached to their products. They do
make adifference.
That said, how can one accurately
assess the "sound" of apiece of electronics without assessing the "sound"
of the power cord to which it is
attached? Good question! The Ayre
sounded fine with the supplied cord,
but substituting aYamarnura Quantum cord (over $1000) tightened the
bass somewhat, while the midrange
took on acrearniet warmer overall
tonality. Substituting the ElectraGlide Reference ($600) yielded a
"blacker" background, with improved dynamics and better separation of instruments. It also resulted in
asomewhat thinner, less fleshed-out
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midrange. Toward the end of the
review Isubstituted the ElectraGlide Fat Boy, a large-diameter,
snakelike cord that, once broken in,
seemed to improve the midrange
while leaving intact the Reference's
black background, improved dynamics, and instrumental separation.
It was easy enough to remove the
Fat Boy, or any of the other cords I
tried, and substitute the stock generic cord. Whenever Idid, the sound
seemed to slip down afew notches.
Without making wild, crazy, and
overblown claims for power cords,
they can make apositive contribution to your system. If you can, try
afew on loan from your dealer or
direct from the manufacturer with a
money-back guarantee. You might
be surprised by what you heat But if
you're not happy with the sound of
your system in the first place, don't
expect apower cord to turn things
around.
-Michael Prettier

has acool precision the LP doesn't.)
Going from the EM) (which is on the
warmish side compared to another player I'm in the process of reviewing) to
the Ayre, I'm not sure Iheard any tonal
or textural differences worth mentioning. Swapping different brands of power
cords on either the EAD or the Ayre
made a bigger sonic difference than
comparing the two using the same
brand of cord.
The roundness and velvety-smooth
tonality of Belafonte's voice (yes, it's
somewhat icier on the CD compared to
the LP), the resolution and "speed" of
sibilants, and his focused, center-stage
image didn't change to any appreciable
degree with the EM) driving the amps
directly or through the K-3. The same
was truc with the instruments — the bite
of the brass and the chiming of the cymbals remained remarkably consistent.
Iwent back to the spectacular-sounding Shawn Murphy-recorded soundtrack CDs Iused in my February 1996
review of the Audible Illusions 3A.
Murphy used aKenneth Wilkinsonstyle "Decca tree" mike setup to record
Dances With Wolves (Epic ZK 66817, gold
CD), Casper (MCA MCAD-11240),
Moviola (Epic EK 52985), and Batman
Returns (Warner Bros. 26972-2). These
are all "audiophile quality" demo discs—
tonally rich, with outstanding deep bass
and bracing dynamics.
In the Audible review, Inoted an
"ever-so-slight overall darkening of
sound" that Isaid was smaller than differences you can sometimes hear when
changing cables. Ididn't notice that kind
of difference in this comparison. The
Ayre matched the Audible's grain-free,
etch-free top end, but offered slightly
better high-frequency extension without sounding overtly "solid-state," much
as the Audible didn't sound "tubey."
Love that phono stage!
The big surprise for nie was the K-3's
superb phono stage. Ishouldn't have
been surprised — Wes's K-1 review of
what is essentially the same board was a
rave. The K-3's vinyl playback performance was among the finest I've ever
heard —and I've had some ridiculously
good phono sections in-house. The K-3
was as dead, jet-black quiet and as seethrough transparent as the FM
Acoustics 122 phono section, though I
don't think it offers quite the same level
of inner-detail resolution. Hard to say,
though, since Ihaven't heard the 122 in
over ayear, and other parts of my system have changed.
The far more expensive Sutherland
Stereoph/ie, July 1998
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Associated Equipment
Phono cartridges: Transfiguration Temper, Lyra Clavis DC,
Parnassus d.c.t., AudioQuest Fe-5,
Grado Reference, Goldring Excel
XV, van den Hul MC 10 Special.
Tonearms: Graham 2.0, Immedia
RPM, Simon Yorke Series 7.
Turntables: Simon Yorke, VP!
TNT Mk.IV.
Preamplifiers: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A, Sutherland PH2000, FM Acoustics 122.
Power amplifiers (tube): ConradJohnson Premier 12, VTL MB-450.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano, Aerial 8, Audio
Physic Virgo, Audio Physic Rhea
subwoofer.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Golden Cross interconnects and speaker cables; XLO
Type 3.1 Signature and Cardas
Golden Cross phono cables; Yamamura Quantum and Electra-Glide
AC cords.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation stand,
Zoethecus equipment stand, Yamamura Millennium bearing stands,
A.R.T. "Q" dampers, D.J. Kasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Harmonix tuning feet, Walker
Valid Points, Symposium Acoustics
and Bright Star isolation bases,
ASC Tube Traps, Shakti Stones.
— Michael Fremer

PH-2000 sounded more rich and delicate, but it was also noisier, which
masked some of the musical details the
K-3 delivered with ease.
The Ayre's bass performance was
clearly as good as I've heard, with arocksolid foundation that really gripped the
road. Deep, tight, lithe, and pitch-pure,
the K-3 rendered all kinds of bass —
skin, string, electric, and acoustic—with
a richness and harmonic complexity
that made it believable.
When my Rolling Stones fanatic
friends paid me avisit afew months
back (see the May issue's "Analog
Corner"), the K-3's unraveling of "Can't
You Hear Mc Knocking" on MoFi's
pressing of Sticky Fifers (Mobile Fidelity
MFSL1-060) threw me back in my seat.
My friends almost fainted. It was not at
all what Iwas expecting. I'd never heard
the bass quite so deep, tight, and
powerful, or Bobby Keys' sax so timbrally and texturally rich and convincing—
Stereophile, July 1998

so "there," stage left. Iused to think
MoFi's cut was distant and sucked-out
in the midrange. Not so. The imaging
on that record was 3-D through the
Ayre, with Jagger way out front, center
stage, and Charlie Watts's drum kit
tightly focused behind, his snare snapping and crackling viciously.
But more important than any one facet
of the K-3's phono performance was the
overall picture, which held together
seamlessly and effortlessly from top to
bottom. Whatever overall character the
circuit imparted to the music, whatever
flaws the design held, were so effortlessly
balanced and well concealed that Ican't
tell you what they might have been. (But
when Iswitched to atubed preamp costing over three times as much, Iimmediately heard an overall, though surprisingly
subtle, improvement. You'll read about it
in that review.)
The bottom line: During the almost
half ayear Ihad the K-3 in my system, it
revealed the character of the recordings
Ithrew at it more than it did its own.
Belafinne at Canugie Hall sounded completely different tonally and spatially
from Nat King Cole's fabulous Live at
the Sands or Sinatra's equally brilliantsounding At the Sands. Bright-sounding
recordings sounded bright, dull ones
sounded dull, and rich ones — like
Classic's reissue of the Living Stereo
Pictures at an Exhibition—sounded full,
sweet, and dynamic. 111e K-3 excelled
at reproducing every genre of music. It
didn't sound etched, thin, bleached, or
warm in the midbass. It didn't sound
sluggish or overly "zippy." Except in
comparison to other accomplished
products that perform the same vanishing
act using other, equally effective tricks,
the K-3 simply didn't "sound."
Compared to my reference Audible
Illusions Modulus 3A, the Ayre K-3
was slightly less liquid and bloomy in
the midrange, but it resolved low-level
detail better—probably duc to its
ultra-low noise floor. The K-3's phono
stage clearly bettered the 3A's
somewhat lean and lackluster deep-bass
performance, but it costs $2000 more,
so that's hardly surprising.
Conclusion
Has designer Charlie Hansen succeeded
in creating apreamp offering "80 to
90%" of the K-1's superb performance
for about two-thirds the price? Inever
heard the K-1, so Ican't say for certain,
but I'd lay odds that he has. Ikept the K3in my system for half ayear and never
tired of listening to it — or, should Isay,
through it. The K-3 delivered the music

K-3

with arich tonal and harmonic complexity, dynamic integrity, and an overall
ease that always satisfied and never left
me wanting more.
Inever caught on to what the K-3
sounded like — and that's the highest
compliment Ithink you can pay any
audio component. The only down side
was the somewhat coarse stepped
attenuator, which sometimes had me
wishing for aposition between two
"clicks." Also, be aware that, in
"unbalanced" operation, the preamp's
output is down 6dB and absolute phase
is inverted, so you have to reverse the
leads to both loudspeakers. Though the
line-stage gain can be increased 6dB, I
found standard gain in the unbalanced
position sufficient to drive every amp I
tried with the K-3.
That said, if you're in the market for
aline section or afull-featured preamp
and you're thinking of spending
between $3500 and $4500, don't buy
anything until you audition the K-3. I
loved it; when you hear it, Ibet you
will too. More important, when you're
listening to your purchase ayear or
two down the line, Ibet you'll still
love it.

www.westernelectric.com
e-mail: info@westernelectric.com
Western Electric Audio Products
1230 Peachtree Street, Suite 3750
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 874-4400

(404) 874-4415 Fax
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Bryston B-60R integrated amplifier

T

he Anti-High End.
That's who Ifelt like with this
amplifier, and it felt all right. Good,
even. Let me 'splain.
You've been to the shows, you've read
the 'zines, you've visited your local hi-fi
salon — which means that you've seen
the BIG SYSTEMS. Big speakers. Big
amps. Big turntables even, fer crissakes.
You know it's what you want, what you
would have if you could. It's enough to
give aguy (but probably not agal, as gals
seem to be more sensible about these
things) System Envy. Size does matter.
Contrast the big-boxes-and-lots-of'em picture of audio nirvana with this
get-up: CD player/integrated amp/
speakers. A minimal setup, to be sure,
with each part on the smallish side as
well.' Not an imposing system; not the
kind that makes astatement before you
even turn it on. The heart of this modest
rig, and easily the most visually unassuming member of the group, was the
Bryston B-60R integrated amp. The
interior decorator inside me was thrilled,
but what about his roommate, the music
lover/audiohound? Would he find sonic
salvation in such asimple setup? Could
the two of them peacefully coexist?
There once was an
integrated from Bryston
As Iwas saying, the Bryston B-60R presents atidy little package reminiscent of
the classic British integrated amps. The
"R" is for Remote, which controls volume and provides muting — unavailable without the remote — and adds
$300 to the price.2 That's apretty expensive remote, when you consider you
can buy an entire surround-sound
receiver with multifunction remote for
$300. But the B-60R is, in true high-end
fashion, ahefty chunk of machined aluminum instead of injection-molded
plastic, and the Brystonians tell me that
the motor drive for the volume control
1Oh, all right. Ihad aturntable and phono stage, too,
but they were kinda off to the side. Uh, yeah, there also
were other amps and whatnot strewn about for comparison purposes. Okay, okay, so those NHT 2.5i's are
pretty big, but the Joseph Audio RM-7si Signatures are
,,:uy pequaio, so just give it arest, would ya?
2 Sam Tellig raved about the remoteless 11-60 in his
May '97 "Sarn's Space" column (Vo120 No.5).
—JA
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Bryston 8-608 integrated amplifier

wasn't cheap, either — after all, it's gotta
be good for 20 years. Unless you're a
total hair-shirt audiofool, you'll want
the remote; remotes are good, even if all
they let you change is the volume.
The back panel has rows of left- and
right-channel RCA jacks for the four
fine-level inputs, atape loop, and preout/power-in (a handy feature that
allows the B-60R to be used to feed a
Dolby Pro-Logic surround-sound processor). The five-way speaker terminals
that flank the RCAs are alittle different
from most. Instead of fitting anut-driver,
there are slots in the head that allow you

Description: Solid-state line-level integrated amplifier. Inputs: Four goldplated RCA line-level, one tape loop.
Outputs: 1/4" headphone jack, 1pair
5-way speaker terminals. Pre-out/
main-in RCA jacks.
Preamplifier section: Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.5dB. Maximum output: 15V. IM or THD at 3V
output: <0.005%. High-level sensitivity: 500mV. Rated noise: 100dB
below 500mV, 20Hz-20kHz. Input
sensitivity: 500mV. Input impedance,
50k ohms; tape input impedance,
10k ohms. Preamp and tape output
impedance: 100 ohms.
Amplifier section: 60Wpc into 8
ohms (17.8dBW), 100Wpc into 4
ohms (17dBW). THD at rated output (60Wpc): <0.02%, 20Hz-20kHz.
IM distortion: <0.01%, 10mW-60W.

to tighten it with acoin. That's just what
this country needs — agood five-cent
binding-post wrench. What's more, the
coin-drive method's limited torqueability helps prevent overtightening.
Last but not least on our back-panel
tour, there is an IEC jack foi power.
Frontside and center are three knobs:
Selector, Balance, and Volume. A tapemonitor switch and headphone jack
may be found on the left; remote
receiver, power LED, and power switch
on the right. And that's it.
All the signal circuitry is fully discrete and takes the dual-mono thing to

Noise: 106dB below full output.
Slewing rate: >60V/ps. Power bandwidth: 0.5Hz to >100kHz. Damping
factor: >500 at 20Hz, ref. 8 ohms.
Input sensitivity: 0.775V for full output. Input impedance: 50k ohms.
Output impedance: <0.016 ohms.
Dimensions: 17" W by 2.5" H by
12.5" D.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
600153.
Prices: $1795; $1495 without remote.
Approximate number of dealers: 80.
Warranty: 20 years, unlimited, transferable.
Manufacturer: Bryston, 677 Neal
Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9J 7Y4. Tel: (705) 742-5325.
Fax: (705) 742-0882. Web: www.
bryston.ca.
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Bryston
an unusual level: two separate power
supplies, each with its own custom
toroidal transformer. If you're familiar
with the Bryston family, the B-60R is
basically their BP-20 preamp and 2B
amp conveniently put together in one
handy (and did Isay small?) package. As
one would expect from acompany that
offers a 20-year warranty, the build
quality is outstanding.

B-60R

The following is areport on the second B-60R to come my way. The first
one, while seemingly fine in all other
regards, produced athump on turnon; not amajor, speaker-threatening
BOOM, but alow, muffled thud. Imentioned this to James Tanner at Bryston,
who said that shouldn't happen. In short
order he sent me a new, thumpless
replacement.

Let's listen in, shall we?
Over the past several months, I've been
listening mostly —anti quite happily — to
tubed electronics. 'Then along came the
little B-60R, looking so small, so ...puny
—especially compared to those hulking,
glowing tube amps and preamps. How
could that little box, which never even got
very warm, ever match up? And what
could Iexpect sonically, since my ears had

in the right. Signal/noise ratio (ref. 1W
into 8ohms), with the level control set
at 12:00, measured 79dB from 22Hz
to 22kHz and 74dB from 10Hz to
500kHz, both unweighted, and 84dB
A-weighted, all values to the nearest
decibel. (The corresponding values at
the full setting of the level control are
63dB, 63dB, and 71dB, respectively.)
The Bryston is noninverting, apositivegoing input resulting in apositive-going
output. Its volume-control tracking is
good: within 027dB over the range
measured (9:00 to 3:00). The B-60R's
voltage gain at the maximum setting of
the level control is 34dB. All of the following measurements were taken at this
maximum setting.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response
of the B-60R. The response is virtually
unchanged as the load impedance
changes, due in large part to the amplifier's low output impedance. Fig2 indi-

cates the Bryston's output with a10kHz
squarewave input, afine result with a
fast risetime and only aslight rounding
of the waveform's leading edge. The
Bryston's lkHz squarewave response,
not shown, is near textbook quality.
Fig3 shows the B-60R's crosstalk, a
good though not exceptional result. The
slight inconsistency between the channels is unlikely to have audible consequences. The increase at higher frequencies is typical of most two- (or
more) channel components, and is generally due to capacitive coupling between channels.
The THD+noise percentage vs frequency results in fig.4 are outstanding,
and typical of Bryston amplifiers Ihave
measured in the past. It is also typically difficult to get areadable THD waveform
from this manufacturer's products at low
powe4 and the B-60R was no different.
Fig.5 shows the THD+noise output
waveform of the Bryston with alkHz
input and ahigh 40W level into a4ohm
load. There is ahint of third-order harmonic dominance plus some higherorder harmonics, but noise is the principal component even at this high output
level. (The distortion waveform into 8
ohms was even harder to find, and into
2ohms the amplifier would shut down
at the levels required to get ausable result
before the waveform could be captured.
No harm resulted from these shutdowns; the Bryston resumed operation

Measurements

T

he Bryston B-60R was hot, but not
alarmingly so, following its one-hour,
'is-power preconditioning test. The B60R's line input impedance measured
51.6k ohms, acomfortably high value
that should be compatible with any consumer program source. The Bryston's
output impedance is very low —under
0.04 ohms up to lkHz, increasing to
0.06 ohms at 20kHz. The output impedance at the B-60R's tape outputs
measured 49.5 ohms and was virtually
unchanged with changes in source impedance, indicating buffered tape outputs. The output impedance at the preamp outputs measured 72 ohms and the
preamp section's gain (full volume setting) is 4.8dB, making the B-60R suitable for use as apreamp, perhaps for
future use in driving amore powerful,
outboard amplifier.
DC offset at the main outputs measured 4.9mV in the left channel, 3.7mV
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Fig.1

Bryston B-60R, frequency response at (from
top to bottom at 6kHz): 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 2.83V into simulated
speaker load. (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed.)

Fig.3

Bryston B-60R, crosstalk, L-R (top) and R-L
(bottom) (10dB/vertical div.)
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Bryston B-60R, small-signal 10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Bryston B-60R, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 20kHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 1W into 8 ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.5 Bryston B-60R, 1kHz waveform at 40W
into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale)
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Bryston

Associated Equipment
Comparisons were made with the
JoLida SJ 502A integrated amp,
and also with the Sonic Frontiers
Anthem PRE 1L/AMP 1combo.
Analog playback: Linn Axis turntable, Linn Basik Plus tonearm
(with stock Linn wiring), Benz
Micro Glider cartridge. A VTL 2.5
preamp and the Anthem PRE 1P
phono stage were used for their
phono sections (reviews of both
forthcoming), linked via XL0 Pro
Type 100 interconnects. Digital
playback: Enlightened Audio Design CD-1000 CD player, connected via Synergistic Research Alpha.
Speakers: NHT 2.5i and Joseph
Audio RM-7si Signatures on Lovan stands. Speaker cables: Cardas
Crosslink 1, single-wired. Headphones: Grado SR-60.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 116 and
110, Power Enhancer, and Power
Link power cords. Can't live without my Nitty-Gritty Model One
LP cleaner, with N-G's Pure-2
cleaner and topped with LAST
No2 preservative. A Hunt EDA
record-cleaning brush was employed just prior to playing LPs.
The stylus was cleaned with asoft
brush or aSignet SK305 electronic
cleaner with matching fluid, with
the now'n'then application of
LAST's STYLAST stylus preserver.
Flux was busted by aSumiko FB-1
Fluxbuster. Most stuff sat on Bright
Star Audio Big Rocks, which kept the
bad vibes under coned. Cones from
Michael Green and Golden Sound
DH Cones, as well as the G-Flex M1
"Balls Of Steel," sat beneath various
components An Arcici Superstand II
and my homemade MDF-and-wood
amp stand provided good foundations. RoomTunes' CornerTunes
were used, as well as my own homebrewed panels.
-Lonnie Brownell
right there —or did it put them here? My
notes say "sweet and detailed" — two
words you don't always put together but
wish you could. Even when all three virtuosos were furiously sawing away
together, there was no sense of confusion; each line was well delineated. The
presentation via the JoLida integrated
was similar but somewhat softened: the
bass wasn't quite as powerful or well controlled, the focus all around was slightly
Stereophile, July 1998

softer, and the overall soundstage presentation was less forward.
The Squirrel Nut Zippers' Hot (Mammoth MR 0137-2, CD) has seen alot of
play hereabouts, and their nouveau "le
jazz hot" was run through this setup as
well. The Bryston offered more bite,
more brassy brass tone on the trumpet,
and the aforementioned firmer grip on
the bass. The soundstaging with both
the JoLida and Bryston was good, the
main difference here being (again) a
matter of perspective: the Bryston gave
amore up-front look, while the JoLida
was more mid-hall. Reading the above,
you'd probably think the Bryston had
the edge in rhythmic pace. You'd be
right, but it wasn't that big adifference;
for my money, both amps did an excellent job of keeping the beat.
Lou Reed's "Perfect Day" (from Translimner, RCA AFL1-4807, LP) is abeautiful happy/sad ballad that is also afine
example of mid-'70s state-of-the-art pop
production, with 3-D placement of flat,
cut-out singers and instruments floating
in amultitracked space. It's also alittle
dry, which the Bryston played back to
perfection, but without edge or glare.
"Hangin' Round" is afull-on rush that
brings awhole new dimension to the
concept of "pace." I'm happy to report
that the Bryston got me all twitchy during that cut. And yes, that's agood thing.
Iwas, I'll readily admit, captivated
by the intense detail the Bryston was
able to bring forth. On Cannonball
Adderley, et al's rendition of "Autumn
Leaves" from Somethin'Else (Blue Note
ST-46338, reissue LP), Iwas able to
easily follow Hank Jones's comping
way back in the mix, behind Art
Blakey's and Sam Jones's rhythms and
Cannonball's and Miles's solos. But this
detail didn't come at the expense of
soul or beauty. The vinyl reissue of
the Piatigorsky/Munch/BSO reading
of the Dvorák Cello Concerto (RCA/
Classic Records LSC-2490) gave me
the Irish Coffee Effect: Iwas energized
by the speed of the bow's attack on the
strings, then eased by the cello's warm
but mournful tone, echoed by adistant
flute. "Gawd, that's beautiful," said my
notes. "Well put, notes," Ireplied. "May
Iquote you?"
Oh, yes, there is aheadphone jack.
Plug in, and the speakers are muted.
(An indicator LED on the front panel
turns red so you'll know for sure.) Using
my good or Grado SR-60s, the sound
from the 'phone jack was very reminiscent of the sound from the speakers —
clean and quick but not strident, with
excellent bass.

B-60R

So what was the downside? you ask.
Power? For me, no; for the kind of listening Ido, which can get loud but not
mind-numbingly so, the Bryston offered plenty of power. Any frequencyspectrum aberrations? No, it was completely clean up and down the scale.
Harshness? No, not at all, though it was
alittle forward in perspective — which
is neither agood nor abad thing, it just
is, and at most is amatter of taste. And
it did offer incredible detail without
being unnatural.
So was the Bryston B-60R pedect?
There was one very small thing —something you don't often find at this end of
the price spectrum. It's that almost indescribable something that the absolute
best systems (to my taste) have, something that more often than not comes in
glass bottles. No, Idon't mean intoxicating beverages, but what pours out of
vacuum tubes —the ability to impart a
sense of dimension to the instruments
and voices that transforms them from
flat images to living, breathing entities
on the soundstage. The JoLida and
Anthem amps gave me some of that —
the cut-out figures were well shaded,
you might say — while the Bryston
offered slightly less. Still, because of the
detail the Bryston could produce — its
stunning ability to expose every nuance
and do so without being in my face — I
almost forgot to notice.
So tell me what you want—really
It's music, right? The audio system is
merely ameans to that end, but anecessary means, an important one. Right?
Right. That's why you're reading
Stereophile, and why you'd consider
spending as much on asound system as
you would on your car, maybe more.
My system, with the Bryston B-60R
integrated amplifier at its center, certainly costs more than some used cars,
so it passes that litmus test.
Ican tell by the way you're fidgeting
that you're still worried about impressing the neighbors. Well, don't — they'll
be impressed by the sound you're able
to conjure out of such asmall, unobtrusive rig, whether they're audiophiles
or not.
Finally, what about the price? Those
pesky neighbors (or significant others)
may raise their eyebrows at $1795 for
such asmall box, but you'll know that
you've got atrue high-end component
— a pair of them, actually — in that
diminutive enclosure.
Anti-high end? Not me. But Iam into
stealth high end, and the Bryston B-60R is
all of that. Highly recommended.
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Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades for
CD players and digital-to-analog converters from Musical Fidelity of England
"XIO-D may be the most cast
effective CD upgrade even" raves
Sam Tellig in Stereophile October,
1996. "It takes the $.500 Marantz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,50042,000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" XIO-D, made by British
manufacturer Muscial Fidelity,
The XIO-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve CD
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

"The one to buy ifyou just want
more of the music...11's abargain"
raves WHAT Hl-Fl? in September,
199Z 'Easy, inexpensive means of
enhancing your system," says
Anthony Chiarella in Home Theater
Add more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from Musical Fidelity. Plug
in X-ACT and you'll immediately
notice asweeter, clearer treble,
WINNER:
"Best Buy Accessory 1997"
—WHAT HI-Fl?

Musical Fidelity XIO-D CD player
upgrade, regular $249, now 199.95
($8.95 shipping in US)
cleaner midrange and firmer bass.
Features the advanced LC78835
18-bit, 8x oversampling DAC and
pure Class Aoutput stage. Easyto-use! Accepts coaxial or Toslink
digital outputs. The outboard
power supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, was $399, while
supplies last only $199.95 ($8.95
shipping in US)

Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood.
MI, 49512. Phone: (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 975-6111.
O Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor, Inc.
Web Site: http://www.audioadvisor.com
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"Top of my list," rates Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality, HDCD
decoding, and price tag have earned
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1,000 processors."

"X10-D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak,"
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! In the US. Musical Fidelity
"X" products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the world's largest seller of high end audio gear by direct mail.

•001°

o

Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible D/A convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs, laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
Stereophile, July 1998
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PSB Stratus Bronze loudspeaker

A

ccording to PSB designer Paul
Barton, the Stratus Bronze is a
refined and updated version of
the well-received Century 1000i. He
felt that he'd added enough improvements to promote it into the company's
premium Stratus series. The overall construction is similar to the other speakers
in the series, but with lower-cost materials where appropriate.
The tweeter is an aluminum-dome
type, apparently the same as used in
PSB's other Stratus models. the 6.5"
woofers have cones made of coated felt,
with what look like coated-fabric dustcaps. Unusually, the woofers have plastic
baskets. Nevertheless, these appear to
be well designed for strength. Press-on
connectors are used for signal connection. The woofers are attached with six
screws instead of four, and were very
well tightened when they arrived. The
tweeter screws were not, so those got
some vigorous yet careful torqueing.
The crossover is attached to the rear of

Description: "2 1
2 -way" floorstand/
ing dynamic loudspeaker. Driveunits: one 1" (25mm) aluminumdome tweeter, two 61
/
2"(165mm)
treated-felt woofers. Crossovers:
2kHz, 24dB/octave; 500Hz, 18dB/
octave. Frequency response: 41Hz21 kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 90dB/
2.83V/m. Nominal and minimum
impedance: 4ohms. Recommended maximum power: 200W.
Dimensions: 36.75" (934mm) Hby
9" (229mm) W by 12.75" (324mm)
D. Weight: 39 lbs (17.6kg) each.
Finishes: black ash or dark cherry
vinyl.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
01050-701000/1.
Price: 81100/pair. Warranty: 5years.
Approximate number of dealers:
250.
Manufacturer: PSB Speakers, The
Lenbrook Group, 633 Granite Court,
Pickering, Ontario L1W 3K1, Canada. Tel: (888) 772-0000. Fax: (905)
831-6936. Web site: www.psbspeakers.com
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PSB Stratus Bronze loudspeaker

the binding-post cup. Two of the three
inductors had ferrite cores, and most of
the capacitors were bipolar clectrolytics.
By"2 1
/-way," it appears PSB rolls off one
2
woofer earlier than the other (500Hz
rather than 2kHz) so that the upper
midrange is handled by just one acoustic
source. The wires to the drivers used
press-on connectors instead of solder,
and looked no fatter than 16 gauge.
All cabinet walls are made of 3/4"
MDF, and there are four full horizontal
braces inside. A combination of feltlike
blankets and fluffy cotton is used
throughout the cabinet to damp unwanted internal sounds. There are small spike

sockets on the bottom of the Bronze.
Four good spikes are provided, along
with two e-con-o-wrenches (in case you
lose one). there arc also four big plastic
feet, with screws that attach them in the
spike locations if you like. These feet look
very sturdy, but Iused the spikes, assuming they would give better performance.
The plastic feet come with rubber bottom covers so they won't scratch your
floor, even one paved with old vinyl.
Sound
The PSB Stratus Bronzes were broken
in for over 50 hours with louder-thanusual music. Because the floorstanding
109

Bronze is of very similar conceptual
design to my B&W 804, Iinitially
placed the PSBs in the same locations.
The hours spent measuring and calculating to minimize common-bass modes
for these locations were worth it. They
proved very beneficial for the Bronze
right from the start.
The whole system sounded well balanced frequency-wise (otherwise too) —
without changing cables or anything!
The Bronzes were not as detailed as the
twice-the-price 804s they replaced, but
they didn't lag too far behind. The
soundstaging seemed quite good, even
though Ihad not experimented with
speaker position yet. No doubt about it,
this was going to be an easy review to
write. Iwas tempted by the initial sound
to do something quite rare and take an
"if it ain't broke don't fix it" attitude. But
reviewers arc supposed to poke and
prod, so Idid.
Noting that the Bronze tended to
slightly soften and smooth everything, I
tested it with some serious rhythmhappy music. On went Soundgarden's

Superunknown, from '94 (A&M 31454
0198 2) — the first of along string of
rock albums whose sound balance
matched synergistically with the speakers. The slightly scratchy nature of the
top octaves was not nearly as noticeable,
yet all of the music was. The bass was
deep and solid. Vocals came across
clearly and dramatically. The pulse of
the drums was impressive, particularly
on "Fresh Tendrils," which sounded
more interesting than ever. The leading
edges of beats were rounded ever so
slightly, but part of this was due to
my not yet having decided on the best
listening axis.
The house rocked even harder with
The Cult's The Manor Sessions (Beggar's
Banquet BBP 1, CD). Again, the PSB's
silky presentation ameliorated aslightly nasty treble and top octave on this
recording. Where did it go? Idon't
know, but good riddance. Ian Astbury's singing was clear as abell. Billy
Duffy's fleeting guitar riffs were easy
to follow as well. The most impressive
things, though, were the low, growling

bass guitar line and the big thump of
the kickdrum.
After some experimentation, it became clear that the best vertical axis to
listen on was right on the tweeter axis,
which is alow 29" from the floor even
when the spikes are used. After lowering the rear spikes and raising the front
ones as much as was feasible, Istill had
to slouch down in my low chair to get
exactly on the tweeter axis. C'est la perry.
Slouching down is easy — you just pretend that you're too damn cool to sit up
straight. Iwas only about 6' from the
speakers, so it will be easier if you sit farther away. If you're no slouch, you could
buy some longer front spikes (or just
not install the rear ones).
As for toe-in, pointing the Bronzes
directly at me made the top octave alittle too hot. Then again, pointing them
too much away (almost straight toward
the wall behind me) sacrificed too much
treble detail. A compromise between
the two was the best, with the speakers'
inner sidewalls slightly visible from the
listening scat.

ternal airspace. Fig2, a cumulative
spectral-decay or waterfall plot calculated from the output of asimple
accelerometer fastened to the Bronze's
sidewall 8" from the top, reveals a
reasonably strong panel resonance at
273Hz. This could be found on all the
enclosure surfaces, with an equally
strong mode present on the rear panel
at 300Hz. This panel also "pumped"
slightly at the port tuning frequency.
Iwould have expected the modes
around 300Hz to slightly obscure clarity in the lower mids; however, MK
noted nothing amiss in this region.

Fig3 shows (from left to right) the
outputs of the port, woofers, and tweeter. The port appears to cover awider
bandpass than normal. It also has a
midrange peak in its output at 700Hz,
this coincident with asmall suckout
in the woofer's output. The woofers'
response features the expected null at
the port tuning frequency with aslight
excess of energy in the bottom two
octaves of its passband, the region in
which both drive-units arc operating.
The crossover to the tweeter appears to
operate around 2kHz, with symmetrical, 18dB/octave filter slopes.

Measurements

A

sMK describes, the Stratus Bronze
plays loud with only ahandful of
amplifier watts. Iestimated its B-weighted sensitivity to be 89dB/2.83V/m,
which is above average. Its impedance,
however, is relatively low. Fig.1 reveals
that the magnitude drops below 6ohms
over much of the midrange and bass, but
the electrical phase angle is relatively
benign over most of the band. The port
tuning is indicated by the "saddle" in the
magnitude curve around 30Hz, implying good low-frequency extension.
The small wrinkle in the traces at
26kHz is due to the metal-dome tweeter's primary resonance — this will not
be audible. The wrinkle just below
300Hz, however, is due to some kind
of enclosure resonance, either of one
or more panels or of the speaker's in51..•
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Fig.2 PSB Stratus Bronze, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet
sidewall 8" from the top. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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PSB
Ialso tried to find better speaker
positions, but no luck. Neither closer to
the back wall nor farther away offered
as good abalance of strengths as the
original (B&W) positions. The "universal front-ported dynamic speaker optimum locations" for my 25' by 114"
room arc as follows: 43" to back wall
and 103" to side wall for the left speaker,
36" to back wall and 115" to side wall
for the right. Note that one of the long
walls serves as the back wall, and the
measurement goes to the vertical line
defined by the centers of the woofers
(approximately the same location as
the port).
Disc 3of Prince's Emancipation (NPG
8 54982 2) was chock full of passion
and groove, as usual. It really got to me.
The speaker's somewhat timid pace and
rhythmic intensity noted before were
partly alleviated by listening on the
tweeter axis, but not totally. This is a
fine distinction; for the most part, the
PSB was spreadin' the funk real good. It
disappointed atiny bit only in comparison with the TDL T-Line 3(reviewed

How these individual responses add
up on the tweeter axis at 50" is shown in

.m

ot

10000

Fig.3 PSB Stratus Bronze, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for microphone response, with the nearfield woofer
and port responses plotted below 300Hz
and IkHz, respectively.

Stratus

Bronze

Associated Equipment
CD transport: Rotel RDD-980.
Jitter box: Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug with BNC out.
D/A processor: The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-2 with Parts
Upgrade Kit.
Integrated amplifier: home-constructed Stamina SE MOSFET (Nelson Pass-designed Zen and Bride of
Zen in one chassis).
Loudspeakers: B&W 804.
Cables: Speaker Cables: 3' Goertz
MI 2biwire, no termination. Interconnects: TARA RSC Prime (new).

Digital interconnects: TARA RSC
Digital 75 (BNC), Illuminati DV-30
(BNC), Sound & Video Digiflex
Gold I.
AC line conditioning: AudioPrism Foundation III, home-built
isolation transformer box.
Room treatment: ASC Alpha
Wedge panels, tapestries.
Accessories: AudioPrism CD Stoplight and Isobearings, RoomTunes
JustaRack, Soundcoat chassis-damping tape.
— Muse Kastanovich

in March '98) and the B&W 804, both
of which cost about twice as much as
the Bronze. Overall, pace, timing, and
rhythm were excellent for such an affordable floorstander.
Plug TraxVol.6 (Rhino R2 72587) just
blows me away every time Iput it on.
Every instrument on every single song

of this old-school funk compilation fell
into place through the Stratus Bronze.
Bass guitar lines in particular showed
incredible articulation and wonderful
weight. On track 12, "Glide" by Pleasure, the bass player had me feeling very
inadequate —as an electric bass player,
that is. Idon't really do "slapping and

fig.4. Considering its price, the Stratus
Bronze is astonishingly flat throughout
the midrange and treble. Looking more
closely at the balance, there is avery
slight lack of energy in the presence
region that might correlate with MK's
finding the speaker to somewhat lack
pace, particularly when the plot of its
lateral dispersion (fig.5) reveals alack of
off-axis energy in the same region. The
bass region appears humped up alittle,
which will be partially due to the nearfield measurement technique. However,
the speaker does appear to be balanced

to be rather rich in the bass, as MK
noted. This plot was taken without the
grille; with the grille, the small suckouts
in the low treble deepen slightly, but the
level of the top octave drops by 2-4dB.
The slight sibilance that MK noted
might well be due to the fact that he
auditioned the speakers without the
grilles. (Muse's high-frequency hearing
extends to above 20kHz.)
Other than the lack of presenceregion energy, the lateral dispersion
(fig.5) is well controlled, something
that has always correlated with good
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Fig.4 PSB Stratus Bronze, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50" without grille,
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with complex sum of the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted
below 3001-1z.
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response 5*-90* off-axis.
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musicdirect

800 449-8333
Illinois 312 433-020
fax 312 433-0011
http://www.amusicdirect.corn
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.corn

4

Kate Schrock

JVC XRCD
These am the best sounding CDs on the market.
period! $2599 each.

The following domestic and ¡neon) )LPs are just
asampling of what we carry We have one of the
largest selections of new vinyl in the country!

0020
0021
0023

Everybody Digs Bill Evans
Count Basie -88 Basie Street
Doug MacLeod: Come to Find

0027
0031
0032

D. MacLeod You Can't Take My Blues
Ella and Joe Pass .Take Love Easy
Mulligan Meets Monk

0034
0035

Tatum/Webster -Masterpieces vol 8
C. Hawkins: Good Old Broadway

0036
0037
0038
0039

Bill Evans At Shelly's Manne Hole
Carmey Lundy Old Devil Moon (new)
Sarah Vaughn How Long Has This
Been Going On?
Johnny Griffin: Little Grant

Marvin Gaye: Midnight Love

0040 .
0043

Zoot Sims Quietly There (new)
Steve Miller Band The Joker

Howie and the Blowfish: Cracked Rear View

0044

Tina Turner Private Dancer

0045
0046

Ernie Watts: Long Road Home (new)
Miles Davis. Bags' Groove

0047
0048
0050
0051

Miles Davis Quintet: Walkin' (new)
Kenny Dorham. Quiet Kenny (new)
Wynton Kelly. Kelly Blue Mewl
Bill Evans. Sunday at the VIg. Vgrd.

shunyata

LPs? WE GOT YOUR LPs!

Ton Amos: Little Earthquakes'
Erykah Bada. Live/Baduirm
Beck. Odelay

KATE SCHROCK: SHUNYATA
" .consider it an addendum to my R2D4 recommendations
afantastic recording."
-Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, April 1998

David Bowie: Earthling•

From the opening bars of "Madman" to the

Johnny Cash: Unchained. American Recordings
Eric Clapton. Pilgrirn•

haunting closing 011 the album's final track, "To

Sam Cooke. At the Copa
The Cure. Galore
Bob Dylan -Time out of Mind/Blonde
Enya Watermark'

041

Blonde

Isaac Hayes Hot Buttered Soul/Shaft'

Be Human." Kate Schrock demonstrates the
power of pure songwriting. Her lyrical bound-

CHESKY
RC5
CR6
CR'

LPs,

GRADO

PLATINUM

PHONO CARTRIDGE
You've probably seen the recent reviews! Grados
new series features wooden bodies, resulting in
avery musical sound with Grado 's characteristic deep, tight bass This cartridge has afuller sound
than MOSt others at die price, and is aperfect choice
for those with solid state electronics or anyone
who wants the Grado "house sound." High rated
output of 45mV This cartridge is in very short
supply, so please call to reserve one. Retail $300
(Other Grado models in stock as well, including
the giant-killer Reference, highly recommended

Pearl Jam Yield
Radiohead. OK Computer'
Rolling Stones Bridges to Babylon
Son Volt. Straightaways (Stereophile ROTMI
Cassandra Wilson New Moon Daughter IROTM)
Neil `ri‘
ut
Horse
LAST CHANCE
ON CHESKY LPs!
All Chesky 1Ps

are nuis'

out-of -print, and will

not be reissued Any title below S21 99 each Take
six for $1899 each
CR?

CR3
in The Absolute Sound issue 112. Retail $1200 I RC4

Rachmaninoff. Concerto 2, E Wild
Sibelius Symphony 2, BarbirollePO
Scheherezade, Reiner/CSO

the recent folk-rock phenomenon among
women, and it deserves to be heard and
appreciated. Kakeland 0297 CD, $1499

Pines/Ftns of Rome, Reiner/CSO

CR8
CRY

can in Paris. Fiedler/BP0
Spain, Reiner/CSO

RCIO

Prokofiev .Lt. Kije, Reiner/CSO

RCI 1

The Reiner Sound Rachmaninoff
and Ravel. Reiner/CSO

CR19
RC30

Ravel: Daphnis/Chloe, Munch/BSO
Mussorgsky .Power of the Orchestra.
Leibowitz/RPO
Rach Piano Cto 1/4, Wild
Stravinsky -Petrouchka, Danon/RPO

CR53 . Bosh Concert Favorites, LPO
CR71..
Hollywood Screen Classics

Alanis Morissette .Jagged Little Pill'
Paul McCartney Flaming Pie/Standing Stone'
Oasis. Be Here Now'

tered at Bob Ludwig's Gateway Mastering! is
superb -so much sot hat Ludwig has included four of Schrock's tunes on aforthcoming
DVD sampler Shunyata is afresh take on

CONT'D

Brahms Symphony 4, Reiner/CSO
Bizet. Symphony 1, Munch/RPO
Gershwin. Rhapsody In Blue/Ameri-

CR41
CR42

Michael Jackson History
The Jayhawks .Tomorrow the Green Grass
Kraftwerk Kraftwerk•
Madonna Ray of Light'

aries cover all bases and the recording (mas-

CR83..
CR88

_0 Magnum Mysterium .Westminster
Berhos: fantastique. Freccia/RPO

CR94 ..
RC109

Tchaikovsky Swan Lake, Horenstein
Beethoven: Sym 6, Rerner/CSO

RC110

Offenbach: Gaité Par., Fiedler/BP0

THE

FINE

The long-awaited Matigo INPheus CD m at isheel
After 3years in development Ron Hedrich of Marigo Audio has produced the ultimate CD tuning mat
The Orpheus goes beyond the simple damping characteristics of previous CD mats It features tuning technology that has its origins in the development of Marigot Vibrational Tension System
(VIS) tuning dots Try this solid mat - it will
transform your CD playback system or we'll
refund your money S79 99

PRINT

We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice mail. There is aS5 charge for catalogs mailed outside North America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to those items featured here, we carry aone of the country's largest inventories of domestic and import vinyl, and other products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest, Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos, Deutsche
Gramophone, DMP, Dorian, Fantasy, Harmonia Mundi, King Super Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC,
Pope Music, Proprrus, RCA Living Stereo, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Sony
Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc, Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Music Direct also features accessories and hardware from: Apature, Arc ici, Audient, API, Audio Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright Star Audio, Creek, Ensemble,
German Acoustics, Lightspeed, Marino, McCormack, Mod Squad, Monster Cable,
Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat, Roomtune, Solidsteel, Sound Anchor,
Sovtek, Surniko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Versalab.

PSB
popping" in my own playing, but even if
Idid, Idon't think Icould ever be as
good as this guy.
"Yes, but what about the midrange?"
Glad you asked. Leontyne Price's angelic
voice was mostly right on the money on
her Arias from... (the blue album, RCA
68883-2). Reveling in her control and expression, Istill noticed that the frequencies were not quite perfectly balanced,
but suspected it was the fault of the 1960
recording. Sure enough, replacing it with
Paula Cole's This Fire (Imago/Warner
Bros. 46424-2) proved the Bronze to be
superbly smooth through the midrange.
Paula's voice appeared very realistically
from this HDCD disc, her entire range
was even, and her timbre was almost
touchably human. There was only ahint
of excess sibilance in the treble, but that's
nitpicking.
So far, the PSBs' soundstaging had
been impressive, if understandably not
quite the equal of my memory of the
TDL T-Line 3s. To really examine this
quality in detail, it's best to use apuristmiked recording of acoustic music.

There is no indication whether or not
the BBC Singers' 70th Anniversary
Celebration (BBC Music Magazine, Vol3
No.1) is purist-miked, but its overall
quality leaves little to be desired. These
speakers threw quite a convincing
soundstage, with individual voices
sometimes discernible (the group is a
moderately sized choir). The stage was
not as wide or as deep as I'm accustomed to, but it came close. The pinpoint precision of the images was not as
good as with the B&W 804s in particular. Hall size and overall image believability did not disappoint, however.
Shining finish
How dare this poseur stand among the
real-hardwood-veneered, carbon-fiber/
Kevlar/metal-composite-coned, separate-crossover-chambered, silver-wired,
expensive speaker masterpieces? Well, it
dares, and with your eyes closed you
could very well fail to notice its commoner's rank —or even with your eyes
open, for that matter; this PSB is one
fine-looking, affordable speaker. Sure,

Stratus

Bronze

on close inspection you'll find an awful
lot of plastic used in its construction, but
who cares when you can jam out to any
kind of music for $1100/pair?
Want to know another way these
speakers can save you money? Their
high sensitivity (90dB) means you can
get by with aless powerful amplifier.
My Stamina amps clip at less than 20W
and they were able to play as loudly as
Iwanted with the Stratus Bronzes. I
could go on and on ....
With good to excellent performance in just about every specific area
you can think of, the Stratus Bronze is
abona fide bargain. Music lovers who
want plenty of bass need look no further. Rock'n'roll fans especially should
carefully consider its virtues before
choosing another. Actually, those with
small listening rooms might find it to
have too much bass—consider yourself
warned. You might opt for aminimonitor with better imaging, but
you're unlikely to find aspeaker at this
price that surpasses the Bronze in and
other department.

Measurements
imaging precision, in my experience.
The plot of dispersion in the vertical
plane (fig.6) implies that the speaker's
balance doesn't change much as long as
the listener sits with his or her ears
between the cabinet top and the lower
woofer axis. This is quite alow listening height; as MK recommends, if you
have to sit close to the speaker, it would
be worthwhile experimenting with tilting back the speaker alittle.
In the time domain, the step response (fig.7) implies that both tweeter
and woofers are connected in inverted
acoustic polarity. The associated waterfall plot (fig.8) is superbly clean
throughout the upper midrange and
treble, implying excellent presentation
of recorded detail.
—John Atkinson
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Phillips

REL Studio II powered subwoofer

F

rom 71te Audio Catechism:
Q: What is amime*?
A: A large, ugly device that must
be placed in the most inconvenient
location in the listening room — for instance, in front of the only door.
Q: What is the purpose ofthe subwoofer?
A: To produce prodigious amounts of
low-frequency sound and to glorify its
owner, who can rest safe in the knowledge that his is the biggest.
Ah, but it doesn't have to be that way.
At the same time that home theater has
made "subwoofer" ahousehold word,
many high-end companies have also
discovered that adeep, tuneful bottom
end can serve as the solid foundation for
the cathedral of music.
REL is such acompany. Their $8000
Studio II is ano-holds-barred unit that
they call a"sub-bass system." Far from
billing it as an add-on for speakers that
lack bass extension, REL boldly states
that any system will derive increased
impact and solidity from the addition of
aStudio IL—even denizens of Stereophile's "Class A— Full Range Loudspeakers" category in "Recommended
Components."
The real is only the bass...
The Studio II is reasonably handsome
("for asubwoofer," my wife sniffs). It's
fairly sizeable at 23 1
4 "by 21 1
/
4 "by 14 1
/
2 ",
/
but its black ash side panels, dark glass
top, and stubby cylindrical brass legs
make it look as much like furniture as a
subwoofer's going to get.
The Studio II is designed to be placed
against awall, and the side of the woofer
that goes against the wall is all business.
Inputs and controls are arrayed across
the utility panel: aphase-reversal switch;
three control knobs (Coarse, Fine, and
Gain); two RCA line-level inputs; two
"professional-type" twist-lock connectors (High Level, which accepts speaker
level, and High Level Balanced); alinelevel three-pin XLR (600 ohms); a
power switch; and an IEC mains receptacle. This arrangement gives the Studio
II an unusually broad range of connection options and control.
The Studio II employs two heavyduty 10" drivers in what REL refers to as
114

REL Studio II powered subwoofer

an "Acoustic Resistive Matrix" (ARM)
loading scheme. The mandictuirr claims
that ARM offers lower distortion and
improved transient performance. The
driver's back wave is loaded by acavity
that is vented "in acontrolled way" (according to REL) into asmaller cavity,
which then vents again into an even
smaller one and, eventually, exits out the
port. Even this explanation is somewhat

Description: Powered "sub-bass system" with adjustable high-pass filter,
DC-coupled, 300W RMS MOSFET amplifier, and "Acoustic Resistive Matrix"
(ARM) drive-unit loading. Input connections: one XLR, one speaker level,
two RCA. Gain control range: 80dB.
Input impedance: 100k ohms (high
level), 10k ohms (XLR, RCA), 600 ohms
(balanced XLR). Phase: adjustable.
Drive-units: two 10" (250mm) longthrow cast-chassis woofers. Enclosure
resonant frequency: 20Hz. Enclosure
volume: 72 liters. Frequency range:
14-120Hz (lowest frequency is both
room- and system-dependent; upper frequency is user-adjustable).

simplified—there is yet another cavity,
this one "for special control purposes."
Although ARM loading is complex —
not to mention difficult to construct —
REL feels it offers superior performance
to conventional reflex loading, since the
driver is said to "see" asmaller enclosure
at higher bass frequencies. REL likens
this to the advantage offered by afivespeed gearbox over athree-speed.

Power output: 400W peak.
Dimensions: 23 1
/
4"(685mm) W by
21 3
/
4"(620mm) Hby 14 1
/
2"(520mm)
D. Weight: 194 lbs (88kg) net, 275
lbs (125kg) crated on pallet.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
7816.
Price: 88000. Approximate number
of dealers: 48.
Manufacturer: REL Acoustics Ltd.,
North Road, Bridgend Industrial Estate, Bridgend, Mid-Glamorgan CF31
3TP, Wales, UK. Tel: (44) 1656-768777.
Fax: (44) 1656-766093. US distributor:
Sumiko, 2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley,
CA 94710. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax:
(510) 843-7120.
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Discover how the right audio,
REL Setup Made Simple
Since Sumiko and the REL's manual
offer different recommendations for
setting up the Studio II, Iasked Sumiko's Stirling Trayk to explain his
recommended setup procedure.—WP
To begin the setup process, choose
apiece of music that has arepetitive
bass line that is quite low in frequency. We recommend the soundtrack
to Sneakers (Columbia CK 53146)
because it has arepetitive bass drum
throughout, which gives you alot of
time to move the woofer around —
but, more important, it was recorded
in alarge venue and therefore has a
deep and large-scale bass signature.
Phase Orientation: After plugging the REL in and connecting it,
set the bass control's Coarse setting
to position 2and raise the Gain control to the 9:00 position. Start your
setup cut and go to the corner where
the REL has been placed. Trying to
ignore all other aspects of the music,
listen to the bass drum and the effect
the drum has on the listening room.
Switch back and forth between the
two phase settings (Normal and Reverse). Whichever sounds louder is
correct—this means the woofer is acting in concert with the main speakers, adding bass, not canceling it.
Room Orientation: Try orienting the woofer with the front wall
(behind the main speakers) or
turned 90° — with the connection
panel facing the side wall. The orientation that yields the most bass is,
again, the correct one.
REL Placement: Start with the
REL as far into the corner as possible, then slowly move the woofer on
adiagonal out from the corner, tryThe 300W internal amplifier is DCcoupled, using triple-paralleled MOSFET output devices. The line-level and
filter stages are fully regulated to ensure
isolation from the power amp. The
crossover filter stages are Sallen and Key
two-pole (12dB/octave) types, and the
filter capacitors arc 1% tolerance, nitrogen-filled polystyrene types. Quite a
contrast from the cheap'n'cheerful opamp board stuck in many subwoofers as
an afterthought!
Sumiko recommends that the subwoofer be connected to the main speakers' amplifier by way of its speaker-level
inputs — this leaves your main speakers
Stereophile. July 1998

digital, power, and video
mg to keep it equidistant from the
walls. Listen for the point at which
the woofer exhibits increased output
and the lowest bass. Somewhere between several inches and several feet
from the comer, the woofer will `unlock' — at this point the speaker is
working with the room to provide the
most efficient pressurization and the
lowest possible frequency response.
Crossover settings: With the
speaker properly sited and the phase
set correctly, you can begin to tune the
crossover. Working with both Coarse
and Fine controls —and the Gain still
set at 9:00 — you are looking for
the point at which the woofer begins
to intrude on the primary speakers.
Each detente on the Coarse dial is
equal to four on the Fine control.
(With both dials set to 1, the crossover frequency is 25Hz; with both
set to 4, it's 100Hz.) When you've
reached the point where the woofer
begins to interfere with the main
speaker, you can subtly adjust both
crossover setting and gain to reach a
seamless integration of the two. This
is the time-consuming part.
Gain must be adjusted in conjunction with crossover changes. In general, choosing alower crossover point
necessitates more gain; selecting a
higher crossover setting calls for less
gain. Many audiophiles tend to set the
crossover point too high and the gain
too low, for fear of overwhelming
the main speakers with bass—this results in aloss of bass depth and dynamics. The proper crossover point
will increase overall dynamics, extend the bass frequencies, and improve soundstaging. -Stirling Trayle
running full-range. It is fair to point out
that using the REL does not therefore
offer one of the main advantages of adding asubwoofer to asystem: relieving
the satellites of the stress of being asked
to reproduce deep bass information. In
addition, having three acoustic sources
reproducing low bass in the room might
make setup more problematic than
usual. Why use this strategy, therefore?
Sumiko's John Hunter explained:
"When you derive the signal from the
amplifier that drives the speakers, you
tend to preserve the sonic signature of
that amp — so the sound from the
Studio II will better match that of the

cabling can enhance
your home theater
experiences and
bring you closer
to the music.

Transparent Cables
are designed and
manufactured by
Transparent Audio, Inc.
Rt. 202, Box 117
Hollis ME 04042 USA
(207) 929-4553
Fax (207) 929-4271
E-mail transparent@
transparentcable.com

Your nearest high-end shop is
...right at home.
The Cable Company offers the only "Library" of
broken-in samples of nearly every cable for
you to try at home. We also do this for

d'L

dozens of powerline filters, and
many, many components. This
service for our customers
is

cost-free and guilt-free

(5-10% deposit required--

THE
iit; CABLE
\IICOMPAIIY

call for details).

As you can see
we have the smartest
customers in the business!

Good people. Good advice.
Great systems, one customer at atime.

We also specialize in:
Racks

Resonance Control

Signal Guard:
Comprehensive Component Isolation

Room Acoustics

e

Components

IltilyCrystal
Resonance Technology
making music sound better!

Genesis Digital Lens
Try before you buy!

From

RoomLens

to Roomtune to EchoBusters,
ASC & more!

Everyday low prices and great specials.
THE CABLE COMPANY
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
1•8000FATWYRE •215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8661 •Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com eWebsite: www.fatwyre.com
All major credit carde •FREE consultation •FREE Newsletter •Most orders ship FREE!

main speakers." As Iswitched amplifiers
in and out of the system, the sound did
change, reflecting their differing characters. This was asubtle effect, certainly
not day-and-night, but it went along
way toward making the system coherent. When you consider the Studio II's
staggering price tag, it will probably be
used in fairly sophisticated systems —
the sort where tiny nuances become
more pronounced.
You can also drive the REL with a
line-level signal, which Itried just to see
how it worked. As you'd expect, it
worked fine, but Idecided to stick with
the importer's recommendations, seeing
as how Sumiko has set up alot more of
these than Ihave. Ihad no complaints
using the speaker-level umbilical.
But it is the bass
Setting the REL up —actually, properly
setting up any topnotch subwoofer —is
fairly complicated. Everybody "knows"
that deep bass is nondirectional, but that
doesn't mean you can just set awoofer
up anywhere in aroom and get it to
integrate with your primary speakers
and produce deep, nonspecific bass.
Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12, Naim
Armageddon Power Supply, Naim
ARO toneann, van den Hul Frog
phono cartridge; LP12/Lingo/
Cirkus/Ittok/Arkiv.
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2, Mark Levinson No.39,
Meridian 508-24, Naim CD 3.5.
Phono preamplifiers: AcousTech, Conrad-Johnson Premier
Fifteen, Linn Linto, Naim Prefix.
Power amplifiers: Accuphase
M2000, Audio Research VT200,
Cary CAD805C, Krell FPB 600.
Loudspeakers: B&W DM 302,
B&W Silver Signature, Dynaudio
Contour 3.3, EgglestonWorks
Andra, Polk RT5, ProAc Response One SC.
Cables: 'Umber KCAG, WireWorld Gold Eclipse III interconnects; ICimber Black Pearl, WireWorld Gold Eclipse III speaker
cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112,
Magro Stereo Display Stand.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; osophagistic
feline.
—Wes Phillips
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How come? Well, it's the room, not the
woofer, that causes all the problems. All
rooms have antinodes that can cause
bass to boom, and nodes or nulls that
can sap the bass energy completely. This
means that you must find the right place
for the woofer, then you must carefully
experiment with phase, gain, and the
high-pass filter. This can take weeks of
experimentation and listening. And the
better the system, the more precisely
the subwoofer must be dialed in.
Sumiko has devised amethod for setting up REL woofers that is rather different from the instructions given in the
owner's manual. The manual says to
stick the woofer between the primary
speakers and start the tuning-in process
from there. This makes for avisually
balanced system, but I've never lived in
aroom where such symmetry resulted
in coherent top-to-bottom response.
Sumiko finds that corner placement
works in the greatest number of systems. Pressurizing the room from the
corner at frequencies below 50Hz provides more linear and uniform low-frequency response, they claim. It's possible to find good locations other than the
corner, but nodal response problems
tend to make this more complicated.
(See Stirling Trayle's sidebar, "REL Setup
Made Simple.") Just my luck, Icouldn't
use corner placement in my room, so
Ihad to experiment extensively before
settling in to alocation that was adequate, if not ideal —in my room, this
was along the right sidewall, about 3V
from the lava-style fireplace that made a
corner location impossible. In extremely difficult situations, Sumiko suggests
that two smaller subwoofers may work
better than asingle larger one.
Bass is the place
Intellectually, Irealize that you can
obtain deep bass from awell-designed
woofer system featuring smallish drivers. However, time and again during my
extended audition, Ifound myself saying, "All this from two 10" drivers?" The
reality of deep, deep, taut bass kept
overriding my logic circuits. The Studio
Hreally delivered the LF goods.
But man-oh-man did it take some
fiddlefication to get it to do so without
boominess or doubling. First off, it took
two visits from Sumiko's Stirling Trayle
to find agood woofer location; then it
took several weeks of minor adjustments
to the Gain and Coarse and Fine bass
controls to lock it in — aprocess that
had to be repeated every time Ichanged
speakers. Sumiko spends alot of time
training its dealers to set up its gear, so if
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you do buy an REL, especially one as
expensive as aStudio II, you should
expect your dealer to deliver, uncrate,
and set it up for you —not to mention
follow up after you've fine-tuned the
system. This may not be rocket science,
but it ain't all that simple either.
My first attempt at setting up the
Studio II was fun but flawed. Using
EgglestonWorks Andras as the primary
speakers, Iput the REL along the wall
behind the loudspeakers (the front
wall), as close to the corner as my fireplace would let me. This also happened
to be within abass-reinforcing mode;
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expect the subwoofer to add deep bass
to speakers with rolled-off LF output,
and it did — the combination of the
Silver Signatures and the Studio II was
particularly beguiling, even though I
don't normally feel that the B8cWs
sound at all anemic. What did startle me
was how much snore open they sounded with the subwoofer in the system —
and how much better they imaged.
Both of these categories rank among the
Silver Siggies' glories, so this was stop the
presses!—level news.
This improvement was particularly
noticeable, of course, on discs that had
already impressed me with their openness and imaging. Take, for example,
Paradoxically, Ifound the
one of the three February 1998 "Recordings of the Month," Sacred Steel Guitars,
REL worked best with
VoL2 —The Campbell Brothers Featuring
Katie Jackson: Pass Me Not (Arhoolie
bigger, fuller-range
CD461). It was recorded live and does a
fantastic job of putting you in the midspeaker systems.
dle of avery spirited celebration of faith.
This is not to say that it
Adding the Studio II to the equation
allowed me to hear how much presence
didn't offer improvements
and impact the kickdrum had — something that most stereos never get right.
to small monitors.
But the sounds were also live-er, more
in the air, and Iwas even more contry as Imight, Inever quite got aseamscious of the room in which the service
less blend between the Andras and the
was being celebrated.
Studio II. The system boomed at about
Ilse Romantic Organ (Epiphany EP-4)
30Hz. Idid considerably extend the
is arecital by Kent Trittle on the huge
bass capabilities of the system and manMantler organ in the Church of St.
aged to rediscover just how good many
Ignatius Loyola in New York City. If
of my organ-recital discs sounded. However there was arecording designed to
ever, that boominess eventually overtorture asubwoofer, this is it —73 mincame my fascination with the increased
utes of Franck, Widor, Bruckner, Liszt,
extension, and Iknew it was time to have
Mendelssohn, and Brahms. Some of the
the REL take ahike to adifferent wall.
pedal tones literally shook the house:
That made all the difference in the
window frames threatened to pop out
world. After aday spent with Stirling,
from the room pressurization, and Ifelt,
as well as countless hours of obsessiverather than heard, the 16Hz C. Hoo-boy.
compulsive tweaking, Iwas amazed at
But the clarity and airiness of the
what adifference the Studio II made in
oboe and trumpet stops was also trementhe system —no matter what speaker I dously increased —they seemed to float
was using. Paradoxically, Ifound the
in the air just beyond the plain of the
REL worked best with bigger, fullerspeakers. And the sense of an instrument
range speaker systems such as the Egin ahuge space, the chapel itself, was far
gleston and the Alón Circe, rather than
greater with the REL in the system.
with smaller speakers such as the B&W
Combining the Studio H with afullJohn Bowers Silver Signature, ProAc
range speaker such as the Andra just
Response One SC, or even really tiny
heightened the effect. The Andras did a
ones such as the B&W DM 302 or the
superb job of re-creating the Mantler
Polk RT5. The woofer didn't do as good
organ all by themselves, but in concert
ajob compensating for missing bass as it with the REL, the soundstage was bigdid reinforcing and extending deep bass
ger, more solid, and — startlingly —
on reasonably full-range loudspeakers.
more delicate. More solid and more delThis is not to say that it didn't offer
icate simultaneously? Yes —the bottom
improvements to small monitors. Of end got solid and massive, as you'd
course, it took even more fiddling to
expect, but this freed the rest of the
blend the Studio II's output into the tiny
spectrum to exist as tones lighter than
ones—the higher the REL had to go,
air, which is, after all, what they arc. As
the tougher the task became. You'd
things opened up, they freed up. And
Stereophile, July 1998

Edge of The Art -The Ultimate Audio System

The 2C3CI System
Phase Ill
In 1996. (herture stunned the audio world by winning "Best Sound" at the Stereophile 11111 Show with our 2C3D Phase
II System. Now we introduce our 2C31) l'hase Ill System. which oilers even niore dramatic performance. This new system takes component matching to a new level by addressing all aspects of performance. including W line treatment
and the listening room itself. The result is asystem with qualities that are unique in the industry — true three-dimensional holographic imaging. unsurpassed resolution. and ultra-linear response.

Spectral-In this system. Spectral's ultra-linear high speed design is fully exploited. Their
uncompromising design achieves the highest level of resolution we have ever heard. with
remarkable holographic imaging. This level of performance is made possible in large part
from the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio component. New to the 2C31)
Phase Ill system is the SDR 3000 Reference Cl) transport. the final link in the Spectral
Reference System. To achieve the highest level of performance available. Spectral componentry is an absolute must. Just in. the ultimate amplifier. Ille Spectral MR 360
SpectialleSDR 3000

monohlocks. Hear them now al (herlure!

MIT Shotgun EVO/SA- MITs original Shotgun'" Interfaces established astandard of performance unmatched by any other company's products, even today. Now MIT has revived the
legendary Shotgun name for breakthrough new interfaces. The MI1-850 Shotgun EVO'"/SA
Speaker Interfaces and MI-350 Shotgun E\ 075 \ Component Interfaces deliver unsurpassed accuracy, integrity. and musicality. This new level of performance allows the 2C3D
Phase Ill System to reveal every instrument and voice in its proper location, Independent of
playback level. so that the sources of sound seem to be the performers themselves.
Behind it all. MITs Z-Series - Power Line Treatment products pnwide the ultra-clean AC
power that is the foundation of this remarkable system. The level of sonic improvement
these MIT reference-level components bring to the Phase III System will amaze even the
most experienced listener.
.
,
‘SC-World-renowned acoustic engineer Art Noxon has designed aremarkably flexible acoustic tuning sy
for this system's listening environment. ASC's unmatched Tubetrap technology allows the Phase Ill System to
reveal its full potential in any room, including yours.
.‘valon-Avalon's newest speaker, designed by Neil Patel for Avalon Acoustics.
Inc.. the Eidolon. features the fastest signal response of any dynamic speaker. and it enables the l'hase III System to provide the lowest noise floor we
have yet heard. The Eidolon offers pinpoint dimensional staging, incredible
dynamic contrast, holographic soundstaging with remarkable detail, nuance
and resolution. The Eidolon fully reveals the unique qualities of this stunning
Tube
Traps

system. With their beautiful design and compact size (43-1/2" tall). the
Eidolon delivers flat response from 20 Ilz to 35 kHz, and provides great flexibility in complementing any mom decor.

If you are seeking a unique Imel oh musical realism. the 2C3D l'hase III System is a
rmelation. Please call us to audition this musical masterpiece.
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Hush! The Angels Are Singing
CD =CFIM 001 $25.00

Great Romantic Movie Themes
CD =CFIM 002 525.00

Antiphone Blues
CD CFIM 003 $25.00

The Proprius Sound
CD =CFIM 004 $25.00

Audiophile Reference (Popular)
CD =CFIM 007 $25.00

I—DCD
Christmas Party
CD -CFIM 008 $25.00

Ft:3CD

Silent Night, Beautiful Night
CD -CFIM 005 $25.00

Audiophile Reference (Classical)
CD -CFIM 006 $25.00

Songs My Dad Taught Me
CD =CFIM 009 $25.00

Jazz At The Pawnshop
Complete 2CD Set
CD =CFIM 012
CD =CFIM 013 $60.00

(rcd

Same as above but in super 110CD
CD = CFIM 014
HDCD
CD =CFIM 015 $50.00
Patricia Barber -Cafe Blue
CD =CFIM 010 $25.00

A World of Love
CD = CFIM 011 $30.00

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Shipping: $4.95 UPS Ground -$7.95 Airborr
Any size order in continental USA.

Exclusive US Distributer
P.O. BOX 1905, SALINA, KS 67402-1905 •USA

TO ORDER CALL:

PHONE: (785) 825-8609 •FAX: (785) 825-0156
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-800-716-3553 1tI
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that's something special, something I
wasn't expecting.
Baby got back
The REL Studio II has forced me to
reexamine my concept of what asubwoofer does. In aworld where "main
speakers," in some cases, don't even
venture below 100Hz, the term "subwoofer" has been corrupted to the point
where it means "lower-midrange driver
with limited bass capacity."
This does not describe the Studio II —
it truly lives up to its billing as asub-bass

"Accept: noUling
less Ulan a
genuine
powerCliord."
usEco, Mohler

FREE

High-End Audio

Catalog!

In aworld where
speaker cables can cost
$15,000, can Ireally
squawk about awelldesigned, meticulously
built product such as the

Get This Catalog
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!

Studio II—even if it is
an $8000 subwoofer?
system. And it seems to do so with
speakers that Ithought needed little or
no bass reinforcement, as well as with
those that benefit from an extra half (or
even whole) octave of bottom-end.
But it does more than that. It also
makes your primary speakers possess
even more of those magical qualities
you bought them for: more airiness,
more sense of space, more magic.
Those qualities don't come cheap —
$8000 is as much as aClass A speaker
system like the B&W Silver Signature
costs. When writing areview, Ialways
hesitate to put my wallet in the reader's
pocket; Itry to describe what Iheard
and let the reader draw his or her own
conclusions concerning value. On the
one hand, the REL Studio II made a
huge difference in the performance of
every combination of components I
added it to. On the other hand, none of
the systems sounded bad without it.
But in aworld where speaker cables
can cost $15,000, can Ireally squawk
about a well-designed, meticulously
built product such as the Studio II
even if it is an $8000 subwoofer? It's not a
call I'd dare to make for you — you'll
need to listen to it yourself and weigh
the benefits and (ouch) costs.
I'll tell you this: If you hear the REL
Studio II set up to do what it's capable
of doing, you're going to want one bad —
no matter what the cost.
P1
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Follow-Up
Robert
Carver Lightstar 2.0 power amplifier
In high-end audio, no matter how welldesigned aproduct or how good the
reviews, chances arc the manufacturer
will eventually introduce a"new, improved" version. And you can be pretty
sure that this Mk.II/Series 2/Signature
model will be more expensive.
Not the Carver Lightstar 2.0. 1 The
original Lightstar Reference (which I
reviewed in May 1995, Vol.18 No.5)
sold for $3995 and seemed good value
at that price. Its successor, the subject of
the present review, is not only much less
expensive ($2795), but is claimed to
have been improved sonically and technically. (The two don't always go
together.)

Carver Lightstar 2.0 power amplifier

remote-control systems, the 2.0 is supplied with an RC-5 connector. Weight
is down, from 72 to 48 lbs.
Technology: The Lightstar Reference
Perhaps the most important aspect of
and the Lightstar 2.0 differ in ways
the Lightstar's redesign is the near douexternal and internal. The Reference
bling of the tracking power supply's
had a"wraparound" case and aplatswitching speed. This apparently results
form base: very stylish, but expensive
in an improvement of the amplifier's
to manufacture. The 2.0 is still an
squarewave performance and reduces
attractive-looking amplifier, but the
the need for filtering in the signal path.
case is more conventionally constructAlso, there has been atweaking of the
ed. The Reference had two separate
limiter circuitry, which now waits
illuminated power meters; in the 2.0,
longer before springing into action.
these have been combined into asingle
The Reference's two El transformers
two-channel meter. (And Istill wish
have been replaced by asingle heavythey had a switch to turn off the
duty toroidal transformer (sourced
meter's illumination.)
from Plitron, supplier to anumber of
The Reference's two power cords
high-end audio manufacturers). The
and two power switches have been
replaced by one of each, reflecting a 2.0's substantial internal heatsinks provide for cooler running. Specified
change from dual-mono to stereo depower output remains unchanged at
sign. The back panel of the 2.0 sports
300W into 8 ohms, 600W into 4
switches allowing selection of balanced
ohms, and 1200W into 2ohms.
XLR or unbalanced RCA inputs; the
Reference had these inputs but they
Sound: In my review of the Lightstar
were in parallel, so they could not be
Reference, Ipraised its effortless dyused at the same time. Like the Refnamics, timbral accuracy, and generally
erence, the 2.0 has two sets of higheasy-on-the-cars quality, but described
quality binding posts, but their location
it as erring abit on the soft side, lacking
on the back panel has been changed,
some overall transparency, and having
placing them closer to the output circuit
bass that was not ideally tight. Now I'm
boards (a good thing). The 2.0's modunot saying that, on reading my critilar internal construction eliminates the
cisms, the Carver design team immedicumbersome (and technically less desirately rushed back to the lab to address
able) wiring harnesses. To accommothese concerns, but the sonic differdate use of the amplifier in multi-room
ences between the Reference and the
2.0 involved exactly the arcas of perfor1Carver Corporation, 15300 Woodinville-Redmond
mance that Ihad described as problemRoad, Woodinville, WA 98072, Tel: (425) 482-34(X).
atic. In contrast to the Reference (I was
Fax: (425) 482-3401. Internet: www.carver.com.
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Deutsch

able to obtain asample for comparison), the 2.0 evinced significantly
greater transparency, with highs more
open and extended. This was particularly noticeable on complex orchestral and
choral material. The big choral finale of
Ragtime (Songs from Ragtime, BMG
80001-2 — the recording that should
have been the 1998 Granunv winner in
Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LPI2, Lingo,
Ittok, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx.
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda
II transport, Audio Alchemy
DTI•Pro32 anti-jitter/resolutionenhancement device, Sonic Frontiers Processor 3 digital processor,
Illuminati D-60/Orchid digital
links.
Preamplifiers: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Signature Mk.III,
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5i.
Loudspeakers: Dunlavy SC-IV,
Hales Design Group Revelation
Three.
Cables: TARA Labs The Two
interconnects, Decade power and
speaker cables.
Accessories: Chang CLS-9600
ISO power-line conditioner (digital source only), Shakti stone placed
on the DTI Pro32, Original Cable
Jackets on the power cables, and a
Bright Star Little Rock atop the
CD transport.
-Robert Deutsch
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Cable Closeouts
...and other HOT Cable Deals!

Hele

Music Metre-III Interconnect .5m pr
Music Metre-III Interconnect Irn pr
Music Metre-III Interconnect 1.5m pr
ure Interconnect .5m pr
Signature
ced XLR Interconnect .5m pr
Signature Interco
1m pr
Signature Speaker Cable
w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 7' pair w s
Signature Speaker Cable 8' pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 9' pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 10' pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 15' pair w/spades

'ALJDID
!MAGIC
banduaçrzd Si('•CR Av.ho CaMt's

Dragon Interconnect
1meter pai
r$24.95
Dragon Interconnect
2meter pair
$34.95
Sceptor Interconnect
1meter pair
$49.95
Sceptor Interconnect
1.5 meter pair
$59.95
Sceptor Interconnect
2meter pair
$69.95
Sceptor Balanced XLR
1meter pair
$79.95
Sceptor Balanced XLR
2meter pair
$99.95
Apprentice Interconnect .5 meter pair
$67.95
Apprentice Interconnect 1meter pair
$79.95
Apprentice Interconnect 1.5 meter pair
$95.00
Apprentice Interconnect 2meter pai
r
$109.95
Apprentice Balanced 1meter pair
$99.95
Presto Interconnect .5 meter pair
$86.95
Presto Balanced 1meter pair
$129.95
Excalibur Digital BNC 1meter
$99.95
Spellcaster Interconnect Balanced 1meter pr $279.95
Excalibur Speaker Cable 8' pair
$199.95
Excalibur Speaker Cable 10 pai
r$249.95
Excalibur Speaker Cable 12' pair
$299.95
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 8' pair
$219.95
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 10 pair
$279.95
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 12' pair
$319.95
Spellcaster Speaker Cable 8' pair
$329.95
Please Call For Audio Magic Models Not Listed.

STRAIGHT WIRE

Used &Demo Cable Deals

Audio Magic Illusion Power Cord 2m
$349.95
Audio Magic Illusion S/C 8' Bi-Wire pair
$2495.00
Audio Magic Sorcerer Balanced 3m pair
$799.00
Audio Magic Spellcaster S/C 8' pair
$299.95
Audio Magic Mystic Reference I2S bus .5m
$99.95
Audio Magic Mystic I2S bus .5m
$44.95
Audio Magic Mystic I2S bus 1m
$64.95
MIT Music Link Balanced 1m pair
$99.95
Monster Sigma Interconnect 1m pair
$349.95
Monster Interlink Reference-A .5m pair
$29.95
Straightwire Virtuoso Bi-Wire S/C 12' pair $1199.00
Straightwire Symphony .5m pair
$22.95
Tara Labs Temporal Continuum 1m pair
$149.95
Tara Labs Temporal Continuum S/C 10' pair $149.95
Tara Labs Quantum-II S/C 12' pair
$99.95
Transparent Ultra Speaker Cable 40' pr
$1699.00
Transparent Ultra Interconnect 1m pr
$399.00
Transparent Ultra Interconnect 2m pr
$459.00
Transparent AES/EBU Digital Link 1m
$199.95
XL0 Signature Speaker Cable 6' pair
$699.00

HCM

Audio

Harmony Interconnect
lmeter pair
Musicable-II Interconnect Imeter pr
Laserlink Interconnect Imeter pr
Laserlink Interconnect 1.5 meter pr
Laserlink Interconnect 2meter pr
Laserlink Interconnect 3meter pr
Maestro-II w/TIFF RCA Plugs 1m pr
Silverlink Video/Digital Cable lm
Silverlink Video/Digital Cable 1.5m
Silverlink Video/Digital Cable 2m
Silverlink-II Video/Digital Cable lm
Flex-4 Speaker Cable 5' pair w/Pins
Waveguide-8 10' pair w/Pins>Banana
Encore Speaker Cable 10' pr w/Spades
Encore Speaker Cable 20' pr w/Spades
Rhapsody Speaker Cable 10'pr Spades
Rhapsody-II Speaker Cable 8' pr Spades
Rhapsody-II Speaker Cable 5' pr Spades
Maestro Speaker Cable 10'pr Spades
Maestro-II Speaker Cable 8' pr Spades
Maestro-II Speaker Cable 5' pr Spades
•

$49.95
$69.95
$84.95
$89.95
$97.50
$139.95
$134.95
$154.95
.95
$199.
$219.95
$309.95

$17.95
$24.95
$21.95
$25.95
$29.95
$39.95
$139.95
$19.95
$23.95
$27.95
$39.95
$16.95
$49.95
$89.95
$159.95
$154.95
$199.95
$139.95
$299.95
$369.95
$249.95

N 0RD () ST

Black Knight Interconnect 1meter pair
$64.95
Blue Angel Interconnect 1meter pair
$104.00
4-Flat Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 8'pr w/spades
$89.95
Flatline Gold Speaker Cable 8'pr w/spades
$69.95
Super Flatline Bi-Wire 8'pr w/spades
$139.95
Octava Speaker Cable 8conductor solid core 79¢ per foot
Please Call For Nordost Models Not Listed.
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We carry the fidl line of
Creek Headphone Amps,
Phono Preamps, Passive
Remote Preamps, and the
new Music Hall Turntable.
Starting under $200. Please call or visit our web site.

More deals on the WEB at http://rnembers.aol.com/hcmaudio

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269

975 East Ave #192, Chico, CA 95926
e-mail address: hcmaudio@aol.com
On the WEB :http://members.aol.com/hcmaudio

Welcome!

the cast-album category, not the revival
Chicago) was less congested through the
2.0, with individual voices more distinct
within the mix. Among the amplifiers
of my recent acquaintance, the Jeff
Rowland Design Group Model 2/
BPS-2 has even more of asee-through

Please accept our personal invitation
to visit IS Audio's new,state-of-theart listening and viewing facilities in
Bethesda, Maryland, just four miles
from our Nation's Capital.

In every sonic parameter

/MERIDIAN

that Iexamined,

New!
508.24 bit CD Player

the Lightstar 2.0 was
superior to its predecessor.
quality, but this comes at aprice ($8400
the last time Ichecked).
The Lightstar 2.0 was superior to
the Lightstar Reference at the bottom
end as well. Bass drums and bass guitars reproduced through the 2.0 were
tighter and better controlled, with
cleaner fundamentals. It's not the best
bass I've heard from an amplifier — the
Bryston 7B-ST holds that honor—
but it's close. Dynamics were already
among the Reference's strengths; with
the 2.0, this aspect of performance has
been enhanced further, both the Dunlavy SC-IV speakers and the Hales
Revelation Threes sounding less compressed at the top of the volume range.
The Lightstar 2.0 also did afine job
of communicating dynamic shadings —
like the way the guitar swells in volume, then backs off during the intro
to Simon and Garfunkel's "The Only
Living Boy in New York" (in the superbly remastered boxed set Old Friends,
Columbia/Legacy C3K 64780).
Conclusion: Some automobile manufacturers try to meet their competition by
introducing new models with lower
sticker prices than the previous year's
models. The trick they often use is
known as de-contorting: making previously
standard features options, and using
cheaper materials in manufacturing. The
resulting cat while less expensive, is inferior to the previous year's model.
Any fears that Carver might have followed asimilar route in the revision of
the Lightstar Reference are groundless:
In every sonic parameter that Iexamined, the Lightstar 2.0 was superior to
its predecessor. An extremely powerful
amplifier, it handles difficult loads with
aplomb, and the sound has adelicacy
that's rare among high-powered amplifiers. Innovative in design, and bucking
the modern trend of ever-increasing
prices, the Lightstar 2.0 is an old-fashioned bargain.
Stereophile,

July 1998

Music Systems & Home Theatre.

566.24 bit DA Converter
565-7.1 AC-3 DTS Processor
861 Reference Series on display
B • le
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Audio

T•chnology

New! VK-5i Tube CD Player

VK-5i &VK-3i Preamplifiers
VK-60, VK-200 &VK-500 Amplifiers

Sonus faber
Concerto Grand Piano
Amator Series Il

K IMBER

SELECT

&lassé Audio

THIEL
2.3 in photo

New!
7.2 Estimated
June Arrival!

www.jsaudio.com
att

Billy Baggs •Classé Audio •Cardas ••
Jeff Rowland Design Group •Gr
Graham tug. •Illuminati •KEF
Kimber Select •Meridian Meridian Di
Meridian Reference •Niles •Powerwedgc •PSI
Pioneer Elite •REL •Rock Solid •Sonus Faber
SME •Sony XBR' Sony DVD • Sony DSS
Thiel •Target •VPI •Vienna Acoustics
One year 100% trade up policy
Select pre-owned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

THE
WORLD'S
BEST SURGE
SUPPRESSOR...
1lMem
does not use sacrificial/wear
components, has no joule rating or
surge current limitation, WILL
NEVER FAIL, does not divert surge
current to the ground wire, clamps
instantaneously and has the
industry's lowest let-through
voltage. It is also possibly THE
BEST LINE FILTER YOU CAN BUY.

Now consider this...no matter what
you paid for it, the odds are
OVERWHELMING that your
current surge protector does use
sacrificial/wear components
(MOV's), has ajoule/current
limitation, WILL EVENTUALLY FAIL,
and does divert surge current to
the ground wire (causing
ground hum and degenerative
equipment damage)

So...How Important
Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS
Starting at the real world puce of
$199.
Available in:

•Eight receptacle, 15A, point-of-use.
•Eight receptacle, 15A, single unit
rack mount or modular power
distribution unit.
•12 receptacle, 20A, double unit rack
mount/power distribution unit.
NOW AVAILABLE WITH
ISOLATED RECEPTACLES.

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@isaudio.com
Visa
Mastercard
American Express

1-800-528-0313
BRIO
44

BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.
Fax. 1-800-528-6623
E-Mail: info@brickwall.com
Web: www.brickwall.com
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StereophileReviewers Speck Oout portoble
headphone stuff: About the Etyrnotic ER4S: 'for.
recording engineers, Ithink the ER-4Ses would
be on indispensable tool—isolation plus accuracy
make adifficult combination to top. For travelers. Ican't recommend anything more highly.
They help me arrive more rested—through the
reduction of rumble---and ri ogreat mood, since
I've amused myself on my journey. 'Wes Phillips,
Vol. 18 No.7, July 1995. About the Supreme: "With
some products, to see them is to wont to possess
them; the HeadRoom Supreme foils into that
category...A remarkably well-thought-out, wellengineered product ot on excellent price. longdistance travel will not be the some again. Highly
recommended—give that 800 number o call!"
John Atkinson, Vol 17 No.1, Jan. 1994. About the
Traveler Bog: "...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need for portable
high-quality listening, this bog is incredibly wellthought-out.. It has simplified my travels—and
helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot. That's better thon on upgrade to
first class." Wes Phillips, Vol.18 No.10. Oct. 1995.
The Supreme hos appeared twice os an Amplification Component of the Year Runner-Up: 1994
and 1996. It is currently rated Class Bon the Recommended Components list. Stereophile Reviewers Speak about Headfloom Home Headphone Stuff: About the HeodRoom Audio Image Processor: "From disc to disc I
always founa
the processed signal on improvement, even
where the effect on the imaging was vanish-

ingly slight.
But the true worth of the
HoodRoom circuit will be revealed with extended listening-- Idon't wont to underestimote its importance by stressing the subtle nature of the change. It's o cumulative benefit,
reducing listening fatigue by o substantial margin. In fact. Isuspect that subtlety is one of the
most reliable indicators of the correctness of
the processing...I could listen for hour after hour,
with noticeably less effort." Wes Phillips, Vol.
18 No.1, Jon. 1995. About the Sennheiser 580:
ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-bock dynamic headphones with full, extended low
frequencies...JR's dynamic headphone reference." Recommended Components list, Class
"B", Vol.19 No.10, Oct 1996. About the Max:
"Ilrticulote---thots the one word that best describes Max. Oh, there ore others: fost, rich,
complex---ond paradoxically simple as
well.. Ultimately, however, Imust keep returning
to that least definable of qualities, but the one
that most inhabits my love for Max: the coherent
articulation of the essence of music.. The headphone listener today does not lack for choices
when it comes to headphone amps... I'd hove to
soy the HeodRoom Max is the one to beat. .1 want
one!" Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb 1997.

800 828 8184

www.headphone.com

Your one
stop spot
for all things
headphone.
Order Direct, 30-Day Satisfaction Guoronty

HeadRoom
be of
sound
mind
Mon! We listen to o lot
of headphones. Give us
ocall to pick our brain.

We're totally into portable
audio. If you need tunes on
the go. we'd love to help.

You'd never treat your speakers like you treat your headphones. They deserve on amp.

Forget the "Class R Recommended Component" status; disregard the fact that the Max
recieved "Product of the Year" in the accessory cotagory; just put this little fact in your
head: Wes Phillips said of the pair. "...only
the extravagant Orpheus I$14,999] and
Stox's out-of-production Omega hove
sounded better." Vol.21 No.2, Feb. 1998.
For only $1599, you too con enjoy this world
class reproduction system. An audiophile
borgon---if there is such o thing.

Max & 600%

HeodRoom Corp. -521 E. Peach -Bozeman MT 59715 PH 406 587 9466 -FX 406 587 9484

HEADPHONES
$39.95
Koss Porto Pro Jr.
$34.95
Koss KSC/35
$69.00
Grado SR60
Grado S• •
25
Gro
.00
oSR225
495.0
rada R52
$699
Grado PSI
$ .95
Sennheiser MX4
9.95
Sennheiser AAX5
9.00
Sennheiser H
Sennheise
33
$59.
Sennhei
HD4
569.95
Sennh
er HD
589.95
Senn iser H 55
$109.00
Sen eiser HD465
$129.00
Sen eiser FiD475
$109.00
Sen eiser HD525
$149.00
Sen eiser 110535
$159.00
Sen eiser HD545
$239.00
Sen
-¡ser
5
$279.00
Senn "ser H
$379.00
Sennh
er HD 00
$129
Sennhei
HD25 SP
2
Sennheise
C451
•.00
Sennheiser R
9.00
Sennhesier R58
$14 •00
Sennheiser HE60/70
$1499. •é
Sennheiser Orpheus
$299.
motic EMS
$359.00
dynamic DT48
$159.0
mic DT220
Beye
Beyerdyn
69.00
Beyerdynomic
$89.00
Beyerdynomic 01331
$99.00
Beyerdynomic 01411
$119.00
Beyerdynomic DT431
$139.00
Beyerdynamic 01511
$159.00
Beyerdynomic DT531
$149.00
Beyerdynomic 01770
$169.00
Beyerdynomic DT801
$179.00
Beyerdynomic 01811
$229.00
Beyerdynomic 01831
$299.00
Beyerdynamic 01931
$69.00
MB Quart QP160
$99.00
MB Quart QP220
$119.00
MB Quart QP240
$139.00
MB Quart QP250
$259.00
M8 Quart QP400
$149.00
RHO K240M
$169.00
FIKG K401
$199.00
RKG 11501
RKG K1000
$1299.00
HEADROOM AMPLIFIERS
The RirHeod
$179.00
The Little
$249.00
$449.00
The little More Power
$449.00
The Supreme
$599.00
The Cosmic
$599.00
The Home
$999.00
The Moxed-Out Home
$1333.00
The Max

At

David Lewis Audio

We Specialize in
2Channel Music Systems
includes Analog (10 turntables on display)
and Vacuum Tubes (20 tubed amps on display).
including Single Ended & Triode types.
KICK ASS SOUND REQUIRES A
KICK ASS SPEAKER
PRESENTING THE NEW MONTANA KAS
Frequency Range:
X-over Points:
Power Handling:
Efficiency:
Size:
Weight:

20Hz -22000Hz
80Hz/500Hz/4000Hz
900 Watts Continuous, 2700 Watts Peak
94db
67 1
2 "h x 19"w x21 1
/
2 "d
/
420 lbs/ea. (Shipping wt. 1000 lbs/pair)

MSRP $27,500 pr

New Arrivals

6Montana models from
$2000 to $55,000.
We have them all!

•Acoustic Energy AE-5
•Basis 1400
•Cary CAD-2A3SE
•JM Lab Utopia
•Koetsu Urushi

LOUDSPC AKERS

I
NE P
ERFECT RENO or R
AI RH S
CIENCE

•Monitor Audio Studio 60
•Pass Labs DAC
•VPI TNT 4
•Wadia 830 & 27i/270

Plus LS3/5A Subwoofer
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•AIR TIGHT
•ALTIS
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
•AUDIOLAB
• BASIS

•FANFARE FM
•GRAAF
•GRADO
•GRAHAM
•JADIS
•JM LAB

•BEL CANTO

• KIMBER KABLE
•KIMBER SELECT

• BENZ-MICRO
•CARY

• KLYNE
•KOETSU

• MAGNUM AUDIO
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
• MICHELL
•MICROMEGA
• MONITOR AUDIO
•MONTANA
•MORCH
•MORDAUNT SHORT
•MUSE
• NAD

• NITTY GRITTY

•SPENDOR
•STAX

• PASS LABS
•PLATINUM
• PLINIUS
•PROMETHEAN

•SYNERGISITC

• REGA RESEARCH
•ROGERS

•VAN DEN HUL
•VPI

• ROGUE AUDIO
•SILTECH

•WADIA DIGITAL
•WAVELENGTH

•SONUS FABER

•YBA

David Lewis Audio

•TRANSFIGURATION
•VAC

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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instripe suits. Spectator shoes.
Jitterbugging. A hipster lexicon i
that includes "Daddy-0." The
return of "Minnie the Moocher."
For those who always said that swing
would never die, no matter how distant a
memory big bands had become, get your
gloatin' shoes on, 'cause your hour of "I
told you so" has arrived. Swing is back.
How swing was resurrected is something of amystery. One prevalent theory in the unsettled world of today's
music business is that the market has
now fractured into alot of mini-epicenters. Instead of afew big hits, there will
now be agreater number of smaller hits
from smaller (ie, less expensive to make)
records. Along with this is the notion
that many of these creative nexuses will
have nothing to do with the traditional
Anglo-American creative axis. In other
words, hits are going to come from other Ls Big Bad Voodoo Daddy is standing tall
among the new generation of swing bands.
countries and other styles of music than
just the blues/rock/pop heritage of
Britain and the States. Selena and, now, self-titled Coolsville/EMI debut was reAndrea Bocelli are prime examples in leased in March, and so fax; according to
leader Scotty Morris, it's selling—several
support of this theory.
To split hairs even further, this "many cuts have even made it onto radio in
worlds within one universe" approach more than afew markets. Even more sigwill also take hold in Anglo-American nificant, as of this writing Z,00t Suit Riot
had risen to #41 in Billboard's benchmark
music. In some ways, it already has. One
of the more unexpected tangents to Top 200 album chart, and Big Bad Voodoo
emerge is the return of aversion of Daddy was holding down #82. Not bad
swing music inflected by jump blues for a genre whose death knell was
and, in some cases, guitar rock (if you sounded at least 40 years ago.
One of the weirder aspects of this
can imagine that). Although it's been
bubbling under the surface of the main- sudden interest in swing is that this new
stream music industry for years, neo- generation of players come not from a
swing has recently made the transition jazz or even ablues background, but, in
to major labels, thanks to two groups: the case of BBVD leader Morris, the
the Cherry Poppin' Daddies, who signed church of SoCal punk band Black Flag.
"I was amember of the Oxnard punk
with Universal (formerly MCA) and
whose first disc is called Zoot Suit Riot, scene," Morris says from aroad stop
and Big Bad Voodoo Daddy, aswing act "somewhere in Missouri." "I played guiout of LA that for the past several years tar in bands like False Confession, Ill
has been building afan base via asteady Repute, Dr. No."
Morris can't really explain how he
gig at Hollywood's Brown Derby. One
Derby scenester, actor Jon Favreau, moved from sweaty, mosh-happy punk
asked Voodoo Daddy if they'd consider clubs and Henry Rollins' bellowing to
appearing in Swingers, a film he was "Minnie the Moocher" and the clothesworking on. Although they didn't com- conscious, uptown swing scene —
pletely steal the show, the band's live except to say that he fell in love with the
performance was one of the highlights showmanship of Cab Calloway and the
energy of Louis Armstrong. "When
of this amusing cultish film.
Louis was at aparty, you know shit was
Swingers is also what brought the group
to the attention of the majors. The band's getting broken."
Stereophile, July 1998

Baird

Morris started his fledgling big band
in 1989, and it grew from three to five
pieces in the first couple of years. Dance
steps, aspinning upright bass, see-saw
horns, and other visual elements were
always part of the mix. In those days,
Morris knew his chosen path was decidedly uncool. Still, he persevered, and, in
an echo of bandleaders past, searched
for the "sound."
"That's the stubborn punk-rock side
of me. Iknew Iwas going to be trashed
by critics, but Ikept thinking that if I
could turn a whole new generation
onto Cab Calloway, then it was worth it.
In many ways, this whole experience
has been atip of the hat to the great
swing-band leaders."
In 1996 Morris added three more
players, bringing the band to its current
total of eight: guitar, drums, upright bass,
piano, trumpet, alto/tenor/banisax, baritone sax, and trombone. The sound is
now very reminiscent of Louis Jordan's
Tympany Five ensemble. Except for a
cover of "Minnie the Moocher" and
'The Boogie Bumper," atune written
collectively by the band, Morris wrote
the new album's 10 remaining tracks.
The charismatic singer's explanation for the music's sudden resurgence sounds like the kind of thing
Glenn Miller might have said before
his plane went down over the Channel: "With this music you can sit in
the crowd, have a drink with your
date, and watch, because it is ashow.
Or you can get out on the dance floor
and have aball. There's an element
of entertainment and an element of
participation, and this music is agreat
marriage of both."
Morris is aware that, at the moment,
he and the raft of other neo-swing
bands — Mighty Blue Kings, Indigo
Swing, Royal Crown Revue — are considered something of anovelty. Does
this particular mini-epicenter have legs,
or will it fade as fast as it's risen?
"It's up to the bands. Right now,
we're getting lots of press. And so far
there's alot of class in the acts that are
out there. If the quality of the music
stays up, Ican't imagine this going away.
Igive people, our audience, more credit than that."
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ELECTRONICS
-The PH-I had incredible bass extension and
was capable ofsorting out details Id never
heard in 20 years ofplaying this record."
"...its' packed with high-quality components."
"The PH-I threw atight and tangible
soundstage filled with living, breathing space."
"The AcousTech was awinner when it came to
reproducing dynamic shadings."
— Wes Phillips, Stereophile, June 1998

"I have heard nothing better at less than
$4,000. In fact it is up there with the best at
any price."
Larry Kay -Fi Magazine
"Your Phono stage à brilliant! itly most
humble respects to you both, RS & CK".
Jagdeep Singh -Singapore

"Sonically the unit is exceptional"
"This is the kind ofproduct that makes me feel
proud of the high end."
"...the PH-I à aSpartan-looking. intelligently
engineered, and very well built piece of
equipment..."
Wayne Garcia, Fl Magazine, May 1998

stacousticsounds.com — TO Order Con Acoustic Sounds at 1-800-716-35
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VINYL

"Music erupt., out of total silence from these
thick. I80-gram virgin vinyl discs with avelvet'
smoothness. spaciousness and ultra-high resolution
that stuns even the most committed CD diehard..."
— Michael Fremer of Stereophile and The Tracking Angle
BUDDY HOLLY—Buddy Holl.
% THE WHO — Who's Next

nvoltAtc

4

.1. or B.+ TM!

1 RIO

11.

Debussy &Brahms
Sonatas
LP=AWIL 8722 $8.99
CD=CWIL 8722 $8.99

.I.•. •

Pieces For Clarinet and
Piano Schumann/
Brahms
CD=CWIL 9128 $6.99

ou lowest

U.S., I

Roger DrinkaW Dian
Baker Duo/"Fantasies
&Finesse"
LP=AWIL 9432 $10
CD=CWIL 9432 $6.99

Francesco Trio/ Nora!
Piano Trio Op, 90/
Dumky
CD=CWIL 8416 $6.9

Pick any 5LPs for
AMCA-11161

$30

BUDDY GUY — /Was
Walking Through The Woods

AMCA-11164

The following AudioQuest albums are pressed
on 180 gram virgin vinyl at RTI and mastered
by Bernie Grundman. All have great sound.

$40

DAVE MASON —
Alone Together

AADO 1019
WRY 1111.11110te

Les Arbuckle Quartet /No More No Les

AADQ 1020 Rob Mullins Band /One Night in Houston
MOO 1022

Larry Willis Sextet /ATribute To Someone

AADO 1023 James Newton Octet/ Suite for Frida Kahlo
AADO 1024

Mokave /Afrique

AADO 1025 The Edward Simon Group /Beauty Within
AMCA-1116'3

II 99

AMCA-11319

$11.99

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50

AADO 1026 Bruce Katz Band /Transformation

$7.50

AADO 1028

$7.50

Kei Akagi /Mirror Puzzle

`delovtioy

The Riverside Tenor Sessions

, alogue Productions

Limited Edition Box Set

Despite various reissue formats over several decades, the
seven original LPs contained in THELONIOUS MONK —
THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS stood perfectly well on
their own at the time of initial release and remain among the
highest achievements of atruly golden age. Recorded and
released between 1956 and 1961, these seven Monk combo
albums were critical in Monk's emergence from adecade of
ridicule and neglect to his status at the pinnacle of the jazz
pantheon. In addition to some of his best recorded piano
performances and more than two dozen of his profoundly
personal compositions, these albums provide an overview
of the era's major tenor saxophonists, with contributions by
Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins. John Coltrane. Johnny
Griffin. Charlie Rouse and Harold Land. Max Roach. Art
Blakey. Roy Haynes and Thad Jones are among the other
jazz immortals featured on the essential Brilliant Corners,
Monk's Music. Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane.
Thelonious in Action. Misterioso. 5by Monk by 5and
Quartet Plus Two at the Blackhawk
Like the Miles Davis
quintet records contained in Analogue Productions' MILES
DAVIS QUINTET: THE GREAT PRESTIGE RECORDINGS.
these Monk albums are among the pinnacle of the LP art —
and they have never sounded better.

41

LP =AAPJ 037 (7LPs) $250.00

CD = CAPJG 037 (7CDs) $250.00
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Get an earful of the blues!
Two

tasty recordings from Analogue Productions Originals
Hubert Sumlin
JIME:11Lant

HUBERT
teew.You

'414

Over a25 year span, Hubert and
Howlin' Wolf recorded aslew of
acknowledged blues classics.
Surrounded by old friends such a
fellow Wolf bandmate Sam Lay and the
great Carey Bell, IKnow You is 100%
pure, unadulterated wild and wooley
Hubert.
"The Guitarists' Guitarist!" Living Blues

.

Apo

Jimmy D. Lane's
incendiary guitar prowess
and powerful vocals are
backed by an all star group
featuring Carey Bell, Hubert
Sumlin, Per Hanson and
Sam Lay . Jimmy D's
father, Jimmy Rogers, also
toms his son and plays in
what were to be his very
last recorded performances

4)4

LP =AAPO 2004 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2004 $16.00

fee nare(11
ecordings of

Jimmie

8130-716-3553f
..111

I itVISA

"Jimmv D. Lane moves directly to the front ranks af those who will
take the blues into the next century. - -Living Blues
LP = AAPO 2005 $25.00

CD = CAPO 2005 $16.00

Lee Robinson and Little Hatch soon to be released

Order From these 2 pages by calling

SHIPPING: $4.95 — UPS Ground
$7 95 — 2-Day Airborne
Any size order In the continental U.S

Jimmy D.
Lane

gp

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
PO BOX 1905, SALINA. KS 67402-1905
PHONE 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156

Free Drawing Win These Prizes1
1st Prize

2nd Prize

SHURE

*

Ç/I

3rd Prize

KIMBER KABLE

4th Prize
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KONTAK.
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Super Companion
V15VxMR $250
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KIMBER KABLE
Interconnects

-411e
KCTG

Planet $795
Class B US
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HERO $110 lm pr
S99°
Kontak $39"
Phone Registration) Name. Phone#. & Address by 7l31
j

Fax. or Mail (No
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..1400 .5m

-Me
KCAG

•
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.5225 .5m
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Astronomical Value with Rega 's
Planet? -Stereophile Cover Story,
2/98, Page 101, John Atkinson

Silver Streak 5120 sr'

But at a whisker under $800, It
is an astronomical highend bargain."- Stereophile Recommended
Component Class B SSS. 4/98, p. 111, J. A

HERO

$85 .5m

PBJ
$59 .5m
..."let's face it nothing comes close to
Kimber Kable's
PBJ." -Jerry Raskin
Fi 4/98 Letters p.12

Reviewers compare the Rega Planet with CD
players costing much more. The $1595
Anthem CD player at twice the price, isn't
twice as good. Rega and Anthem have excellent build and sound quality. If Anthem dropped
the price by half it to would make the Stereophile
Recommended Component Listing. Until then ill OPT
jump on the band wagon and scoop up a
Rega Planet." -Jerry Raskin Needle Doctor
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$40 5m
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G.

H.

I.

A. 150
B. 108
C. 101
D. 125
E. 145
F 144
G 147
R. 645
I. 600
J. 644
K. 201

J.K.

535 ea.
535 ea.
532" ea.
$30 ea.
517" ea.
six- ea.
S17" ea.
520 ea.
$35 ea.
$17' ea.
$30 ea

A. 2560 %it
.$350
3541m, 142d x181"
B. Z545 39.7b
.3290
27.6 -8x14.2"d x18
C. Z510 24.3 lb $240
35.4"Sx 11"d x17.7D Z530 81
..$350
20.7'h n15.rd lc 35.4'.
E. Z524 19.a ib 5125
Z524 24.1" /
x6.3".
Z518
$125
18.2"/8.1x 7.5, 17.6 lb

ammo- alai::

Orchid . .5280 .5m
"aninileMM
D-60

. ..5152

i
H

Reference 142 51800
#142
$1450
#141
$1000
#100 ... 5650-1200
Reference 85 .5900
Reference 83 .5800
The Unlimiter
5675
#85
$650
#83
$575

=min> AB CDE
F
SJ 801A 70++
.$1400
Planar 3Class D SSS,
$695
I SJ502111 60w ..51095
Planar 2 Class D
$499 DV-75 .. .5102 5m
,
sj 3028 50w
Jaw
"If you're an all-CD kind of audiophile, Here is
SJ 2028 40w . .5695
;
L
the kicker; Ithink the Raga 3 will blow your .1111111.1111j.
SJ 1028 20e ...$550
mind, even if you have a very high priced
DV-30
$55 .5m
G.
H. I. J. K. L. M. JD 601A CD ..5450
spread," MF found the very similar Rega 2an
A. 00 locking $40 4pc JD 401 A Tuner .$350
"incredible bargain." proclaiming it to have
8. #14 Teflon $20 4pc W estern itkerric speed stability and an arm far better than the
C. #9 6mm
$12 4pc
table's price should allow.
Stereophile V-21
D.
#9 5mm . $12 4pc
Speaker
$43Cable
5m
E. #8 6mm ..56 4pc
Recommended Component Class D SSS, April
F. #18
510 2pc
1998, Page 105, Michael Fremer
131Focal G #7 Banana 540 2pc
"The Rega Planer 3 competes well with
H. #5 Banana 515 4pc WE300
XL
$1500 /8'pr
turntables costing twice as much. Take for
$1000 /8'pr I. #2 Banana 8/68pc
example the Pink Triangle. They both use the
J. #35 Silver .510 4pc
Rega RB-300 tonearm, but that's were the comK. 03 Spade ..98 8pc
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The Grateful Dead: Dick's Picks

T

he Grateful Dead never played by
the rules of the mainstream music
business —in fact, from its earliest à
inception, the band treated the industry
as its enemy. The Dead bypassed traditional avenues of distribution and promotion of its music, identifying its audi- i
ence and dealing with it directly.
Yet despite their aversion to corporate rock, it's amistake to see this band
as some idealized haven of 1960s-style
anti-commercialism. The great irony of
this band is that The Grateful Dead are
now an ongoing, multi-million-dollar
economic juggernaut that, if anything,
has picked up merchandising momentum since disbanding in 1995. Jerry
Garcia ties, of all things, are acommon
sight on Wall Street as the millennium
approaches. Garcia also rivals Jimi
Hendrix for posthumous album releases. Before long, Garcia will be represented on more records put out after his Millionaires in tie-dye: The unstoppable Musical Multinational Inc. at work. Never agreat studio band,
the Dead (left to right) Bill Kreutzman, Bob Weir, Mickey Hart, and Jerry Garcia in December 1987,
death than he made during his life.
were at their best on stage. Thanks to the Dick's Fticks series, the phenomenon of the Dead live will
On the other hand, the band and its not be forgotten.
fans were sneered at by fashion-conbase. And the constant recombinant isted in its best form on the homemade
scious tastemakers as far back as the
mid-1970s, when platform shoes and evolution of songwriting and perfor- tapes recorded by audience members.
In 1991 the band released Onefront the
disco accessories were suddenly musts, mance in the long, strange trip that
Vault (GDCD 40132), the first in what
and the phrase "Nice shirt" was on its ended with lead guitarist Jerry Garda's
way to becoming aMadison Avenue death in 1995 has now assumed an was then loosely described as "the vault
archetype, currently appropriated in the afterlife as the surviving members of the tapes." The group was still on the road,
Dockers "Nice pants" campaign. Rock band hit the road under the name of and the idea was to give tape-trading
fans ahigh-quality recording. (The ticket
critics have always felt comfortable dis- The Other Ones.
The Grateful Dead never accurately hot-line number is even listed on the
missing the Dead as adimwitted reflection of the dysfunctional acid casualties captured its abilities in the studio; the sleeve.) The vault tapes series was taken
who congregate in the parking lots out- band produced several fine studio over by archivist Dick Latvala in aseries
recordings, but none of them approach- of "official bootlegs" under the compreside their shows.
Far from being spaced-out noodlers, es the epochal live concert recording hensive title of Dick's Picks. The series has
however, this is one of the few bands in Live/Dead (Warner Bros. 1830-2), survived the band and is still going
rock history whose innovations were which approximated the transforma- strong with 10 releases, and aspate of
built on improvisation. The variations tional experience that occurred at their related live projects, including Hundred
Year Hall (Arista/GDCD 140202),
from show to show, and even from set best live performances. Subsequent live
to set, brought on plenty of self-indul- releases had their moments, but none Dozin' at the Knick (Arista/GDCD
gent moments that fed the naysayers' measured up to Live/Dead's symphonic 4025), and Fallout from the Phil Zone
(Arista/GDCD 4052).
arguments, but also produced music of progression of "Dark Star"/"St.
The difference between the vault
Stephen"/"The Eleven"/"Turn On
incandescent brilliance.
tapes and Dick's Picks is the quality of the
The Dead are not an easy read. The Your Love Light."
As opposed to the standard rock show, original tape recording. The vault tapes
group never paid much attention to surfaces and styles, choosing instead to which is repeated identically night after are multitracked professional recordings,
focus exclusively on the content of the night right down to the light cues, the as are Hundred Year Hall and Dozin'. Dick's
music — which ranged from jug band Grateful Dead forced risk into the mix, a Picks come from board tapes often keyed
and pre-rock blues roots to avant-garde strategy that created unpredictable flash to the sound balance of the room rather
sonic experiments and the celebratory points mixed in with the duds. As are- than to playback, and range from real
R&B-inspired jams that inflamed its fan sult, Grateful Dead music has always ex- tape to cassettes. Some of the earlier
Stereophile, July 1998
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Morning Little Schoolgirl" and a
you live five years you're gonna bust
recordings in the series have been taken
remarkably
precise, pointillist "Dark
your
back."
This
track
also
features
a
from two-track masters.
Star" elevated by Pigpen's organ colwicked Garcia solo. The rare, neverVarious measures have been taken to
orations into astately "St. Stephen,"
before-commercially-released "Moon's
upgrade the sound quality. Some of the
Garda's final solo kicking it into asubChildren," from ashow on January 2,
analog tapes from the 1970s suffered
lime "Eleven" with wicked interlacing
1970, and an ecstatic "Hard to Handle"
deterioration that caused the magnetic
of Garcia and Pigpen, Garcia then
from an August 6, 1971 Hollywood
oxide to separate from the mylar backwrenching it down into the slow blues
audience tape complete disc 1.
ing. Those tapes were "baked" to reinAside from a31-minute version of of "Death Don't Have No Mercy in
state the bond, leading the producers to
"In the Midnight Hour" from 1967, disc This Land."
state that "occasional weirdness" occurs
The second CD opens with arollickon them. Volumes One, Two, Three, and 2concentrates on more recent material,
ing
"That's It for the Other One" that
beginning
with
an
inspired
version
of
Five of Dick's Picks are particularly
offers cascades of guitaristic magnifi"The Music Never Stopped"
affected. Volume Eight features an
cence, accompanied superbly into
acoustic set recorded in stereo, and
"New Potato Caboose," which rides
electric sets in mono.
an incredible Lesh solo like some
In a not-too-surprising
Bach fugue transmuted through
development, the various
Motown before the handoff to
Dick's Picks sets have not
Garcia, who develops the exposibeen released in chronologition into atrance music state, lines
cal order. Volume Eight, for
whirling dervishlike to the concluexample, was recorded in
sion. The quality of these record1970, while Volume Three
ings is extraordinary.
comes from a 1977 show.
Twofrom the Vault is ultimately a
The other live sets discussed
tribute
to the days of Pigpen (aka
here are similarly scattered
Ron McKernan) fronting
across time. In an effort to
the Dead. He was gone so
make sense of this jumble, I'll
quickly from the mix in
deal with everything here
the long view that it may
chronologically.
be hard for some to
The earliest live Dead to be
understand that many
discussed here is on Fallout from
Dead fans from the late
the Phil Zone, acollection of outstand'60s and the very early '70s
ing individual performances handnever felt the same about
selected by bassist Phil Lesh from the
the group after his death.
band's vaults. As you might expect,
When Pigpen was an
Fallout is the most interesting of the
active
member of the band,
reissues, since the tracks were
the Grateful Dead was at its
assembled by aband member for
peak of anarchic prescience.
their intrinsic musical value. The
He was atrue loose cannon,
version of "Dancing in the Streets"
the only singer in the band's
from an April 12, 1970 San
Nights of the Living Deft': (top) May 1982; (bottom) Dece
history whose next move was
Francisco show that opens this set capmber 1987
impossible to predict. He had
tures the band at its improvisational best
alumbering economy of motion,
from July 17, 1989, achallenging
on ajazz-influenced modal jam — or, as
but when he threw his punch, the whole
and rewarding piece delivered in all its
Lesh describes it, "a vehicle for
building felt it. Though the band always
glory here. And Garcia's folk side, also
stretchin' out and jammin' hardenjoyed akind of telepathic communibeautifully represented in Shady Grove,
Coltrane-style on two chords."
cation with the audience, Pigpen
the outstanding posthumous release
From there we go to astark, eerie,
engaged the crowd viscerally. Listen to
with David Grisman (Acoustic Disc
early version of "New Speedway
ACD 21), is heard to good effect on a the way he singles out individuals in the
Boogie" from 1970, shortly after the
audience during "Too Hard to Handle"
horrific day at Altamont Speedway that version of "Jack-A-Roe" from an
from Fallout.
inspired it: "got no signs or dividing August 17, 1977 show in Tuscaloosa,
Fortunately, awealth of Pigpen-era
Alabama.
lines /and very few rules to guide."
madness is available. Fillmore East
After the most recent track —a 1995
Lesh's descriptions of this early work
offer some particularly enlightening version of Bob Dylan's "Visions of 2/11/69 (GDCD 4054) includes material from the historic shows in which the
insights into the band's music. The near- Johanna" featuring aGarcia solo taped
Dead opened for Janis Joplin and Big
shortly
before
his
death
and
described
by
ly 20-minute-long rough-and-tumble
Lesh as "unutterably poignant" — the set Brother and the Holding Company.
of "Viola Lee Blues" is identified as an
Pigpen opens "Good Morning Little
ends with Lesh's own "Box of Rain." For
"accelerando, influenced by the North
Schoolgirl" with afine harmonica intro
Indian music that we were listening to a an overview of the band's musical charand first solo, indicating the major role
acter, Fallout is probably the most essenlot at the time." Lesh is particularly brilhe had in what was clearly still snore of
tial of all these albums.
liant on this track.
ablues band than anything else. Garcia
Two from the Vault (GDCD 40162)
Pigpen is in excellent form on "Easy
covers more early Dead, from 1968, plays tag with the melodic line, wrests it
Wind," from aMay 15, 1970 New York
away, then lays out for 'Pen to continue
show, delivering the self-prophecy "if starting with astrutting, focused "Good
Stereophile, July 1998
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his harp solo.
Pigpen's gruff, barking vocal style bit
and chewed the lines he sang without
regard to melodic niceties, an approach
that works well on such raw-edged blues
as "Schoolgirl," the boasting "King Bee,"
and the set-closing cover of Bobby
Bland's "Turn On Your Love Light,"
which became Pigpen's calling card. On
material that called for asweeter touch,
like the cover of Otis Redding's cover of
the Beatles' "Hey Jude," presented this
night as the first-set encore, the clams littered the landscape.
"Doin' That Rag" from the first set,
and the set-opening "Dupree's Diamond Blues" from round two, demonstrate the Dead's heritage as ajug band.
Garcia's understated ballad "Mountains
of the Moon" sets acontemplative tone
far different from the raucous hoo-ha of
the first set. The exquisite architecture
of Garcia's introduction to "Dark Star"
sets the ship in motion again on the
flashing voyage that leads inexorably

into "St. Stephen," "The Eleven,"
"Drums," "Caution (Do Not Stop on
Tracks)," and "Feedback" before finishing with the acappella spiritual "We
Bid You Goodnight" The band showed
two different faces in these two sets. It
was the second face that would become
its trademark.
As venues go, the Fillmore East was
uniquely suited to the Dead's strengths,
with apolicy that encouraged late shows
to finish at dawn and amixing board
specifically designed for rock performances. Dick's Picks Volume Four (GDCD
4023) documents another historic Fillmore East stand, Friday the 13th into Valentine's Day, 1970. By now, the group's
often ragged, anarchic approach had
been focused to aburnished professionalism, especially on vocal harmonies.
This new attitude would carry over into
the recording made just after this concert, Workiwinan's Dead.
These shows were additionally
enhanced by the presence of the Allman

Brothers as the warm-up group. The
Allmans' white-hot playing from this
stand is documented on the Dick's
Picks-related release, Allman Brothers
Band, Fillmore East, 2/70 (GDCD 4063).
After FM DJ Zacherle's ghoulish
introduction comes atight rendition of
"Casey Jones," followed by old favorite
"Dancing in the Streets" and apercolating medley of "China Cat Sunflower"
and "I Know You Rider." The band
then kicks back for the introspective
"High Time," shifts up agear into "Dire
Wolf," then sails skyward in the dizzying buildup from "Dark Star" into "The
Other One," "Drums," and "Love
Light," with Weir flashing the chords
that would later underpin "Franklin's
Tower" toward the end.
A lot was happening in 1970, and
though Dick's Picks Volume Eight (GDCD
4028) comes less than three months
later, it could have been alifetime. The
student mobilization against the Viet
Nam war had shut down campuses all

How Dick Picks: A Conversation with Dick Latvala
Dick Latvala is the curator of the
Grateful Dead tape archives. Latvala
predicts that his "Dick's Picks" mailorder-only series has enough quality
product to sustain at least jive releases
ayear for the next 25 years.

knew how to get in touch with me.
One night Ijust happened to be sitting next to Phil Lesh, and Ihad some
good tapes and said, "Phil, this is primal Dead."
"Primal Dead,'" he replied. "What
the hell is 'primal Dead'?"
John Swenson: The obvious question
So Isaid, "Just sit down and listen."
is, how did you get involved in all this?
He ended up listening for at least two
Dick Latvala: From the beginning,
hours to these cassettes. During this
Iwas awitness of it: the Trips Festival
couple of hours Ikept saying, "I hope
at Longshoreman's Hall in San Fransomebody is taking care of your tapes."
cisco was my first experience. Inever
Inever thought Iwould be in this posimet anybody inside the scene until
tion, but the next day Igot the job. I
1979, and Iwasn't hired until 1985.
ended up being agofer during the
Iwas acollector. Ihad acouple of Built to Last and In the Dade sessions.
shows Itaped off the radio and Imet
Bear [Owsley Stanley] started all
acouple of people who talked about the recording. He helped finance the
having tapes of other shows, and I equipment at the very beginning. I
thought "Man, live tapes, woweer It give him all the power for the practice
became my life —just searching out of recording all of this stuff, even the
those who made the best recordings.
Acid Test, which nobody had any
It was right in the '74 period that
thought of being worthy of recording.
the technology started supporting live
The band pretty much thought that
recording. That's when Sony came
way about their live shows. They didout with that portable 152 model that n't put value on it, like us out there
was the first decent portable enggette
consuming the music do.
deck, and that's when tapes started
Swenson: What distinguishes Dick's
sounding much better. That's about
Picks from other live Grateful Dead
when Igot into it.
recordings?
Ifirst met someone in '79, after a Latvala: Dick's Picks are limited to
show in Red Rocks, and went on to
two-track final-mix recordings, whethmeet more people, and by '85 people
er done on DAT or 7" or 10" reels.
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The multitrack stuf£ that's what Phil
and John Cutler do — mix down a
multitrack recording. All the Europe
'72 recordings are multitracked.
We've released one of them (Hundred
Year Hall), and there could be at least
four or five more. They don't have a
lot of multitracks in the vault, so
eventually they're going to get it
down to those periods when they
were deliberately recording shows
with alive record in mind.
On Europe 72 there was some incredible music played, but they weren't
looking for the jamming through the
whole show, they were looking for
certain new songs, and that's what's
on the record. A-B Europe 72 and
Hundred Year Hall for the sound quality. It's like one has athick velvet curtain over it and the other is in-yourface electric. They came away from
that tour thinking the recordings
were poor, so they overdubbed live
vocals and stuff. It's unfathomable to
me how they make their decisions
about what's good and what's not. It
doesn't correspond to my standards,
and it certainly doesn't correspond to
those of other Deadheads, which explains the success of Dick's Picks.
Swenson: How did the whole archive
project get under way?
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over the Country, and this show took
place during amoment when everyone
was partying as if it were their last day
on earth. The energy of the crowd is a
decided factor in this show, from the
acoustic first set featuring members of
the New Riders of the Purple Sage, to
Garcia's sleight-of-hand on "Dancing in
the Streets."
Dick's Picks 14)1unte Two (GDCD
4019) is a stunning piece of music
recorded on Halloween of 1971 in
Columbus, Ohio. The event marks a
key transition point for the band, atime
when Pigpen was forced by illness to
take time off from the stage. For pianist
Keith Godchaux, Pigpen's replacement,
it was only the 10th show. The band is
also using only Bill Kreutzman on
drums, owing to Mickey Hart's hiatus of
several years during the early 1970s.
With only one drummer, the polyrhythmic intricacies of the arrangements are reduced, but the pulse is
more vertical than horizontal, making

the sound punchier in some sections.
What we experience here is more
than 50 minutes of uninterrupted
music, beginning with a"Dark Star" so
deep and meditative it achieves a
spooky resonance. The bell-like tone of
Garcia's guitar tolls ominously, but once
he sings the solemn verse it's off into a
game of cosmic tag, with an absolutely
possessed Lesh urging Garcia on in
what was obviously an "A" night. His
solo predicts both "Eyes of the World"
and the as-yet-unwritten disco hit "The
Hustle." A space jam breaks into ajoyous "Sugar Magnolia" that leaves the
crowd screaming its approval as Garcia
sneaks into the melodic theme signaling
the beginning of "St. Stephen," also
developed at adeliberate march and
building inexorably through the solo
passage between verses. Kreutzman's
drums kick in immediately after the second verse and the band rages off into
"Not Fade Away," building through an
exultant Garcia solo into "Goin' Down

Latvala: It was along process. The
first effort of releasing live stuff from
the vault came with Dan Healy's project. He did the first volume, from the
Great American Music Hall show.
Everyone had great tapes of that. It
was considered one of the best recordings they ever did.
Then Healy went to the '68 stuff
for Vo12. By Vol3 he put up an idea
to release ashow from Portchester,
1971. It was the first show they didn't
have Mickey Hart. He played up until
2/18/71, then didn't play again until
10/20/74.
Phil nixed it, and Healy never got
back into it. All through this he would
not listen to the two-track stuff—he
thought the quality was bad —but it
was being bootlegged all over the place.
Ididn't have the courage to go to one
of the board meetings and say, "You
guys are fucking up." Then, in 1993,
they decided to go with Dick's Picks.
The tapes were not valued very
much through all these 30 years.
Many have been lost. Iknow for afact
Garcia and Weir pretty much wouldn't have minded if the vault blew up a
couple of years ago. After Garcia died,
Idon't think anybody's having aproblem about making money on these
releases, but there wasn't ageneral
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consensus back then that any of the
material was worth releasing.
Iasked Garcia once about it. He said,
"I would never have anything to do
with it because any time Ihear that
stue all Ihear is what Iwas tiying to do."
Breakthroughs occur every time
we do aDick's Picks. Sometimes it's a
whole show, sometimes its the best of
a run — one CD, two CDs, three
CDs. We haven't broken into four
CDs, but that will be very shortly.
Using acassette as amaster source, that
was abreakthrough. That's all we had
of that show. The digital tape was not
there. That was Hartford, 10/14/83.
Swenson: What technology was used in
recording over the years?
Latvala: Historically, the live stuff
starts with 7" reels. The first ones of
those in any consistent fashion come
at the beginning of 1969. In '68 there's
hardly anything; even worse for '67
and '66. Tapers have more from '66
and '67 than the Dead's vault base.
Digital started in '83. DAT started in
late '87, when the technology broke.
Swenson: 71te 1980s have pretty much
been overlooked in the series. Is that because
the perfomtances aren't as good?
Latvala: My prejudices are toward
the early years —'72 and '73 for me
are the two most prolific years —

a library

the Road Feeling Bad" before returning
to the "NFA" theme.
Hundred Year Hall (GDCD 40202) is
auseful companion to the live Europe
'72 (Warner Bros. 2668-2), offering the
ebb and flow of afull show's music
from the historic European tour that
had previously been viewed only in
the snapshot format of the "ice-cream
cone" album. This is the last we sec of
Pigpen in this series, and Keith's wife
Donna Jean Godchaux has joined the
band. The music is powerful, but it's
clear why it wasn't released before
when you hear the vocal gaffes on
"Truckin'." This is nevertheless an album that fans of the Dead's live magic
will want to have.
The Dead are back in the States as of
Dick's Picks leume One (GDCD 40182),
two discs that document an exciting
Tampa, Florida show on December 19,
1973. The set opens with abeautiful
version of "Here Comes Sunshine," hits
highlights with "Big River," "Weather

that's when so much change took
place. When you think of what
Garda was also doing at the time with
Merle Saunders, '73 has to be the year.
Really, my year was '68, '69. 'That's
why Igot into collecting tapes — I
wanted to find out if those shows
were as good as Iremembered them.
2/27/69 to 3/2/69 ...I heard the
tapes and they were just electrifying,
screaming, you don't have to take acid
to go to that place. In those days they
were out there; as they grew older, I
think they grew into something more
manageable. That doesn't mean I'm
not going to release '80s shows. I'm
always listening to '80s shows on my
own, trying to find out what would
be possible.
In our vault, alot of tapes are missing, and alot of them are from '80 to
'82, just before digital. From '83 on
there's likely to be something, but in
some cases the tape has no band feed,
just audience. On the spring '87 tour,
avery powerful tour, it's all missing
because Dan Healy never returned
'em. Some literally fell off the back of
the equipment truck. With any luck,
some fan has those tapes. Iknow
those tapes will surface someday.
Like, the whole second half of 1970 is
missing...
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Building
Report Suite," and "Playing in the
Band," and climaxes with the sustained
medley of "He's Gone," "Truckin',"
"Nobody's Fault But Mine," lam," "The
Other Om," "Jam," and "Stella Blue."
Dick's Picks Winne Seven (GDCD
4027) collects the best material from the
Dead's three-show stand at London's
Alexandria Palace in September, 1974.
The three-CD set kicks off with a
splendid version of "Scarlet Begonias"
and winds its way through fierce extended jams on such warhorses as "Playing in the Band," "Truckin'," "Wharf
Rat," "Not Fade Away," "Dark Star,"
and "Morning Dew."
One from the Vault (GDCD 40132)
records alive celebration of the completion of the Blues jiv Allah studio album
in August 1975, and the beginning of
Grateful Dead Records. Mickey Hart
has rejoined the group, re-establishing
in all its glory the rumbling majesty of
the two-drummer sound. 'The band is
exceptionally together on this set, and a
well-rested Garcia is in top form. Listen
to the way he works the elegant, languid lines of "Crazy Fingers" into the
exciting lead-in to "Drums."
On Dick's Picks Phtme Three (GDCD
4021), from Pembroke Pines, Florida on
May 22, 1977, the Dead were trying out
material that would appear on the
Terrapin Station album. It's obvious from
Garcia's playful opening take on the
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Garcia solo supplying the bridge.
The next indication that this was a
special night came on atightly focused
"Dancing in the Street," with avocal
arrangement enhanced by Donna Jean
Godchaux and aspongy, phased solo
from Garcia that anticipates some of the
textures he achieved with his MIDI
work more than adecade later. A brief
splice in mid-flight, probably duc to the
fact that the direct-to-two-track machine
ran out of tape, doesn't interfere with the
logic of the solo.
Set two kicks off with a burning
"Samson and Delilah" before striking a
more contemplative mode with Donna's
"Sunrise." Then it's off to the races as the
band churns nonstop through "Estimated Prophet," "Eyes of the World,"
"Terrapin Station," and "Morning Dew."
Rising Dead (top, left to right) Tom Constanten,
Bob Weir, Bill Kreutzman, Pigpen, Phil Lesh;
The Dead never sounded better.
(bottom) Jerry Garcia, Mickey Hart.
Apparently inspired by multiple viewings of Close Encounters of the Third Kind
earlier that week, the band was on ateleItalian folk song "Funiculi Funicula" that
the band was in aggressive form this pathic high in Dick's Picks Volume Ten
night. Garcia is all over this set, driving a (GDCD 4030), recorded December 29
and 30, 1977 at Winterland. The first CD
spirited "The Music Never Stopped"
offers aprime example of the band's
with furious chorus after chorus. A more
ability to work miracles on its subtler
sedate rendition of "Sugaree" nevermaterial, with strong performances of
theless features clusters of fat-toned
"Jack Straw," "Loser," "Tennessee Jed," and
notes in aGarcia solo that seems to coax
a"Sugaree" that shows Garcia revving
Weir out of his pattern until the two
up for the high-octane solos just ahead.
dance to awild conclusion. 'This is folSet two opens with an ecstatic combo
lowed by amedley of "Lazy Lightning"
of "Bertha" into one of the hottest verinto "Supplication," with another terrific
The Discs of the Dead

All released on Grateful Dead Records
Fallout from the Phil Zone
Arista/GDCD 4052 (2 CDs). 1997. Phil Lesh, prod.;
Owsley Stanley, Bob Matthews, Betty CantorJackson, John Cutler, engs. ADD. 7: 2:03:25
Performance
Sonics ****1/2
Ike from the Vault
Shrine Auditorium, L.A., 8/23-24/68
GDCD 40162 (2 CDs). 1992. Dan Healy, prod.;
Jeffery Norman, Don Pearson, engs. ADD.
TT: 109:11
Performance
Sonics ****
Fillmore East 2/11/69
GDCD 4054 (2 CDs). 1997. John Cutler, Phil Lesh,
prods.; Bob Matthews, eng. ADD. Tr: 2:09:02
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
Dick's Picks Volume Four
Fillmore East 2/13-14/70
GDCD 4023 (3 CDs). 1996. Owsley Stanley, prod.,
eng.; Dick Latvala, prod. ADD. TT: 3:02:06
Performance *****
Sonics *** *
Dick's Picks Volume Eight
Harpur College, Binghamton, NY, 5/2/70
GDCD 4028 (3 CDs). 1997. Dick Latvala, prod.;
Bob Matthews, eng. ADD. TT: 2:56:40
Performance ****
Sonics ** *
Dick's Picks Volume hvo
Columbus, OH, 10/31/21
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GDCD 4019 (CD). 1995. Dick Latvala, prod.;
Rex Jackson, eng. ADD. TT: 58:19
Performance
Sonics ** *
Hundred Year Hall
Frankfurt Germany, 4/26/72
Arista/GDCD 40202 (2 CDs). 1995. John Cutler,
Phil Lesh, prods.; Alembic, Dick Latvala, engs.
ADD. TT: 2:22:17
Performance *****
Sonics ****
Dick's Picks Volume One
Tampa, FL, 12/19/73
GDCD 40182 (2 CDs). 1993. Kidd Candelario,
prod., eng.; Dick Latvala, prod. ADD. TT: 2:09:59
Performance
Sonics ** *
Dick's Picks Volume Seven
Alexandria Palace, London, England, 9/74
4027 (3 CDs). 1997. Dick Latvala, prod.; Bill
Candelario, eng. ADD. TT: 3:33:05
Performance ****
Sonics ****
One from the Vault
Great American Music Hall, San Francisco
8/13/75
GDCD 40132 (2 CDs). 1991. Dan Healy, prod.;
Rob Taylor, Jeffery Norman, Don Pearson, engs.
ADD. 7: 108:51
Performance *****
Sonics **** *
Dick's Picks Volume Three
Pembroke Pines, FL, 5/22/77
GDCD 4021 (2 CDs). 1995. Dick Latvala, prod.;
Betty Cantor-Jackson, eng. ADD. TT: 2:18:01

Performance *****
Sonics ***
Dick's Picks Volume Ten
Winterland, San Francisco, 12/29-30/77
GDCD 4030 (3 CDs). 1998. Dick Latvala, prod.;
Betty Cantor-Jackson, eng. ADD. TT: 3:18:05
Performance *****
Sonics ****
Dick's Picks Volume Five
Oakland Auditorium Arena, 12/26/79
GDCD 4024 (3 CDs). 1996. Dick Latvala, prod.;
Betty Cantor-Jackson, eng. ADD. 1T: 2:56:16
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***
Terrapin Station
Capital Centre, Landover, MD, 3/15/90
GDCD 4055 (3 CDs). 1997. John Cutler, prod.
ADD. TT: 2:47:00
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
Darin' at the Knick
Knickerbocker Arena, 3/24-26/90
Arista/GDCD 4025 (3 CDs). 1996. John Cutler,
prod., eng.; Phil Lesh, prod.; Jeffrey Norman,
eng. ADD. TT: 3:15:29
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Dick's Picks Volume Nine
Madison Square Garden, 9/16/90
GDCD 4029 (3 CDs). 1997. Dick Latvala, prod.;
Dan Healy, eng. ADD. TT: 3:59:48
Performance ****1/2
Sonics *****
Dick's Picks are available by mail order at
(800) CAL-DEAD.
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The Dead in their final years: (top, left to right) Kreutzrnan, Weir, Lesh, Hart (bottom) Garcia, unce Welnick.

sions of "Good Lovin' "ever cut by the
Dead. "Playing in the Band" then frames
amini-suite that travels through "China
Cat Sunflower," "I Know You Rider,"
"China Doll," "Drums," and "Not Fade
Away." The third CD includes another
sequence, from 12/30, combining
"Estimated Prophet" with "Eyes of the
World," "St. Stephen," and "Sugar
Magnolia."
Dick's Picks 14)1mile Five (GDCD
4024) features a full show recorded
December 26, 1979 at the Oakland
Auditorium Arena, the Dead's new
home after Winterland closed. This set
also showcases new keyboardist Brent
Mydland. The holiday crowd was well
primed for fun and the band took its
time pushing things to the limit, opening the first set with arelaxed "Cold
Rain and Snow," the slow blues of
Weir's reading of "C.C. Rider," and an
easygoing version of Garcia's "Dire
Wolf." Mydland, still the new guy in the
band in his first year of service, is way
up in the mix with his soulful keyboard
work and tart backing vocals.
The band stays on simmer the rest of
the way through set one, easing from
"Brown-Eyed Woman" and the medley
of "Alabama Getaway" and "Promised
Land," which reinforces a debt to
Chuck Berry that Weir never fully
repaid until touring with Berry's keyboardist Johnny Johnson and Ratdog on
the first Furthur tour.
What occurred during set two this
night is the stuff of Grateful Dead legend, which is why the empirical proof
offered by the Dick's Picks series is so
important to whatever place the Dead
have in music history. It's obvious from
the first notes of "Uncle John's Band"
that this is going to be aset for the ages.
Garcia's opening solo peals with the

spine-tingling awe of the Christchurch
bells heralding their holiday greetings in
Dublin. By the second solo the whole
band is flying, with Garcia's poetic lines
providing a unifying element to the
interlace. Lesh slices through with a
descending bass run that seems to mathematically reduce the jam into the stoptime reggae hesitation beat of "Estimated Prophet." You can hear how
excited this music is making Weir by
the forcefulness of his vocal.
Garcia turns the impossibly beautiful
chorus melody into an improvisation reminiscent of John Coltrane's soprano sax
solos. Garcia's next solo leads into the jam
section, then "He's Gone," "The Other
One," and awild "Drums" sequence that
spills onto disc 3, which is filled with
another jam of "Not Fade Away,"
"Brokedown Palace," "Around and
Around," "Johnny B. Goode," "Shakedown Street," and "Uncle John's Band."
The eventful 1980s, which saw
Garcia nearly expire only to return for
the epochal In the Dark (Arista 8452)
and the historic collaboration with Bob
Dylan, are as yet uncovered by this
series. The next stop is two shows right
on top of each other from March 1990,
Terrapin Station and Dozin' at the Knick.
Not to be confused with the studio
album of the same name, Terrapin Station
(GDCD 4055) launched the fundraising
project that the Grateful Dead organization hopes will help create apermanent
Dead museum somewhere in California.
It's acomplete document of ashow from
Capital Centre on March 15, 1990, right
down to the pauses between songs.
Beautifully packaged, this exquisitely
recorded, numbered, limited-edition
release is designed to be acollectable.
But the second set of the evening is really
what makes Terrapin Station akeeper. The
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band was swinging for the fences from
the first pitch, asmoking "China Cat
Sunflower." Mydland did afine job doubling and playing off Garcia's lines, and
the band soared into "I Know You
Rider," followed by Weir strutting his
stuff on "Samson and Delilah."
Then comes the main course — 14
minutes of "Terrapin Station" followed
by "Mock Turtle Jam," "Drums," "And,"
and finally, "Space." This section shows
how far the band had come since its earliest days, achieving the same musical
freedom through discipline, technical
skill, and the harnessing of technology
that they once arrived at through the
energy of youthful anarchy. These sections are highlighted by Hart's work on
The Beam, ascience-fiction—like percussion instrument, and Garcia's alchemical
use of synthesizers to make his guitar
sound like saxophones, violins, and asyet-unidentified instruments.
Mydland follows with the tragically
beautiful lullaby, "I Will Take You
Home," but the biggest surprise comes
next: an unbelievably great "Wharf
Rat," with Garcia totally in the zone,
playing his finest solo of the night.
Dozin' at the Knick (GDCD 4025) is
more of the same, with "Terrapin
Station" surrounded by aset list including "Hell in aBucket," "When IPaint
My Masterpiece," "Playing in the Band,"
"Uncle John's Band," "The Wheel," "All
Along the Watchtower," and "Goin'
Down the Road Feeling Bad."
Dick's Picks Volume Nine (GDCD 4029)
is the final piece of the chronological
puzzle: the band's first performance
after Mydland's death, with Vince Welnick and Bruce Hornsby lending ahand.
This is one of the more memorable
Madison Square Garden shows (September 16, 1990). "Hell in aBucket" is
acrisp opener, and highlights include
"Deal," "Iko Iko," and the extended
jam of "He's Gone," "No MSG Jam,"
"Drums," "Space," "Standing on the
Moon," "Lunatic Preserve," "I Need a
Miracle," and "Morning Dew."
This ongoing series presents amusical vision that's closely related to that
of some of the keenest improvisers of
the 20th century. It's no accident that
Omette Coleman, David Murray, and
anumber of other jazz musicians continue to find collaborative depth in
this material. Garcia stands with the
giants of improvisational music, an
assertion that is born out repeatedly on
these discs. Most rock critics missed
the boat on Garcia, but as long as
Dick's Picks are around, the music
offers its own best defense.
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Recording of the Month
Thirty-Ought Six" —are Waits at his
bad-boy beatnik best. Lyrically,
Waits's tongue-twisting street poetry
has always been laced with pungent
epigrams like the Erasmus quote "In
the land of the blind aone-eyed man
orn in amoving taxicab (at
is king" (from "Singapore"), or such
least that's his story), famed
telling images as "shiny black ravens
for his greasy, growling vaudeon chimney smoke lane" (from
villian piano-player performances,
"November'.
and now an actor who can tattoo the
Then there's his wretched, woundfly-scarfing Renfield in Dracula with
ed, all-hell-and-trouble voice, which
eerie memorability, the many facets
here goes from atough-guy narration
of Tom Waits can be summed up in
mode on "Hang On St. Christopher"
one rare appellation: genius.
or "Franks Wild Years" to aWeimar
Of course, I'd put William Faulkcabaret barker in 'The Black Rider"
ner in that same category, which
and awhispery falsetto on "Temptadoesn't do adamned thing for his
tion" to amalignant croak on "Earth
readability. Waits is similarly difficult,
Died Screaming." Despite all that,
and getting more so, a fact that
Waits has also always been amagicalexplains why he's so adored by music
aficionados and so unknown or forgotten among the gen- ly sad if phlegmy balladeer, as he proves here in "Johnsburg,
eral populace. Add to that the facts that he hasn't toured in IL" and "Good Old World Waltz."
Finally there's his skill as an arranger, which is another
a long time and is notoriously redusive (the Beautifid
Maladie? press release ends with "And no, he isn't doing part of his talent that has grown more and more impeneinterviews") and you have the pieces of apuzzle that add up trable. After the first two Island albums, Waits decided to
to the preeminent cult artist in all of popular music —so forgo all efforts at accessibility, taking his music further out
much so that interest in him has grown, despite the fact that into reckless whim and complete and utter clanging.
Asked to describe the music on Swordfishtrombones, Waits
he's basically taken the last five years off from music.
This best-of album — his first release since 1993's Black gnarred that it was "junkyard orchestral deviation."
From then on, the accent has been on "junkyard" — the
Rider, the soundtrack to Waits's collaboration with director
music
has grown increasingly noisy, at times assaultively
Robert Wilson and writer William Burroughs — was
selected by Waits himself; and is his last album for Island. so. The arrangements have enhanced the mystery, featurUnfortunately, everything here has been previously ing bare-bones instrumentation; banging or metal scrapreleased. While it could have included more cuts from ing against metal percussion; odd, hollow, tubular-bell
Rain Dogs and Swordfuhtrombones, it's hard to argue with bonking, and, in the case of "November" from Black Rider,
Waits of any kind. If you're willing to ride along with his aspooky, thereminlike saw. Listening to Bone Machine
aesthetic roller coaster, his artistic vision is so strong, so songs like "Earth Died Screaming" (or the absent
"Murder in the Red Barn") can be an unsettling experiindividualistic, that any Waits is consequential Waits.
For starters, there's his songwriting, which has grown ence, the music so drenched in noirish emotions and style,
increasingly austere as the years have passed. Basically apop like the soundtrack to ablack-and-white nightmare that's
songwriter who took as his models Stephen Foster and alternately set in the back of a seedy, conspiratorial
George Gershwin (among others), Waits can also write Southeast Asian bar or the cavernous expanse of some
gospel ("Jesus Will Be Here Soon") and wildman percus- grim, rust-belt rolling mill.
Some of what's here —particularly the two live cuts,
sive rants (most of the rest of Bone Machine). While the
majority opinion holds that Waits's finest songs can still be "Strange Weather" and "Cold, Cold Ground" —is starfound on his early, Elektra albums ("01' 55," "The Heart of tlingly well recorded, with the bass deep and solid and
Saturday Night," "Jersey Girl," "Saving All My Love for Waits's often howling vocals sounding natural and suitably
You," to name just afew), agood argument can also be jagged. Overall, the recording quality varies from great to
made for the more angular songs on his twin masterpieces merely good.
Two questions: When will someone (Rhino?) license all
for Island, Swordfishtrombones and Rain Dogs, represented
his
material and come out with acomprehensive Waits boxed
here by four and five cuts, respectively. Tunes like
"Downtown Train" (perhaps the last great "straight" Waits set? And when (and where) will the new album he's rumored
—Robert Baird
tune), "Jockey Full of Bourbon" —even "16 Shells from a to be working on finally appear?

TOM WAITS
Beautiful Maladies
Island 314-524 519-2 (CD). 1998. Various prods..
engs. AAD? 1m 7400
Performance *****
Sonics ****1/2
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Vivante Productions 180g LPs
PRESENTS: Al DiMenla, John McLaughin

PacoDeLucia/

Friday Night In San Francisco Lire!
Ltd. Edition $29.99
Guitar LP Ever!!! Take your system & ears for the ride of their Me!)

three blind mice LP

SALE:S29.99
WAS $34.99

25th Ann,versa Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180 ,
iiPs
"THE FINEST J.
LP It
TBM-6
Q: Horn -,ection, piano, bass, drums, guitar & xylophone.
TBM-2
Nowl: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
IBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
TBM-63
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
TBM-25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drums.
IBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Mosorulmodo Trio + 2(guitar & congas).
TBM-35
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio plays standards
IBM-24
Blue City: Isao Suzuki Quartet + Kozumi Watanabe (guitar).
TBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & bass).
IBM-30
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
TBM-15
Blow Upl: Iwo Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
TBM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
TBM-1005 Scandanavion Suite: Big band jazz like you have never heard before'
LP
2051
2043
2044
2045
2046
2050
2048
2049
2042
2047

/Gold
/1039
/ 1024
/ 1025
/ 1026
/ 1023
/ 1034
/ 1040
/ 1045
/ 1118
/1119

CD
180g LPs $23.99*
The Eagles: Greatest Hits
The Eagles: Hotel California
Joni Mitchell: Court & Spark
The Doors: Strange Days
The Doors: The Doors
The Doors: L.A. Woman
Linda Ronstadt: Greatest Hits
The Doors: Waiting For The Sun
Roy Orbison: All Time Greatest Hits •
Nat King Cole: The Very Thought Of You

/Gold CD's $22.99*

The following DCC Gold CD titles are soon to be OUT-OF-PRINT!
This is your lost chance to order these great titles at a low price! Order now!!!
GZS-1031
GZS-1038
GZS-1056

CCR: Cosmos Factory
CCR: Bayou Country
Pat Benator: In The Heat Of The...
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GZS-1062
GZS- 1064
GZS-1070

Blondie' Parallel L.
CCR: Green RIver
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

.LP's ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY! O RDER Now!!!
1045 Ro
Lucas /Completely Blue
I r--% 1044 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder /Come to the River
1—...2 1046 Doug McLeod: Unmarked Rood
LP's: 517.99
1047 Bruce Katz Band: Mississippi Moan
CD's: $12.99
1042 Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Sou/ & Downhome Blues
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CD's/LP's: 180g LP's:

1$12.99*
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$16.99•

MozortYE.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
RR 8. XLO: Stereo Test & Burn-In GOLD HDCD -527 99

AAL41.0IMIE PRODUCTIONS
APLP/CD 027
APLP/CD 037
APLP 032
APLP/CD 036
APLP 038
APLP 039

LP'
S8. GOLD CD'S: $29.99
Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (Stereophile Recording Of The Month!)
Thislonius Monk: The Riverside Sessions (7 LP or CD Deluxe Box Set $249.99)
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for '24" on Gecko & Alum. CD
Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (Lf1 Gold & Aluminum CD available)
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
APG(1)03e9 Combines Thr,c 2Nett.
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods 1
/Fs Into One Great Gold (11!!

SONYMASTERSOUND GOLD CDS
64413
66226
64368
6440/3
64426
64274
64425
64401
64407
66404
66817
64767
57184
64646
64415

Janis Joplin: Pearl
Carole King: Trestry
Frank Sinatra: TheVoice
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Roger Waters: Amused To Death (40.00)
Duke Ellington: Block, Brown & Beige
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We...
Aerosmith: Toys In The Attic
Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
Boston: Don't Look Back
Dances With Wolves: Soundtrack
Paul Desmond: Pure Desmond
ELO: Face The Music
ELO: Discovery
James Taylor: JT

23.99

64212 Santana: Santana
CALL FOR
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
644 03 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
LIST
538 14 Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
644 11 Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
644 05 Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
529 44 Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...
6622 4 Indigo Girls: Indigo Girls
6441 2 Billy Joel: 52nd Street
6441 8 Wynton Marsalis: Some
6440 4 Meotloof: Bat Out Of Hell
6622 0 Von Morrison: Blowin' Your Mind
6621 9 Roy Orbison: Sings Lonely & Blue
6442 1 Simon & Garfunkel: Bridge Over...
6442 7 Weather Report: Heavy Weather

PREMONITION RECORDS -CD: $14.99 & LP: $27.99
PREM-1919
PREM 737

Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) WPM (1ST ALBUM)
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) SIEREOPHILE R2D4

MOBILE FIDELITY Gold CDS:$22.99*
Anadisq 200g LP's Out-of-Print! $22.99 St Up
Call For List. Buy Before They're Gone!
697
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
718
719

Blue Oyster Cult: Agents Of Fortune
Louis Armstrong: Masters Of Jazz
Guns & Roses: Use Your Illusion I
Guns & Roses: Use Your Illusion II
Jimmy Buffett: Son Of A Son Of A Sailor
Steppenwolf: Steppenwolf
Edgar Winter: White Trash
Saturday Night Fever: Soundtrack
The Moody Blues: Seventh Sojourn
Duke Ellington: Jazz Party In Stereo
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MFSL Out-Of-Print Gold CD Blowout Sale!!!
Ltd Time Offer! Were $54L00 Now Only $29.991:
512
515
519
521
522
526
532
551
522
553
562
563
564
572
574

Moody Blues: Days Of Future Past
Steely Dan: Aja
Cat Stevens: Tea For The Tillerman
Beach Boys: Surfer Girl & Surfin' USA
John Klemmer: Touch
Elton John: Goodbye Yellowbrick Rd.
Rod Stewart: Every Picture Tells A Story
Tom Petty: Damn The Torpedoes
Santana: Abrams
Eric Clopton: Siowhand
Cream: Disraeli Gears
Cannonball Adderly: Somethin' Else
Robert Cray: Strong Persuader
Traffic: Mr. Fantasy
Aretho Franklin: INever Loved A Man.

535
536
539
543
545
547
548
555
557
559
565
568
570
577
579

Bou Scaggs: Silk Degrees
Elton John: Honky Chateau
Joe Jackson: Night & Day
Elton John: Tumbleweed Connection
Steely Dan: Gaucho
John Coltrane: Blue Train
B.B. King: Live At THe Regal
Roy Orbison: Mystery Girl
Keith Richards: Talk Is Cheap
8,5 8. T: Blood, Sweat & Tears
Tom Petty: Hard Promises
Queen: A Night At The Opero
Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Albert King: Born Under A Bad Sign
Steve Winwood: Arc Of A Diver

MFSL Out-9f-Print 2000 LP Blowout Sale!!!
Ltd Time Offer! Were $50.00 Now Only 534.99
202
205
206
210
211
213
214
215
217
218
220
221
223

Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
MJQ: Modern Jazz Quartet
MJQ: Blues At Carnegie Hall
John Hiatt: Bring The Family
Queen: The Game
Allman Brothers: Brothers & Sisters
Duke Ellington: Anotorny Of A Murder
Moody Blues: Threshold Of A Dream
Albert Collins, R.Cray •Showdown
Emerson, Lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Eric Clapton: Eric Clopfon
Bob Marley: Exodus
Joe Cocker: Sheffield Steel

235
236
237
238
241
244
249
250
253
256
257
261
263

B.B King: Lucille
Bob Morley: Catch A Fire
Count Basle: April In Paris
Joan Baez: Diamonds & Rust
G.Mulligan & PDesmond: Blues In...
Cot Stevens: Teaser & The Firecat
Boston: Boston
Toto: Toto IV
Moody Blues: To Our Childrens....
Queen: A Day At The Races
Sonic Youth: Goo
REM: Reckoning
The Bee Gees: Trafalgar

European 180g LP's IWEA. EMI & More $24.99 to $29.9e
Pink Floyd: Dark Side Of The Moon
Ry Cooder: Paris Texas Soundtrack
Ricky Lee Jones: Ricky Lee Jones
Queen: A Night At The Opera
Talking Heads: Remain In The Light
Randy Newman: Little Criminals
Oscar Peterson: We Get Requests
Jeri Hendrix Are You Experienced

Jethro Tull: Stand Up
Von Morrison: Moondonce
Paul Simon: Groceland
Donald Fagan: The Nightfly
Miles Davis: Tutu
Bob James: Double Vision
Ricky Lee Jones: Pop Pop Quincy Jones: Back On The B...
Prince: Purple Rain
Americo: Greatest Hits
Eric Clapton: Journeyma James Taylor: Greatest Hits
Joni Mitchell: Blue
littlefeat Waiting For Colum...
Doobie Bros.: Stampede Phil Collins: Face Value

old D 8i 180 LP
BLOWOUT SALE!!! $14.99 Call for

Classic Records

list!

: : •ro oie : ym.#7/ ussion
CSCD6I. Men .e ss on: A MI summer Nog fs...
L
CSCD6006 Argento: Espana
LSC2323 Tchoikovsky: Capriccio Italien...
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
LSC2336 Sibelius: Finlandia
CSCD6049 Greig: Peer Gynt
15C2364 Mahler: Symphony #4 on G
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
LSC2398 Kabalevsky: The Comedians...
LSPCD1773 Bob & Ray: Throw A Stereo Spectacular LSC2405 Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
15C2419 Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
LSPCD2533 Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
15C2423 Festival Reiner
LSC2134 Overature: Overature
LSC2450 Schumann: Carnival....
LSC2135 Prokofieff: Cinderella Suites
LSC2456 Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole
LSC2465 Prokofieff: Piano Concerto #2....
LSC2500 Strauss: Waltzes
0001 The NC XRCD Sampler: Selections from 1st 10 XRCD Titles
C
0012 Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up T
o Love (SROM)
0034 Art Tatum/Ben Webster: Tatum Group
0036 The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
0027 Doug Macleod: You Can't Take My Blues
0035 Coleman Hawkins: Good Old Broadway
D's
29.99
0033 Gene Ammons: Boss Tenor
Buy 4 or more: $25 99
0014 Terry Evans: Puffin' It Down (SROM)
0046 Miles Davis: Bags Groove
0032 Mulligan Mee sMonk
0023 Doug MacLeod: Come to Find
0043 Steve Miller: The Joker
0038 Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
030 Yamamoto Trio: Misty
0026 Mighty Sam McClain: Keep on Movin'
0031 Ello Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
0044 Tino Turner: Private Dancer
0039 Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800..782-3472
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

World's
Lar9est
Selection Of
Out Of Print
/ -Speed &
2
1
D2D LP's!!
New &
Used!!

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
VISA
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hi-s!"
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.
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BERLIOZ
Romeo et Juliette
Catherine Robbin, mezzo-soprano; Jean-Paul
Fouchecourt, tenor; Gilles Cachemaille, bass-baritone; Monteverdi Choir 8 Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique, John Eliot Gardiner
Philips 454 454-2 (2 CDs). 1998. Nicholas Parker,
prod.; Everett Porter, Roger de Schot, Jan
Wesselink engs. DDD. TT: 2:15:00
Performance ****
Sonics ****

H

ector Berlioz didn't always get it
right the first time. The seemingly seamless Symphonie Fantastique
was tinkered with for years before publication, and Romeo aJuliette, his so-called
"dramatic symphony after Shakespeare's
tragedy," experienced aparticularly radical metamorphosis between 1839 and
1846. Here, John Eliot Gardiner presents
two versions at opposite ends of the creative process — the beginning and the
end—with the help of Oliver Knussen,
who orchestrated the second prologue,
cut from the later version.
One could easily write a musicological dissertation on the differences
and what they mean. Berlioz seems not
to have focused and improved the older
ideas — as one so often finds in Beethoven's creative process — but fundamentally changed what sort of amusical
animal Romeo et Juliette would be.
Though there's much music in common between the two versions, the earlier one is like scenes from an incomplete opera. There are more scenes that
function simply to advance the story as
straightforwardly as possible. The most
obvious example is the first choral prologue, which is more plainspoken in the
first version, but in the second is full of
thematic foreshadowings of what is to
come, musically and dramatically. Thus,
the second version is more of asymphonic hybrid, better knit together with
thematic cross-references. That doesn't
necessarily mean it's better. The first
version has agreater narrative simplicity, which is also commendable.
The inclusion of such previously
unheard material puts the recording in a
class by itself, and the use of authentic
instruments makes the set unique on
another level. There's much to discover
in the orchestral textures, such as the
penetrating brass suggesting the gravity
of the lovers' tragedy. On apurely sensuous level, the soloists are excellent.
Tenor Fouchecourt sounds like the kind
of ultra-light French tenor who died out
in the decade or so following World
Stereophile, July 1998

War H. Robbin gives atouching intimacy to her songlike strophes describing
the lovers' rapture. And after hearing
Wagnerians sing the role of Friar
Lawrence, the lighter-voiced Cachemaille is arelief and apleasure.
—David Patrick Stearns

LOU HARRISON
APortrait
With: Symphony ("Last Symphony"), Elegy to the
Memory of Colvin Simmons, Solstice (excerpts),
Concerto in Slendro, Double Music (collaboration
with John Cage)
Al Jarreau, vocalist; Timothy Day, flute; William
Banovetz, oboe; Maria Bachmann, violin;
California Symphony Orchestra, Barry Jekowsky
Argo 455 590-2 (CD). 1997. Andrew Cornall, prod.;
Jonathan Stokes, balance eng.; Matthew
Hutchinson, ed. DDD. TT: 79:12
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

A

ssembled in celebration of his
80th birthday (he turned 81 on
May 14), Lou Harrison: A Portrait
captures avariety of the sonic landscapes produced by this venerable
American original.
Born in Oregon and raised in northern California, Harrison was astudent
of Henry Cowell (who encouraged his
trysts with microtonal music and ethnic
styles from around the world) and
Arnold Schoenberg, afriend of John
Cage and Virgil Thomson, and afrequent collaborator with Merce Cunningham and other important choreographers and dancers. His work as acritic included stints with the New York
Herald Tribune and New Music Quarterly.
He also taught at Mills College, Reed
College, Black Mountain College, and
San Jose State.
Harrison is the father of the
American gamelan movement, and it is
from Asia and the eastern islands that
his greatest musical inspiration comes.
Yet, as this disc of orchestral works
attests, he was no mere imitator. Rather,
he was able to adapt certain traits and
weld them to his own distinct interpretation of the American spirit. And
while many of his generation found
their voice in discord, atonality, and
pulseless rhythmic schemes, melody
and rhythm are primary attributes of
Harrison's mature style.
In the excerpts from Solstice, for
example, one hears such eastern elements as the unison treatment of solo
line and accompaniment, a flair for
songlike melodies, and apreference for
such metallic percussion as might occur
in agamelan orchestra. But along with
those attributes comes avery American
style of orchestration expressed in rich
string beds and the Coplandesque, pen-

Reviews

etrating sound of trumpet solos. In
Movement 8, one hears as well allusions
to Stravinsky and other, cloudier, modern western harmonies.
The Concerto in Slendro also reflects
eastern influences. The name refers to
the tuning of the Indonesian gamelan.
The orchestration heavily emphasizes
percussive elements — tuned metallics,
untuned drums and cymbals, and piano.
Yet for all those gamelan-like coloristic
elements, the treatment of the melodic
line, both by the solo violin and the
orchestra, seems closer to Japanese or
Chinese modals. Its opening movement
is an angular, vibrant dance, played with
incisive, accented spirit by violinist Maria
Bachmann. Its slow middle movement

Lou Harrison
APORTRAIT
• featurmg 4Jarreau

features sparse percussive clacks and
pings and sustained single-note piano
tones under Bachmann's lyrical, vibratosoaked melody. It is timeless, lovely, and
pan-Asian in character. Concerto in Slendro
ends with another robust, playful dance
in bold accents and gleaming colors.
The 1995 version of his Symphony 4,
which Harrison calls his "Last Symphony," is soft and wistful in its woodwinds and tuned percussion opening,
unfolding to a more lushly romantic
landscape akin to film music. Still, the
Eastern elements persist, even if they're
more ola background flavor here than a
dominant taste. Jazz vocalist Al Jarreau
proves asurprisingly subtle interpreter
of Symphony 4's spoken and sung texts,
which are awitty treatment of three
Native American Coyote stories. His
range, perfection of pitch, and elastic
application of vocal color give the simple song lines texture and interest commensurate with the words.
One is impressed throughout this
recording both with the unity and quality of the playing, and by the clarity and
balance with which this complex sonic
palette has been reproduced.
—Daniel Buckley
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MAHLER
Symphony 5
Riccardo Chailly, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
London 458 860-2 (CD). 1998. Andrew Cornait,
prod.; Jonathan Stokes, Graham Meek, engs. DDD.
TT: 71:05
Performance ***
Sonics **
Daniele Gatti, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Conifer 51318 (CO). 1998. Andrew Keener, prod.;
John Timperley, Philip Rowlands, engs. DOD.
TT: 69:56
Performance ***
Sonia **

H

ere are two Mahler Fifths from
the younger generation of today's
conductors, entering a field
crowded with definitive performances.
Riccardo Chailly has held his leadership post with the RCO for adecade,
and has cultivated asuccessful career as
aguest conductor and recording artist,
yet he gets achilly reception from many
seasoned concertgoers, record collectors, and critics. The RCO embodies
powerful links to Mahler that date back
to the earliest decades of this century,
and Chailly seems content to stay out of
the way and let the RCO be itself. This
performance may not explore any new
ground or reveal hitherto unrealized
insights, and it is by no means subtle.
Nor does it display much of the finesse
that Bernard Haitink brought to his
Philips recording with this orchestra
some 25 years ago. Yet it is an exhilarating performance of disarming honesty
that would receive my heartiest endorsement were it not for the sound.
One would think, in this day and age,
that amajor record company would do
its utmost to make an honest recording
in such a hallowed acoustic site.
Unfortunately, any natural warmth and
nurturing resonance are subsumed in a
wash of unflattering reflections that
sound more as if they come from surfaces of concrete and Plexiglas, rather
than the graciously shaped surfaces of
burnished wood and masonry that
make the Concertgebouw the pride of
its resident musicians and the envy of
visiting orchestras. This recording may
sound impressive on appliance-store
stereos, but it can only cause frustration
and disappointment to those with quality systems.
Still in his mid-30s, Daniele Gatti is
in the midst of a highly successful
career: he has been music director of the
Royal Philharmonic since 1996, has
recently taken the same post with
Teatro Communale di Bologna, and
continues to be a highly-sought-after
guest conductor. His problem with
Mahler 5 is the opposite of Chailly's:
Gatti has far too many ideas, more than
Stereophile, July 1998

a single performance or recording of
this piece can possibly contain. He has at
his disposal one of the great London
orchestras, which will deliver to the
highest possible standards whatever is
demanded of them. One cannot help
but be swept away by the sheer virtuosity of the playing, especially in the highvelocity passages, which Gatti takes at
unprecedented tempos. It's obvious that
he adores the work. Unfortunately, he
loves it — and overinterprets it — to
death. One can hear it in the very opening bars: the most rhythmically and
musically complicated rendition of this
stark and dramatic trumpet solo ever
recorded. And to what end?
For a striking example of musical
sensibility in this piece, try the Adagietto
alone, as recorded live by Bernstein/
NYP during the Burial Mass for Robert
F. Kennedy at Sr. Patrick's Cathedral on
June 8, 1968, and recently reissued by
Sony with LB's NYP Mahler 2. Obviously, tragic circumstances of such
magnitude rarely occur with studio recordings, or most performances. Nevertheless, listen to the hushed simplicity
and deeply felt sentiment of the
Bernstein performance as an example of
genuine feeling, as opposed to pseudoinspiration. All this said, Gatti is very
good at getting the results he wants.
Hopefully, as he continues to develop,
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he will acquire wisdom and taste.
Conifer is touting something they
call EDR, for Extended Dynamic
Range. Recorded in Henry Wood Hall,
this Mahler 5sounds as though it was
recorded in a school band room. In
addition to acoustic claustrophobia, the
lack of bass will cause subwoofers
everywhere to ask the musical question,
"Why was Iborn, why Iam Iliving?"
When it comes to Mahler's Fifth,
there are many options. Among others,
there are two each by Bernstein, Solti,
Haitink, and Abbado, as well as recordings by Karajan, Kubelik, and Neumann
— and the great-granddaddy of them
all, the 1947 Walter/NYP. Maestro
Gatti, try it again in 10 years. RCO, get
Edo de Waart. You engineers, get some
ears.
-Richard Schneider
BIAGIO MARINI
Curiose &Moderne Inventioni
Romanesca: Andrew Manze, Caroline Balding, violin;
Jan Schlapp, viola; David Watkin, cello; Nigel North,
chitarrone, chitarra alla Spagnola; John Toll, harpsichord, organ
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907175 (CD). 1997. John
Hadden, prod., eng. ODD. TT: 71:28
Performance ****1/2
Sonics

...*.
T

}link of Stockhausen, Boulez,
Berio —you probably would
never think of Biagio Marini in
the same moment, but in 17th-century

1

One of the world's finest Baroque violinists, Andrew Manie, turns his considerable gifts
toward the music of the obscure Biagio Marini.
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COMPLETE SYMPHONIES
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His bigger breakthrough
is in dealing with Schumann's

melodic

ideas,

which often don't seem
to

have

the

muscle

to

carry a symphony. Gardiner partly solves that
problem with tempo in-

original form, seems preferthe more rigorously worked-out
revision. Though Gardiner's more
romantic conception for this later version has steeper crags, it's more reinedin than what's usually heard from conventional conductors.
As much as Gardiner has nearly
fussed music to death in the past, he has
left few exterior fingerprints on these
Schumann works, preferring to use his
considerable intelligence and resourcefulness to make them work as cogent
symphonic entities as they never have
before.
—David Patrick Stearns
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able

to

stincts. But more impor-

rock

tant are the subtleties he
finds

that

focus

and

of
symphonic argument in these works. In
SCHUMANN
an effective device Schumann no
Complete Symphonies
doubt learned from Schubert, afamiliar chord or idea reappears with a sinIncluding: Symphony in G (Zwickau); Overture,
Scherzo, & Finale, Op.52; Konzertstück for Four
gle inner voice changed, bringing a
Horns & Orchestra, Op.86
given passage into a whole new
John Eliot Gardiner, Orchestre Revolutionnaire et
expressive terrain.
Romantique
Archly 457 591-2 (3 CDs). 1998. Nicholas Parker,
If unheard, though, such passages
prod.; Roger de Schot Jan Wesselink, engs. DDD.
can seem like mere sequential repetiTr: 3:22:23
Performance *****
tion. Thus, passages that previously
Sonics ***
seemed tedious in Symphony 2 now
hether he admits it or not, seem to be pursuing an idea to its conJohn Eliot Gardiner is as clusion. The first movement of the
much a provocateur as a "Spring" symphony is remarkable:
musician, seeming to take great pleasure What often seemed like alot of tedious
in correcting some centuries-old mis- musical busyness now emerges with
take and watching jaws drop. Inevitably, bustling exuberance. Gardiner also
that has happened over the past few achieves aSchumann sound that rings
years whenever he let it drop that he true at every turn. The revelations are
was recording Schumann's seven sym- most often in the brass and wind —
phonies. Yes, by his count, seven. In heard to best advantage in the expanaddition to the usual four, he counts sive "Rhenish" symphony — with
both the 1841 and 1851 versions of sounds less brilliant than conventional
Symphony 4, the youthful, unfinished instruments but more tangy and tex"Zwickau" symphony (1832-33), and tured. Every given bar has a much
the 1841 Overture, Scherzo, and Finale. He greater range of colors. Particularly
also includes the Konzertstück for Four impressive are Gardiner's horns, which
Horns and Orchestra, though even he mn like racehorses both in the
wouldn't claim that it's a symphony. "Rhenish" and the Konzenstiick. The latListening to them all, Gardiner's claim ter, after its arresting opening, proves to
doesn't exactly triumph, but as alisten- be an inconsequential piece.
Though Symphony 4is often hailed
ing experience, it's one of the recordings
for its cyclic form, Gardiner suggests
of the year, and maybe his best so far.
The most fascinating revelation is the that the composer's original thoughts
"Zwickau" symphony. It's not great mu- on the piece — composed 10 years
sic, but Gardiner has experience work- before the version that's most often
ing magic with youthful compositions used — are in many ways better.
by great composers. This one is awild, Gardiner gives the earlier version more
impulsive, breathless outpouring of musi- of aMendelssohnian treatment, with a
cal ideas in an experimental orchestration smaller sound and fleet tempos, and by
that seems bent on trying everything tempering the wide variety of dynamics
Schumann could think of. This seems to we're used to hearing. The musical
be the kind of lightning Schumann was material seems so much more at home
trying to capture in his symphonic bottle here, even if certain recomposed transifor the rest of his life, sometimes easily, tional passages arc better in the later
version. Even the fourth movement, in
sometimes with great struggle.
intensify

W
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CARTE BRASS &
PERCUSSION

LA

Go-Go and Gumbo, Satchmo'n'Soul
INildchild 04752 (CD). 1997. Charlie Barnett, Pete
Ogle, Gary Johnson, prods.; Pierre Sprey, eng.
ADD. Tr: 53:04
Performance ***
Sonics ****

R

arely will you find aband name
and an album title that capture
what's going on as well as these
two do. Sousaphonist Pete Ostle's DCbased brass band can't quite decide if
they're a boppy jazz group set on
updating tunes like Freddie Hubbard's
"Little Sunflower," or afunky, Rebirth
Brass Band-styled New Orleans street
tribe. If you appreciate adventure
(which Ido), then this disc's stylistic
reach is its greatest strength. And on this
mostly-covers set they do nail several
tunes, best of all the spicy, funky-as-hell
"Alligator Boogaloo."
The downside of adisc of covers —
not to mention aband that wants to
reach — is that the temptation to bite
off more than you can chew usually
proves too great. In this case, attempting two uncoverable funk classics
back to back, The Meters' "Hey
Pocky Way" and George Clinton's
"Standing on the Verge," is trying too
hard — apoint made clear when the
Clinton jam falls flat. And then
there's the overlong "San Pedro," a
percussion-only, Cubano-flavored cut
that's weighed down by the wobbly
amateur vocals of Nelson Rodriguez
and Rob White.
Despite these missteps, Ostle's ensemble wins points for trying. Although
there are moments when the hall resonates
in strange ways and limits the dynamic
range, the sound on this disc is spacious,
with asolid low end.
-Robert Baird
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pulses, industrial breakbeats (courtesy of
the Chems), multicolored guitar lines,
and ragged "Street Fighting Man"
garage vibes. "North Country Boy" is a
wistful half-ballad, the poppiest Beatles
song Bob Dylan never wrote, yet it
draws overt links to hip-hop (not that
they haven't always been there) in the
way Burgess spits out his oddly phrased,
too-many-words-per-beat lyrics.
Cutting-edge but never trendy, the
Charlatans are groovy, poppy, hippy,
folky, and techno-savvy — all the basic
ingredients for aband of the '90s. At the
bottom, they're all about the bottom.
The eight-year output represented by
"Melting Pot" is best described by the
ballsy, bittersweet statement the band
issued after Collins' death: "We are
rock." Salute them.
—Jason Cohen
Those Brill Boys of Brit pop—the overlooked, underappreciated Charlatans UK.

berance of "Can't Get Out of Bed," the
Northern Beat ditty "Here Comes a
Melting Pot
Soul Saver." Tim Burgess—the UrLiam Gallagher with his hips, lips, and
Beggars Banquet BBQCD 198 (CD). 1998. Various
prods., engs. MD? TF: 74:26
anorak — is adreamy, creamy vocalist,
Performance ****
and the band (keyboardist Rob Collins,
Sonics ****
his guitarist brother Mark, bassist
ritain's band of the '90s? It ain't
Martin Blunt, and drummer Jon
the Spice Girls. Even Oasis would
Brookes) snakily shifts from anthemic
likely yield to its Mancunian
swinging to utterly hypnotic '60s trips
brothers the Charlatans (Charlatans UK
that practically demand a light show
in the States, if Dan Hicks is reading this).
(notably the instrumental "Sproston
Melting Pot, your basic contract-breaking
hits-plus-oddities collection, makes a Green," represented here in avocal version). It's always been '60s greats — the
strong case for aband that was initially
considered one of "Madchester" 's lesser Stones, the Doors, and the Small Faces,
for starters — that the Charlies evoke on
lights. "Just another Stone Roses knockfirst blush.
off," people thought. "The psychedelic
But the band operates on awhole
organ thing was done better by the
other level beyond great pop tunes and
Inspirai Carpets," conventional wisdom
an impeccable sonic lineage. A rock
declared. "Eh, their only good tune [the
band in the era of dance culture, they've
1990 radio hit Ile Only One IKnow']
internalized the energy and experiwas aDeep Purple ripoe cynics scoffed.
ments of their time, be it the early,
Flash forward to present day. The
baggy rhythms of Manchester or the
Roses wilted, the most famous Carpet
block-rockin' beats of electronica. The
is their ex-roadie Noel Gallagher, and
"Hush" was recently covered straight Charlatans first worked with the
Chemical Brothers in 1994 (the "Patrol"
up by Kula Shaker. The Charlies,
meanwhile, have shaped a body of remix appears here); among the band's
other collaborators are Richard March
work — extraordinary enough in the
ever-changing world of Britpop — that of Bentley Rhythm Ace, and Steve
Hillage — who is, no foolin', abig ambihas been both classicist and progressive,
the band honoring a hallmark set of ent techno guy now.
By 1996's Tellite Stories, the Charinfluences while evolving and improvlatans had reached new aesthetic
ing with time.
heights. Sadly, this peak came just when
They're also a friggin' jukebox. In
Rob Collins, the group's heart, died in a
England the Charlatans have released 17
car accident. The band has soldiered on;
singles, launching three albums to the
the album was his legacy, and it's repretop of the charts. One can take that at
sented here by two tracks that are perface value and be amply rewarded with
fectly microcosmic when it comes to All
acavalcade of movers, shakers, and singalongs: the monster bass/Hammond That Is Charlatans. "One to Another" is
abreathless collision of ominous piano
funkadelia of "Weirdo," the giddy exuTHE CHARLATANS UK
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ERIC CLAPTON
Pilgrim
Reprise 46577-2 (CD). 1998. Eric Clapton, Simon
Clime, prods.; Alan Douglas, eng. DDD. Tr: 48:11
Performance **
Sonics ****

E

rie Clapton has spent most of his
career living down the reputation
he received for what he does best,
which is play the guitar. While his talent
has never been in question, his sense of
who he is as expressed in his music
leaves plenty of loose ends. Let's face it:
If it hadn't been for his astonishing guitar playing, Clapton would never have
gotten asecond look as asinger of sentimental ballads. Yet his greatest success
has come when he's put down the guitar and agreed to play the role of traditional pop crooner. While Pilgrim might
have made asuperb Elton John album,
it's adisappointment to anyone who has
thrilled to Clapton's musical virtuosity
on "Crossroads" or "After Midnight."
Naturally, Pilgrim—which, aside from
two tracks, has virtually no guitar on it —
is abig hit. This is arecord calculated to
battle Puff Daddy and the 'Thank soundtrack for fin de millénaire airspace: The
carefully crafted electronic programs arc
designed with the cold precision of a
Swiss watch, and a spoken-word sequence is tacked onto the last song like
some time-capsule watermark.
The blues? Oh yes, Clapton makes
his donation with a cover of "Going
Down Slow" delivered with all the conviction of apolitician's denial. This is a
song that contains one of the single
greatest lines in blues history: "I've had
my fun if Idon't get well no more." In
the hands of St. Louis Jimmy or Muddy
Waters, the line sums up alifetime of
deeply felt experience, asense of won155
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drous accomplishment, wise resigna- 5
tion, and, most of all, self-knowledge.
Clapton sings it like abored dowager î
engaging in cocktail-party banter.
Not that Clapton doesn't suffer. His
much-ballyhooed angst suffuses "My
Father's Eyes"; his well-documented
search for meaning is all over the tide
track. And this year's victim love song,
"You Were There," is sure to summon
the crying towels from here to eternity.
To be sure, Clapton sounds positively
dripping with agony as he painfully
whispers his way through most of this
album. The only people suffering more
are those who have to wait until track
10 to hear the guitar licks they might
well have had reason to expect on an
album by Eric Clapton.
My CD changer tracked immediately from this record to Roy Rogers playing "Down Here in the Real Big
Empty," the opening song on his new
album, Pleasure and Pain. It came on like
an ocean breeze after a smothering
summer day, offering another illustration of how honest music beats the
celebrity blues anytime, anywhere.
—John Swenson

Aman and his dog...and his disco ball. Texan Joe Ely may be mellowing, but he still likes Ustin in dle Wind.

it up — that Joe is gone or in the closet.
Speaking of closets, while he may not
Twistin' in the Wind
be rocking as hard, Ely hasn't lost his,
MCA/Nashville MCAD-7003I (HDCD). 1998. Joe Ely,
shall we say, onginal sense of humor. On
prod.; Little Johnny Fader, James Tuttle, Charles
first listen, the tune "Nacho Mama"
Ray, engs. DDD. TT: 58:11
Performance ***1/2
sounds like athrowaway that the Taco
Sonics ***1/2
Bell chihuahua will soon be mouthing.
But after several listens (and apeek at
ow does the song go? "To every
season, turn, turn, turn ... " the printed lyrics) it's clear that this is a
tune about cowboys in drag, to whom
Hard as it is to believe, Joe Ely,
the disgusted cantina waitresses are saythe man who opened for the Clash in
ing "I'm Na'cho mama!" The addition
the late '70s, the self-proclaimed "Lord
of aboys' choir on the last chorus comof the Highway," the man who put the
pletes this slyly perverse ditty.
question "Would You Settle for Love?"
While he'll always be adept at silly
to arockin' beat, has grown mellow. But
songs like "Nacho Mama" or "Sister
hey, as Mick Jagger once said (I loosely
paraphrase), "I don't want to be doing Soak the Beans" (in which a hungry
this [rocking, that is] when I'm 40" — or Texas boy heads home for enchiladas),
it's not humor that Joe Ely is spending
was it 50?
most of his time on these days. Now, in
Either way, Joe Ely seems to have said
place
of turning up the guitars and tearadiós to his old rockin' persona, the one
ing the roofs off honky-tonks, Ely is conthat fed off astring of Austin's hottest
centrating on two things: songwriting
young guitar players (David Grissom,
and, especially, singing. Having penned
Ian Moore) and embraced the folky,
10 of this disc's 12 cuts by himself (and
spicy border-music mode, complete
the other two in collaboration with
with flamenco guitar, that he first rolled
'Ginnie Rhodes and Jo Carol Pierce),
out on 1995's Letter to Laredo. FortunEly further embroiders afamiliar songately, Twistin' in the Wind does occasionalwriting formula in "A Little Like Love"
ly pick up the pace; tunes like "Up on
(a slower rewrite of the "Settle for Love"
the Ridge" and "Behind the Bamboo
melody/thought lines) and the tide tune,
Shade" (an old tune, first recorded in
in which he assumes his most cherished
1988 on Dig All Night) do achieve an
songwriting persona: the hardened loner
edge and awhiff of the old urgency,
though it takes awhile. But in general, if bleeding regret from aself-inflicted shot
to the heart. A tune like "Gulf Coast
you're looking for rockin' material, give
JOE ELY

H
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Blues" explores all new ground as Ely
tries his pipes at being torchy.
Throughout, the songs are more
carefully crafted than in the past. Details
like the chain-gang chant that opens
"You're Worlcin' for the Man," or the
Lloyd Maines dobro behind "Sister
Soak the Beans," obviously took alot of
thought. Best of all, Ely's vocals have
never been better. Another thing that's
changed about his records is the sound
quality: in the old days, it was less than
pristine. But Twistin' in the Wind, alive
and crystalline with lots of bass response
and avast soundstage, is the best-sounding disc he's ever made.
Throughout most of Twistin', Ely
band stalwarts like drummer Davis
McClarty, guitarist Jesse Taylor, and
steel guitarist Lloyd Maims anchor a
group of players that includes accordionist Joel Guzman and gangly flamenco guitar doofus Teye. While this
disc lacks atypical Ely showstopper like
"Are You Listening Lucky?" or his inimitable cover of Jimmie Dale Gilmore's
"Dallas," Ifound that this rich collection
got better with every listen. Although
ni buy into the follcier, La Frontera musical aura that Ely is obviously committed
to constructing, Istill have to wonder if
we've seen the last of the man whose
next-to-last tour was tided Love and
Danger... and the Party Never Ends.
—IRobertBainl
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ticity, and it is this When it comes to energy, there's enough
attribute, perhaps, that has juice here to light up all of central
made him ahero in the Tennessee. The band's calling card, a
alternative-music com- driving, at times almost frantic version of
munity of Austin, Texas, Dylan's "Absolutely Sweet Marie," is
where he counts among here ripped out with all the requisite fury.
his fans members of the The problem, though, is the sound: it's
muddy, undefined, and, well, really bad.
Butthole Surfers.
On Down at the Sky-Vue Most audience tape bootlegs sound betDrive-In Walser works his ter than this. If this is adeliberate attempt
magic over the course of a to get lo-fi, then Iapologize, but that
dozen tunes, from such doesn't change the fact that alittle more
tears-in-your-beer stan- fidelity would have sharpened this band's
dards as Hank Locldin's already legendary edges. Buy it for the
—RB
"Please Help Me Fm electricity, hate it for the sound.
Falling" and Hank Snow's
GASTR DEL SOL: Camoufleur
"Fool Such as I" to the
quaintly politically incorrect Drag City DC133CD (CD) 1998. Jim O'Rourke, David
Grubbs, and Markus Popp, prods and engs. DDD?
yet undeniably swinging)
77: 34:11
reading of Cindy Walker's Performance ****
"Cherokee Maiden." Wal- Sonics HHHH
ser revives the fervor of Gastr Del Sol, the constantly evolving colautomobile enthusiasts of laboration of Chicago rock experimentthe '50s with his own "Hot alists Jim O'Rourke and David Grubbs,
Admired by the Butthole Surfers, and adored by those who love a
good yodel, Don Walser is alarger-than-life musical force.
Rod Mercury," and travels has always been awild exploration full
south of the border in of excellent sonics, surprising acoustic/
"Ramon," aheartbreaking tile of amar- electric pairings, weird tonalities, tape
DON VVALSER
velous Mexican singer the world would manipulations galore. In one case, the
Down at the Sky-Vue Drive-In
never discover. On tunes like "Marie" result has even been awork for chamber
Watermelon/Sire 31017-2P (CD). 1998. Ray Benson,
and "In My Dear Old Southern Home," orchestra. Here on this seven-song EP—
prod.; Larry Seyer, David Gratz, Frank Campbell,
Walser's Pure Texas Band provides per- reportedly O'Rourke's swan song —they
Kevin Cochran, Allen Crider, engs. ODD. TT: 41:37
Performance ****
fect Texas-swing accompaniment The wave goodbye with an uncharacterSonics ****
recording was produced with loving care istically melodic flourish. "Each Dream is
by Asleep at the Wheel's Ray Benson; if an Example" has afloating, Beach Boyshere's a reason why country
singer Don Walser is known as you close your eyes, you can almost like chorus line (that goes "Corpse As
the "Pavarotti of the Plains." imagine that the Texas Playboys are back Corpse As Corpse As... "), "Bauchredner" is pop and the instrumental
Walser's sonorous tenor is awonder, in the saddle again.
"Black
Horse" is almost... well, lovely.
The
album's
standout
track,
though,
especially when you consider that it's
Along the way, aviolin, cornet, tromstill in prime form despite the singer's is ajaw-dropping version of the old Slim
age and health — he's in his mid-60s Whitman tune "Rose Marie," which bone, steel drum, french horn, and clarinet all contribute. A sweet farewell. -as
and tips the scales at well over 300 lbs. Walser performs with the Kronos
Quartet.
As
the
strings
swoop
and
Walser is a larger-than-life figure in
swerve in the background, Walser's
more ways than one.
He's also aterrific example of how vocal soars high above, breaking into a
dreams do come true in America. He gorgeous falsetto that most men half
started playing in bands when he was Walser's age couldn't match.
CHARLIE HADEN &
Pavarotti of the Plains indeed. If this
still in his teens, but mostly laid his
CHRIS ANDERSON
Texas
troubadour
takes
learning
Italian
music career aside until he retired from
his day job as an accountant with the as his next challenge, Luciano, look to
None but the Lonely Heart
-Daniel Durchlsolz
Texas National Guard. Having grown up your laurels.
Chan ie Haden, bass; Chris Anderson, piano
naimcd022 (CD). (1998) Charlie Haden, prod.; Ken
listening to the Grand Ole Opry and
Christianson, eng. MD. TT: 72:42
watching singing-cowboy movies,
Performance *****
Walser remains determined to keep the
Sonics *****
music of his youth alive. He's fond of sayome records are familiar the first
JASON AND THE SCORCHERS:
ing that the music he plays is "Top 40 —
time you hear them — they seem
Midnight Roads &Stages Seen
from 40 years ago." He covers songs by
to insinuate themselves into the
the likes of Jimmie Rodgers, Hank Mammoth 354 980 180-2 (2 CDs). 1998. Warner
spaces in your soul, as though returning
Hodges, prod.; Jeff Bakos, Mike Janes, engs. DDD.
Williams, and the Sons of the Pioneers,
Tr: 97:45
to aplace that had been haunted by
mixing in his own original tunes, which Performance ****
their absence. None but the Lonely Heart is
stand up to the comparison. His music's Sonia **
most distinctive feature, though, is Live albums are always the best and the one of those records. It is a dialog
Walser's astonishing yodel — pretty worst: best energy, worst sound. This between two masterful musicians:
much alost art these days, but if anyone long-awaited two-disc set by those Charlie Haden, perhaps the most recan bring it back into vogue, it's this or much-beloved rock hicks from Nashville spected acoustic bassist on the planet,
and Chris Anderson, a pianist best
cowboy. Walser is astickler for authen- takes that dichotomy to the nth power.
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AUDIO NEXUS
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In very short
order, their tube and solid state designs have established BAT as
leaders in high end electronics design. Now their marvelous
amps and preamps are joined by the brand new VK-D5, a
remarkable CD player featuring fully-balanced digital and analog
sections. Its music will flow into your ears.

Z-Systems

STEREO COMPONENTS
THRT HONOR MUSIC
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line
drives are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need
more power? Go for the full sized DNA 0.5, DNA I, or the new
DNA 2amps!

GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! A miracle!

PLATINUM As stunning to the eyes as they are to the ears,
these loudspeakers are aesthetic jewels that fit beautifully into any
setting. "...the most musical loudspeaker of its kind Ihave ever come
across.", LJohnson, AVI.

JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.

ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theater
products. (Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)

VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the longawaited Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC- Icenter channel and

VON SCHWEIKERT Years of loudspeaker design and experience with revolutionary concepts in acoustics and electronics have
wrought a startling new line of loudspeakers. Starting with the
famous VR-4 and VR-4.5 and followed by the VR-3, VR-6, and VR8, VR loudspeakers offer atruly virtual reality listening experience.

VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audioguest •Balanced Audio Technology •BEL •Black Diamond •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste
Chang Lightspeed •EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo
Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kahle •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD
Nitty Gritty •Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Tannoy •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.qpg.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
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Jazz bassist Charlie Haden

solo bass opening, they get as
down'n'greasy as any rib-joint
house band.
The sound, as you'd expect
from alabel run by ahighend equipment manufacturer
(Naim), is outstanding. Haden's bass sounds massive,
with adeep earthiness that will
tax the resolution of even Class
A loudspeakers. The piano
sound is no less incredible: the
inner voicings of Anderson's
chords are presented with darity and detail. The recording
was made in Cami Hall in
New York, and the sense of
real instruments in a large
space is almost palpable.
Some people may actually
wish for alittle less detail —
you can hear Haden breathing, and the occasional fingerboard noise — but Ijust took
these as badges of authenticity.
None but the Lonely Heart is
one of those rare recordings
in which profound music is
presented in flawless sound.
Find it. Buy it. Cherish it.
—Wes Phillips

known as ateacher, but whose grasp of
harmony is profound.
Piano and bass would seem an unlikely combination, but neither of these
musicians plays by everyday rules. Haden
has never been aconventional bass-player — rather than play the changes, he
tends to build harmonic underpinnings
out of tunes and phrases su .4 1ested by the
structure of each song. Anderson is one
of the most contemplative pianists Ihave
ever heard —each chord and phrase carries the weight of thought, and there is
never a wasted note. Together, their
music is full of surprises as they wander
down familiar paths, discovering new vistas around every turn. This is truly a
record of discovery.
Anderson is a delight. He hears
things differently — even jazz staples
that have received thousands of interpretations seem fresh when he plays
them. As he and Haden negotiate "The
Night We Called It aDay," the tune
loses any sense of the cloying sentimentality that has accrued from the thousands of lounge interpretations we've
heard; what's left is the clean, powerful
harmonic framework that has made the
song endure. Not that Haden and
Anderson can't strut some serious jellyroll; Anderson's original "CC Blues" is
worthy of any Kansas City piano professor, and when he chimes in after the
Stereophile. July 1998

section borders on self-indulgence, as
does aquasi-fugue section that comes
toward the end of "Moon River."
"Monk's Dream" has some juicy
moments — particularly a busy-fingered essay at the end (Mehldau's
pianistic command is astonishing) — as
does "Countdown."
You'll keep hearing from Mehldau.
He's one of those artists who, in striving
for individuality, does things in amanner
that's fresh and modern, if not always
readily appealing. This kind of playing—
some of it is certainly high art, some
decidedly not —is very demanding, and
Mehldau and his ilk deserve an extra
effort from the listener so that their stuff
can be understood and appreciated.
But sometimes enough is enough.
Alas, an open-minded though mainstream-rooted listener like myself will
toss in the towel and head for the equally high but less esoteric musings of
Tommy Flanagan, Kenny Barron, or
Charlie Parker. Amore forward-leaning
aficionado would gobble it up.
The CD offers aclarity of sound,
instrumental precision, and that sizzling
ambiance one expects from a live
recording.
-Zan Stewart
MONK, MILES, DEX

BRAD MEHLDAU
Art of the Trio, Vo1.2:
Live at the Village Vanguard
Brad Mehldau, piano; Larry Grenadier, bass; Jorge
Rossy, drums
Warner Bros. 46848-2 (CD). 1998. Matt Pierson,
prod.; James Farber, John Bates, engs. MD.
Tr: 73:02
Performance **1/2
Sonics ****

T

he jazz heart of the prodigiously
talented Brad Mehldau, now 28, is
one of aforward-looking experimenter who lets his musical mind wander where it will. This proclivity for free
expression wasn't so evident on his first
two Warner Bros. albums, including the
first-rate Art of the Trio, Vol.1, but it certainly is now.
"It's All Right with Me" opens this
decidedly challenging CD. It's atypical
selection: with neither Grenadier nor
Rossy stating any steady rhythm or
meter, Mehldau dances over the harmonic framework, issuing intricate,
rapid squirts of melody —some eargrabbing, others abstract or technical.
All this speed is countered by pithy
statements that provide space. The
number doesn't swing in the usual sense
of the word; nor does anything else on
the recording.
Most of "Young And Foolish" isn't so
abstruse, but alengthy unaccompanied

Reviews

The Live Legacy
THELONIOUS MONK: Live at The It Club—
Complete
Thelonious Monk, piano; Charlie Rouse, tenor sax;
Larry Gales, bass; Ben Riley, drums
Columbia/Legacy C2K 65288 (2 CDs). 1964/1998.
Teo Macero, prod. ADD? TT: 2:33:40
Performance *****
Sonics ****
MILES DAVIS: At Carnegie Hall: The Complete
Concert
Miles Davis, trumpet; Hank Mobley, tenor sax;
Wynton Kelly, piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Jimmy
Cobb, drums; 21-piece orchestra dir. by Gil Evans
Columbia/Legacy C2K 65027 (2 CDs). 1961/1998.
Teo Macero, prod. ADD? TT: 86:29
Performance *****
Sonics **1/2
DEXTER GORDON: Live at Carnegie Hall
Dexter Gordon, Johnny Griffin, tenor sax; George
Cables, piano; Rufus Reid, bass; Eddie Gladden,
drums
Columbia/Legacy CK 65312 (CD). 1978/1998.
Michael Cuscuna, prod.; Tom Arrison, eng. ADD?
TF: 76:46
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

C

olumbia/Legacy has an unfair
advantage over the other labels
that reissue jazz: Its rich, vast
vaults go back to 1917. Now, with the
introduction of the "Live and Legendary" series, adistinguished reissue
program just got stronger. The first
three releases in this new series rescue
long-lost concert and club performances by Thelonious Monk, Miles
Davis, and Dexter Gordon. All have
been restored to their original, unedited
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Record
forms, correctly sequenced, completed
with previously unreleased material, elucidated with new, authoritative liner
notes by Bob Blumenthal, and remastered with 20-bit Super Bit Mapping.
When Monk's Live at The It Club was
posthumously released in 1982, 18 years
after it had been taped in alongdefunct Los Angeles jazz dive, it
was widely regarded as amajor
find. Now, with the release of
this "Live and Legendary" twoCD set, the compromises in the
original LP become apparent.
Every track had been severely
edited, and three tunes had
been omitted ("Teo," "Bright
Mississippi," and "Just You,
Just Mc"). In the new edition,
nine sets over three nights are
intact and complete.
And what nights they
were. Most discussions of
Monk dwell on his idiosyncrasies —his
quirky harmonic logic, asymmetrical
accents, and astringent timbres. But the
core of his genius was his command of
tempo. When aMonk quartet is on —
and they were on at The It Club —the
lift and momentum arc ecstatic. Monk's
chords clang and hang in the air like cosmic questions, and Charlie Rouse (one
of the most underrated tenors in history) catapults over the breaks in Monk's
lines as if he's riding apogo stick. There
are 19 tracks, including many items
from the basic Monk repertoire (a
ferocious "Ilhydun-a-ning"; atilting,
headlong "Blue Monk"; ahard double-tiine "'Round Midnight"). There
are also three standards, utterly transformed when filtered through the
Monk sensibility. "I'm Getting Sentimental Over You" has apiano solo for
the permanent archives, otherworldly in
its chiming, stabbing dissonance.
This set contains the best documentation available anywhere of Thelonious
Monk under actual working conditions.
The sound quality — thanks to the
remixing and re-equalization by Mark
Wilder of Sony Studios — returns us to
the hubbub of afaraway place in time as
the energy from the bandstand engulfs
the boisterous, sweaty crowd.
Miles Davis' concert at Carnegie Hall
in May 1961 fully deserves the "legendary" designation. It was Davis' first
appearance on aNew York concert stage,
and his first public performance with the
Gil Evans Orchestra. The sold-out event
was abenefit for the African Research
Foundation, and was disrupted by political protests from agroup of African
nationalists. It has been suggested that it
Stereophiie, July
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was anger over the pickets that drove
Davis to such heights of trumpet fire on
this night. The seven numbers with his
working quintet arc incandescent in
their inspired aggression, and the four
pieces with the large ensemble arc even
more remarkable.

teigtsai
MILES DAVIS
AT
CARNEGIE HALL
'

Reviews

one place, correctly sequenced, the
dubbed applause gone. The digitally
remastered monophonic sound is not
perfect (the tape often can't hold Miles's
trumpet crescendos), but it is good
enough to cut through the years.
The Dexter Gordon album, from a
1978 Carnegie Hall appearance by
Gordon's working quartet of the time,
suffers somewhat by its proximity to the
above two masterpieces. Only two of
the five performances here had ever
seen the light of day. "Blues Up and
Down" and "Cheesecake," on which
Johnny Griffin joins to make a twotenor front line, were issued on a
long-out-of-print album called
Great Encounters. The three
newly available tracks arc a
hard-charging "Secret Love,"
"The End of a Love Affair"
(with fountains of ideas and
funny Gordonesque quotes
flying by), and alingering 17minute recitation of "More
Than You Know."
The sonic quality is 17
years newer, and the rhythm
section of George Cables,
Rufus Reid, and Eddie
Gladden is the tightest
Gordon ever found. But
Miles Davis' confrontation with
eternity and Monk's existential defiance,
Dexter Gordon's tenor sax sounds too
intentional, merely brilliant.
Columbia/Legacy is a reissue program that fulfills the company's obligation to history.
-Thomas Conrad

shorties
MARK TURNER: Mark Turner
Arguably Davis' single most important recorded work is Sketches of Spain,
the monumental collaboration with
Evans released in 1960. The centerpiece
of that album, Joaquin Rodrigo's
Concierto de Aranjuez, had required many
studio hours of recording and editing. It
was abold decision by Davis and Evans
to attempt this challenging work in a
live setting, and it is moving to hear the
piece come together. The band breathes
"like one big guitar" (as Miles once
described Evans' arrangement), and the
trumpet improvisations come from the
deepest resources of Davis' humanity.
The discographical history of Miles
Davis at Canugie Hall has been problematic. The music was released in edited
form, in "rechanneled stereo," in two
albums separated by 25 years. Now at
last this historic occasion is available in

Mark Turner, Joshua Redman, tenor sax; Edward
Simon, piano; Christopher Thomas, bass; Brian
Blade, drums
Warner Bros. 46701-2 (CD). 1998. Gerry reekens,
prod.; Max Bolleman, eng. DOD. TT: 62:06
Performance ****
Sonics ****

On this album, recorded originally for
the Dutch Criss Cross label, to which
he was signed at the time, Mark Turner
sounds more mainstream and less overtly modernist than he does today. Here
his Coltrane/Warne Marsh/Rollins
influences show him heading toward
individuality, swinging hard and delivering bushels of ear-pleasing notes —be it
on Tristano's "327 East 32nd Street,"
Trane's "26-2," or the Vernon Duke
evergreen, "Autumn in New York." The
two-tenor pairings with Redman arc
winners; Simon, Thomas, and Blade
cook throughout.
Stewart
CI
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Manufacturers'
Avantgarde DUO
Editoi:
About 10 years ago, I was digging
through my nearly complete collection of
vintage Stereophile magazines and Icame
across avery early version of "Recommended Components." This was J.
Gordon Holt-era Stereophile, Ithink it was
1969. In this little pocket-sized issue, Mr.
Holt describes his top reference system:
Thorens TD124 turntable, SME 3012
arm, Marantz 7c preamp and Model 9
power amplifiers, and, believe it or not,
Altec A7 Voice of the 'Theater loudspeakers! Guess what? While Iwas reading, Iwas listening to music on almost the
exact same system.
Sounds unbelievable? Well, here it is 30
years later and horns are again turning up
in serious, reference-quality hi-fi rigs and
being reviewed in Stereophile. The acousticsuspension, sealed-box, small-speaker/bigamplifier era is beginning to look as if it
has run its course, and we can cross the
millennial threshold with the magic of
small amps and horns inspiring anew, perhaps more romantic and listener-friendly
audio technology.
Equally amazing is the fact that Altec
still makes aversion of the A7, the original
Quad ESL is back, and Maranta is again
manufacturing the 7c and Model 9amplification. What does this all mean? Mr.
Colloms' review in the June 1998 issue of
Stereophile begs the questions: Where did
the horn and exotic tube technologies go,
and why are they coming back?
The euphoria and promise of transistor
engineering, and the tidal wave of marketing opportunity it rode, swept away the
tiny tube amps and the big, efficient speakers. Initially, transistors promised afuture
of small, lightweight, cool-running, and
very high-powered audio amplifiers. We
were told that with these new small but
potent amps we could drive much smaller,
lighter-weight loudspeakers that could still
make low bass tones. Transistor amps and
acoustic-suspension speakers pledged (and
almost delivered) amore user-friendly, more
house-beautiful, more family-oriented music
playback system. But—and here is the real
comedy — the last time Ilooked, quality
transistor amplifiers and loudspeakers that
could make real low bass were anything but
small, light, cool-running, or user-friendly.
In anutshell, this is where exotic tubes
and horn loudspeakers went, and why they
arc back.
In the early 1970s, almost every houseStereophile, July 1998

Comments

hold and every college dorm room had a
quality hi-fi. Nowadays, the majority of
music lovers have aboombox or compact
system. Today, only the dedicated "audiophile" has an above-average music playback system, and their numbers are shrinking fast. Why? Ibelieve the number of
quality home systems has shrunk because
high-quality hi-fi has become unmanageable. This very saine unmanageability has
made it extremely difficult for even the
most dedicated audiophile to assemble an
extraordinary system.
The new era we are entering is about
simple, elegant, engaging, and user-friendly music playback. The Avantgarde horns
and the tiny amplifiers they require represent anew type of audio that is about
intensity of sensation. This review of aradical plastic horn by no less than Martin
Colloms signifies the less-is-more "new
dawn" of audio. Try to imagine little triode
amps driving graceful, highly efficient
loudspeakers delivering highly saturated
orchestral colors in amore "tactile" presentation, with "effortless dynamics" and a
more "natural attack." No other loudspeaker technology can trace the musical
waveform with lower distortion or amore
"breathtaking dynamic range." At this
moment in time, only an uncolored, highly efficient horn loudspeaker can change
the direction of high-end audio.
Imight be acrazy romantic fool, but
Ibelieve that Mr. Colloms' review is just
the kind of high-science, official recognition that aradical but thoroughly engineered breakthrough product needs to
help change the course of history. Iand
my associates at Avantgarde, Holger
Fromme and Matthiss Ruff, would like
to thank Mr. Colloms and the editorial
staff of Stereophile very heartily for the
opportunity to present the DUO system
in such adistinguished forum.
Herbert E. Reichert
Audio Note
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7
Editor:
I would first like to thank Michael
Fremer for his thorough review/evaluation of the Simon Yorke Designs Series
7Precision Analogue Disc Transcription
System in June. I have often envied
Michael for having at his disposal so
much "reference" equipment for review.
But on the other hand, after speaking
with Michael several times regarding the
Series 7'table and the Vibraplane, this is

work! An enormous amount of energy and
affection was lavished on the review of
this product. It was most gratifying that
Michael decided to buy Simon's 'table and
use it as his "new" reference.
Thank you also, Michael, for noticing
the slight antiskating flaw. All Yorkes
shipped after February 1998 have been corrected; owners of earlier S7s may contact
SOS for the two-minute retrofittable "fix."
Sounds of Silence may now be contacted at
(603) 888-5104 (voice) or (603) 888-2773
(fax). Or visit our web site at www.sounds
ofsilence.com.
Ibelieve music is the love and soul of
mankind, and that Simon is now the conductor to that end. Conduct on, Simon.
Finally, I'd like to quote Jackie Robinson, who once said, "A life is not important
except in the impact it has on other lives."
Simon, you forever have changed many
lives. Let the music play on.
Happy listening,
Steven Klein
President, Sounds of Silence
NAD 118
Editor:
Kal Rubinson's review enthusiastically addresses the many possibilities now available to the serious music listener through
the use of digital signal processing. The
NAD 118 is our admission that the purist's
approach to recording and playback is an
ideal that is seldom realized in the real
world of commercial recordings.
Unlike many of the "sonic Band-Aids"
of the past, such as analog equalizers and
dynamic companders, with the 118 NAD
has used the best of today's technologies to
create an extremely useful tool set that is
easy to use and almost impossible to misuse. Even the most extreme settings yield a
result that can still be described as musical.
Although Kal mentions that the DSP
engine is always in the signal path, it is actually possible to bypass the Volume and
Balance control algorithms to obtain unity
gain. By also choosing not to re-dither the
digital source, the signal will enter and
leave the DSP unaltered. The instruction
manual describes how this can be done.
On the other hand, the noise shaping and
redithering that is almost universally
employed in CD mastering today, and is
included in the 118, can actually improve
the sound of many early compact discs
that were mastered without the benefit of
noise shaping.
Very little is said of the 118's integrated
DAC. With the 118, NAD's goal was to
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design aDEX that neither added to nor
subtracted from the original signal source.
The acid test for the NAD 118 (or any
Al)C/I)AC) is to connect it to avery highquality analog source. Use ahigh-quality
passive preamp that is also connected to
the same source on one input and the 118
on another with the passive preamp connected to the power amp and speakers.
After carefully matching levels, it is then
possible to compare the 118 directly to the
original source. Such atest would have revealed the neutrality of the NAD 118. It
doesn't change the character of the original
signal; no mean feat for an all-digital product, in our opinion.
Greg Stidsen
NAD Electronics qfAmerica
Z-Systems rdp-1
Editor:
Profound thanks are duc Dr. Kal Rubinson for his thorough and extremely complimentary review of our rdp-1 reference
digital preamplifier. Kal clearly feels that
audiophiles deserve tone controls and we
couldn't agree more. That's why we developed the rdp-1 with our unique Transparent Tone Control' algorithms. Kal and
countless rdp-1 users have come to realize
that the rdp-1 can reap extraordinary sonic
dividends: users can make recordings
sound exactly the way they want them to
sound. The product can certainly be used
to tailor in-room speaker response, but
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controlling spectral balance is what it
does best. After all, the rdp-1 can trace its
lineage directly to our line of professional
disc-mastering equalizers, which have
been used to prepare many of the disks
that audiophiles have come to know and
love —including several Stercvphile "Recordings of the Month."
We share ICal's sentiment that the time
has come for digital signal processing
(DSP) to find its way into the High End.
Mid-fi and home theater (and virtually
every other segment of the consumer
electronics market, for that matter) have
benefited from advances in DSP; highend audio deserves the same benefits. We
have given the high-end listener unprecedented flexibility and control without
forcing him/her to deviate from the minimalist philosophy. In fact, the rdp-1 allows the all-digital listener to eliminate a
potential source of coloration and noise
from the playback chain: the analog preamplifier.
Most of all, we are delighted that Kal
approached the evaluation of the rdp-1
with an open mind, without any preconceived notions of what digital can or
can't do. We frequently face critics who
say, for example, "you can't build adigitaldomain volume control" without first
having alisten. Kal listened for along,
long time and rhos he passed judgment.
That he liked what he heard is all the
more rewarding. Thank you, Kal, for giving the rdp-1 the thorough evaluation it
deserves. And one more thing: We made
the controls less jumpy many months ago.
They now work whether your touch is
light or heavy.
Dr. Glenn Zelniker
Z-Systems Audio Laboratories
Bryston B-60R

Editor:
Bryston wishes to thank Lonnie Brownell
for the thorough and thoughtful review of
the B-60R. It was obvious he enjoyed his
listening sessions with the B-60R, and for
many of the very reasons Stuart Taylor
designed this special product. Bryston
believes that high-end sound is rooted in
the quest for accuracy above all else, and
accuracy requires only intelligent engineering and afine sense of detail in the designer. It doesn't need monstrous size, and it
shouldn't take a second mortgage to
obtain. Bryston believes that there should
be only one level of quality in audio equipment: the best possible. To do truc justice
to the emotion in the musical composition
(and isn't that why we love this avocation?),
nothing less will do.
Obviously, the B-60R is not going to suffice for all systems. Large rooms and high
power aspirations will necessarily require
larger amplifiers, like the 4B ST or even 7B
STs. But Bryston believes one should never
have to sacrifice listening pleasure for convenience.
Christopher W Russell
VP/Engineering, Btyston Ltd.
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into the signal pal, the preamplifier must
Ayre K-3
be editorializing very little indeed.
Editor:
Musical Erijoyment —This is the raison
Many thanks to Michael Fremer and
d'être for any piece of audio equipment, the
Stereophile for the thorough and insightful
bottom line by which all components
review of the Ayre K-3 preamplifier. In
must be judged. Michael says, "I loved it;
addition to aperceptive portrayal of its
when you hear it, Ibet you will too." We
sonic merits, Michael was able to describe
the technical features of the design in a couldn't have said it better ourselves!
Charles Hansen
comprehensive and easily understood
Ayre Acoustics
manner. All of us at Ayre appreciate the
recognition of our efforts.
Ultech UCD -100
When designing and crafting audio
Editor:
equipment, we have three main goals in
Iwould like to thank Brian Damkroger
mind at Ayre: outstanding value, sonic
and the entire staff of Stereophile for the
accuracy, and long-term musical enjoywonderful review of the Ultech UCDment. As Michael's review confirms, we
100. It is pleasing to read of his enthusiasm
have met our goals on all three counts:
for our CD player.
Value —As Michael noted, the Ayre K-3
Ultimate Technology's commitment to
is not a"budget" preamp; however, it does
HDCD is obvious, having produced our
provide performance far beyond its price
first two products around this technology.
class. He observed that switching to anMr. Damkroger's review confirms that
other preamp costing over $15,000 resulted
proper decoding of HDCD-encoded discs
in "a surprisingly subtle improvement," and
is an immense sonic revelation. However,
declared the K-3's $1000 phono option
it is equally exciting to note his obser"among the finest I've ever heard," comvations while playing his non-HDCDparing it favorably with stand-alone phono
encoded discs with the UCD-100. Iam
stages costing $5500 and $6800.
sure that the combination of the dual 20Accuracy —A line-stage is one of the
bit Burr-Brown DACs and the Pacific
few pieces of audio equipment that lends
Microsonics PMD-100 chip's digital filtraitself easily to abypass test, one of the best
tion capabilities are contributing factors to
tests of musical accuracy. As Michael
the UCD-100's musical sound quality on
heard greater differences when substitut"standard" CDs.
Russell Lowe
ing power cords on the digital source
Ultimate Technology
component than when inserting the K-3

Straight Talk
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ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Hartselle
NSS Electronics
(205) 773-0534
ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946 8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326 4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 586 1055
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476

Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(650) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Bordan Ltd
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(650) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redding
Pro Electronics
(916) 222-5933
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
S. San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000

San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044

Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674

Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025

Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
A/V Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Robertson Magazine 8Bookstore
(310) 858-1804

to

San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

Buy
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Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Boca Raton
Better Sound
(561) 338-8898

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408

Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

COLORADO
Boulder
fads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518
Listen Up #3
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up #2
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MoonDance Audio
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f
(
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s
n
teroleading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

FLORIDA
Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(441) 967-0202

Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Lasers Edge CD 8 OVO
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143

Chicago
Avant Garde Home
Entertainment
(773) 248-1104
Music Direct
1312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Ft. Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669

Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342

Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557

Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(8471 394-4770
Belleville
Audio By Us
(6181 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020

Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Millers
(606) 252-2216
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
Slidell
Home Theater Concepts
(800) 357-6684
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
lS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Rockville
Needle Express
(301) 279-5511
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras
(617) 648-8111
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617)864-1144
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Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
Ma'co Electronics
(508) 685-4383
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
Troy
Satellite City
(248) 528-2383
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY
Dunelien
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671•1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

NEW MEXICO
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MISSOURI
Cool Valley
Pull es Custom Sound
(314) 524-1311
Gladstone
Buzzz's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 483-4511
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Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933

NEW YORK
Binghamton
1.5.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade A/V Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt's Electronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600

Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820
S

yracuse
ar, ftc

(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
St. Marys
Fowl ers Magnavox Home
Theater
(419) 394-5316
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571

Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
uen
Hi Fidelity
Bradford's
(541) 344-9117

Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

SELLING?
Advertise Free!
Phone, Fax or Mail us your audio
equipment ad with up to 5 items
and well advertise it for free.
Retailers welcome too.

BUYING?
Subscribe today!
We'll start sending you our
continously up-dated, alphabetized
list of over 1000 items two times
each month.

Subscription

Rates:

6 mo/12 issues:625 1yr/24 issues: $45
Visa/MC or send check. Call for
foreign rates. Call for brochure.

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444

'he AUDIO
TRADING
TIMES

"NATIONWIDE CLASSIFIEDS"

PO Box 27, Conover, WI 54519
Ph(715) 479-3103 Fax(715) 479-1917
www.AudioTrading.com

Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Scranton
Heart 8Soul Audio
(717) 346-0222
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

AUDIO GALLERY
when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
SINGLE ENDED
MCCORMACK

PASS LABS

AUDIOCRAFT-

DISC DOCTOR
VERITY AUDIO'

ACCUPHASE'

CONRAD-JOHNSON

SOUND LAB
AUDIO LAB*

GALLO ACOUSTICS -

ANTHEM
KOETSU'

RHODE ISLAND
Portsmouth
Paul's Ultimate Audio/Video
(401) 683-4400

GRAAF'
AIR TIGHT'

AIMA -SPHERE'

E.A.R.

MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'
NOFIDOST FLATLINE MEADOWLARK AUDIO**

MASSACH
HIGH-END
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTUR

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949

1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT. MA 02.7
TEL (508) 636-3400

FAX (508)

SOUND IMAGES CABLES'
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Johnson City
Mr. Toads Stereo
(423) 929-1121
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio 8Video
(901) 682-6557

CAUFORNIA AUDIO LABS
MESA ENGINEERIN
GROTEC C

<

FURNITURE BY
TARGET. CONTOURS, OSAR'. AND SALAMANDER
MANY MORE PLEAtil

\I I

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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Where

to

Opus 2Audio 8Video
(901) 684-5461
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Arlington
Pioneer Television &Audio
(817) 640-3018
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(972) 247-1487
Audio Partners
(972) 930-9862
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Extreme Audio
(806) 747-0667
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

UTAH
Oreen
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Chantilly
Sight &Sound Consulting
(703) 802-6443
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Audio Visions/Stereo Trading
Post
(804) 346-0876
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio .1 Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
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Buy

Stereophile

Classic Audio
(206) 706-1561

Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

NEW BRUNSWICK
Monkton
Ernie's Newsstand
(9021 454-8381

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W

Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Monroe
Fuzzy's Audio 8. Lighting Co.
(608) 325-2077

Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St

Sheboygan
Gene's Sound .4 Camera
(414) 458-2141

Nepean
Euphonics Audio .1 Video
480 Merwale Rd

Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504

Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
Stardust DOD Dist
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
K.3W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3

Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S

BRMSH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #6,1163
Coquitlarn
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Marl
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville SL 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #10I

QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul >cane
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Laieunesse
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATtrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

BENELUX
National Distributor
Duroh Audio 81/
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax: 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hiftwinkel
Tel 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Hdistudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612145
De Hitisvinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax: 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax (047) 322-0305
BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax (011) 024-48841
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376
CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax: 42-2-90001181
DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Idubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941
FINLAND
Turku
HifiMesta Op
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808
FRANCE
Paris
Renaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax: (331) 6004-6006
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Bi. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413

National Distributor
YE Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392-6368
Fax (852) 2392-6328

AUSTRALIA
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel. (617) 3368-3566
Fax. (617) 3368-3813

INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: 6533 42 106
SOUTH AFRICA

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound .5 Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
Axiss Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622
MACEDONIA
Skopje
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 II 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel (596) 42 71 00
Fax: (596) 57 96 39

National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
National Distributor
Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax: (662) 276-2456

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor

TRINIDAD

Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

Curete
Sanch Electronix
Tel: (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205

NORWAY

TURKEY

National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax (63) 2-741-28-93

UNITED KINGDOM
Notional Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel 01895 433 800
Fax: 01895 433 801

POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio
Tel/Fax: (48) 22-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Neon'
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
RUSSIA
National Distributor
Moscow
RG Sound
Te: (095) 256-3277
Fax: (095) 259-2742
ATTrade
Tel: (310) 271-9191
Fax: (095) 291-5871
Esotenca
Tel: (095) 196-9931
Fax (095) 917-8762
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel (095) 233-1442
Fax (095) 248-3352

National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel: 0115 928 4147
Fax: 0115 925 0625
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel: 01734 585 463
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel 0171 403 2255
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel: 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel: 0I2M 724 337
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel/Fax: 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
HiFi House
Fax (99) 62-68-24-098

Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689
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ESL-63 updates. stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy, QS&D,
33 mcWhirr Loop #108, Frederirksbutg, VA 22406. (540)

FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
web site at http://ictini9çuthrriant .
See the latest FM antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stern, Pi/,'t newsletter at (800)
268-8637, also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to infoentfinr.cont ,
or write
FM, Box 455,

372-3711,Jax (540) 372-3713.

Bieck, NY 14225-0455.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA— Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan. Creek, Rega, Epos, RcVox,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Revolver, Target,
Sound Organisation, and inure. Always lots of used
gran Established way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.

ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for hi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeC:oursey Ellgilleeling Lab, 11828 W Jeerson Blvd, Cuiver City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fix (310) 397-8498,

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio

ingschurch@atitont .

Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EM ), Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micminega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Reg.% Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,

SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE-ATTENUAT1ON

ATTENTION QUAD ANI )SPENDOR OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/

Von Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL Classé Audio, Fanfare FM, Gradoieff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT. Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Wciodworks. Audio Excellant;
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/ MC7AmEx/ Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneami. Suitable r
.
ce all recorded sources, including
Li's, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated
Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models.
New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,* PD. Box 187,
San Ansehno, CA 94979. (415) 457-7878.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding.
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,

PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3"; weight,
27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation,

BUY FACTORY-DIRECT Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for infomution
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. Tice Audio
Products, td. (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky folks
with really high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna... and install an APS-14 immediately"
—www.wb2vvv.com APS- 14, smaller brother APS-9
for attic or rooftop mount, and the elegant indoor FM
In-tenna — the finest FM-reception products on the
planet. See Stenvphile's "Recommended Components,"
April 1998, APS, (860) 643-2733, e-mail antraf@toplx.
net, web site untivarnamapelOnnance.tom .

our showrooms al 251-11 Nonhent Dint Little Nrik, NY
11363.

JADIS 1)EFY-7 II AMP, /3500; jadis DPL preamp,
$2300; both mint, 55000 for both. Consider trade for
high-quality amp. Sandy, (352)742-2021.
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AUDIO ART, EST 1976— Edge-of-the-art audio

McCORMACK AMPLIFIERS go from good to fantastic! Steve McCormack (their original creator) has
developed upgrades that transfomi the DNA series. If
you're an owner — or have been searching for an out-

Money-back guarantee. 1)on't pay more! (770) 4578748 &few ¡Opium EST

Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Clung, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham, Koetsts, Kuzma, LAT, Magnum
Dynalab, Meret, Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Rep,
Samadhi Acoustics, Spendor, Symphonic Line,
Syswindek, Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplanar, XL0, '(BA, Zoethecus. and more. Call/fax
John Banns at (303) 691-340Z 2341 W Yale Ave,
Englavood, CO 80110.

PLACETE AUDIO: available now, 126-step remotecontrolled dual-mono line-level attenuators that use
only Vishay® S-102 resistors. From $1000. (208) 3426141 or Platete@aol.win

I
kakr inquiries invited.

HI-FI EXCHANGE — Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit

AUDIO UN LI M ITE I
) OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aestherix, Air Tight. Avalon

PLACETE AUDIO PREAMPS. The most transparent
available today. Uses only the finest Vishay ,
* S-102
resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step volume control. Full IR remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. From $2000. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6141 fin details.

components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.

HAN1)MAI)E SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capaciunce, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.

us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Supetrx Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Samie

WHAT YOU 1)ONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 and
up) and power-line conditioners ($85 and up). Alternative to the Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog!
Virtual Moth; 1Old Comm Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203)
929-0876.

I4Hz-55khz. $349. Shannon Dickson's review upcoming in Stereophile. Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you, or
order factory-direct to open arcas. (914) 496-1067

free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi, Acums, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics,
Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions. Spendor, Target,
Carver, many more. Free catalog! Raul Brothas &env
591 King St, Charleston, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling

Mart

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more
characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order, either by check or credit
card: MasterCard, Visa, American Express.
MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 875025529. PAX: (505) 983-6327. Online: classi
fieds@stereophile.com .DEADUNE: Ads arc
due on the first working day of the month, two
months in advance of the issue in which your ad
will appear. For example, if you want your ad to
run in the September 1998 Stereaphife, you must
submit it by July 1, 1998. Please Note: Phonein ads are not accepted. Please plan on faxing or
mailing in your ads on the form provided at the
end of the section. No refunds.

Voicelax (804) 358-5300.

standing amplifier — contact SMc Audio at (760) 7320352, SMcAndio@aohent.
WE'RE HERE ANI) YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Akin, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL Cary, Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, Towitshend, Wilson Benesch, WireWorld,
more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter! Arizona Tube
Audio, (602) 921-9961. uninittubeaudioxom
CLASSICAL WOODSTOCK '98 —The first fullfledged international record show featuring collectors
and dealers in the bucolic setting of Woodstock. NY,
just two hours from New York City. Saturday, August
8, Mam-5pm. For further information, contact
Lawwnce Orlaole at (914)679-1054 (phone andfax), raravis
@ulstatta ,or www.raravistorn .
NEW AGE AUDIO —offering the best in high-end
audio for Georgia and the Southeast. Accuphase,
Audire, AudioPrism, Musical lksign, Music Reference,
Presence, Musc, Rogue, Quicksilver, Sim Moon Series,
Altis, Musical Concepts, Tuubre, G&D Transforms,
Rega, LAD, Alón, Clements ESP speakers, Finch«,
Green Mountain, Merlin Quintessence, Totem, Music
Metre, Synergistic Research, TARA Labs, XLO, Osiris,
Chang, Audio Magic. (770) 487-0103.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONI)ITION with warranty: Amu-Sphere, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson,
Gershman Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Martin-Logan,
inbl, MIT, NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia,
and many more high-end components. Call for inventory list, or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 St,
Flushing, NY 11358. rd. (718) 961-8842, fax (718) 8869530. He End Audio.
CARY 300 SE Signature, $2950; 98 SLP, $1800; 845
SEI, $6500. (864) 487-4985.
MONARCHY 22A DAC, $475. (630) 302-1822.
CELLO GRAND MASTER, ($60,000) $16,000;
Performance II, ($25,000) $14,000; Palette ',tramp.
($8500) $3900; 8.1 DAC, $2900; cables. Wayne, (310)
377-0056.
AU1)10PH ILE LOUDSPEAKERS arc practically unaffordable, right? Nonsense. (906)789-0516 for details.
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GOLDEN TUBE SE-100, six months old, $1100.
Brian, (920) 426-5950.
DO YOU HAVE A CLASSIC THORENS turntable?
Bring it back to tip-top working order. We have acomplete inventory of parrs on all models from the TI)124
series to present. We also have upgrade parts made of
RDC acrylic for models TD318, TD320, TD520,
TD2OOL and 126 and II series. RDS acrylic platter.
RDS acrylic HD shell, RDS acrylic main bearing for
TD320 and 2001,111)S acrylic arm-mounting collar for
TP90 arm. Call or e-mail for prices. 71torens of America,
(718) 847-4289, or e-mail thorensusa@aolcom .Also, cheek
out our line of cumin turntables and elermurics on the web:
audiolitromiihowns .
KRELL KSA-100S, excellent condition, $2800. (319)
393-8279.
B&W 801 SERIES 3, 2 months old with Sound
Anchor Stands, ($6000) $4000; Krell A/V Standard, 3
months, ($12,500) $8500; Krell KSA-300S, $6000;
Acurus 200 X3, ($1200) $700; MIT 350
CVTerminator Proline, balanced, Ins, $600; MIT 350
Terminator, 1m, RCA, $600. COI) with shipping prepaid. Call Dennis, (352) 854-9545, 10am-7pm, FL
771E ABSOLUTE SOUND is back and better than
ever. Many of the writers you have come to mist over
the years are back, ensuring the excellent journalistic
integrity you have come to expect from The Absolute
Sound. Subjects to be covered over the coming months
include: the new digital hardware and software, 1)AI),
changes in speaker technology, cartridge design, and, of
course, our thorough perspective on music. Subscribe
today by phoning (888)732-1625, or go to our web page at
wwwtheabsolutesoundrom
ESP Concert Grand speakers, one year old, excellent,
($16,000) $8250 OBO. Stuart, (773) 929-1199.
McINTOSH MC2205 AMP and MX117 preamp/
tuner, in boxes, $1950 for set OBO. (850) 438-0909,
e-mail rera(egreret

KRELL SYSTEM: MI)-10 CD, KRC preamp, KSA200S amp, studio converter, Celestion speakers and
cables, mint, $12,500 OBO. (805) 252-2109, sainees
@earthlink.net
CAT SL1 SIGNATURE line stage, 05934, perfect,
new tubes, $2500; Audio Research Classic 60, new
tubes, $1500. Vincent, (203) 881-3431.
TFIIEL 3.6 SPEAKERS, arnberwood, mint, ($4200)
$2600. LAT top-line interconnects, 2.5m, RCA; and
speaker cables, 5', spades; best offer. (909) 780-9771.
QUANTUM LEAP AUDIO VIDEO, LTI), East
Lansing, Michigan. Billy Bags, Black Diamond Racing,
Electraglide, Merlin Speakers, Metronome Digital,
Osiris, pARTícular Contemporary Design, Plinius,
Siltech, Synergistic Research, Viva tubes (Fanfare International). many, many more coming! (517) 3378362, 11 am-9pm EST private appointments.
USED & DEMO SALE: Adcom GI)A-600; BeeW
Signature 30, CDM-7; Classé CA-100, CP-45; Convergent Audio SL-1, JL-1; Conrad-Johnson PF2;
Counterpoint SA200; EAD DSP-7000; Hales Concept
2; Infinity Beta; Krell SDP-32; Mark Levinson No.31,
No38, No20.6; McIntosh MC7300; Proceed PDP 3,
PCD 2; Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 Mk2, SFD-2 Mk2;
Theta Pro Gen.III; Symphonic Line Kraft 400;
Velodyne ULD-18; Wadia 8; more. Audition Audio,
(801) 467-5918, fax (801) 467-0290.
NAIM NAP 250, $1500. (516)334-1111.

WARNING!!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers

ELECTRAGLII)E/REFERENCEGLIDE power-cord
demos: save $$$. TAI) (Bybee) power purifier, ($1100)
$695. (517) 337-8362,10am-10pm EST
NOT JUST ANOTHER MAGAZINE ... The
Ultimate Audio magazine. Each issue features the hottest
new state-of-the-art audio equipment and recordings.
The talented ensemble of leading writers includes:
Myles Astor, Lisa Astor, Sid Marks, Elliott Kallen,
Richard Foster, Dan Davis, Dayna B, Sedrick Harris,
Matt Wimmer, and Steve Rochlin. Subscriptions
payable by check, money order, or credit card
(Visa/MC/Amex/Discover). Half year (3 issues),
$7.95; full year (10 issues), $14.95; two years, $29.95.
Canada, $24.95; overseas, $39.95. Ultimate Audio, 1NY
Plaza, Suite 214, New York, NY 10004. (718) 796-2825.
NAIM NAT 03 tuner, $900 OBO. (516) 432-4588.
APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES, taupe, boxes,
special feet, netting slightly torn by late cat. (212)
941-7423.
TRANSPARENT MUSIC LINK SUPER speaker
cable, 12', $495; Magnait Type Si interconnect, 2m,
$395; JPS Superconductor interconnects, 2m, $175;
lm, $135; Apex ICTL biwire cable. 12', $195; I)H Labs
silver/copper quad-mn speaker cable, 12', $195;
Versalabs Wood Blocks, $50 each. Frank, (305) 9356247 befits' lOpm EST e-mailfigtonsults@nunsom .
CONVERGENT AUDIO SL-1 Mk2 with phono,
black, $3750; Avalon Eclipse, cherry quilted, $4900;
VAC PA 80/80, $1800; Jadis 1)efy-7 Mk.4, $4500;
Spectral I3MA-90, $2195; Levinson No.33H, $14,000;
Levinson No39 CD, $4200; Krell FPB 300, $6300;
cables by MIT, Cardas, various lengths. All like new.
Call Thomas, (516)321-8969.
LEVINSON NO38S PREA/v1P, mint, original manu-

who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the sanie basis.

als and packing, ($6500) $3200. Serious only. Lee (281)
518-0199, leave message

Be secure—pay by credit card.

VPI HW19 MK.3. black oak, 2years old with JMW
10" toncarm, $1600 firm. Maria, (732) 679-5241.

FREE High-End

Audio Catalog!

4=j
L.......:24.0wIrtt

Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!

How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!

OTIll.Rs 1.110 toll rne: MINI(

:fieER

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
kv!s,,r i. is the world's
largest seller of high-end audio products by direct mail
Address 4649 Danvers Drive SE.. Kentwood. MI. 49512

AUDIO
ADvisoR

Phone 616-975-610D Fax 616-975-6111.

.
,
Xcerptit 1996 Audio Adv.sor. Inc

hltp:/Avvew.audioadvisar. corn
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COLLECTORS: JI1L 57 speakers in oak cabinet, (S607P), ea 1971, serial #11,498/500, $2000; Bryston 411.
15 years old, $350; Dick Sequerra's original Metronome speakers with stands, $1500; Helunen Hapi-2
prearnp, rare silver face plate. serial #541, $1100; MicroSeiki DDX 1000 turntable, 3-inn model, with original
Micro-Seiki toucans', #505, $1500; Sony ST6200F
receiver, fa 1972, in walnut cabinet, $500. All in good
condition from original owner. CaHim; (973) 492-0017
WADIA 2000 CONVERTER, Sledgehammer board,
just back from factory upgrade. $2150; Luxman 1)1131)
Cl) transport, glass optical installed by Wadia, $550.
(978) 443-3447 MA.
JBL SYNTHESIS SP MK.I1 processor, $900 or will
trade for JBL L-ZZZ Discos. (801) 886-9254, (801)
698-0909.
MARK LEVINSON NO38 preamp, 1996 model,
rarely used, absolutely pristine, fully upgradeable,
$2500. (312) 787-3113.
C:ONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 11A, $1995. Call
Stet%II,

(209) 626-4547

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO IS. piano black,
($4500) $1600. SeeVeit, (209) 626-4547
PASS ALEPH 0, mint, ($8000) $3900. Call Austin,
(508) 361-7341.
CAL AUDIO ARIA ll CD player, excellent condition.
(940) 767-8798.
VACUUM TUBE P.A. Bogen MX-60 mono all-tube
mike preamp/mixer/60W power amp, modified with
audiophile parts. $200: modified AIM Microtube 100
hybrid guitar power amp, tube line-level inputs and
transistor output stage, $150. Bargains! David, (505)
254-9498.
CELLO ENCORE PREAMP with power supply, perfect, $4500. (402) 553-3733 or wrougay@worldnetartso
SEQUERRA MET 7.7 MK.IV minimonitor, new,
$598/pair. (305) 891-9540.

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Revel
Audio Research
Aerial
Mark Levinson
ProAc
Theta Digital
Paradigm
McCormack
Von Schweikert
Pass Labs
EgglestonWorks
Proceed

ALTEC SPEAKER COMPONENTS— Highly efficient for tube enthusiasm. 15" bass drivers: 416-8B and
515-86. High-frequency compression drivers: 802-8D,
802-8E, and 902-813. High-frequency honu: 511B and
81111. Crossover networks: 1285-813 Also: complete
model 19 or A-7 systems (with the above components)
for local pick-up in Atlanta area. Altec hobbyist, sell,
trade, buy? (770) 992-0653, leafy message.

NITTY GRITTY 2.5 RECORD-CLEANING
machine, good condition, $175 0130; NHT HDP-1
rear surround dipole speakers, good condition, $175
OBO. Call (508) 877-7015 afier 7pm EST
AUDIO RESEARCH M300i II mono amps, balanced, great with Thicls, ($12,000) $4000; Soliloquy 82
loudspeakers, birdseye, great with Krell (see January,
p.52), ($5400) $2500. (801) 272-1259.

REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
under warranty, ($7895) $4950; Reference Line Silver
prearnp, ($2095) $650; Marigo 8.8 interconnects, 3m,
($1195) $450; Reference Line double-run silver speaker cable, 5', ($2200) $595; Reference Line Silver interconnects, 1/2m, ($250) $95. Call (615) 532-6732 days,

SUNFIRE TRUE SUBWOOFER MIC.II, as new,
($1300) $950; Cardas Golden Cross IC, 1m, XLRs,
($750) 5450; 3 Siltech power cords, ($400) $225 ea.
Tim, (806) 756-4425, &fore 10pin CST

(615) 650-3418 eveniies.
WILSON WATT 5 with Gibraltar stands, ($9000)
$5500; Meridian 508, 20-bit, ($3000) $2000; ConradJohnson PV12 preamp, ($2000) $1200 0130. All perfect. (206) 286-3992.
AMPS: BOULI)ER 500, $3000; Onkyo M558F,
51000; Plinius 21001 integrated, $700. Preamps: Audio
Research LS233, $1300; SP9 II, phono, $950; Boulder
L3AE, phono, ($3800) $1800; Counterpoint SA5000,
phono, $2000; Goldmund Mimesis 7.1, phono, ($7900)
$3000; Krell KSL, $950; Threshold FET-10/HI,
upgraded supply, $1200. Audio/Video: Lexicon CPI
processor. $250. Processors: Adcom GI)A-700. $600;
Aragon ILS I)/A, $375; McCormack DAC I. $600;
Parasound 1100HD, $575; Proceed PDP, $450; PI)P 2,
$600; Wadia 1000 DM64, Sledgehammer, (S5800)
$1400. Players: Meridian 506, $800; Proceed PC1),
$650. Analog: Goldmund Studio IV, TSE, Gold cartridge, ($15,900) $5600. Speakers: Gallo Nucleus
Reference, 2 months, $2600; Soundwave Grand
Soliloquy, $1200; Totem Staff, $900; Von Schweikert
VR4.5, $3900; Wilson WATT 1, $1600. Please see previous issue and call for more equipment and cables.
Trevor, (302) 737-2606, oaks@voiciliet.com .

Krell
KAV-300i

150 wpc. Balanced

(770) g'
()

g977

http://www.audiosolutions.com
Audible Illusions
VP'
Pioneer Elite
Grado
Marantz
Sumiko
Lexicon
Graham
Aragon
Tara Labs
Acurus
Benz-Micro
Adcom
Sennheiser
Belles
Kimber Kable
SME
Magnum Dynalab
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SONIC FRONTIERS SFL2 PREAMP, excellent,
black face, 2-box system, boxed, $1850; Radford
STA25 tube amp (EL34) and SC22 preamp, will not
separate, orinal, perfect, $1100. Call (760) 789-4880,
eVellingS asid weekends, San Ditgo.
DONT CRUSH THAT DWARF! Hand me those
sunglasses and markdown tags. Sale! Sale! Sale! Our
annual summer clearance features PSB, Totem, MenPlinius, Aerial, Conrad-Johnson, MIT, and Sonic
Frontiers. PSB Stratus Gold i, Stratus Silvers. Stratus
Minis, Stratus C6, call! Totem One Signatures, Staff,
Mite, call! Plinius SA-100 Mk2, call! Conrad-Johnson
PER, CAV50, MV55, Premier 12s, Premier 14, call! All
Anthem products, call! Meridian 586, 508, 565, I)SP
5000, 5000C, call! Sonic Frontiers preamplifiers,
SECI)-1 player, SFD-1 Mk2 I-11)CD, SET-I. call!
Eletomompaniet EC-4 and AW60, call! Audio Associates, (601) 898-3727
MARTIN-LOGAN SU, black oak, 4 months old,
($3500) $2295; TARA Labs Decade power cord,
($560) $269; Meridian 50824, ($3500) $2495. (407)
260-0043 days, (407) 740-8784 evenings EST
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE v3.0, $799; with optional
PS3, $259; and remote, $149. I)igital attenuation defeated, upgraded analog section (Analog Devices and
Black Gates), mint, $600. Jay, (718) 544-0672.

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring

Remote Integrated
Amplifier

$350

in Synergistic
Research cables
FREE with KAV-3001
purchase -$2350

Çy‘c:9deed So-cc-cc
5576 (
74(10r6i"cc 72,cofcceody
d.
`.7,e,ee.cedy, eer9ia 3033 S"

Mart

•Quad •Spendor
•Creek
•Alon
•Von Schweikert •C,oda
•OCM •Kim ber
•Clayton
•&X •Accuphase •Korn
•YBA
Also featuring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

•Mlantis •Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology* Dunlavy •EAD
•Grado •HK •lolida •Krell •losan •Magnan
•Marlin Logan •Magro •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •NBS• Panamas •ProAc •PS8
•keg.] •Santis •Sound Anchors •Mandesign •Siren.
•'
,
‘nergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul cartridge ,
•VPI •Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
L•0 •G •1•C

The Mitin.e,t'%
3702

Des

Inmate

Beaver

ca More

Ave.

Moines, IA 50310
515-255-2134

Specials on our Websile:Imp://wwwasirfio-logic.offl ,

Hi-Fi Farm

616 Plaza, Suite 5, »meta, Va., 24121
Call For Informali bbbb Toll Free:
I *800.752.4018
online ai wm w.hififann.ront
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Fina, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, HoIco, Mills,
Kiwame, etc. capacitors, resistors. All types audio connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
TKI), Heicfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators, Dcflex Panels, hospital-grade AC: connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Any, Box 526, Inverness, GI 94937 (415)
669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558.
QUAD ESL-63 USA MONITORS, latest model, like
new, with Airici stands. (212) 570-0331.
PASS Al' LINE, latest, without remote, $1850; Sonic
Frontiers L3, latest, $3100; Fanfare FT-I, $700; Plinius
SA 250, $4600. Plus shipping. (219) 264-9495.
LEGACY PACEMAKER SUBWOOFER: two 15"
drivers, powered, flat to 16Hz, variable crossover,
($2500) $1375. Original owner, box and manual, mint.
(309) 682-1233.
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERA: custom made jumpers,
Transparent Reference XL cable, original owner, mint,
($1480) 5495. (309) 682-1233.
SWAN ALLURE, new in box, ($6000) 52500. (425)
4014769.
CELLO PERFORMANCE II amplifiers, Sterrophile
Class A, !April '98) lifetime warranty, latest model,
original owner, manual and boxes, mint, ($25,000)
$13,750. Cello Strings interconnects, two pairs. Two
Fischer-to-XLR jumpers. (309) 682-1233.
PLINIUS SA-100 Mk2, 100Wpc pure class-A amp,
Stereophile Class A Recommended Component (April
1998), demo, ($4000) $2395; Plinius M16R remote
preamplifier, demo, ($4250) $2395; Plinius pair,
($8250) $4495. Classé CDT-I transport, ($2500) $1195.
Meridian 500 transport, ($2200) $888. Offers. (517)
337-8362, lOarn-lOpm EST

TWO GREAT NEW BUY/SELL SERVICES! 1)
Transparent Audio Pre-Owned Hotline, (33%-70%
below retail). 2) King of Konsignment: pre-owned/
demo at great savings. Virtually every high-end audiophile brand available. Both: (517) 351-0390, it,km- lOptor
EST Must leave message
MEDICAL 1)0(rFORS, PROFESSORS, DENTISTS,
attorneys, exenitives, entrepreneurs, other professionals: free monthly newsletter by/for members of your
profession. Send name, address, phone, profession:
Professionals Audiophile Newsletters, University of MiC4111
528 Smith State *523, Ann Arhor, M148104-2421.
AIR TIGHT ATC-2 l'REAMP, mint; Yankee Model
72 Mk.3 fiill-range ribbon speakers; Koctsu Pro IV
cartridge, new; Stax Quattro II Cl) player, mint. (973)
746-2794.
EAI) 9000 PRO MK.3 HI)CI) DAC, balanced, last
unit available with 24K-gold faceplate, remote volume
control, brand new, lifetime warranty, ($7400) $3700;
Transparent Ultra, 1m, RCA, ($900) $375; Nordost
Blue Heaven, 6m, balanced, ($600) $275; NI35 Signature speaker cable, Ins, $150. All plus shipping. T,11frir, (888) 888-7780, 9am-8mn EST
PURIST AUDIO DOMINUS interconnects and
speaker cable, Rev13, mint condition, retail $19,000,
now for $13,500. (905) 508-6916.
ARC L$2, ($2500) 51000; LSZ $700; VT60, $1100;
VT6OSE, ($2500) $1375; Audio Note PISE, $895:
BrYstoo 3BTHX, ($1765) $1059; CAL Icon, $375; C-J
PF1L, $575; MF8O. $700; Creek CI)60, ($1300) $585;
Densen DM20, $595; Fosgatc 3A. THX, ($2800)
59813; Krell KAV-300al, new, sealed. $2800; Luximui
F116, ($800) $320; Meridian 605, ($3500) $1750; MIT
MH750 Tube Teminator2, 10', new, $695; Pioneer
Elite CLD97, ($2500) $875; Sonic Frontiers Line-1,
new, sealed, $1875; SFL-1, $630; Theta Data Basic,
($1750) $875. (718) 461-2655.
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FREE SHIRRING
NO LOCAL DEALER CALL US

iii

Not ilighfrice

AUDIBLE ILUSIM•MUSICA1 DESIGN

Anthem

McConnack

Audioquest

Monitor Audio

Audio Truth

Rega

B&K

Sharpvision

California Audio Labs

Sonic Frontiers

Cary Audio

Sumiko

Creek

Taddeo

Golden Tube

lice
Transparent Audio

Krell

Vandersteen

Magnum Dynalab

Von Schweikert

Marantz

Well Tempered

SCUMWORKS
3400

roe Ave Rochester, New

716 264.0410

ARAGON 4004 Mk.II, $800; Audio Research SP
Mk.II, $800; NAI) 302 integrated amp, $150; Sound
1)ynamin 300ti's plus stands, $300; HeadRoom "little"
amp, 5100. (812) 332-4632, inlitekliy@indianaidu .
THETA GENERATION 3 I)/A, needs no prcamp,
($3750) $1700; Krell KRC-HP, ($6900) $4000;
Meinicr preamp with remote, ($2300) $550; Micromega CDFI transport, ($2600) $475; NUS Statement
AC cord, new, ($3000) $1800; NUS cables and AC
cord, 40% off new; Electraglide Reference Mk.II AC
cord, new, ($1200) $700; all Hannonix pnxlucts 30%
off. All mint, plus shipping. Marty, (718) 746-3655.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 5, new tubes,
($7500) $3600; vn MB-600, ($12,000) $5500/pair;
ARC LS22 with remote, $2600; Cello Encore, 1
megaohni, with phono, 1,4500; Chario Academy 3Jr.,
($10,500) $4900; Sony CDP-It 1plus IMS-R1, ($8000)
$1900; Jadis JI'L, ($6300) 52900. Spectral DMA-150,
$4300; MIT MH770 CVT Reference speaker cable, 8',
51300; both 6months old. META Laser-II transport,
($4900) $1900. (909) 627-3869.
RUARK TEMPLARS, $695; NHT SuperZeros, $150;
Theta Chroma HDCD, $450; CAL Ganuna, $95.
(908) 654-5750.
AIR TIGHT ATM-1 amp with NOS Mullard
Telefiinkens, extra tubes, box, manual, mint, original
owner, ($5000) $.2000 080; Chario Academy 1
speakers and matching stands, original owner, with
box. manual, ($2500) $1200; Acrotec 1biwirc pair, 7',
($350) $100; Acrotec 2010, RCAs, 1
in pair, ($400)
$120. Plus shipping. (610) 558-3335.
LEVINSON COMPONENTS and EgglestonWorks
Andra speakers, all less than 4 months old: Levinson
No31.5 CD player, $5000; No.380S preamp, $4000;
No36S 1)/A converter, $3850; and No33H monoblocks (2), (514,0(X)); Andra speakers, $8500. If purchase complete system, will subtract 5% and include
cables. Call (860) 675-4403 as 11am daily, CT

hawkeye
audio/video
www.hawkeyeaudio.com
Acurus
Audioquest
BK

Marantz
McCormack
Mitsubishi

Balanced Audio Tech
Black Diamond Racing
Carver
Chang Lightspeed
Conrad-Johnson
Definitive Technology
Grado
JM Lab
Jolida
Lovan

Niles
Onkyo
Paradigm
Paradigm Ref
Rega
Santis
Snell
Sumiko
Tara Labs
Yamaha

(319) 337-4878
401 S. Gilbert St
Iowa City, IA 52240
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CARY C:A1) 300 SEI, gold faceplate with SE power
block, $2950. CiII (718) 575-8837
MARK LEVINSON N0333 power amp, new. serial
#1883, $5500; Mark Levinson No.38S preamp.
serial #4446, $3600. Dan, (860) 674-0839.

PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT CABLES. KUj
Technologies is proud to introduce AG-111. A cable
painstakingly handcrafted, using only the finest handpolished, solid-core silver conductors and Teflon
dielectrics. A new benchmark for transparency and
value. Enjoy! $129/meter pair. Ky reckon ,lotnes, (813)
521-9836.
AUDIO RESEARCH l'H3 phono preamp, ($1500)
$1100; VAC Vintage Mk.11 preamp, ($2195) $1100;
MIT M1330 Tube Terminators, ($350) $195; Linn
Ekos, ($2500) $1250. Call Keith, (503)266-6301, PST
THIEL CS3.5S, OAK, good condition, $950. (516)
666-8984.
DUNLAVY SC-IVs, oak, mint, $4400; PS Audio
Ultrahnk II with HDCD, mint, $1150. (516) 666-8984.
WADIA 27 DAC:, excellent. 013M $4700. *livid, (602)
866-1404.
N.E.W. DCA-33. latest, with $800 factory mods,
($2795) $800; N.E.W.
latest, with $700 factory
mods, ($2495) $700; Luminous Synchestra Signature
interconnects, 1
in, ($480) $220; Synchestra interconnects. liii, ($259) $110; Luminous 14' Synchestra speaker cables, $450; Luminous 15' Renaissance cables, $200;
Cardas Hexlink AC cords, $115 each. (608) 271-9098.
SPIC:A TC:60 SPEAKERS, walnut, original box, manual, ($895) $350; Kimber Kahle, 4TC double biwire, 8'
cable, ($320) $125. (973) 340-8665.
PASS ALEPH 3, balanced warranty, $1600; CAL
Alpha, RAM SLN Teks, $600; Martin-Logan Aerius.
biwire. $1000; Audio Alchemy DDS Pro, DDE v3.0,
Dusty's Mod, PS3, $1500; Adcom SLC, $100; the
Original DYNA ST70, dead stock, $300. All mint.
Cecil, (212) 684-2000, int33, leave message.

PASS ALEI'H 12, $8300; Aleph P remote, $2800;
Aleph 5. $2600; Cary 300 SE Signature, latest, Western
tubes, $3150; 805C, latest, $5900; Voce 1)ivina Tenon:,
ficxestanding monitors, ($8350) $5200. (801) 226-1018.
TFIE G001) BOX. If you own or are considering acquiring avintage amp... you definitely must have the
good box by Ralph Baker Design. It will allow use of
large high-end speaker cables! Model ST-1, $109.95;
model MO-1, $129.95/pair plus shipping and handling.
Ralph Baker Design, 3Cross Seat Westfield, MA 010853807 l'hone/fax (413) 562-8438, touno.audieini.tom
PLINIUS SA1(X) MK.II, ($3995) $2995; Plinius M16L preamp. ($4250) $3195; Conrad-Johnson PF-R
preamp, ($2695) $1995; Sonic Frontiers Processor 3
IMC, newest, awesome, (16995) $4995; Siltech SQ
805G, newest G-3, 1.5m, RCAs, ($1895) $1395; Geortz
Aloha Core M1-2; double biwirc, 25' pair, $650;
Illutninati 1)-60, $225; I)X50, $250. All mint, 1month
old. Curious about Plinius? Call (860) 886-7984, EST
1)1(; TUBES? UPSCALE AUDI() has the largest aiSa
finest inventory in the US of genuine rare early vintage
tubes from Telefianken, Anqx•rex, Siemens, Mazda,
Brinur, and Milliard. and we are re-tube experts. No
counterfeits. Perfonnance selection featuring a$21.000
FFT Analyzer and Tektronix 570 Curve Tracer. 1)on't
pay high prices for Russian and Chinese tubes. You can't
make aBMW by "selecting" the best Yugo. Mullard
British old-pnxluction 12AU7 phono grade. $40 each.
Heaven for Conrail-Johnson or CAT Authorized dealer for Sonic Frontiers, Anthem, Golden Tube, Audible
Illusions, Presence, B&K, Meadowlark, P50. Nordost
Flatline specialist. Kerin@upsraMnidio.com or (909) 931%86, P1)7; nionuipsralimilioxonsiliifi/or.
QUAI )ESL-63 USA MONITORS, black wood finish, Arcici stands, just serviced, OBM. $2275 or best
offer. (860) 828-1270.
JMLAB (MANI) UTOPIA, (US retail $70,000) only
US $39,500. Jacques ai (514)731-1737 or (514) 286-3546
(Montreal).

Mart

GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO Se-40 (2), ($980) $550
each or $1025 for the pair. Both have consecutive serial numbers. Genesis Digital Lens, ($1800) $1000.
Marantz 1)P870 Dolby Digital processor, ($700) $400.
Toshiba S1)3006 DVD player, ($700) $350. Robert,
(773)721-0353.
STAX CLASSIC WITH SRD-6, ($900) $450;
1Vlicromega Stage 5, ($1195) $750; 3-head tapedeck,
($325) $150; Realistic receiver, $70. (504) 895-6967
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60, $1250; Muse model 100
(filmier Class B), $575; Thiel 1.5, $1400; C-J PV10AL,
$650. 7inty, (510) 549-2808 or (213) 254-1157,
thioatendink2.betkeity.edu .
NEW AGE AUDIO —Manager's 1)eino Sale.
Accuphase A-50, ($15,000) $12,000; Accuphase DP90,
($7900); Accuphase DC-300, ($16,000) $12,500; ESP
Concert Grands, ($16,500) $12,000; Quintessence
Acoustics Shadows, rave reviews, ($23,500) $15,000;
Studio, ($12,000) $7500; Standard —call. AudioPrism
Debut II, ($2500) 520(X); Mantissa, ($2000) $1750; 5.1
XLO Signature speaker cable, 20' pair, ($5500) $3000;
Audio Magic Sorcerer speaker cable, 20' pair, ($4800)
$2500. Various other items, interconnects, at great
prices. (770) 487-0103.
PASS M. $1600; 138AIV 804s, $1400; McCormack
Micro Power, $550; Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro, Pro32,
1)DE 3.0; Straight Wire Virtuoso. Jon, (415) 731-8817,
Fnedmans@aol.rom
PROCEED CI)P compact disc player, ($3500) $2100;
Sunfire stereo amplifier and Sunfire tube preamp,
($3600) $2200. All items three months old and under
warranty. (765) 497-7771, bivalternee.net
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60, former SIM>
',bile Class A, silver, excellent, ($3295) $1500. Fred, (415)
621-2055.
DENSEN 13-100 INTEGRATED, excellent condition, including box and mammal, $800. Call John at (708)
524-0746.
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kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!

,q)E51.

glee°

DEMO AND USED MODELS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
323 WEST MAIN STREET
ABINGDON, VIRGINIA 24210
(5 40) 62 8-31 77
•local market only
e-mail: rattiffiforefened.com

Not only does Better Records have the lowest prices on
major audiophile reissue labels like DCC. Classic Records,
EMI. Decca et al we also
further discount these labels
with our special "
SI% Months"
Deal If you buy a new release from any of these labels

We Beat

you qualify lor an older one at areduced price, in the case
of DCC LP's
typically
S19 99
As
as the title has been around for six months or more
. can save an additional Two Bucks
may net seem
like much but it adds up I The
idea is to promote the Back Catalog of the better outfits producing records these days They have sales goals to reach
in order to
earn enough
99
to keep the Vinyl Renaissance going strong. Were just doing what
we can to make it easy—and cheap—to pick up the
better titles some of you might've missed the first time
around.
Which are
the better titles"

Everybody's

Prices.

Dee LP's $21

Free Shipping on

SHA "
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If you like
to "do-it1-800-338-05
yourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of products like
Le 4
•=-raw loud•
z 7r=
speaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vifa, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker

ELECTRONICS 8.

f.r.v4e
MORE

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE : SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.,
Springboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com

The ones we
recommend
of course! its
good to have opinions but its better to have the records
guaranteed to back them up—at the lowest prices.
delivered to your door. If you want honest, informed

Orders o,,e, $100!

reviews and recommendations of new LP's. there's
really only one place to go: Better Records. Check out
the hundreds of excellent new LP's in our...

Free Catalog 800487-8611
or visit our new, not quite ready Ion prime time webstte at

www.recordsforaudiophiles.com
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MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT, 563 DAC, XLC
Reference digital cable. Boxes, manuals. $1395. (8/2)
853-5530.

LEVINSON NO333 AMP, $5500; Levinson No.36S
DIA. $3400; Levinson No.380S, $4300. Going Reference! limr, (203) 256-9282.

WILSON WATT/Puppy 5.1, gloss black, ($17300)
$10,800; VAC PA-90C1 mono amps, previous Stereophile Class A, ($7290) $3300; ML-7B preamp (serial
#0570), (56900) $2500; Accuphase T-109, ($3000)
$2300; Manley Reference DAC, ($8800) $3550; First
Sound Passive Reference II (señal #15992948), ($2200)
$1000; API Power Pack I(sanie as Pack II except for
shape), $155; ListenUp Maughanbox for B&W 801,
($1500) $500; Genesis Tune Lens, small scratch,
($1800) $979; Lexicon CP-3+, ($3350) $989; NBS 6outlet power strip, ($800) $385. COD with shipping
deposit, Ventura, S. CA. Brian, (805) 527-9739, feu- (805)
527-9808, e-mail hellole@aol.com

AUDIOTRUTFI DIAMOND X3, 3m, $1150; MIT330 with CVT, 2m, $350; CAL Aria III CD player,
$950; AA DTPPro 32, $600; Fosgate 3A SS. THX
processor, $900; Kimber 8TC biwire, 10', $375. (847)
699-2413 days, (773) 262-7330 evenings.

EARMAX TUBE HEADPHONE amplifier, optional
PakMair, EarMax Pro (introduced at HI-Fl '98).
Headphones by Etymotic, Sennheiser, Sony. Maidine
tube electronics, March to:warms, Verdier turntables
and 300B amplifiers, Top Hats, European LPs/CDs.
Audio Admiremerits, Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ. (973) 6331151. Sales, toll-fwe, (888) 59-Musik.
DIGIFLEX DVD CABLE KIT, featuring the Digiflex
Gold I, "... my first choice in adigital cable at any
price." —Corey Greenberg, Sterevphile, Vol.16 No.7,
July 1993. And Vidiflex Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: Plus Series
analog interconnects, video projector and speaker
cables, and more. Free catalog from your Careare
source: Sound & Video, (518) 822-8800.

VON SCHWEIKERT VR4, $2450; Krell KSL preamp, $895; Definitive DR7 speakers, $200; Bd 2031
amp, $1500; Fosgate DSL2 AV processor, $200. Call
Greg (914) 362-2330.
MARK LEVINSON NO.333 AMPLIFIER, $5900.
Audio Matière Equilibre tube power amplifier, 11
months old, large selection of high-quality tubes
included: 85200. (8/3) 876-3059.
LINN LP12/LINGO/EKOS, $3475; Thiel CS2 2
speakers, $1675; TARA Decade, 1m, $375; Seismic
Sink, $175. (606) 581-3763.
WOLCOTT PRESENCE PA220 tube amplifier,
($8000) $3995; BAT VK60, ($5000) $2600; Kimber
KCAG, 4.5m, RCA, $600. Greg (610)767-8875.
MBC AUDIO: /Clyne, BEL, Gradient, CE C., Ihnsen,
I/apason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303) 399-5031,
MST

CDs, LPs, Tapes
REEL TAPES: 7.5, 15, and 301p5/2-track on 10.5" reels.
Mostly classical, 750 tides. (860) 677-4828.

Audio Mart Order Form

ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the September 1998 Stereophile, you must submit it with
payment by July 1, 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
for

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OToole, P.O. Box 138, Bruner, NY 12409, tel /fax (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD & LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, Opera, Jazz, Rock,
Alternative, audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASD), more.
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Exchange; 20 Tulare( St, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609)
921-0881, hup://www.prrx.com
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB: new, sealed,
out of print CDs. SASE to Schultz, 3049 Biber OT6,
East Lansing, MI 48823 (no calls).
COMPLETE SWEET THUNDER LP catalog, editions 1-13, 15-16, all still sealed. Sold as set only. Best
offer over $3000, plus shipping and insurance. (408)
285-8059 days, (408) 379-9391 eretings, leave e-mail
address on message
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage CA 92270.
Tel/fax (888) 872-6929.
LIVING STEREO SHADED DOGS, Sorias, VICs,
LSPs, Living Presence, Bluebacks, collectable audiophile. Free list: Elliot !Geer, 2025 Delaware, Buffalo,
NY 14216.
WANTED: 45/78 RECORDS, mastering lathes,
turntables, Luxman PD-555; Technics SP-10 Mk.III,
Fairchild, Westreit, Neumann, Pultec, Urei, Nakamichi
TA-4A, etc. (6/2)869-4963.

NEW 1998 RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Coiiuiiercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on
all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side. (Telephone and fax numbers, e-niai! and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC/ArnEx or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stenvphile, Classified Ad
Ikparnnent, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT

J Enclosed is payment in the amount of

RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000, London
Jlis bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681,fax (212) 496-0733. Harvey Gilman, 243 IV 76th St, Apt. 1B, New York NY 10023.

words.

WANTED: MOBILE FIDELITY AUDIOPHILE,
Japanese LPs, boxed sets and UHQRs, mint condition
or sealed. (4/6) 488-0/53 evenings, fax (416) 485-5337
days.
BINAURAL RECORDINGS FOR HEADPHONE
EXPERIENCES! No other special equipment required. Loudspeaker-compatible. Over 130 CDs, most
exclusively with us: classical, pipe organ, jazz, world
music, nature sounds, audio dramas. For The Binaural
Source latest free catalog: (800) 934-0442; Box 1727,
Ross, CA 94957 Also at our website, including free
downloadable samples! uneneebinauraLcom

Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile
J Iprefer to pay by J Visa J MasterCard J American Express
My card # is
Signature

Exp. date

WANTED: NAKAMICHI CA-7 PREAMP. rstordalen
@admen or (213) 465-9971.

Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

Wanted

(.11 CDs/LPs/Tapes

0 Wanted

J Employment

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice,
JBL„ Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, l)yriaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy. Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Johnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312,Jevc (405)737-3355.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo): Tannoy, JBL, Altec, old tube Marantz,
McIntosh, Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Alter
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson,
ARC, turntables, arms, etc. Also used wristwatches:
Rolex, Audernars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts
and tools). Traveling often, midwest and east coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316.

Name

Company

Street
State
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WANTED: AUDIO RESEARCH and Marantz tube
equipment, Sequerra tuners. Top prices paid. (818) 2413344, fax (818) 242-4433.
WANTEI): CELESTION DLP 600. (610) 650-0/99,
swampspammenwe.com

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

WANTEI):JBL L-ZZZ DISCOS or JBL 25071 loudspeakers. (801) 886-9254 or (801) 698-0909.
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Advertiser
Audio Plus (Cambridge
Audio)

Advertising published in Stereophik is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services
as offered arc accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader
encounters noncompliance with
these standards, please write Nelson &Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
Acoustic Image

HeadRoom
20

Audio Plus (1Mlab)
AudioQuest
Audio Solutions

18
180
173

Audio Trading Times

169

Audio-Video Logic ...164,173
AudioWaves
174
Avance
59
A/V Ensemble Music ...166
Balanced Audio Technology
34
Better Records
175
Billy Bags
86
Brickwall (Price Wheeler)
125

160

Acoustic Sounds
120,130-131

Cable Company

Adcom
2
Advanced Audio Technologies
60

California Audio Labs

173
154

Impact Technology
Innovative Audio
Joseph Audio

118
158
86

JPS Labs

125
104

KEF Electronics
Kharma
Kief's
Kimber Kable
LAI International

12
117
167
48
164

Lyle Cartridges

Magnum Dynalab
86
Mark Levinson (Madrigal) . 10
44
Martin-Logan

•
...50
4-5

Masterpiece Audio

CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
David Lucas

158
128
88

McIntosh
Mirage
Mobile Fidelity

Audience
121
Audio Advisor ..108,121,172

Davidson-Whitehall
Dynaudio

162
54

Audio Classics

Electrocompaniet
Elusive Disc

152
134

Antique Sound Lab West ...70
Arcam

26

167

Audio Connection
154
Audio Influx
82
Audiolab Stereo & Video

36,82
74,146

150
42
28
100
38
70

Mondial
Muse Electronics
Musical Surroundings

.62

Music Direct

112

Needle Doctor

132
119
8
22
86

Fairport Soundworks
Front Row Center
Gallo Acoustics

.174
152
46

Overture
Paradigm
Parasound
Parts Connection

40
174

Parts Express
Pass Laboratories

175
64,68

124

Progressive Audio

148

Center
Audio Magic

156
70

Audio Nexus

160

Hales Design Group
Hawkeye Audio

140

HCN1

Audio Outlet

51

116

102
49

Ambrosia Audio
Analog Shop

68

JS Audio
JVC Music

Cary Audio

175

126-127

Hi -Fi Farm
Holm Audio

Classic Records
Columbia House

Alpine Audio

Index
PSB
Purist Audio Design

16
55

Quantum Leap Audio Video
167
Reference Audio Video
Rotel
Seneca Group
Soliloquy Speakers
Sonic Frontiers
Sound by Singer
Sound City

162
15
87
60
30
72-73

142-143

Sound Connections
Soundex

82
144

Sound Exchange
Sound Images

156
169

Sound Seller

164

SoundWorks
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Trading Outlet

138
122
162

Straight Wire

58

Synergistic

56

Tannoy
TARA Labs

64
24

Thiel
Totem Acoustic

32
66

Toys From the Attic
Transparent Audio

162
115

Tubes by Design
Vidikron of America
VTL

62
52
66

Wadia
Western Electric

179
99

Wisdom Audio

164

Subscribe NOW!

M8GS-9

U.S. & CANADIAN RESIDENTS
1 year, $35
($2.92! issue)

U 2 years, $60
($2.50/issue)

U

U 3 years, $75
($2.08/issue)

Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 444-8908, or mail check, money order
(US dollars only), or credit-card number to: Stereophile, P.O. Box 469027.
Escondido, CA 92046-9027

rJ Foreign subscriptions, $120/year
Call 760-745-2809. or Fax this form with credit-card
information to 760-480-8079.
Name

J Check/money order enclosed

Address
City
Card No.
Signature
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J Bill me
State

Zip
Exp.

"J Visa
—I MasterCard
UI
American Express
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The

Final

Word

Larry

Archibald

hose of you who read it on our web
ing us to prim all of the aforementioned,
site will have had apreview of the
far more advertising.
latest news from Santa Fe:
JA jump-started Stereophile from an
Stereophile, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
amateur, albeit successful, underground
and HI-FI '98 (and its successors) have
rag into the true big leagues. When Ken
been sold, as of June 1, to Petersen
Nelson, our advertising representative
Publishing, aLos Angeles-based company
since 1984, suggested doing ahi-fi show
specializing in enthusiast magazines.
Just over 16 years ago, in Vol.5 No.1,
Thanks for
J. Gordon Holt penned an editorial titled
"A Change of Everything," announcing
16 sensational years!
my purchase of Stereophile from him. Some
things didn't change —Stereophilt's comYou're the best readers
mitment to telling it like it is, our reliance
on the primacy of what is heard rather
in the world.
than what is measured, our freedom from
advertiser influence — but many things
have changed since early 1982.
just like the one JA had been involved in
The most immediate change was one
starting at HFN /RR (and which still surof frequency. Gordon came out with
vives as the Heathrow Ramada Show),
issues at arate of 23/year over his 20 John said "Yeah!" Our Show got going in
years as publisher and editor; Ifelt that
Santa Monica in 1987, and graduated to a
more frequent publishing was the avenue
trade-plus-consumer event with HI-FI
to success. In addition, Ithought that
'96 at the Waldorf=Astoria in New York.
Stereophile needed many voices, rather than
1994 saw the launch of Stereophile Guide
the one to four voices that JGH corralled
to Houle Theater, edited by Lawrence B.
together.
Johnson and penned mostly by Stereophiltes
Although this seemed a nonconin-house home-theater maven, Toni
troversial policy at the time, it did provoke
Norton. In 1995 we were lucky enough to
consternation among sonic subscribers.
be able to attract Larry Ullman as SGHT
JGH had the original vision for amagaeditor, and in 1997 Jeannie Kane, formerly
zine that told the truth about hi-fi equipwith Car Audio &Eltrtronict, took over as the
ment, and lots of people wanted his vision
most dynamic publisher I've ever worked
and no other. My vision, though, was oía
with (or witnessed!). With their changes to
magazine that covered all the bases — if SGHT in January of this year —a conversomething important was happening, or
sion to over-full size and a10x publishing
being said, in the world of sound reproschedule — Larry and Jeannie have taken
duction, you could read about it in
the home-theater publishing world by
Stereophile.
storm
Imade some progress toward that goal in
In December 1997 our web-site editor
the first few years, but was hampered both Jon Iverson launched Stereophile, Inc.'s latby my own insufficiencies and by asimple
est market-expanding ventures: one web
lack of personnel. That changed in May
site each for Stertvphile, SGHT, and HI-FI
1986 with alife-of-the-magazine-altering
'98. (Check in at www.stereophile.com to
addition: John Atkinson, formerly editor
access them all.) The universal wisdom in
of the British magazine Hi-Fi News & publishing is to be careful of web sites
Record Review, joined Stereophi/e, first as
because they consume huge amounts of
"international editor," then as editor.
money, and abad one injures your brand
The fact that it was John and Iwho —
more than it helps. The web sites that Jon
as Stereophile, Inc.'s sole shareholders —
(with John A., Scott W, Barry W, Ralph
made the sale referenced above tells you
something about John's importance to the
organization. An even better measure is
E 1998 by Petersen Publishing Company, LLC-44421
the growth and change that have taken
0b ,.7 July 1998, IsSUrNmnb.r 222. Stereophile (ISSN
place since Vol.9 No.5 (August 1986): far
#0585-2544) is published monthly, $35 per yrar fir US
rearms, by IMersen Publishing Gunpany, LLC, 6420
more products reviewed, far more feaWilshire HMI, Ln Angeles, CA 90048. Peiddical postage
tures, far more (and more up-to-date)
paid at Santa
NM and at tlidili011171
ekes.
news, far more (and better) product
PaS7MAS1Ele: Send address thanes to Stercophile,
O.BOX 469027, Eseandida, CA 92046-9027
reviewers, far more interesting and
Printed in the U.S.
authoritative music coverage —and, help178

J., and Richard L.) has put up have made
modest amounts of money since day one,
found lots of new subscribers, and done
our brands aworld of good.
So Gordon was right: A huge amount
of change followed my acquisition of
Stereophile. But whatever negative and positive credit Iget for that—and undoubtedly Ideserve some of each — it's far too
much. There have been so many people
making key contributions over the years
that it's impossible to list them all, but
here are a few: everyone highlighted
above; Tom Gillett, who by that name
conceived of and wrote all the direct-mail
efforts through which we've reached so
many of you, and who, under the name
Sam Tellig, has been our most popular
writer since 1983; Laura LoVecchio, who,
together with Ken Nelson, has represented all our ventures so effectively to
the manufacturing and retailing communities; Gretchen Grogan, Stereophihes
assistant publisher; Wes Phillips, Stereophile's best equipment-reports editor ever;
Matira Rieland, the director of HI-FI '98;
Ralph Johnson, Stereophile's show director
in '92 and '93 and our president for the
last two years; Natalie Brown Baca, the
best art director I've ever known; Robert
Baird, our dynamic music editor; Debbie
Starr, our very capable managing editor,
and untold others.
Does this mean that a"change of everything" is about to happen all over again?
Yes and no.
Yes, in that my role at Stereophile will
change: my day-to-day in-house roles of
working with ad reps, analyzing finances,
hiring and firing, and all the rest, will go
away. My title will remain "publisher," and
my public role of attending shows, visiting
manufacturers and retailers, and knowing
enough about the industry to write this
column, will remain. With luck, Imight
even review ahi-fi product!
No, in that virtually all of the people
mentioned above —JA primary among
them — will continue in roles unchanged
from what they limy arc. No, in that all our
ventures will keep striving mightily to
deliver the information about the industries
we're part of to you, the readers we love.
But Yes, in that magazines (and shows
and web sites) arc defined, as you can see
above, by how purposefully and fittingly
they change. We will continue to change —
change as successfully we know how.
Thanks for 16 sensational years! You're the
best readers in the world.
Stereophile, July 1998
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Wadia Digital
Tel 715-426-5900

624 Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022
http://www.wadia.com Fax 715-426-5665
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